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ABSTRACT

SIX SE!SSIONS:
A STUDY IN THE DISCOURSE ANALYSIS OF AN EXAMPLE OF
COGNITIVE BEHAVIOR THERAPY IN A SOCIAL WORK CONTEXT
HENRY R. ILIAN
This study attempts to document the process
of change in an example of cognitive behavior therapy conducted as part of a larger research project in the effectiveness of this approach with parents having a potential for child abuse.

One example of therapy was chosen

for in depth analysis using a discourse analysis approach
based on that of Labov and F"anshe1 (1977).

Tape-record-

ings of the eight meetings between the client and the
therapist--six therapy sessions, and two additional sessions to administer a pre and posttest questionnaire required by the larger study--were transcribed.

Selected

segments of these transcripts were subjected to a microanalysis, the aim of which was to identify evidence of
therapeutic change.
Although the client did not follow the therapist in
every respect, considerable evidence was found of a process of change--which began prior to the first therapy
session with the with the research oriented questionnaire
session and ended with the final questionnaire session.
Certain moments in the dialogue, which occurred in nearly

every session, were especially significant in revealing
'change.

Through the sessions, a process was identified in

which the client adopts, but also adapts ideas put forward
by the therapist.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study is to doccument the
process of change through the social work interview.

It

looks at one example of a six session brief treatment
conducted as part of a research project.

In .the example

chosen, positive change was demonstrated by a research
instrument, a set of questionnaires administered prior to
and following the therapy.

This study, however, looks at

the actual process by which change occurred moment-tomoment through the

sessions.

This research is ·stimulated by the author's concern
with the process of change as it is achieved througp the
medium of the clinical interview in· social work, and
specifically in psychotherapy.

Often in therapy change

takes place without the therapist· being able to say,
except in a general way, how it came about or in what way
it was specifically attributable to what took place in the
therapy session.

Where the goals of therapy are not met,

the reason is, likewise, not always clear, except on the
same general level, even to .an experienced therapist.

For

this reason, it is often difficult to train students to
effectively monitor their performance in the interview.
Researchers into therapy interaction (e.g., Pittinger,
Hockett, and Danehy, 1960) have reported a process whereby
each person's experience is made up of perceptions selected from the ongoing stream of events and incorporated into
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a memory of what has occurred.

This stream of e·vents,

however, contains myriads of details, far too many for any
individual to attend to, and therefore most of them go
unnoticed or passed over, albeit to different degrees by
trained and untrained observers.

The actual processes of

interaction are carried in these details.

As such, these

processes are not visible in themselves without taking
some special measures to bring them into view.
To bring these processes of interaction into view is
analogous t·o the study of nature by means of time-lapse or
slow-motion film or by super-high-speed photography.

There

are significant features in the life processes of animal
and plant species which can only by studied by either
slowing them down or speeding them up.

Just as in a time-

lapse film of a flower opening it is possible to observe
things which are not observable otherwise, it should be
possible in a ·slowed-down n view of the interaction in
psychotherapy to observe the processes by which interaction
between a therapist and a client lead to change in the
situation for which the client has come for help.
Scheflen (1965) has observed that the processes of
psychotherapy are best viewed as those of communication,
and that the appropriate frame of reference for investigating these processes is an analysis of their structure as
communication.

This study will carry out this investiga-

tion by means of an approach known as discourse analysis,
which will be the means of providing a slowed-down view of

the psychotherapy interaction, and thus make accessible
the

processes.
In'this research, discourse analysis will be used to

study a

of six

interviews comprising

one complete brief thetapy.

This

was conducted as

part ,ot"a,larger research proj'ect 'on' the use of' cognitive
behavior therapy in a brief treatment format in working
with parents who expressed difficulty in controlling their
anger

and, therefore, were at some

risk of abusing, them' (Whiteman·
and Fanshel, 1986).
.
.

.

cognitive behavio,ral
used in the larger
. .approach
.

study posits that a change in a person's thinking conpEoblem will.lead to a change in how
that 'person acts to solve the

The guiding·as-,

sumption behind the therapy being 'studied· was that the
difficulties these parents were

were due

either to a lack of an ef·fective means for managing anger
or to the use of ·anger as a .solution to problems for which
more effective, solutions were ·possible.

The idea

was, if a pa·rent can avoid extreme anger, then he or she
can

avoid hitting, and the risk

abusing, as well •

. Although the larger research project did not focus
on the parents' actual·behavior, except through their own
reports, changes in'cognition regarding
sured bi

of a

mea-

·administered prior to

the beginning of the therapy and after its ending.

How-

ever, the a'ctualprocess by which change was facilitated
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is also available, preserved in the tape recorded dialogue
of the therapy.

While the current study goes beyond the

pre and posttest measures which confirmed change, and
looks at the processes by which the change occurred, it is
not, as was the larger, study intended as an evaluation of
the effectiveness of cognitive behavior therapy.

Rather,"

the major research question it asks is: what can we learn
from the therapy dialogue itself about how a client uses
the therapy interaction, specifically in this form of
therapy, to achieve a change in his or her thinking regarding a particular problem, and to work toward a solution of that problem?

To do this, this research will look

at the process one parent went through with one therapist
in changing her perceptions regarding her difficulties
with her seven-year-old child, and her ability to manage
these difficulties.
Discourse analysis is a strategy of investigation
with roots in a number of different fields: linguistics,
anthropology, sociology, philosophy, and literary criticism.

It looks at written and spoken texts in an attempt

to comprehend either internal organization, general principles of spoken or written discourse, or levels of meaning and signification within the text either consciously
intended by the producer of the text or not.

It has been

used to investigate such diverse phenomena as how classroom instruction actually takes place (Stubbs, 1983),
under what circumstances_do groups who speak more than one
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. language or dialect switch from one to the other (Bernstein 1972, Trudgill, 1974), how we understand the pOint
of view

a character in a novel (Pratt, 1977) how black

teenagers perform ritual insults (Labov, 1972), how is a
topic used to maintain cohesion ·in conversation (Erickson,
how literary texts cohere (Halliday and
1976), how people establish who they are in a conversation
(Shenkein, 1978) or switch speakers within a conversation
(Sacks,

and

psychic or
psychotherapy interview

1978), and what intraprocesses are at work in a
Hockett, and Danehey,

.1960, Labovand Fanshel, 1977), wbich is the concern of
the present study.
As a study in discourse analysis, this research is
conceptualized as standing in the tradition of ethnographies of specific speech events in line with Hymes's
(1964) call for an ethnographic approach to speaking.*
Among the major studies in this tradition,· many of which
have concerned themselves with psychotherapy, are those of
Pittinger, et al (1960) McQuown, et al (1971), Erickson
*A speech event is any occasion in which speech is used as
the major form of the
amcmg individuals. A
greeting is a speech event, likewise a rad.io talk, likewise·a therapy session. ·A swimming meet, even. though
there may be talking· involved, is not a speech event. The
ethnography of the speech event is an attempt to describe
a particular speech everit from
of it's
structure, and the relationship of the participants to
each other, as an ethnographer wQulddescribe a tribe or a
·village. Questions of meaning are involved in ethno·graphies of speech events, just as they are in other types
of .ethnographies.
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(1981), and, of particular relevance for the present work,
Labov and Fanshe1 (1977).
My aim in this research, locating evidence of the
processes of change amidst the myriads of details of
conversational interaction, calls for an approach which
can deal with the detail and complexity of the data.

The

natural history method has been used in previous studies
of psychotherapy, and offers the

promise of ful-

filling the aim of this research.
According to Scheflen (1973), the natural history
approach is appropriate when na research question involves
relations and integration

and its central con-

cerns are ones of nmeaning, function and reference,n and
when it is necessary nto reconstruct ideas of systems
interaction, or processes n (p. 395). Be distinguishes the
natural history method from nmethods based on purely
clinical description, intuition, and consensual va1idation n (p. 397). McQuown (1973) describes the natural
history approach as na step by step exp1oration ••• employing fully explicit discovery conductive frames and fully
specified discovery facilitating procedures, in an open
ended series of fully retracab1e discovery stepsn (1973,
p. 431).
Microanalysis, as a strategy for studying conversational data, looks at spoken communication at the level of
its greatest detail.

It takes into account the inter-

actional significance of pauses, false starts, and si-
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lences, as ,well as the content of what is said, and attempts thereby to ferret 'out the latent as well as, the
manifest content Qf the talk.

This approach has been taken

to its furthest level of development by Labov and Fanshel.
They comment that:
The studies that appear to us most promising for the
understanding Qf conversation share one feature: they
examine meticulously at least some details of recorded
verbal behavior. Those who examine conversation
closely seem to agree that it is a highly determined
phenomenon, with intricate structures which have not
been penetrated to any significant depth (1977, p. 20).
There have been a number of strategies for microanalysis devised by different investigators.

The strategy

I ha,ve adop'ted

will be based on that used by Labov and

Fanshel, which

more systematically with questions of

meaning and interaction in conversation than any other approach.

This strategy will be detailed in Chapter

In accordance' with the aims of this' study I will
examine one set of recorded therapy sessions from start to
finish rather than, as with previous studies, a single
session, a small portion'of a session, or a sample of
sessions with different therapists and different clients.
The advantage of this approach is that it allows an investigation in considerable qepth over the course of an
entire therapy, and, as Labov and Fanshel'point out,
concentrating on a single interaction in this way compels
the investigator to be "accountable to [the] data" (1977,
p. 7).

Allport (1947) draws the distinction between nomo-
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thetic studies, those which look at a great many cases in
order to derive general laws, and ideographic studies,
which look at the uniqueness of a particular case.

His

argument for the acceptance of the ideographic perspective
in psychology is applicable for social science research in
general.

Be observes that:

Acquaintance with particulars is the beginning of all
knowledge--scientific or otherwise. In psychology the
font and origin of our curiosity in, and knowledge of,
human nature lies in our acquaintance with concrete
individuals. To know them in their natural complexity
is an essential first step. starting too soon with
analysis and classification, we run the risk·of tearing
mental life into fragments and beginning with false
cleavages that misrepresent the salient organizations
and natural integrations in personal life. In order to
avoid such hasty preoccupation with unnatural segments
and false abstractions, psychology needs to ·c·oncern
itself with life as it is lived, with significant
total-processes of the sort revealed in consecutive and
complete life documents. (1947:56)
However, as Labov and Fanshel point out, "every
conversation is, of course, a union of particular situational factors and ••• general conversational principles"
(1977, p. 8), and generalization from a particular case is
sometimes possible.

In minutely examining the particulars

of the therapeutic conversation they studied, they were
able to reveal certain general principles underlying conversation as a whole.

Here, too, although it is not the

explicit aim of this study to discover general principles,
the minute examination of a particular conversation
should, nevertheless, illustrate the operations of principles underlying therapeutic conversation in general.
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Background of this study
The therapy which constitutes the data for the study
was part of a larger research project (Whiteman and Fanshel, 1986) on the use of cognitive behavioral therapy
with parents who were experiencing difficulties controlling their anger 'toward their children.

The aim of this

project was to investigate whether any or all of four
cognitive behavioral approaches are effective in reducing
what has been conceptualized as n'supportive anger ' , i.e.,
the more fitful, situation-tied, child
anger that
supports specific 'abusive acts. n This was distinguished
from characterological anger, which was not a focus of
intervention. n (Whiteman and Fanshel, 1986,
2).
Fifty-five client/subjects participated' in the
larger project, which was funded by Childhelp International Inc., and carried out by Drs. Martin Whiteman and David
Fanshel, of the Columbia University School of Social Work,
as principal investigators, and four social work doctoral
candidates of which this author was one, as therapists/research associates.
The client/subjects were individuals already active
with one of two social service agencies.

The first of

these was a special project unit of Special Services for
Children (hereafter SSC), the New York City agency with
responsibility for child welfare matters.

This unit pro-

vided intensive casework services as a means of avoiding
foster care placement with a case load of abusing or neg-
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lecting parents whose children remained at home.

The

second agency was the Children's Aid Society of New York
(hereafter CAS), which runs neighborhood centers offering
a variety of services, including, among other programs,
afterschool programs for children, and mental health
clinics, in a variety of New York City communities.
Originally, it was intended that the agency staff members
who worked with the clients would be

during the

therapy sessions and learn the cognitive behavioral techniques.

However, this proved not to be workable, and

agency personnel were present during very few of the
therapy sessions.
The SSC clients, of whom fifteen participated in the
were parents who, by definition, had already come
in contact with the child welfare system, for problems
with child abuse or neglect.
"indicated child abusers."

They were described as

That is, they may not have

been actively abusing a child at the time, but the agency
felt that a strong potential existed for abuse.

The CAS

clients, fourty in all, had not as a rule come in contact
with the child welfare system.

Rather they were either

identified by a staff member or, in some cases, selfidentified as someone who could use help in managing anger
toward a child.
Client/subjects were selected in the following
manner.

First, staff members at the two agencies were

asked to identify individuals from their own caseloads who
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might be appropriate for the project.

When a referral was

made, there was an initial discussion between the agency
staff member and one of the therapists from the research
project.

Following this, referrals were discu.sed at a

project staff meeting, and either accepted or not by the
entire staff of the

Each potential client/sub-

ject who was accepted, was then contacted, usually by the
SSC or CAS staff member with whom he or she had had
contact.

A meeting was then arranged between the poten-

tial client, the therapist from the

and whenever

possible, the the agency staff member.

Cli.ents· had the

option of participating or not, but those who participated
received payment of $10 per session.
tion to this method of selection.

There is One excep-

One of the CAS centers

chose.not to have its staff identify potential clients,
but to make participation open to all parents involved in
its programs. ·They sent out a general mailing to all
parents describing the project, and inviting
ested to volunteer.

..

The client in the therapy studied

here was one of this self-selected group.
The research strategy for this

was a·sort of

hybrid, a formal experimental study carried out under the
conditions of a field test.

'As such, the study design fol-

lowed as closely as possible the protocols for experimental
research, but made allowances where needed for the uncertainties of actual child welfare practice.

The ·subjects

were assigned randomly to one of four treatment groups, or
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to a control group, and to one of the four therapists.
Each treatment group received a different cognitive-behavioral approach: a relaxation technique, a problemsolving technique, a cognitive restructuring approach, or
a composite technique made up of the other three.

In the

therapy studied here, the problem-solving technique was
the one used (see below and also Chapter VI for a description of this technique).

A pre and posttest instrument, a

questionnaire entailing both open and closed ended questions was administered to all subjects, those in the
control group as well as those receiving .the therapy.

All

sessions, including the pre and posttest sessions were
tape recorded.

The therapy for the present study was

selected from among this body of tapes.
The client in this therapy, nWendy,n was a woman in
her mid-twenties.

She was of West Indian background, but

she had lived most of her life in the United States.
ethnic self-identification is not known.

She had com-

pleted high school, and at the time the therapy was in
progress, began working part time as a clerk in a downtown
store.

At the time of the therapy, she was a single

parent, since her husband had recently been sent to prison.

The details are not altogether clear, but he had

apparently, after being free for a number of years, been
sent back to finish a sentence on an old charge.

He

expected to be released within several months following
the time the therapy took place.
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Wendy had two children, a seven-year-old boy,
"Nicholas, "who was the focus of her reported difficulties, and a three month old infant, "Michael. n
not

She had

been identified as someone in need of child

welfare or therapeutic intervention, but was one of those
parents who volunteered, having received ·themailing about
the project because her son was in a play group at the CAS
center.

She volunteered based on. her own recognition of

her difficulties in handling anger with her son, and on
her feeling of inability to control him.

It later came

though that she was under the erroneous impression
that she had' been selected by the center staff as someone
in need of this sort of help.
As with almost all subjects, there was no explicit
discussion of possible child abuse as a reason for joining
the study.

In this case, while Wendy freely admitted to

. hitting her son more than she was comfortable with, it is
not clear whether this hitting constituted actual abuse •
. The therapist was a woman in her early forties; she
had practiced social work for two years between.receiving
her

degree and entering the doctoral program.

Prior to entering social work school, she had been a high
school English teacher for' twelve years.
and had children in college.

She was married

Her background was Irish-

American.
My intent in selecting an instance of therapy to
study was to avoid potential complications in the inter-
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pretation of spoken communication posed by differences
between the participants in gender and cultural background.

The assumption was that the further apart the

participants were in background, the more likely miscommunication of an unpredictable sort was to occur.

There-

fore, this particular instance of therapy was selected
from the over thirty completed therapies because only in
this instance were both the therapist and client female,
and the client not identified as either black or hispanic.
My assumption was that the therapist and the client were
of the same the same general ethnic background, both white
American.

It was only after work had begun on analyzing

the tapes that I learned that the client's background was
different from what I had assumed.

However, in this

interaction, social class, rather than cultural background
seem to constitute the major dimension of social difference.
The problem solving technique which was used in the
therapy entails a series of steps.

In the first of these,

the client is assisted in reformulating a troublesome
situation as a specific problem, susceptible to a specific
solution.

Next, the client is encouraged to brainstorm

and list all possible solutions to the problem, no matter
how farfetched.

Following this, the positive and negative

aspects are considered for each solution listed.

Then,

when one solution is chosen, the client is assisted in
making a plan for its implementation.

In the next ses-
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sion, progress is reviewed, and, depending on the success
of the intervening week's efforts, the client and therapist choose either a new problem to work on, or a new
means of solving the old problem.
In the course of the
some sigrtificant changes.

Wendy was able to make
She had. a$ked:for help at·a

point when she had decided that she no longer wanted to
continue treating .her son, as she had been, yelling at him
and hitting him.

However, since her. husband was taken out

.of the· household, Nicholas had become difficult to control, a'nd

strongly in the· ea,rly

sessions, was that, without yelling and hitting, she had
no way tOo control him.
'In the pretest and in the fjrst
·therapist tried to get' Wendy to see
controlling Nicholas.
focus changed.

sessiort the
as capable of

However, in the second session the

Wendy told a story in which Nicholas was

misbehaving, and ·was rebuked, actually verbally attacked,
by her sister •. Wendy, who C9mes across in these sessions
as a rather
adults and
.

individual, easily

by other

Nichol.as
as well, was clearly uncomfortable
.

that her .sister had acted
the way she did in her presence,
..
but had not ·felt able t'o confront
.

the

"side
change

.

the therapy.

In this

her to take his

up for him, and
.

about it.

lever of

This becomes apparent in the

highly embtional third session.

Wendy again began with a
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complaint about Nicholas's behavior, but in the discussion
which followed her feelings of inadequacy as a mother
emerged.

The therapist responded by strongly endorsing

her as a good mother, and the session ended with Wendy
again bringing up an incident in which Nicholas had been
the object of another adult's criticism, but this time her
point was not that he had been misbehaving, but that he
had been treated unfairly, and she strongly took his side.
In the following sessions, in one form or another,
Wendy would bring up another person's unfairness to Nicholas, and as she came to take his side more strongly, her
complaints against him decreased and her reports of not
being able to control him also became less frequent.

In

the final meeting, the posttest session, Wendy contrasted
herself with her mother, who was unable to control Nicholas, while she now could.

She and Nicholas had made a

pact, and within this, Nicholas cooperated with Wendy.
However, it is also possible that a new sense of confidence had also made Wendy more forceful with Nicholas, and
he therefore less able to take advantage of her weakness.
The underlying reason for the therapy was Wendy's
inability to manage her anger toward Nicholas, which stemmed largely from her inability to control him.

That this

set of circumstances frequently is at the root of abusive
incidents is amply demonstrated by Kadushin and Martin's
(1981) work on child abuse as an interactional event.
However, in the sessions, paradoxically, anger as a topic
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did not play a major role.

It· is likely that for

anger, toward Nicholas, or in general, was a topic that
was emotionally too dangerous to examine.

She typically

would mention her anger toward Nicholas,.

to it

and then let the subject go, but·in her manner of speaking,·
hesitation, false

pauses, frequent use of

euphemisms, there was ample evidence of emotional turmoil
as she struggled with whether she could :accept her anger
and the way It led her to treat Nicholas.

Efforts by the

the therapist to have her look at her anger, no matter how
supportively they

proved

cessful •.
. .

.

. Nevertheless, ·over the course of the therapy, Wendy's anger toward Nicholas definitely seemed to lessen,
perhaps because the focus of her anger· shifted outward,
away from Nicholas and towards others whom she felt were
unfair to him, and by extension to her.
Although the focus of the therapy was on the cognitive behavioral technique, this focus was carried out
within the standard framework of the social work interview, including the development of a relationship characterized by what Northern (1982), drawing on a formulation
originally stated by T.ruax and Clarkhuff (1967), describes
as· a stance o·f "nonpossessive ·warmth" i:lnd "genuineness,"
as well as the use of such specific interventions as
support, ventilation, instillation· of hope, exploration,
clar-ification, and education and advice (1982, pp. 97-
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126).
The Social Work Interview
Fanshel (1980) has urged social work to undertake
more "process research" into "the transactions that
routinely take place between social work practitioners,
their clients, and relevant social institutions" (p. 11).
He points out that "although the recurrent events of
service delivery are experienced as routine occurrences,
it has long been recognized that these events need to be
comprehended more fully, particularly if the profession is
to identify the skills required for competent professional
performance" (p.ll).
The interview "in social work is the most frequent of
those recurrent events, and as such constitutes the basic
"

"

tool for the profession.

Therefore, any addition to our

understanding of the processes at work in the interview
situation, and of how change comes about through the
medium of the clinical interview would be useful to the
field.

An enhanced sensitivity to the complexity of the

communicational processes, such as, for example, can be
gained from the work of Labov and Fanshel (1977), and to
those elements of the unfolding interview which are poten-"
tially indicators of change, should assist practitioners,
including students and beginning practitioners in monitoring their own work, and also would aid in teaching students to do so.
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Expertise in conducting the clinical interview is a
difficult discipline to acquire, as any comparison of the
work of experts with that of beginners reveals. While the
beginner's interviewing style is often choppy, as the
interviewer finds it

to follow what the client

is saying and his or her emotional processes, and to build
on them.

Also, the beginner often interjects his or her

own agenda and priorities in inappropriate ways.

The

interview conducted by an expert, on the other hand, often
appears deceptively simple, and almost like 'ordinary conversation.

The

has managed to

the skills of

following conversational process and of giving the interview a shape and a direction.

The

interview will

have a coherence and a flow which the beginner lacks.
These, of course, are inexact terms, but their referents
are easily recognizable in looking at interviews.
Social work interviewing has traditionally been taught
using two methods.

Classroom instruction concentrates on

general principles, with discussion of actual sessions
reported from memory, while field instruction often uses
process recordings, written reconstructions of sessions
done from memory, and also discussion of sessions reported
from memory.

Some work is done with audio or video taping

of sessions, but it is not the rule.

Widely used text-

books on interviewing (Garrett, 1982; Kadushin, 1983;
Schulman, 1984) have also concentrated on principles, with
either reconstructed summaries or interviews (Garrett,
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1982), or small samples of dialogue (Kadushin, 1982,
Schulman, 1984) used as illustration.

Students, there-

fore, have surprisingly little opportunity to study actual
conversational processes as the occur through the course
of actual interviews, their own or those of others.

This

research project, then is an attempt, building on earlier
work within the field (Hollis 1968, and 1981, Mullen,
1968a, and 1968b, Pinkus, 1968; Reid, 1967, Fanshel and
Moss, 1971; Labov and Fanshel, 1977; and Schulman, 1981)
to bring to social work a greater awareness of the interactional process within the interview.
Increased understanding of the actual conversational
processes, and of their multilayered and complex nature,
allow to student, and the fully formed professional, as·
well, to see where and how indicators of change can be
recognized.

The.social work interview is paradigmatic as

a situation in which problems of communication must be
overcome, at least to some degree, in order for work to
proceed successfully.

Problems of understanding, of being

understood, and of following the course of the interview,
occur to a greater or lesser degree in almost every encounter.

Further, social workers work in many situations

in which mutual agreement as to the nature and purpose of
the interview is problematical, as in work with mandated
clients, with children, with persons whose command of
English is imperfect, or whose cultural assumptions are
different from those of the social worker.

With these
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types of situations, the ordinary problems of communication which occur in the social work interview are magnified.

Careful study of these types of interview situ-

ations, as well as others should clarify some of the
problems which routinely occur.

This· should allow in-

'.

expert interviewers to become aware of these problems and
learn to anticipate them.
While it is not humanly possible to attend to everything that is going on in the course of a clinical interview, an awareness of the processes which are at work
should allow the practitioner to be more effective in
directing his or her attention to what is potentially
significant.

The study of such material should allow stu-

dents and others to gain a greater awareness of the conversational process in the interview, to make use of
opportunities which would otherwise be missed, and to
avoid mistakes.

Knowledge which leads to this end will

contribute to more effective interviewing, which in turn
will contribute to more effective practice.
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CHAPTER II
RELATED LITERATURE AND THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
In this chapter, I will review the relevant literature in three areas.

The first is issues related to the

question of change in cognitive behavioral therapy, the
method used in the therapy studied here, the second is
studies of the clinical interview, and the third is the
research tradition of discourse analysis.
Practice Theory
The discussion of cognitive change which follows will
begin with a consideration of cognitive behavioral therapy.
It will then go on to consider elements of other approaches
which address relevant concerns.

As Wolberg (1977) has

pointed out, while there exists within the enormous range
of psychotherapies practiced today a considerable variety
of explanations of how change happens and what a therapist
needs ,to do to facilitate change, there is also considerable overlap among the various schools of thought.

Con-

siderations addressed by one school may be handled similarly by another approach, or may be relevant to problems
which another approach does not explicitly address.
Cognitive Behavior Therapy
Michenbaum and Cameron (1980), in a discussion of the
current issues in cognitive behavior modification, observe
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that the term is actually a catchall, applied to, na wide
variety of therapeutic techniques that are based on a
number of different conceptual models,n (1980, p. 4).
They see the unifying elements among these approaches as
interest in the nature of client cognitions, in modifying
these cognitions, and in the use of techniques derived
from behavior therapy to promote change.

They offer a

model for cognitive behavior therapy which is specific as
to what occurs in the course of therapy and to what the
therapist does to bring about change.
This

contains three separate phases1 although

with considerable overlap among them.
several distinct tasks.

Each phase contains

The types of interventions for the

therapist are fairly specifically described.

They include,

for the initial phase, training the client in seif-observation skills, which they see as common to virtually all
forms of therapy.

They break self-observation down into

self-monitoring of behavior and cognitions, and d.veloping,
na more differentiated understanding of the problem,n
(1980, p. 34).

Other tasks for the therapist include

. helping the client to develop the ability to carry out the
new behaviors necessary for dealing with the problem-second phase--and having the client note and discuss in
therapy the

which have occurred in the course of

everyday life--third phase.
Berlin (1982) addresses the role of cognitions as
both the cause and the effect of experience.

They are
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influenced by past and present environmental circumstances,
but also give meaning to the environment.

The therapist

works with the client's cognitions and helps the client to
perceive problems as understandable and solvable.
interventions as focusing on several areas:

She sees

on the

client's situation in locating opportunities, obtaining
support, and avoiding nbrick wa1ls;n on actions to alter
the environment, on promoting awareness, allowing the
client to test reality and to make adjustments in basic
assumptions, on the use of emotions, experiencing feelings
differently, accepting feelings which had previously been
deemed unacceptable, and in the use of emotions as sources
of information, and on the development of such skills as
problem solving_

Clients are encouraged to become active

agents in the therapy, and therefore to gain experience in
problem solving to draw on in the future.

The therapist's

role in promoting cognitive change revolves around the
understanding of the client's current conceptions and
building from that point.
Barth and his co-workers (Barth, 1985, Barth,
Blythe, Schinke, and Schilling, 1983) have used cognitive
behavioral techniques to address the problems of adolescent. mothers with a history of abuse or neglect.

They

have focused on depression as a predisposing factor to
child-maltreatment, and have attempted to teach

a set of

coping skills as a means of overcoming depression.

Inter-

estingly, Barth concludes that, nWhile the cognitive-
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behavioral techniques are empirically based and sound, the
'active ingredient' of these methods, in the author's
opinion, is the activity of the clinical social worker and
the worker's expectation tor client participation n (1985,
p. 328).
In
contrast to Barth, the study from which this
.
.

research takes its data (Fanshe1 and Whiteman, 1982) draws
on Novaco's

1976b) work in the use of cognitive

techniques in the management of excessive anger, and conceptualizes anger

as the salient link in the chain lead-

ing to abuse.

NovacQ points out that anger can have both

beneficial

negative effects, but while suppressed

anger is, neasi1y addressed by a variety of psychotherapies; the overexpression of anger has been a more refractory prob1em,n (1976a).
He describes an approach based on Michenbaum's (1974)
work in which, nse1f instruction was used to induce the
client to remain task-oriented when faced with a provocation, to use arousal signals as cues for nonantagonistic
coping,

to experience personal control during provoc-

ation incidents," (1976b).
authors describe, with considerable variation
in emphasis, a general approach to a therapeutic orientation and a some applications for this approach.

In the

next section, I will look at some further issues related
to the question of therapeutic change in therapies of the
type which this research examines.
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Other Relevant Practice Theory
The proponents of the Task Centered approach in
social work (Reid and Epstein, 1972; Reid, 1978; Epstein,
1980) discuss the use of time in a brief treatment model of
therapy.

Citing research which shows that much of the

therapy undertaken in clinics is of brief duration, not by
design but because after a certain point the client simply
drops away (Reid and Epstein, 1972), they outline an approach to therapy in which the duration of treatment is set
by arrangement .between the therapist and the client.
Usually it is eight to twelve weeks.
Similar to cognitive behavior therapy, these authors
see the goal of therapy as the client's accomplishing a
specific task agreed upon by the client and the therapist,
the accomplishment of which will serve to alleviate the
problem which brought the client to seek help.
model, time is an important dimension.

In this

While, unlike with

Michenbaum and Cameron (1980), no formal phases are designated, the first one or two sessions are reserved for the
exploration of the problem and for reaching an agreement on
what is to be the goal of the therapy.

Following this, the

task or tasks to be accomplished are identified, and subsequent work is directed toward the client's accomplishment
of the agreed upon task.

In the final session there is an

evaluation, and a possible recontracting for a specific
number of further sessions either to continue work on the
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originally identified

or to work on a new problem.

Commenting on the ability of short term treatment
used in mental health clinics to achieve a favorable result, Wolberg

p.l0) observes

have . adopted sho·rt term approaches"
rate

.
been reported.

in clinics which
na.n improved remission

and
.....

.

.

Klier ·(1981), however, comments on a ten-

dency of clients to drop out of therapy, even with planned
short term treatment.

reports

use of brief

in a study of the
a private multiservice

only 6·0· per·c·ent of ·:a .sample ·of sixty clients·
remained in

until

upon termination:

She hYPQthes-izes that clients drop.out when they exper;i,ence a f.eeling of· relief, ·and.therefore may miss the
skill bu·iJ.,d'ing .phases."of .tr·eatment.
One issue which arises in an effort to identify
indicators of positive cognitive change in therapy is resistance to change.

According to Wolberg (1"977): .

Resistance may .tak.e myriad forms, limited only by the
repertory
the individual's defenses. The patient
may spend time on evasive and aggressive tactics:
fighting the therapist; or
he is wrong;
him over with gestures of
·or
devoti"on; or seek.ing vicarious· means ·of escaping or
evading· the
Fatigue, lis.tlessness, inhibiin·-thinking, ·lapses in memory, prolonged silences; intensification of
pervasive self
devaluatipn,
suspiciousness,
. -forced flight .. into
spurious ins,ight, indulgence
·in
talk,
in irratiqnal aQts.and
.behavior .. (acting :otit),· and· expressed contempt ·for
. normality may occupy the patient to
of
his ·progre·ss (1977, p. ·610).
.
Aithough cognitive behavioral and related approaches
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do not dwell on resistance as a major area of concern, and
while in short term therapies, the same richness of interaction may not have the chance to develop as in extended
treatment, it is unlikely that even the briefest therapeutic encounters will be wholly devoid of manifestations
of the types of resistance which Wolberg lists.

The im-

portance of the phenomenon is underscored by the fact that
at least one study of therapeutic interaction (Labov and
Fanshel, 1977)--involving psychoanalytically oriented and
open ended therapy rather than a cognitively oriented, time
limited approach--found resistance to be a major element in
the therapy session studied.

In this study, the client's

contributions in the sessions are conceptualized as sites
for evidence of therapeutic change.

Therefore, along

with positive indicators of change, specific manifestations
of resistance are relevant to the question of whether
change is occurring or not.
Although the practice theories cited are generally not
explicit as to indicators of change, the following dimensions of the therapeutic interaction can be extrapolated as
areas in which evidence of cognitive change or its absence
are likely to be found:

the therapists interventions and

the client's responses to these interventions; the use of
time--whether or not the therapy is progressing within the
six session limit; indicators of resistance on the part of
the client; the therapist's efforts to counter any perceived resistance; and the client's responses to these

-- .'",

efforts.
studies of the Clinical Interyiew

The clinical interview has been a much studied pheand a comprehensive, review of si::udies of psychoand of the interview as an interpersonal process
would very likely run to enormous size, and therefore is
outside the scope of a discussion of this nature.

Rather;

the discussion which follows will look at some selected
issues in the study of the clinical

and will

loo,k more closely 'at the tradition of discourse
'whic-b is

'releva"nt to this' study.

Within social work one early study of ,the clinical,
was that qf Reynolds (1932)., Concerned with what
she saw as the

process of information gathering

in foster care, she conducted a set of demonstration interviews at a foster care agertcy to investigate 'whether sufficient material for, at least preliminary, decision making
could be obtained from a

interview.

She presents

,synopses of these interviews with persons applying to be
foster parents or to place their own children in foster
homes. ' Following

synopsis, she gives an analysis

showing what could

the character,

living 'situation, and probable motivation 'of each applicant.

She concludes that the interview is in fact a rich
,

,

source of information, and that students can be trained to
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use it as a basic source of data for arriving at more rapid
decisions than were then the custom.
The late 1950s and 1960s, brought a body of studies
concerned with the processes of interaction in the therapy
session (Heller, Myers, and Iline, 1963; Houts, MacIntosh
and Moos, 1969; Lennard and Bernstein, 1960; Moos and
Clemes, 1967; Polansky and lounin, 1956, and Van Der Veen,
1965, and in social work those of Hollis and her associates: Hollis, 1968 and 1981; Mullen, 1968a and 1968b;
Pinkus, 1968; and Reid, 1967, among others).

All of these

looked, in various ways, at questions of reciprocal interaction between the therapist and the client.

These stud-

ies used a variety of research strategies: postsession
interviews (Polansky and lounin, 1956); observation of
interviews involving therapists in training with actors
portraying clients (Heller, et al., 1963); analysis of
tape recorded interviews pf actual therapy sessions
(Lennard and Bernstein, 1960; Houts, et a1., 1969); or of
process recordings of therapeutic interviews (Hollis and
her associates), and designs in which a selection of
clients and therapists rotated, the clients being either
observed or tape recorded in separate interviews with each
of the therapists, and the therapists, in turn, seeing all
of the clients in the study (Moos and Clemes, 1967; Van
Der Veen, 1965).

All of these studies found evidence for

considerable mutual influence between client and therapist.
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Polansky and Rounin (1956) in an exploratory study
of the helping relationship looked at some of the determinants of the client's notion about the future role of
the helping person--whether this person will be helpful in
the future and how strong a desire the client will have to
continue seeing this person.

They present the following .

paradigm of the interview process:
a.The interviewer is perceived by the client as doing
thingsJ
b.Some of these actions produce tension-changes in the
client (felt as satisfactions and dissatisfactions)J
c.These tension-changes
the
of global
judgments the .client makes about
aspects
Qf the interviewer and of the interview experienceJ
and .
d ••s a result Qf· these tension-changes and judgments,
the client formulates expectations of the interviewer's role in the future, which influence the
kind of commitment he feels ready to make to the
interviewer (p.242, emphasis in original).
Their data came from 150 post-session interviews
following a client's initial contact with a helping person.

These interviews were conducted in a variety of

settings immediately following the sessions.
cluded that ncertain attributes of the

They cone.g.

competency, ability to help the client gain insight, were
predominantly associated with problem-centered tensionchangeJ othersJ e.g. being unhurried, sincere, benign,
responsive, with relationship-centered tension-change n (p.
261).

They report that the cluster of client judgements

which they identified as relationship-centered ninclude
indices that correlate with the client's willingness to
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see the interviewer againn (p.26l).

Those client judge-

ments assiciated with problem-centered satisfactions concern the client's perception of the interviewer's cognitive clarity and anticipated thoroughness, were found to
be related to the client's willingness to follow the
interviewer's advice.
A major study of the processes of interaction in
psychotherapy is that of Lennard and Bernstein (1960).
Nearly 500 hours of transcripts were studied from recorded
therapy sessions with eight client-therapist pairs.

The

intention of this study was to produce a multidimensional
description of psychotherapy as a process.

The authors

describe such dimensions as differentiation over time,
over the course of therapy, and within the session, specialization of behavior, the interdependence of the therapist and the client, equilibrium processes, therapy as an
informal exchange system, and others.

This work drew on

concepts of systems theory and communications theory which
were also to influence the discourse analysis tradition.
The systems theory framework was also shared by a
group of studies which came in the mid- to late-1960's.
Moos and Clemes (1967), Houts et ale (1969 ) and Van Der
Veen (1965) all looked at reciprocal aspects of the
client-therapist interaction from this standpoint.

Van

Der Veen' (1965) work is representative of this tradition.
Concerned with the fact

certain patients are more

difficult to work with than others, that certain thera-
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pists appear to be more successful than others, and that,
certain patient-therapist combinations work better than
others, he hypothesized that "the therapist and the
patient influence each other's therapeutic behavior and
that the therapeutic behavior of one is positively related
to the therapeut.1c b.ehavior of the" other" (p. 21).

He

hypothesized sets of variables specific to the patient and
therapist roles, which "expressed such features of the
therapy relationship as nlevels of problem expression n on
the part of the patient and "level of congruence and
accurate empathy""on the part

the therapist as

tions the behavior of both the patient and the therapist.
Using tape-recordings

transcripts of interviews with

three patients--each of whom were seen by five therapists--which were rated "on a variety of pati"ent and therapist variables, he concluded that "the results supported
the genera"l hypothesis that the therapist and the patient
influence each other's therapeutic behavior as well as
their own and that the therapeutic behavior of one is
positively related to the therapeutic behavior of the
other n (p. 26).
In social work, Hollis's (1968; 1981) work in developing a typology of casework treatment spurred others
to make use of her framework to investigate various questions related to the social worker-client interaction.
Working with process recordings prepared by experienced
social workers, she developed a identified a set cate-
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gories for classifying client and worker communications
which included: sustainment, direct influence, exploration-description-ventilation, person-situation reflection, pattern-dynamic reflection; developmental reflection; and an unclassified category.
Using this typology, she nattempted to answer such
questions as 'What are caseworkers really doing? What
procedures do we use? [and] Where do we put our emphasis?,n Using experienced social workers as raters, she
recorded the frequency of the different categories of
communication within an interview, and found that
talk often outweighed worker talk three to five-fold, and
that nthe client's

for unburdening and the worker's

need to learn as much as possible about the situation put
the emphasis on ventilation-description-exploration in the
first interview •••• the workers increased understanding of
the situation, the client's need for more definitive responses, and often the client's growing readiness for
understanding lead to greater understanding on the
worker's part in subsequent interviews n (1981, p.349-350).
Using this typology, others investigated such questions as, nWhat treatment procedures are used by experienced caseworkers in counseling individuals having trouble
with family relationships?n (Mullen, 1968b, p. 547); nthe
effectiveness of different service patterns in the treatment of problems in family relations n (Reid, 1967, p. 11);
whether the choice of insight-oriented or reality-oriented
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responses on the part of the social worker is influenced
by the clinical diagnosis and/or the socioeconomic status
of the client (Pinkus, 1968); and nt·he relationship between the caseworker's assessment of the client on a
number of diagnostic variables and the treatment procedutes used by that same caseworker with the client n
(Mullen, 1968a p. 1).
Discourse Analysis
stubbs (1983) comments that, while the term discourse
analysis is very ambiguous, it refers, roughly speaking,
••• to attempts to study the organization of language
above the sentence or above the clause, and therefore
to study larger linguistic units, such as conversational exchanges or written texts. It follows that
discourse analysis is also concerned with language in
use in social contexts, in particular with interaction
or dialogue between speakers (p. 1).
One social context which has been profitably studied using
discourse analysis approaches is psychotherapy, where the
importance of language as the medium of interaction makes
it a logical subject for this type of investigation.
An early study in the discourse

of the

therapeutic interaction is that of Pittinger, Hockett, and
Danehey (1960J.

This study was a microanalysis of the

first five minutes of a psychotherapy session.

In this

work, the authors present the transcribed text of the
spoken interaction, along with a parallel version in phonetic notation.

Symbols are included as well to indicate

pitch and loudness for each utterance, as well as whatever

nonverbal

could be identified from the tape

recording, ·such as sighs, laughter, and even chair-scraping
noises.

Accompanying the text is ,an analysir;s of each

interaction.

This analysis attempts mainly to reconstruct

the client's psychological state and the unspoken communications over the five minute period.

Each utterance is

examined for indications of affect, and an attempt is
to specify the meaning which the client intended, meaning
which may not have

wholly conscious, and which refers

mainly to the context of the interview.

Although the

theoretical framework of two of the three investigators was
psychoanalytic, the conclusions of the study are stated in
terms of principles of social interaction.

These princi-

ples are cited as a starting point by the authors of two
subsequent studies, those of McQuown, et al., (1971), and
of Labov and Fanshel (1977), which have been equally influential, and which will be described below.

There are

nine principles in all, as follows:
1. l.mmanent References. n ... No matter what else human
beings may be communicating about, or may think they
are communicating about, they are always communicating
about themselves, about one another, and about the immediate context of the communication. n
'2. Determinism. "The only useful working assumption

••• is that any communicative act is, indeed, culturally
determined: the indeterminate or 'accidental' residue
is non-existent. n
3. Recurrence. n ...Anyone will tell us, over and over
again, in our dealings with him, what sort of person he
is, what his affiliations with cultural subgroups are,
what his likes and dislikes are, and so on ••• The
diagnostically crucial pattern of communications will
not be manifested just once."
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4.Contrast and the Working Principle of Reasonable
Alternatives. nThere is no way to understand a signal
that does not involve recognizing what the signal is
as well as what is is.n

s. Relativity of Signal and Noise. nWe communicate
simulatneously in
channels, via many systems.
Sometimes we may choose to focus attentlon on one
channel, and as long as this focus is maintained,
certain simultaneous events in other channels can
validly be regarded relatively· as
6. Reinforcement: Packaging. nMost of the signals that
people transmit to other people are packaged: but in .
the normal course of events we are apt to respond only
to to some of the included ingredients, allowing
others to pass unnoticed or to register ·on us only out
of awareness. The phenomenon ••• is clearly related to
what psychiatrists have traditionaly called overdeterJDination ....One .observer may hear anger in a
patient's
of a
while others detect
remorse .o·r. depres·sion or self-pity. ·They may all be
right, in that actual Signals may reflect all these
contributing factors in a particular varying balleoce
•••• Tl:!e wise working assumption then is that always no
matter how many possible contributing factors in a
·particular varying ballance we have. itemized, there
may still be others we have overlooked. n
Adjustment. n... Continuous recalibration of communicative conventions is always to be expected in
transactions between human beings ••• communicating and
learning to communicate always go hand in hand,n
e.The Priority of Interaction. nA man knows what he is
doing, what emotions he is feeling, what 'choices' of
response he is making, only by observing his own
behavior via feedback. This input via feedback is
subjec.t to the same kinds of interpretation as the
input from the communicative behavior of other
people."
9. Forest and Trees: the Danger of Microscopy. nThere
are important
of things and events that are
not invariant under change of scale •••• Lengthy concentration of attention on the one event can easily blow
up in significance far out of proportion to its origiduration and its actual setting. One must not
mistake the five-inch scale model for the fly itself n
(as quoted in Labov and Fanshel 1977, p. 21-22, emphasis added by Labov and Fanshel).
A later development within the discourse analYSis
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tradition, and the most detailed analysis attempted is the
1971 Natural History of the

(McQuown, et all.

Unfortunately, due to problems with confidentiality, this.
work was never published, although it circulates in microfilm.

This study attempts to exhaustively code and anal-

yze "the multitudinous details of vocal and bodily action
recorded" in a family interview filmed at a mental health
clinic (McQuown, et al 1971).

Aside from the fact that

the work has not been widely disseminated, the daunting
nature of the undertaking appears to have discouraged
others from repeating this kind of study.
An

earlier study using film

carried out by Schef1en (1965).

than audiotape was
This research, like that

of McQuown, et al. (1971) later, looks at interaction on
the level of posture and movement, as well as language.
Scheflen reports that constellations of behavior occur
;

repeatedly throughout the therapy session, usually in a
complex repetition of a general pattern established in the
first twenty minutes.

Within each of a series of larger

phases within the session, there are smaller repetitions he
calls cycles and within these, shorter subpatterns.

He

notes that units of posture occur in contexts of structured
units which occur together, and

possible elements of a

larger unit within the session as a whole.

The units of

posture do not seem to be directly connected to the actual
text, but recur in patterns independently of the actual
content of the spoken text.
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Building on-the work of Pittinger, et ale (1960) and
on that

et ale (1971), as well as that of many

others from a number of fields, ,Labov and Fanshe1's Therapeutic Discourse (1977) unifies a variety of traditions in
the study of spoken interact'ion,' and points to a number of
, di.rectioils for future ·wo·rk •.. This·stlioy' is a Dlli1tidi'men. sional microanalysis of a fifteen-minute segment of a
psychotherapy

Unlike McQuown, et a1. (1971) and

.

.

'

Scheflen (1965), Labov and Fanshel claim that the text
itself

for interpreting the. in-

teraction', :although. they also see the paraverbal material
.
'.

. .

--pitch, loudness or softness, and intonation--as making
an esseritial' contribution to understanding the meaning of
what 'is said.
Labciv

. .

Fartshel

and the para-

verbal material of their therapy segment to a multidimensional analysis.

They divide the fifteen-minute segment

into five subsegments, which they call episodes.
are based on

These

Within the episodes they analyze

each utterance using an approach made up . of four compon.
ents.

These are: 1) the paraliriguistic, made up of such
aspticil, volume, fluency of spee,ch, choice

of words, pauf.3e,s,' etc.,' which they s.ee as providing cues
to the

of

,2)

voeabularies and
istic
-'social

of
character-

styles of spe.ech which are typical· in different
They identify four such styles--inter-
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viewing style, therapy style, narrative style, and family
style.

The use of each of these styles at particular

moments in the discourse also provides clues to the interpretation of meaning; 3) expansions of the text, in which
the researchers try to restore the unarticulated, implied
content of what is said--usually this is in the form of
references to other material stated in

other parts of the

therapy session or of other sessions, or of shared assumptions held by the therapist and the client; and finally 4)
an analysis of the interactional significance of each
utterance.
The analysis of the interactional significance of
the utterance relies on the concept of the nspeech act n
(Austin, 1955).

The basic idea of the speech act is that

in carrying on conversation, various actions are also performed through speaking, which are, to a degree, independent of what is actually said.

These actions make use

of the words that are spoken, but also depend on intonation, choice of words, and the context Qf the conversation, including who the speakers are and their relationship to each other.

Austin (1955) identifies certain

types of expressions he calls performatives in which
speech alone performs Significant actions.

Some of the

examples he gives are christening a ship, pronouncing a
defendant guilty, or challenging someone to a duel.

In

each case, under appropriate circumstances, the fact of
uttering the prescribed formula accomplishes the action.
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·However, the category of performatives goes beyond
ficic ritual expr·essions.

In everyday speech, requests

and assertions are examples of actions performed by
speech.

For Labov and Fanshel, ·challenges, defenses, and

retreats, which have to

do wi.th ·the status of the

cipants, .their ·rights· and obligations, and· their changing
relationships in terms of social organization· (1977 p.
58-59) are speech actions which are crucial to
.ing the meaning of· the moment-to-moment interaction.
Through this multi-leveled analysis, Labov an.d Fanshel . are able to demonstra.te the

and the multi-

of the therapy int·ervi.ew, or, for that
matter, of any conversation!"
The present study

on the tradition of dis-.

·course analysis outlined here, and especially on the work
of Labov and Fanshel, as will be described in the following
chapter.
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METHODOLOGY

This study of change through psychotherapy is conceptualized as exploratory in nature.

The decision to

look at an entire therapy of multiple sessions is a departure from the strategy of previous studies using microanalysis of the therapy interaction (Pittinger et aI,
1960; Scheflen, 1965; Mcquown, et aI, 1971; and Labov and
Fanshel, 1977).

A further difference is that this study

looks at a cognitively oriented therapy rather than a
specifically insight oriented approach as with Pittinger
et al (1960), or Labov and Fanshel (1977).
The aim of this research is to follow a process,
rather than, as in the previous work, to expose the complexity of the interaction at anyone particular moment,
or throughout an entire session.

In following the process

of therapy, I will make use of the analytical framework
developed by Labov and Fanshel (1977), to be detailed
below.

However, rather than apply this framework con-

sistently throughout, I will make use of the methodology
selectively and where it appears most useful.

I take this

approach, because I believe that the task I am
differs from that accomplished by Labov and Fanshel in
certain important respects.

While I believe that the

general principles of Labov and Fanshel's approach are as
valid for this research as for their own, the specific
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problems which these two studies present differ, and
therefore require a different application of the same
general principles.
The major difference between this study and Labov
and Fanshel's is in the scope of the material studied. In
Therapeutic Discourse, Labov and Fanshel took an exhaustive look at fifteen minutes of dialogue .from a fifty
minute tape.

Other parts of the recorded session and

material from other sessions served as supporting evidence.

Here, there are six forty five minute tapes to

look at, plus segments of the pre and posttest sessions •
.In a case such as this, a t,horou"hgoing use of Labov and
Fanshel's methodology would prove unwieldy, and probably
redundant.
A related difference is in the aim of the study.
Labov and Fanshel's aim was to expose the complexity which
underlies the therapeutic dialogue, and within that complexity to identify manifestations of the phenomenon of
resistance within therapy.

For this purpose, it was nec-

essary to thoroughly dissect a small sample of the dialogue.

The aim of .this study is different.

While a

demonstration of the complexity of therapeutic conversation is not outside the

of this research, its

central aim is to look for change through the course of
the meetings between the therapist and the client.

There-

fore it is necessary to handle a large amount of material,
and to identify significant portions of this material for
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detailed analysis.

However, it is in this more detailed

analysis that Labov and Fanshel's approach becomes especially relevant.
In both cases, in Labov and Fanshel's work and here,
the hidden propositional content beneath the surface of
the dialogue is important, and microanalysis is the means
of exposing this content.

In Therapeutic Discourse the

portion of dialogue analyzed is from the 26th session,
rather than as here the first six, and therefore there had
been ample time for a repertoire of hidden communications
to develop.

In Therapeutic Discourse, the major channel

of communication for the client, "Rhoda" was by indirection, and the major theme of that communication, was her
status as an adult with all of the rights and privileges
of adulthood, both .within her own family and in her own
self image.

This status was constantly under challenge by

her mother, and constantly defended against all comers by
Rhoda, herself.

The weapons of this "battle" were sar-

casm, rhetorical questions, and all other means of putting
people down without actually saying that that is what one
is doing.

The therapist's more or less impassive stance,

consistent with the psychoanalytic orientation of the
therapy, forces Rhoda to constantly assert the status she
sees as constantly under attack, and she does so, as Labov
and Fanshel dem9nstrate, with all the means current in her
family.

The achievement of Labov and Fanshel's method was

in displaying the heavy freight of indirection carried by
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, the dialogue in the therapy session.
In the therapy analyzed here, the battle is different.
,

"

For one thing, the therapy is less fraught with

resistance than in Therapeutic Discourse.

Also, the

therapist takes an actively affirming stance, and in so
doing, takes on for the client, Wendy, of m'uch of her
need to assert a claim to a valuable status, in this case,
that of ngood mother. n This allows Wendy to express, her
own doubts about her performance as a mother, while the
therapist encourages her to see it in a positive light.
It is unclea'r to what' extent her standing as a good
mother is under external attack.

Wendy's family is dis-

cussed in the sess ions" in some cases as people who are
locked into battle with her over important issues, chiefly
around her son Nicholas's misbehavior, but'Wendy's, doubts
about herself as a parent constitute the more immediate
issue.

She is overwhelmed by the task of controlling her

seven year old son, and resorts to yelling, and hitting
him.

How much she is hitting him is never made clear, but

she is doing so more than she is comfortable with, and she
is embarrassed about about it.
One thing which is hidden behind the dialogue is
Wendy's anger toward Nicholas. She denies that she gets
any more than nsomewhat mad n at him, and never really
discusses her hitting him.

When she does acknowledge

hitting, it is almost always as an event in the past which
has already stopped.

Yet, the boy's behavior is extremely
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difficult, and
with it.

has considerable-difficulty in coping

Her experience with Nicholas is described in

terms of frustration and helplessness, but within her
accounts of her experiences with her son, there are
glimpses of the anger she must feel, and which leads her
to hit him and yell at him as much as she does.
In the analysis of these therapy sessions, there are
generally three areas to be elucidated.

The first, as in

Therapeutic Discourse, is to expose the hidden content
behind the surface of the conversation.

In this therapy,

a major part of the hidden content is the anger which
Wendy feels toward her son.

The next is what did 'Wendy

actually learn from the therapy.

How much cognitive

change did she assimilate, and what, specifically of the
problem solving approach taught to her did she take in?
The third area is the therapist's means of teaching new
cognitions.

What did she actually do, and what was it

that she was actually teaching?

The task of this re-

search is to trace these three areas over the eight weeks
which the two participants in this therapy met together.
It is important to state at the outset that the
methodology of this study has evolved in the process of
carrying out the analysis.

While the framework developed

in Therapeutic Discourse was the conceptual starting
point, some of the elements of the methodology which were
initially seen as central were found not to be productive
of insights, while others took on a new, and unanticipated
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prominence.

Overall, I moved closer to the methodology as

Labov and Fanshel have presented it.

I started out in-

tending to make selective· use of elements of the methodology, but, as I learned how to use it and came to appreciate how powerful an'analytical tool it can be, I moved
to a more consistant application of the methodology as a
whole, applied to selected portions of the dialogue.
The approach I have employed involves several
stages.

First, I prepared transcripts of the six therapy

sessions, of the initial segments of the pre and posttest
sessions, and some of the playback sessions.

Following .

Labov and Fanshel, I undertook a multidimensional microanalysis with selected portions of dialogue within selected segments from the six therapy sessions.

I have

used selected portions of the dialogue rather than, as
with Therapeutic Discourse, a single segment for an exhaustive analysis, or, alternatively, attempt to use
microanalysis for complete sessions.

I have done this be-

cause my interest was in following a process'through the
course of the therapy, and I anticipated that to attempt
to analyze entire

would constitute a herculean

effort, yielding material which would be so repetitive as
to make the finished work unreadable.
Following a tactic reported by Fanshel and Moss
(1971) and also used by Labov and Fanshel (1977), I also
did a series of playback sessions with the therapist.

In

the playback session, the recorded interviews are reviewed
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with the therapist.

Both participants follow the tape

with a transcript, and either the therapist or the researcher can stop the tape at any point, and comment or
raise questions about what was occurring.

These playback

sessions are also recorded, and become part of the data of
the study.

I anticipated that the playback session would

become a guide in selecting significant segments for analysis.

However, they proved not to be particularly useful

for this purpose.

Instead, they served in some instances

as supplementary data, to elucidate a point or to provide
background information.

Initially, I saw the playback

sessions as having. potential, rather than of established
value, and they fulfilled some, but by no means all, of
their promise.
Early iri the process of analysis, I also listened to
segments of the tape with colleagues, following the same
procedure as with the playback sessions.

The insights

which these individuals contributed proved to be a valuable supplement, and sometimes corrective, to my own perceptions.
Finally, after I completed analysis of the six sessions and the pre and posttest segments, I returned to the
beginning and went over the analysis again, correcting the
areas which I thought were weak, and also bringing the
form of the analysis into consistency throughout.

Gen-

erally, I found that, with the sessions I analyzed first,
I had missed much of the interactional complexity within
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the dialogue.

All of my initial work on the first three

sessions, stretching over a period of four months, proved
to have been a learning period.

Looking again at these

sessions, I was able to use the methodology to identify
considerably more interactional complexity than I had
first been able to appreciate.
Selection of the segments and their analysis was
guided by two principles outlined by Glaser and strauss
(1967), theoretical sampling and constant comparison.
Glaser and strauss define theoretical sampling as "the
of data

for

theory whereby

the analyst jointly collects, codes, and analyses his data
and decides what data to collect next and where to t:ind
them ••• this process of data collection is controlled by
the emerging theory, whether substantive or formal"
(1967, p. 45, emphasis in the original).

In constant

comparison, the investigator constantly redefines and
reintegrates emerging theoretical notions as the data are
simultaneously coded and analyzed (1967, p.lOl ff.).

The

actual selection .of segments was based on indications from
.

.

the literature, but primarily, following the principle of
theoretical sampling, on indications from previously analyzed segments.
The selection of relevant segments for analysis has
been considered by Mahrer (1985), who is concerned with
the problems of researching process in psychotherapy.
Building on the concept of "moments of movement" original-
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ly put forward by Rogers (1970, cited in Mahrer, 1985), he
offers a set of criteria for identifying such segments.
A review of the clinical and research literature on
psychotherapy, has led him to identify what he calls an
"index of psychotherapeutic movement."

This he defines

as, "some event, occurrence, or epoch in the therapy
session," generally quite brief,

no more than 10 to

20 seconds, which provides an indication that something
significant is taking place.

The significance of this

event may be "that the therapeutic process is moving
along well, or that some welcomed

is taking place"

(1985, p. 88).
Looking primarily at the client rather than the
client/therapist interaction, he has created a "provisional taxonomy of indices of psychotherapeutic movement"
which includes 12 types of actions the client can engage
in.

These are: 1) providing meaningful material about

personal self and/or relationships, 2) Describing/exploring the personal nature and meaning of feelings, 3)
Emerging of previously warded off material, 4) showing insight/understanding, 5)

expressively, 6)

manifesting a meaningfully significant working relationship with the therapist 7)expressing strong feelings toward the therapist, 8) expressing strong feelings in personally meaningful life contexts, 9) radical shifting into
deeper personality states; 10) Risking new ways of being
and behaving within the real world of the imminent future,
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11) expressing/reporting positive target behaviors; and

and reporting negative target behaviors and

12)

ideas (1985, pp. 112-131).
Although 1

not

direct use of Mahrer's

taxonomy in choosing segments to
a ',useful
did

his work pro-

for, the" types of selections I'

Generally the segments 1 'ch6se, although much

longer than he would consider
,

contained at

,

least one of the types of events he 'names.
with these everits, these

"

,,'

' "

the necesjiry

However, along

contain what 1 felt was

+0

in orderAmake the

nificance of what was occurring unders.tandable.
Format of the Analysis
Within a segment, which will generally include between seven and ten minutes of interaction, ! will do two
kinds of analysis.

For much of the text 1 will do a

descriptive analysis, highlighting the major themes and
any significant paralinguistic, prosodic, or other features which elucidate

points.

For selected
-

.

.

sub-subsegmen'ts, or smaller units, 1 will do a full microanalysis'based on Labov and Fanshel's methodology.
.

adopting

.

.

.

.

.

.

'I am

.

procedure because, while a microanalysis as

,CiS 'this would b.e,'as 1 have discussed above,
impossible carried out on entireses'sions, even in segment
of moderate length it would' am.ount, to overk'ill.

The re-

of uttetance after utterance for a full
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segment is likely, by the principle of recurrence (Pittinger et aI, 1960, as cited in Labov and Fanshel, 1977), to
yield material that is only repetitious, as well as being
difficult to follow.

The descriptive and micro analyses

are meant to complement each other, and handle the largest
amount of material in the most efficient fashion.
The format which I am establishing will contain six
elements.

The first will be identification of the subseg-

ments or sub-subsegments into which the segment divides,
as will be discussed in the following chapter (see Chapter
IV).

The second will be a descriptive analysis of indi-

vidual sub-subsegments or smaller units of the text.

The

remaining four pertain only to the microanalysis and follow the dimensions of Labov and Fanshel's (1977) multidimensional approach.
The Transcription
Although Pittinger, et a1 (1960) presented their
transcript in phonetic as well as in

nota-

tion, more recent studies (Sacks Schegloff and Jefferson,
1974; Labov and Fanshe1, 1977, Stubbs, 1983) have argued
for simplifying the presentation, rather than attempt to
capture the absolute maximum of data.
the latter approach is threefold.

The argument for

To give a full render-

ing of all the features of the discourse would be: 1)
probably impossible, since as writers on the subject have
pointed out (stubbs, 1983; Labov and Fanshe1, 1977), the
amount of detail it is possible to hear in a section of
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recorded

conversation is endless, given enough listen-

ings, and there is_no real agreement about how much detail
is significant.

2) For this reason, it would be mis-

leading since it would give a false sense of precision,
and 3) would produce a transcript that would be so unwieldy as very likely -to be unreadable (Ochs

1979).

Stubbs

(1983, p. 229) discusses some of the issues involved in
transcription, and con_cludes that there is no one kind of
which is useful for all purposes.

Ochs

(1979) observes that,. ntranscription is

pro-

cess reflecting theoretical goals ·and :definitions n • (p.44).
I

to

used by Sacks,

conventions

Jefferson (1974), rather

than those used by Labov and Fanshel (1977), since this
'system was widely used and appeared to give the maximum of
detail, while preserving the readability of ordinary
print.

In the course 'of working with that system, I found

that certain modifications, whose effect were to simplify
the presentation, were desirable.

The features which I

elongated syllables,
. _.- -".- ·found most significant . were pauses,
.
stressed words and syllables, stutters, and changes in
volume.

These are the features which I have attempted to

represent (see Appendix I).
Sacks Schegloff arid
symbols to

also uses

o.ther features such as audible brea·th-

ing, and attempts to show the 'exact placement of laughter
or

inside words.

I chose not to follow this, since I
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found I could not decide consistently at what volume an
audible breath was or was not a significant feature rather
than an artifact of the placement of the tape recorder,
nor could I distinguish exactly, in each case where and
how many laughs, or sobs, occurred." It seemed preferable
to indicate that these

features were audible on the

tape by noting them in parentheses.

I also came to feel

that the degree of precision which Sacks, Schegloff and
Jefferson used, while appropriate for their purposes, did
not contribute

much to the type of analysis I was doing.

In transcribing the text, I have tried to follow the
actual pronunciation the speakers used, without becoming "
too elaborate about it.

I have regularly made use of some

spellings which normally indicate colloquial speech, e.g.
"dunno," "haveta," etc. and I have frequently contracted
words, for example "y'rself" to indicate that they were
spoken quickly (see Appendix I).
In the process of
mented with several systems.

transcripts, I experiIn the one ultimately ar-

rived at, the transcription was done in several stages.
First I made a transcript of the entire session, indicating pauses and stutters, but not emphasis or elongated
syllables.

Transcribing one forty five minute session

generally took between thirty and thirty five hours.
Then, using this transcript, I selected one or more segments for analysis.

Then, I did a second listening to

only those segments I selected.

At this time I indicated
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stressed words or syllables, and elongated sounds, and I
timed the pauses.

After this more detailed transcript was

ready, I was able to analyze the text, and in doing so I
listened a third time to each utterance in succession"
correcting any mistakes, and trying to ascertain the significance of the various paralinguistic features.

Each

listening generally involved playing a small portion of
the tape, often just three or four words, and sometimes
less, a number of times, until I was certain I had correctly heard the features I was listening for.
My first effort a·t timing segments of the tape and
the lerigth of pauses involved the use of electronic equipment, an oscilloscope which traced sound patterns on a
papeJ tape marked off in fractions of a second.

I aban-

doned that practice though, when it proved to difficult to
match the transcript to the paper tape with any degree of
certainty.

Instead I used a stop watch to do the timing.

This method is less precis'e
scope would be.

the use of the oscillo-

However, I found that the type of analy-

sis I was doing did not require that degree of precision,
and, because I was able. to be certain of what I was actually timing, the method'I chose proved more reliable.
Microanalysis
Paralinguistic cues.

The first element within the

microanalytic format is the identification of paralinguistic cues.

The paralinguistic dimension has been an impor-
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tant source of data in those studies of discourse which
look at meaning, Pittinger, et al (1960), McQuown, et al
(1971), as well as that of Labov and Fanshel.

These

paralinguistic features--volume, pitch, hesitations, audible breaths, cadence, choice of words,

a major

role in telling the listener how to understand an utterance.

For example, an intonation which we recognize as

ironic or sarcastic very much alters the meaning of a
statement from what would be signified by the words alone.
The paralinguistic dimension is, as I have described
above, hard to indicate in a transcription.

I have at-

tempted to do so· somewhat by using symbols for a number of
the paralinguistic features I have just mentioned.

How-

ever, I will primarily follow Labov and Fanshel's practice, and present those features which I believe are relevant to the analysis separately from the text.
One of the paralinguistic features I have looked at
is the patterns of intonation within words and phrases.
Labov and Fanshel used electronic equipment to record and
display the pitch contours which make up these patterns.
This equipment was not available to me, but as Labov and
Fanshel demonstrate, (1977, p. 340) it is not difficult to
hear and correctly reproduce these patterns without the
use of such equipment.
Coulthard (1977) discusses various attempts to codify intonation patterns.

He presents a codification system

which distinguishes five tonal patterns which can occur
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within a word (Halliday, 1967, as cited in Coulthard,
1977). These patterns
Tone

Visual symbol

are shown in the chart below:
Tonic movement

Terminal pitch
tendency

1

\

falling

low

2"

I

rising

high

V

falling-rising'

high

3

...I

'rising

mid

4

IV

5

V\

(rising)-falling-rising

mid

(falling)-rising-falling

low

Coulthard describes how ,these tonal patterns are
used in British English to indicate meaning.
since no similar

However,

work was available for me for

American English, and although I have used it in certain
instances, the the usefulness of this schema proved
less than I had hoped.

However, I found that, overall,

'except in certain instances, tonal patterns did not play a
major role in the analysis.
One element of the paralinguistic
did play a major rolej though, was the identification of
paralinguistic devices,

choice of words or tone of

voice, to soften a statement which the speaker may have
felt would otherwise bave been unacceptably challenging to
the other party.

Labov and Fanshel borrow a legal term

for this phenomenon and call it mitigation, its opposite,
as in law, being aggravation.
While aggravation is not seen much in these therapy
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mitigation

nearly universally, that is, in

nearly every statement that either party makes.

According

to Labov and Fanshel,
There are several general principles or tendencies'
that seem to determine whether a form is mitigating or
aggravating. References to needs and abilities are
generally mitigating, while references to rights and
obligations are aggravating. (1977, p. 85).
Here, mitigation

takes the form of mini-

mization, as in, "a little

or of terms which

qualify a statement such as, nI think,n nit seems,n or of
polite forms of requests to do something such as nwhy
don't we. n Couching a statement in an impersonal form, or
the use of a questioning intonation to finish a statement
are also forms of mitigation.

Labov and Fanshel give as

examples of aggravation, direct commands to do something,
especially if an expletive is included.

On a scale from

mitigation to aggravation theyoffer the following (1977,
p. 85 emphasis in the original):

Hill

please dust
lUll E.Y .dJ.ln
room?
Please
room!
l2Wit
room!
tb& goddam room!

room?

Here aggravation rarely occurs, when it does, it is
in the form of exaggerating a statement made by another
person, or in rare instances, sarcasm.
Fields of Discourse.

The next dimension in Labov

and Fanshel's methodology is the fields of discourse.
These are specific styles of speaking, each with its own
vocabulary subject matter, and vocal characteristics,
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appropriate to certain activities, but not others.

Dif-

ferent individuals will possess different versions of
common discourse styles, and will have a different range
of styles in their repertoires.

For example, Interview

Style one of the three discourse styles identified in
Therapeutic Discourse, is
apy sessions.

that typically used in ther-

It has a vocabulary concerned with feelings

and self observation.

Here, Interview style is used pri-

marily, and at the beginning, exclusively, by the therapist.
The other two fields, of discourse described by Labov
and Fanshel are Everyday Style whose typical vocabulary is
,colloquial, and whose subject matter is the description of
events, etc, and family Style which is style of speech
typical in the speaker's own family.

Examples of Family

Style occur here when Wendy quotes herself talking to
Nicholas, or Nicholas talking to her.

Typically, a con-

versation, and even a speaker's single utterance will not
be confined to one style of speech, but contain minute
samples of a variety of styles embedded in one dominant
style. For the therapist,

is the dominant

one, but she frequently uses Everyday'Style, and quotes
from wendy's Everyday and Family styles.

For Wendy, the

dominant style is Everyday Style, but frequent samples of
Family

occur.

Within the Everyday Style, Labov and Fanshel identify a Narrative Style "indicating a continuing narrative
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structure." (1977, p. 42)

Their intent was to show how

placement of fragments of Family Style serve as evaluative
devices and this placement is determined by the structure
of the narrative.

Rather than make this distinction, I

will identify two subtypes of Everyday Style which I
believe function in this dialogue which I will call modes
of discourse.

While the vocabulary and subject matter

remain the same, there is a shift in the way the speaker
discusses the topic.

The point of view changes.

evident in Wendy's Everyday Style.
Describing and Commenting.

This is

The two modes are

Within the dialogue of this

session, these appear to function independently.

That is,

following an interruption from the therapist, even one as
minute as an "mmhm" or an "o.k.", she will frequently
switch from one mode of discourse to anoth(:!r, or to another field of discourse altogether.
Labov and Fanshel observe that the Interview Style
and the Everyday styles pose a problem for the therapist
because both are unemotional (1977, p.36).

They see the

Family Style as the most valuable to the therapist because
it

highly emotional.

However for the therapist and for

someone analyzing the therapy dialogue, the Everyday Style
potentially provides something equally valuable, the
client's orientation to his/her situation.
In

Discourse, as in this research, the

fields of discourse served as a context within which to
understand transactions rather than as a central analytic
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device, although here it played less of a role than in
Therapeutic Discourse.

While I have indicated the fields

of discourse throughout, I found that this distinction did
not contribute much to the final understanding of the
utterance or of-the interaction of which it was a part.
It would- be interesting to speculate on what difference in
the two therapies, or perhaps in the two modes of analysis
made for this discrepancy.
Expansions.

The next element of this multidimen-

sional approach is the expansion.
siQn was to restore the implied

The aim of the expanof each utterance

which makes -it intel-ligible to the listener.

Labov and

Fanshel describe their procedures for expanding utterances
as -follows:
1. We expand the meaning conveyed by the [paralinguistic] cues into the nearest equivalent in
textual terms, according to our best understanding
of it.
2. We expand and make explicit the referents of pronouns to other utterances and events in other time
frames.
3. We introduce factual material that is presented
before and after this utterance, sometimes from
widely separated
the interview.
4. We
explicit some of the shared knowledge
-between participants, which de-rive from a study of
therapeutic situation as a whole, other interviews and the playback with the therapist (1977,
pp. 49-50).
Labov and Fanshel cite Garfinkle's (1967, p. 38 ff,
cited in Labov and Fanshel, 1977, p. 51) observation that
expansion is an open ended process.

There is an enormous

amount of material implicit in each utterance, and there _
is actually no limit to how far any utterance can be
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expanded.

Therefore, they see no fixed relation between

the text and the expansion, but comment that, ·A brief
text and a long expansion may be the result of heavy
reliance on implicit information as well as heavily loaded
intonation contours· (1977, p. 51).
In trying to follow Labov and Fanshel's guidelines
for doing expansions, I often felt that I was not sure of
the relationship of the expansion to the text.

It seemed

that any piece of text could potentially be expanded in a
number of ways, and I had to struggle to avoid falling
into what I felt was really mind reading.

I came to the

conclusion that expanding any piece of text is really a
more interpretive procedure than Labov and Fanshel present
it to be.

Although it may be that the greater use of

intonation, and particularly of sarcasm, by the client in
Therapeutic Discourse provided more evidence for expanding
the text than was available in the tapes I had to work
with.

Nevertheless, I found the expansions to be a valu-

able exercise since it makes one wholly accountable to the
text and whatever paralinguistic devices are present, and
I have based much of my analysis on expansions of the
text.
Labov and Fanshel made use of material from later in
the dialogue as data for their expansions.
tially I tried to avoid doing this.

However, ini-

In fact, until I

reviewed what I had already done after my first attempt at
analyzing all of the sessions, I believed I had avoided

doing it.·

It had appeared to me that, if conversation is

viewed as a -process which develops over time, and through
the interaction of the participants, we have to assume
that everything which is said is shaped by what went
before.

Therefore, to present a- something which is said

w:i,thout _pr.esent-ing the 'previous -dialogue- which shaped it,
takes it out of context.

While the researcher has the

advantage of a -transcript and can look ahead, this possibi1ity'is not open 'to the participants, ,and a heavily reliance for data<on material from later sections of the
dialogue, -

tre_a_t;ing a conversation as an atempora1 - -

phenomenon. ,Furthermore, it also runs counter to the
assumption underlying therapy -that it is a p-rocess, and "

comes

through the interaction of the

However, as a practical ma'tte-r, the practice_proved to be unavoidable, and I did make use of
material from later in the dialogue, albeit reluctantly,
at times when its use wa-s n_ecessary to elucidate meanings
which otheiwi$e

have been been made clear.

is one other area in which Labov and Fanshe1's
of the process of

raises important

they, themselves, acknowledge.
-

--

This is

the relationship of the latent meaning, exposed by the
--

expansions; to the 'spoken -te'xt.'
-, the -prob1e'm of the tendency .of
·ordinary- behavior

Labov and F'anshe1 discus-s
in. which,

on a Machiave1ian tntricacy, and

_' 'hostilities which are latent and unobtrusive become over-
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powering and oppressive" (1977, p. 51).

However, in the

expansions, they separate those aspects of what speakers
say which are potentially contentious, in which they challenge each other in various ways, from the various means
which they

to mitigate the effects of those challenges

and smooth the course of social interaction.

They comment

that:
We have not fully solved the problem of how to restore
the subjective effect of mitigating devices after
analysis. We will only note here that mitigating
devices do mitigate: they place in perspective behavior which would otherwise be intolerable for the
participants (1977, p.5l).
I have followed the procedure of making these separations, but with some misgivings, since it appeared to me
that those devices which are used to mitigate and soften
the force of a statement are also part of its meaning,
especially its interactional meaning.

I have consistently

tried to indicate mitigating devices among the paralinguistic cues, but like Labov and Fanshel, have found no
completely satisfactory way of representing the interactional significance of the potential hostile content in
its

mitigated form, and there seems to be a tendency,

inherent in the method of analysis,' to reduce the meaning
of an utterance to the latent content exposed by its
expansion.

Nevertheless, although the problem may not be

solvable within this analytical format, this latent content is present, and forms an important component of the
communication.

Exposing this latent content can explain a
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great deal about the. quality of the interaction being
studied.
Propositional

Within the expansions

Labov and 'Fanshe1 locate a set of propositional statemerits, and I have also

procedure.

They

ijefine
propositional statements
as recurrent communi.
.
. . . . .
cations. Some, which they designate as local, are specific
to, and evaluate, the particular events being talked
about.

An example froin the first session is the first

iocal proposition: IIWendy did the reasonable thing in 'the
way she spoke to .Nicholas."
positions,

There are also' general proa

cussion.arid
such as, in
is.

topic of
6n these 'issues,

what kind of a child Nicholas

An example, also

session is, "Nicholas

is not reasonable."
Labov and Fanshel observe that propositional statements may never actually be
explicit form by the participants;"

lIin a'concise,
However they state

that:
••• i.f we ··studY va·rious reports of interaction we' usually find that the'propositions implicit at one point
are plainly stated at another. They represent the
cognitive component of conversational transactions; in
one sense they may be def ined as "·what. we are talk ing
.about," or "what
really
talked about" (1977,
pp. 51-52) •.
1- will follow Labov and Fansbel's practice of rep-

a set of abbreviations based on those used in symbolic logic.

These
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abbreviations will be placed in brackets within the expansions or the interaction

described below, for

example, the general proposition given above is abbreviated as {NReas-N}

The

tilde sign negates a statement •

. It is also possible to negate a negated statement, for
example {--Good Mo-W}, Wendy is not, not a good mother.
Local propositions will be numbered in brackets.

The

example given above is shown as
Interaction statement.

Labov and Fanshel state that

nThe most critical step in our analysis is the determination of the actions that are being performed by the
speakers through their utterances n (1977, 'p. 58 emphasis
in the original).

This representation of the interaction

relies on speech act theory (Austin, 1962; Searle, 1969)
it assumes that as individuals talk to each other, they
perform illocutionary acts, that is, the.words they speak
perform certain ceremonial or interpersonal actions.

An

example of the former given by Austin (1962) is performing
a marriage.

This is accomplished by a person authorized

to do so, on the proper occasion, at the proper time on
that occasion by pronouncing the formula, the words, nI
now pronounce you husband and wife. n
There are many such formula expressions which perform ceremonial actions, as Austin shows.

However, speech

acts are also performed without these formulas.

This is

especially so with those which take place in ordinary
social interaction.

In Therapeutic Discourse speech acts
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.,

occurred on several levels.

Surface speech acts such as

narratives, questions, requests for information, etc,
contained deeper level speech acts, the major forms of
which were challenges and defenses, usually of an individual's status as a competent adult.

These.occurred in

the client's descriptions of events in her life, and of
conversations with.various members of her family, and they
were often performed in a semi-covert way.

Often a single

utterance could contain several levels of speech acts,
referring both to the therapeutic interaction and to the
client's interaction with the person whose activities were
.

.

being described, and thereby evaluated.
Here, there are also challenges to individuals
rights to hold valuable statuses, although not as many as
",.,.'

in Therapeutic Discourse.

There are also expressions of

support, on the part of the therapist, requests for support by the client, challenges on the part of the therapist to ideas which the client holds, and acceptances or
rejections of ideas and evaluations put forward by both
parties.

These ideas and evaluations can often be stated

·as propositions, and I will frequently invoke a variety of
these propositions in my presentation of the expansions
and interaction statements.
Labov and Fanshel used a set of interactional terms,
originally devised by Bales (1950, cited in Labov and
Fanshel, 1977) for describing small group interaction.
Among these are "shows solidarity," "shows tension re-
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lease,n nagrees,n ngives suggestion,n ngives opinion,n
etc.

I have chosen not to make use of these terms, but

have instead, attempted to derive a descriptive

vocabu-

lary inductively from minute examination of the text, the
paralinguistic cues, and the expansions.

I felt that

while this approach risks a certain degree of inconsistency, it forces a closer attention to the text and the
dialogue, and to all available clues to the interactional
significance of what has been said.
The Pretest Session
The initial segment of the pretest session was made
up of a set of open ended questions, which were also used
at the beginning of each of the therapy sessions.

These

questions dealt with the parent's experiences during the
past week.

They ask for a descr ipt ion of a time when the

parent and her/his child or children did not get along,
how unreasonable the parent felt the child was being,

how

angry the child's (unreasonable) behavior made the parent,
and what the parent did in response.

A further question

asks whether the parent felt the incident could have been
avoided, and if so how.

It goes on to ask whether the

parent liked the way she/he handled the incident, and how
she/he would handle it or something similar if it occurred
again.

It goes on to ask about an incident when the

parent and child or children got along unusually well,
and, finally, about an incident' when the parent headed off
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trouble.

In what.follows, I will look at the initial

portion of the segment of the pretest session devoted to
these questions.

In these first few minutes,.some major

are laid out which will be carried through the
later sessions as well.
The tape opens with the therapist, who in this
session functions primarily as a research interviewer,
asking the first of the'open ended

She essen-

..

tially reads the first question unaltered, except that she
adds, nand I guess we'd be talking about Nicholas. n Evidently there had been some discussion of Nicholas' before
the recording began.
001. Th.:

005.

CIt. :

010. Th.:

CIt.:

Wendy answers in the affirmative.*

••• actual experiences with your children
•• and we'd like to ask two things, was there
a limii in the past week when you and your
children or your child just didn't get along, and was there a time dur ing the last
week when .you .di..Q. get along •• o.k ••• an' a
little bit about each one •• To begin with
was there a time •• last
when.you and
your child did not get along
yess
and I guess we'd talking about Nicholas
yes

On ·the following line of the transcript, the therapist continues, asking for a narrative of what happened.
However, Wendy answers not with a specific incident, but
with a general statement.
Th.:

The exchange is as follows:

so it was Nicholas, can y' tell me
br'iefly what 'happened

*The lines of the transcript are numbered sequentially
cODven-ience in locating particular features. The line
numbers do not indicate real time. In later sessions, I
will break the text into segments, and subsegments, and
the numbering system will reflect this (See chapter V).
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CIt.: oh, it's not just, like one instance
it's like
Th.: uhuh
•• 1 would say daily
Th.: o.k.
CIt.: a little part of, each day, where, I'd have
020
to •• scold him or- or, even go so far as
to, threaten him
Th.: mmhm
CIt.: y'know
015

Wendy's full statement is divided into three parts
by the therapist's "o.k." and "mmhm"

The first part, noh,

it's not just like one instance, it's like, I would say
daily," forms an introduction to the second part where she
tells what·the experience is like for her.

Despite

Wendy's apparent inarticulateness, there is a clear structure to her accounts.

stubbs (1983) has demonstrated that

in apparently casual narratives there is a structure which
runs through a series of utterances, and this can be seen
here.

According to Labov (1972, cited in Pratt, 1977,

p.45) a fully developed narrative contains a series of
components which include: 1) an abstract; 2) an orientation; 3) a complicating action 4) an evaluation; a 5) a
result or resolution; and 6) a coda.

Wendy's statement

here makes up the abstract for such a narrative.
Also on the level of discourse structure, it is
interesting that the therapist's routine o.k.s and mmhms
seem to provoke subtle shifts in Wendy's narrative. These·
are generally shifts in perspective, as from a general
statement setting the scene to a more specific statement,
or, as was discussed above, shifts between fields of
discourse.

These interjections and shifts happen on the
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tap.e much too quickly to have been fully conscious to the
speakers.
I will now attempt to expand Wendy's statement.
Paralinguistic cues: emphasis on word "daily;· statement broken by short pauses as though she needs to
think about each word she will say next; uses phrase
"even go so far," emphases extreme quality of wbat she
is doing; use of "y'know" for emphasis, and possibly
as an expression of solidarity.
Expansion: CIt.: I've told you that Nicholas causes me
trouble. Well, in response to your question about what
·happ"ened when we didn't get along, it isn't only one
instance, it's·a daily occurrence. A little part of
each day he's doing something which makes me have to
scold him, but he doesn't listen, so . have to go so
far as to as to threaten him, which is an extreme
thing to do to a child. I know that you as an adult
will understand what I'm telling you.
Within this expansion are several propositional·
statements which reflect Wendy's view of the situation
between Nicholas and herself, or of a more general reality
and code of conduct.

The data for these propositions

comes from later on in this session and the next session,
as well as from the expansion itself.
Within Wendy's statement there are five propositions
invoked: 1) {Tr-N}, Nicholas is constantly getting into
trouble; 2) {Scold}, when· Nicholas does something wrong, I
(his mother) have to scold him or even threaten him; 3)
{-Listen-N}, Nicholas doesn't listen unless you threaten
him.

Wendy's use of the phrase nor even go as far as ton

implies: 4) {Extreme}, threats against a child are an
extreme measure. The fifth is: 5) {N-Extreme}, Nicholas
requires extreme measures to control him.
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Wendy's entire complaint against Nicholas is implied
in this first statement of hers in the pretest session.
The complaint is its essentials is: Nicholas is a child
who a) gets into trouble constantly, b) won't stop what
doing wrong unless he's threatened, and, since
threats are an extreme measure--a child ought to stop
doing something wrong without being threatened, c)
{Difficult-N}, Nicholas is an unusually difficult child.
However, by saying something about Nicholas, Wendy
is also, by the principle of immanent reference, saying
something about herself in the context of the therapy
session. The principle of immanent reference states that
n •••

No matter what else human beings may be communicating

about, they are always communicating about themselves, about one another, and about the immediate context of the
&QIDmunication. n (Pittinger, Hockett, and Danehey, 1960, as
quoted (emphasis added) by Labov and Fanshel, 1977).
Among the claims Wendy is making are, {Task} that
sh'e is a mother with an unusually difficult task, an
extremely difficult child, 'and to control this child, {WForced}, she is forced to do things which she does not
like and would not normally do, scold and threaten. She is
also saying that she is {Know}, a mother who knows what
she has to do, who recognizes wrong behavior in her child
and {Act}, does something about it, and {Know}, who knows
what proper behavior for a parent is.

She is a mother who

{Distinction}, makes a distinction between normal scolding
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to correct a child and more severe measures, threats, and
by implication, since that is the reason she initially
asked for help, hitting excessively.

In doing this, she

anvances the claim that {Good mo-W}, she is a good mother.
Implied in the therapist's contribution is a proposition
about her role in the therapy.

It is

therapist is the leader in the session.

the
The foregoing

constitutes an interaction statement for the above utterance.

In the future I will display paralinguistic cues,

expansions, and interaction statements in indented block
form following the utterance(s) to be analyzed.
Labov and

call attention to the nparadox of

therapy.n In order to get help, a client has to recognize
and s.tate that he/she is not doing adequately in some
essential area of life.
stigmatized.

However, in our society, this is

To get help, and at the same time avoid the

stigina, the client has to minimize or deny the reason for
asking for help.

Labov and Fanshel give several examples

of this minimizing.

Here, Wendy's stance of reasonable-

ness, and of being forced to do what she doesn't want to
do is her way of handling the paradox.

This is her first

meeting with the therapist; she needs to portray herself
as needing help since she has ·asked for it, but she also
wants to avoid being censured.
Fields of Discourse
The session continues with the therapist asking for
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examples of Nicholas's misbehavior:
025

030

Th. : o.k., what typical kind of things would he
be doing
CIt. : •• (3) •• well t' begin with, frinstance this
morning
o
Th. : (mmhm)
CIt. : he didn't want t' go to the- •• to this- the,

Th. :
Clt.: he wanted t' stay home an .. there-there's
nothing really for him to do ho:me, so I
tried t'explain t' him I said Nicholas y'know
035 Th. : o (mmhm)
CIt. : it'd be better if y' go t' the &Aml1 you'd
have swimming 'nd everything
Th. : o (mmhm)
On line 24 the therapist cuts off what looks like it
will turn into a str ing of complaints, and asks for specifics.

This is dictated at this point by the research

questionnaire, but the therapist also makes asking for
specifics a general strategy.

During the playback of

another session, she commented that she was trying to get
Wendy to be "a scientist of her own behavior."
Wendy complies, and begins narrating an incident
which happened that morning.

On line 26 she begins by

setting the scene, "well, t'begin with, frinstance this
morning he didn't want t'go to the- to this- to the camp."
Following an "mmhmn from the therapist, she
wanted t'stay home.

that he

After a short pause, she goes on to

describe her actions, "there- there's nothing really for
him to do at home, so I tried t'explain t'him- I said
Nicholas y'know •• it'd be better if y'go tithe camp y'd
have swimming 'nd everything. n
Wendy's statement which begins line 26 can be di-
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vided into fields of discourse as follows:
<Ev.(D.) Well t'begin with, frinstance this· morning he
didn't want t'go to
to this- to .the camp. He
wanted t' stay' home.· (C.) There's nothing really for
to do' at home. (D.) I tried t'explain t'him, I
.said,> <F. Nicholas, y,'knowit'd be
if y'go
tithe camp, you'd have
'nd everything.>
Paralinguistic
therapist: stresses
ntypical,n Wendy pauses for 3 seconds before
. :'. cor,:ects self twice,nto the-.. to:
the ··camp;·
on nhome,n elongates second nhome;; emphasis
'on words, nexplain," ncamp," 8:nd "swimming."
Expqnded, this statement yields:·
<EV. [(C.) This is an e'xample of. the almost constant
difficulties I have with' Nicholas {Difficult-N}] (D.)
Fo·r example, this morning' he didn't want to go t.o
camp •. '[I ·.remember now that:· I haven't told you yet
that .I:le g.oes t.o day camp.] Be wa·nted to stay home.
(C.) ·There's nothing for him 'to do at home, (D.) so I
tried to explain to him, [although It's. hard to
explain things to Nich9las since {-Listen-N} he
doesn't listen when he has his mind
up.] I said,)
<F. It would be better for you' if you went to the camp
since you'd have' swimming there
everything else
you like to dQ.>·
.
.:'"
.'
This statement

the previous

It's

import is also that Nicholas is very hard to handle, but
Wendy is trying her best.
shift.

In her next

therapist's "mmhmn marks a
Wendy shifts from re-

porting what. she said to describing Nicholas's response:
<EV. n'nd he's-, he wen in a tantrum ·like. a' (rage it)
y'know n).. The therapist's "yeah" which follows leads to
anotl)er shift in

to family style when Wendy,

. after first·
quoting

to
in. an exaggerated way •. · She says.:

<EV. (C.) "he wanted .to
don' wanna·go'!> •.

home>

I wanna stay home I

The interactional content of this state-
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ment is summarized thusly:
Interaction statem§nt: Wendy complains about
{Difficult-N} how difficult a child Nicholas is. She
gives an example to illustrate this. She thereby
demonstrates {Task} that she has an unusually
difficult task, but that {Know} she knows the right
thing to do, and therefore, is {Good mo-W} a good
mother.
As was stated above, the fields of discourse serve
as a context for further analysis, rather than constituting a central feature of the analysis in themselves.

They

initially appeared have a more important role than they
later came to assume as' a site for data for the expansions
and in illuminating the interactional conterit of what was
said.

To maintain consistency in my use of the method-

ology, since this study is also, in part, a replication
and extension of Labov and Fanshel's work, I will continue
to indicate fields of discourse.

they will play

only a minor part in the subsequent analysis.

Further Themes
At this point, the therapist, functioning as such,
rather than as an interviewer, introduces what may be a
new idea for Wendy, an idea which becomes a major theme in
the remaining sessions.

What she does here is essential-

ly, in Minuchin's (1974) terminology, relabel Wendy's
experience.

Wendy had been complaining about how diffi-

cult Nicholas is, and presumably, since this theme occurs
in later sessions, how she cannot control him.

The thera-

??
pist introduces the idea that Wendy's experience that.
morning· had been successful, rather than unsuccessful, as
Wendy generally interprets her experience with Nicholas.
She points out that she did, in fact, control Nicholas.
She says:
Th.: mmhm (pause) but youu did- you controlled
the sit- y- he· went
Paralinguistic cues: "youn elongated;
interruption, both forms of hesitation, which
constitutes a form of mitigatiort.
The expansion gives the first local proposition {l}
Wendy succeeded in controlling the situation, which leads
to another general proposition, {Control-W}, Wendy is able
to control Nicholas.
EXpAnsiOn: Th.:
what· you have just said, I
conclude that although. Nicholas was resisting you; {l}
you succeeded in controlling the
because he
went with you, although he didn't want to go.>
.
The interaction statement gives a new proposition
concerning the therapist's role.

It is {Define-th} the

therapist defines situations.
Interaction statement: 1he therapist pOints out that
Wendy controlled the situati9n because Nicholas went
along with her. She thereby {Define-th} redefines the
$ituation from one which illustrates how difficult
Nicholas· is to· one
demonstrates that {Control-W}
Wendy is able to control him
Wendy starts out by giving a "yes because" type of
answer i.e. "I was only successful because of extraordinary
circumstances. n She starts giving this· type· of answer, but
stops herself since she can't think of any extraordinary
circumstances to report, and goes on to narrate what did
happen.

She says:
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CIt.: yes beca- I started t' get dressed 'nd I
said, well I'm- I'm gettin dressed, th'
baby's gettin dressed, an' if you wanna stay
here, y'know, you're gonna stay by yourself,
but we're going.
Wendy starts out by attempting to demonstrate how
difficult Nicholas is and how hard it is for her to con"trol him.

However, instead, at the therapist's urging she

presents herself as

quite forceful.

Her last statement

presents her as a mother who knows how to take charge when
her child becomes rebellious.
reverse happens.

In the next session the

She reasserts her claim about how diffi-

cult Nicholas is, and demonstrates how she can't control
him.
How, are these two contradictory claims to be reconciled?

The paradox of therap"y appears to be operating in

this initial meeting, with Wendy following the therapist's
lead, and presenting herself as more competent than she
actually feels she is, in order to avoid showing herself
as incompetent at so "basic" an activity as being a mother.

Subsequent analysis will attempt to elucidate

Wendy's beliefs

about herself as a mother, and how or

whether these change in the course of the therapeutic
interaction.
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CHAPTER IV

GETTING UNDER WAY
THE FIRST THERAPY SESSION

About one third of the way into

first session

there is a segment of talk, which is quite brief, only
about twenty five lines of transcript, and atypical in at
least one respect. All other transitions in topic in this
session are introduced by the therapist.

This time it is

Wendy who introduces a new topic, her feelings about
·therapy.

Although the previous. meeting had been devoted

to the research questionnaire rather than therapy, proper,
it evoked strong feelings.

Wendy describes these feelings

as follows:
CIt.: well since last time I was
I've- I
found myself, t'take things, ul-al- a lot, I
tend to, e- think before I rush into gettin',
a:ngry think about what I
I- I, talk it
out b'cause I never really, spoke to anybodyy
about y'know they see the problems I'm havin'
but I've never really, sat down an talk it out
Th.: take the time out //t'do it
CIt.: yyes, an I did an it- it really felt good
y'know that who:le week that past it really
felt. good
She describes what was important for her in the
week's session, the opportunity to "sit down and
talk ••• out [the problems she has been having1."

the re-

sult was that she had begun thinking before rushing into
and, although she doesn't finish the thought,
taking things a lot easier.

for Wendy, this is the mean-
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ing of the therapy experience, and she repeats this statement and ones like it in subsequent sessions, as well.
Contained in this statement there are also
two other themes which are repeated throughout the
therapy, "then" vs. "now," and "I didn't get angry."
She is saying, and she says it repeatedly throughout
the therapy sessions, that there was a time, before she
began meeting with the therapist, when things were
different. Then she used to get angry with Nicholas
easily, and yell at him or hit him. Now she doesn't.
She does something different, she reasons with him, or
is more relaxed, or sees things a different way which
prevents her from getting angry.

Since the normal

expectation would be that these sorts of themes would
appear toward the end of the therapy, rather than at
the beginning, there are two possible explanations for
why they appear now.

Wendy could either be denying

that she has any problem, which, as Labov and Fanshel
(1977) point out is a standard way of dealing with the
paradox of therapy, (see Chapter III), or, alternately,
the opportunity to talk about her diffficulties with
Nicholas, afforded by the pretest session, was a powerful and change promoting experience for her.

In any

case, these three themes, the opportunity to talk,
"then" vs. "now," and not getting angry are important
components of the meaning of therapy for Wendy. In this
session the latter two recur in several of her narra-
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tives, and the former appears more than once in subsequent sessions.
In an inquiry into the"process of change in therapy,
the occurrence of these themes and how and where they "
occur provide important data for understanding the process.

In the remainder of this chapter, I

present

an overview of the first session, tracing these and other
themes through th. dialogue of the session."
In the discussion which follows, I will examine the
initial therapy session from two standpoints, internal
organization and "content.

In the "next chapter, I will

return to the mode of analysis which I outlined in the
last chapter (see Chapter III), and look in detail at one
""

segment of this session, also making use of the
framework which "I will develop in here in

discussion of

the session as a whole.
Internal Structure
As one looks at the organization of this session,
certain divisions by theme
apparent.

content become immediately

These" constitute natural units of analysis

within the whole.

The occurrence of such uriits within

written, rather than spoken, texts has been

by

Van Dijk (1982) who has demonstra"ted how the whole can be
broken into episodes by topic, and by GIimes (1982), who
lObked at interlocking hierarchies
occurring within a text.

topic and theme

In the analysis of the sessions,
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I will identify a structure of thematic and topical units,
which I will then use to show how the dialogue progresses
through, and makes use of topics to carryon its interactional work.
In identifying smaller units within the session, I
will make use of the concept of the frame.
been used in a number of ways.

This term has

For example, Labov and

Fanshel (1977) refer to their fields of discourse (discussed in the preceding chapter) as frames.

I am using the

concept here in one of the senses outlined by Goffman
(1974).

In this use, the frame is defined by the content

or organization of the social activity which it delimits.
It points to those characteristics of the interaction
which define for the participants what it is that they are
doing at any particular moment.

The frame, in this sense,

is, viewed from the outside, the structure which the
participants have set up to tell themselves what kind of
activity it is that they are engaged in.

It is by refer-

ence to this structure that participants are able to say,
"now we are doing this; now we are doing that. n
This concept refers to parts of activities as well
as whole'ones. For example, if in a conversation, which
is an activity in itself, and therefore constitutes a
frame for all the activities which are subsumed within it,
one of the participants asks, nwhat were we just talking
about," that person is asking for information about what
subframe they are operating within inside the overall
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frame, conversation.

My use of the term

subframe is

akin to what Heilman (1983) calls keying, shifts in topic
and the perspective from which the topic is discussed
within a conversation.
Within a

single conversation there can be various

levels of subframes and sub-subframes which can change
rapidly
self.

the overall frame, the conversation, itIn this session, I have identified seven units,

distinguished by topic, which I am calling segments.

This

series of segments constitute subframes, and within these
subframes, as I will demonstrate in the" next chapter (see
Chapter V), there may also be a hierarchy of
frames.
Since the interaction I am studying is not simply
conversation, but therapy, a particular type of conversation, therapy becomes the overall frame which governs
the interaction, and therefore dictates what kinds of
contributions from each of the participants are acceptable.

There is, however, a further complication.

The two

participants have come together for a therapy session, but
the therapy is also part rif a research project, a fact
known to the client as well as to the therapist.

Therapy

and research, therefore, function as two aspects of the
governing frame, and it is not possible to separate out
what is strictly research from what is npure n therapy.
Part of each the session involves the questionnaire, described in the preceding chapter, whose purpose was to
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facilitate the research effort, but this questionaire also
helps to focus the therapy s'ession, and what goes on
dur ing this part of the session is as much therapy as what
follows.

The nresearchn part of each session, therefore,

also functions therapeutically while at the same time
having

an independent existence as research.

On the

other hand, since the therapy is carried out as part of a
research project, the non-questionnaire, "therapyn part of
the session is also research, as well.

The research

nature of the undertaking might concern only the therapist
were it not that the client was also fully informed that
this was a research project, and she was being paid as a
research subject.

The dual nature of the enterprise was

known to, and on some level influenced, both parties.
There is another characteristic of the interaction,
the type of therapy which.is being conducted, which also
functions as an aspect of the governing frame.

The parti-

cular set of goals and style of discourse characteristic
of short term Cognitive Behavioral ·Therapy (Meichenbaum,
1974; Meichenbaum and Cameron, 1980), which are entirely
different than, for example, in psychoanalytically oriented long term psychotherapy (see Wolberg, 1977,for example), also serve as a point of reference, and set up
norms which are distinctive for this interaction, and
therefore become part of the definition of the type of
interaction

which is occurring.
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Overview of the Session
The seven

designated by the letters A

through F, into which this session Is divided are devoted
to a variety of topics, which constitute a survey of the
themes to be developed in the therapy and of the major
themes and conflicts in Wendy's life. I will
these segments, highlighting the' major themes.
these themes occur in

review
Several of

than 6ne segment, underlying

the discussion of quite separate topics. They also recur
throughout the later sessions.
Segment A .
The initial segment of this session, which will be
discussed .in greater depth in the chapter to follow, is
devoted to Wendy's response to the first question on the
quesionnaire, which

for an incident in which parent

and child did not get along. Wendy relates an incident
which reveals an important pattern in her way of handling
Nicholas when he becomes upset, stubborn or demanding.
This pattern did not figure in the incident which she
related during the'previous week.

She presented herself

then, although perhaps without fully intending to do so,
as effective in controlling her son.

This time she shows

herself as having responded with helplessness.

Ultimately

she found someone else to take charge and resolve the
situation;

This pattern is echoed in other incidents in

this session and in subsequent sessions.

This episode is
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particularly poignant, since it is a stranger who steps
in, but in other cases, it is a day camp counselor or her
husband in prison who intervenes by phone.
Wendy's anger toward Nicholas is, as will be shown
in the next chapter, a hidden counter-theme to her help·lessness.

In this segment, too, she makes the claim that

something is

she didn't get angry, but here it

isn't wholy convincing.

Although in this instance she

didn't act out. of anger, she was actually paralyzed, and
unable to act at all.

Wendy's reply, when asked whether

there was anything she liked about the way she handled the
situation, is illustrative.

There was nothing she liked

about it except for the fact that she didn't get "rowdy or
angry."

Apparently these are real possibilities for her,

and constitute the

other side of the coin to

her helplessness.
Segment B
The second segment begins when the therapist moves
on to the next topic covered by the questionaire and asks
for an incident in which parent and child did get along.
The story Wendy tells contrasts with the last one.

This

time, instead of describing helplessness and frustration
with Nicholas, she talks about him with obvious enjoyment
and affection.

At the end of the segment, Wendy realizes

that lately she has not been spending time playing with
Nicholas, and her voice trails off expressing her regret.
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Wendy begins by explaining that Nicholas ndoesn't
eat,n and she has to feed him herself.

She adds that she

has to nforce him to eat." In.this incident she indirectly
introduces the theme of her relationship with her mother,
a topic which she will ·discuss more ·in later sessions.
She con.trasts ·her treatment of Nic·ho·las with her mother's.
The·dialogue proceeds as follows:
CIt.: a·nd u:m,. a-, 'bout· three nights ago he said
to- he said· t'me urn, (··(breath» uh mommy if
g'want me·t'eat
Th. : (mmhm) .
CIt.: you'll have to,' play tricks on me, or
me so·iliething, even though I know you won't
. give it time, like- like grandms!. does an
... t·hen- then I'll eat·
.
Th.: •• an did it work?
CIt.: ye:s m- my mother does to him y- y- y'know,
.-. she like u:m
- Wendy i.s about to say more about her moth.er,
and.
.. .
" .

.

'.'

appears to· be abou·t to c·oIilpa·re herself unfavorably ·to her
when they are interrupted.

The door opens, and the thera-

pist carrie.s on a conversation with a third person during
which the tape is turned off.
again they resume the
,lilt·

changed
,."
.

. ........

When the tape is turned on
but the focus has

her mother to Nicholas:

Th. :. there we go, o.k.. we were talking, the last
thing was something that
did
CIt.:. 0 (yeah)
.
.
Th.: somethin·g that Nicholas did, so what he did
was hee, .aid-, he said I'd have to play u:m
CIt. : -he made a suggestion t'me
Th. : o.k •..
CIt·: in order t'get 'imt'
·Th. : o.k., hee made a sugestio.n, to me,- in order,
to get hi:m, t'eat, he said I'd have to,
gretend I'd, gi.ve, him a ren.xg
.
·Clt. : (um)
Th. : if he ate •••• any·did it
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Clt.:
Th.:
Clt.:
Th>:
Clt.:

Th.:
Th.:
Clt.:

o(ye(h)s)
o.k., a:n did it work
yes it did «may be laughing here»
o.k ..... a:nd so it was nice b'tween you that
day
yea:h 1- a- he jus' came out with it an- an I
thought it was- it was the- y'know it was so
cute the way he said it/ /that really it 9.2t.
t'me
yes
it sounds like he's saying I want you t'play
with me
«laughs» ye(h)s, «voice trails off and
becomes sad» which I havn' been doing

Wendy's regret might have developed into a topic of
discussion, but it doesn't.

Instead the discussion pro-

ceeds in a different direction.

Rather than allow Wendy

to elaborate on her" regret, the therapist uses it "to
create a transition to the next topic.

She blocks further

discussion of the theme, and introduces another idea,
which she does not develop, learning from experience.
This happens very quickly, and the therapist's statement
overlaps the last word of Wendy' next utterance:
Clt.:

••• which I havn' been doing

Th.: a::: h

CIt.:
Th.:
Clt.:
Th.:

o(no I havn' been doin//it)
so you learned fromyea:h
children tell y' don't they

By inserting an idea which she does not plan to
develop, the therapist has made a transition, and can
introduce the next topic, which constitutes the following
segment.
Segment
In the third segment, the initial part of which was
discussed at the beginning of this chapter, the positive
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mood of the previous segment is continued, and it continues through the next

as well. Wendy

her statement of what was

made

to her in the therapy

experience unsolicited, and. the ther.apist, before returning to the order of the session imposed by the questionnaire·,· attempts to build on her

including the

t·echnque which she will teach her as another reason to
feel positively

therapy.

Her utterance overlaps

the last two .words of Wendy's statement:
Clt.: really//felt good
Th.: yeah.·.yeah, well I think i- you
under a
lot of stress, a:nd um, thatns why I'·m
that you're doing this, an I think that the
technique that I'm gQnna describe to you in a
. few
think. you'll. prob'ly learn ·it
. pretty qtii.ckly «breath» u: m.· y' just look
like that kind of person «short laugh»
Wendy picks up the ·therapist's m.ood, and joins her
laugh. Probably for both this is a nervous

but it

is also one of those points where the fact that they are
working together is most evident.

Wendy continues:

CIt.: I hope so «laughs»
T·h.: a:nd, you certainly are motivated t'do it,
uh an fl.l. try t' teach it as well as I ca:n,
again Inm, also learning, as we do it we're
all, always learning
Cit.: o(o.k.)
Th.: we'll do it together
Clt.: o (yeah)
Th.:
The
Its

the entire of segment

c.

importance lies in the contrasting of· two possible

meanirigs ·of the

for

as

opportunity to

talk about the problems she has been having, or, in addi-
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tion to talking, to learn a technique which will help her
think about these problems and help her solve them.

This

segment introduces the notion of the technique, and it
contains the first juxtaposition of Wendy's and the therapist's way of seeing the therapYJ the opportunity to talk,
and learning the technique.

How these two ways of seeing

the experience interact and contribute to change constitutes a theme to be followed through the remainder of the
therapy.
Segment 12
In this segment, which is the longest one so far,
Wendy again brings up her relationship with her mother and
sister, but again, only indirectly. Nevertheless, we learn
something about her relationship with her them. She spends
every evening at either her mother or her sister's apartment, suggesting that she is rather dependent on them. Two·
of the themes of the last segment, talking with Nicholas,
rather than getting angry, and "now" vs. "before," figure
in this segment as well.

This segment is introduced by

the final question on the questionnaire which is as
follows:
Th.: ••• was there a time during the past week when
things could have gone badly, but
did
something, or said something, or maybe even
thought something that helped t'head it off
Wendy answers by saying that she used to have a
problem every evening.

She used to stop at her mother's

or her sister's apartment and stay so late that she'd have
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to rush to get ready for the next day.

One reason that

·she'd stay so late was that there was nothing for Nicholas
to do at home. Part of the rushing was to get Nicholas
through his bath quickly, and she would get angry when he
wouldn't want to do it.

ihe. past week, however, things

were different:

:....:

.

CIt.: ••• he still tried n- y'know to linger about
doing it an not wanting to, y'know
Th.: mmhm
to get out of it
Th.: yeah
CIt.: but I um •••• like 1- 1- t- I s- spoke t 'him
i:nstead of y'know, sayin well I'm gonna get
ang.ry at you if you ·don't go ahead an do it
right now
'l'h.: mmhm
CIt.: I u: m.... you know I talked to him I
y'know •• you have to get up ss- at a time in the
morning
Th.: mmhm
CIt.: urn· you have to do it now •••• y- you don' wanna
go to bed a- all dirty or y'gonna be to y'know
Th.: o:.k.
CIt.: yeah •• I tried t'talk t'him somehow
The therapist is initially confused about what Wendy
is telling her.

She restates what Wendy has said as that

she wasn't staying as lat·e at her mother's or her sister's, but Wendy says, nno,n that

wasn't it.

It

ndidn't really matter so much whether I left early ·or.
stayed late. n What really made the difference was that
she talked to Nicholas.

Then, nhe didn't •• like

into
it but ... I guess he .. saw LJHlson t' what I was saying ... n
.nl§h

She adds that she also tried to get Nicholas to talk to
her about things that might be bothering him, but that
didn't work.

The therapist closes saying that not every-

thing happens overnight, leaving hope that this too will
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work soon.
The emphasis on talking as a way of solving problems
is very strong in this segment, and this turns out to be a
theme for Wendy in the rest of the therapy, as well.
belief is

Her

much that talk ing and reason are the proper

ways to get Nicholas to cooperate.

The concept of propos-

itional statements was discussed in the preceeding chapter.

As will be shown in the following chapter, this

belief is also one of Wendy's main propositions concerning
raising children.
Segment E
The fifth segment is the longest so far, and the
longest of the session, approximately one third of the
forty five minute tape.

In this segment, the therapist

introduces the co,gnitive behavioral technique that Wendy
is to learn. Since the question of the therapist's teaching, and the role of the technique of in the therapy will
be taken up in a later chapter (see Chapter VI), this
segment will be discussed there rather than with the other
segments of the first session.
Segment F
This segment is devoted to a discussion of Nicholas's father.

There are two subsegments within the seg-

ment, F-l and F-2. In F-l, Wendy tells a story of a recent
event involving Nicholas, his father, and herself. In F-2,
the therapist begins to help Wendy use the cognitive '
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behavioral techinque which she has just introduced to plan
ways to involve her husband, who is currently in prison,
as a more active parent to Nicholas while he is still
away.
The story Wendy tells in F-I is interesting in it9
'.

parallelism with the story she

in

A. In

Nicholas wanted to go downstairs to play a video game.
Wendy wouldn't let ·him because she was worried that the
neighborhood isn't safe, and she would want to go with
him, which she wasn't able to do at just then.
.

She de-

.

scribes what happened:

CIt.: y'know •••• so his father called n 1- I said
I'm gonna s- put the suggestion t'your father
he think$ it's right that I should send you
downstairs •• at that time//by yourself//y'know
Th.: o (mmhm)
Th.: 0 (nunhm)
CIt:· so •• he gota . look on 'im
Th.: o (mmhm)
CIt.: an he told his father •• that he- he wants to
an urn
Th.: mmhm
CIt.: mommy won't ·let him if he think- •• if he-•• if
he y'know think that he should go
Th.: mmhm
.
CIt.: that mommy should let him go
Th.: urn
CIt.: an 'is father said a- o.k. Nicholas I give you
permission then he got. on the phone with me ••
a:n he wanted
what it was about y'know
The sequence of events is significant.

Rather than

Wendy explaining the situation to the father, herself,
before he makes a decision, or rather than the father
asking to speak with her first, he speaks to Nicholas and
makes the decision ·the child wants.

Only then does he ask

Wendy for an explanation of what it was that he has de-
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cided.

In Minuchin's (1974) terminology, Wendy has been

displaced from her role as a parent by a coalition between
the father and Nicholas.
The parallel between this story and that told in
,
segment A is almost exact.

Only the ending differs.

In

both stories, Nicholas a) wants something, which b) Wendy
feels he shouldn't have. c) She says no, but d) feels
unable to meet his resistance.

This results in a tempor-

arystalemate until e) a third party steps in.

The dif-

ference between the two stories is that in segment A,
Nicholas was effectively led across the street and away
from the object he desired, but in F-l, he was given what
he wanted.

In both cases, however, Wendy felt herself

unable to enforce her judgement and brought in a third
party to act for her.
Segment G
This is the concluding segment.

Although the tape

runs out before the session is definitively over, the
. style of conversation in this segment suggests that unless
a new topic is raised which reengages both participants,
the session will be ended within a few sentences.
The segment begins when the therapist makes a summing up statement about the use of the technique, following closing out the discussion of its use in F-2.
says:
Th.: an that's basically what we're gonna be
think ing about here .. think in your

She
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mindlists •• what could I do what could I do
what could I do ·h is that good is that bad
will it work lemme try it •• let me try it ••
cause you're not gonna come up with anything
kooky I think I •• c'n see that you're a pretty·
sensible woman ....but you will come up with
different ideas
CIt.: I
Th.: try them •••• you're still in control
There is a short digression, when the therapist
mentions Wendy's sister-in-law as a person who might be
able to help in coming up with ideas.

Wendy reminds her

about a previous conversation about this sister-in-law,
and that they were out of touch because of some family
matter.

This might have become a separate discussion, but

the

returns to the topic and to closing the

session:
. Th.: ••• an maybe even talking t' your sister-inlaw •• who has •• thiss little magic touch
CIt.: o(hmm)
. _
.
Th.: maybe
can help you
CIt.: um that's- that's the problem •• were not •• wbecause that's my brother's wife, because uh
. Th.: o::h pr"oblem with th' kids
CIt.: ye:ss
Th.: I see/II see
CIt.: (not intelligible)
CIt.: we're like out of touch (not intelligible)
that t-ime
Th.: that's a- that's another problem •• maybe we
can prIn her last utterance, during which the tape ends,
the therapist returns to the topic, and suggests that this.
situation is amenible to the technique, and at some future
time they work together on it.

With this statement, she

makes a connection between this session and the sessions
to come.
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Themes and-Structure

In this overview of session one, I have tried to
trace what I feel are the significant themes and internal
divisions.
Segment

These are summarized in

Themes

Outcome

chart below.

Predominant
Speaker*

Predominant
affect

A

1,4

neg.

Wendy

neg.

B

2

pOSe

Wendy

pOSe

e

. Wendy&
Therapist

1,2,3,5,
6

D

2,3

E

5

F

4

G

5

Wendy

pOSe
pOSe

Therapist
pOSe

Wendy&
Therapist

pOSe

Therapist

*The predominant speaker is the one who introduces the major
topic.
Themes: 1 Didn't get angry
2 nthen n vs. nnow n
3 Talked with Nicholas
succesfully

4 Problem solved by a
third party
5 Value of the technique
6 Opportunity to talk

The initial session is the most tightly structured
of all of the sessions, but the type of divisions by topic
occur in subsequent sessions as well, and the principle
which I have established in this chapter will hold in the
analysis of subsequent sessions also.

Likewise, the

themes which occur here, as I have mentioned at the beginning of this chapter run through the rest of the sessions.
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How these themes develop, and playa role in the thera, peutic change to come is the'subject of the remainder of
my analysis.
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CHAPTER V

SBGMENT A

In the last chapter, I presented an overview of the
first therapy session, and a division of that session into
segments.

In the chapter which proceeded it, I introduced

a methodology based on that of Labov and Fanshel (1977).
In this chapter, I will apply this methodology to take a
detailed look at the initial segment of the first session.
I have chosen segment A for this kind of dissection
because it contains a story which is referred to several
times during the course of therapy.

The underlying theme

of this story, Wendy's inability to

Nicholas's

resistance and her finding another person to take over
and get him under control, is paradigmatic of her difficulties as a parent, and repeats itself several times
during this and subsequent sessions.
Internal structure
Like the session as a whole, the individual segments
wiUdn

session have interllal divisions.

Segment A has

seven niajor subsegments, a through g, and within many of
a.re

these subsegments thereAfurther divisions, sub-subsegments.

These divisions within the segment distinguish

unities of content or affect.
As was discussed in the previous chapter, the
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largest divisions within the
.

.

discrete topics.

the

mark

The subsegments and sub-subsegments, and

any smaller divisions, are differentiated by changes in
affect or in the per$pective fromwhich·the topic is
discussed.· Foi exa.ple, in subsegment b Wendy
whiCh

.t.he topic fo.r .the

a
segment •.

The following subsegment, c, begins when the therapist
asks a question about this story.

This marks a change

from Wendy relating the incident to

of them discus-

sing it.
.

..

Throughout the·therapy ·sessions, but particularly" in
session

·therapist plays a

role.

She·

controls t;he flow of discourse and its content, and d.oes
this by encouraging ceitain
.others.

Ih$tances of

seen in
cl':apte I

and discouraging

ber exer.cising· this control can be

C and G, discussed in the preceding
•

In this session, the therapist's inputs function in
two ways.

The. first Qf these is managing the session,

which is accomplished

several ways.

First, as boundary

1I1arkers, . it is usually· the therapist's· inteiventi·ons which
define the subframesand sup-subframes, and form the
po"ints of demar;cation bet.ween them.
and· qefining

's

In marking boundaries
refer back

.to ·the overall' frame, Tnerapy/Research/CognitfveBehav·ior
Therapy, and continually reframe the o·ngoing discourse
with resp·ect: to that context.

They have the effect of
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saying, "this is what we're talking about, and this is how
we discuss it."

The overall frame possesses.a set of

rules, some explicit, some only implicit, embodying the
dual needs of research and therapy.

Among other functions

which they carry, the therapist's interventions serve as a
means of teaching these rules, which concern how to act in
a therapy session of this particular type,

the session

is to be structured, and how things are to· be discussed.
At the same time as they structure the session and
the immediate discourse, the therapist's interventions
also function in the service of the therapeutic aims.

To

say this may seem like stating the obvious, but it is just
because the therapist's interventions function in the
first .sense that they are able to function in the second.
Haley (1976) discusses what
in therapy.

he terms "manipulation n

Whether consciously or not, the therapist

encourages certain topics, blocks off others, and performs
a large number of interpersonal manoeuvres which guide the
client in what topics to discuss, how to discuss them, and
even, to some extent, what co.nclusions to draw from the
discussion.
The client also has a hand in shaping the interaction.

While the therapjst controls the flow of dis-

course on an obvious level, the ways in which Wendy exerts
control are more subtle.
helplessness.

One of these is her stance of

She shows this helplessness by being in-

articulate, by talking in a low voice, by a sometimes
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childish choice of words, and by crying at :certain times.
In adopting this stance,

she places the therapist in a

of having to give her considerable support and
reassurance.

Also, by her diligence in· following the

therapist's lead, she
charge

encourages her to be very active in
discussion.

One very obvious feature of Wendy's speech is
-tongue-tied" quality with false starts, frequent pauses,
and frequent seif-correction.*

There can be several

ble explanations or, perhaps, several aspects to one overall explanation, fbr

tongue-tied

·which per-

sists from start to finish through the tapes. Without
gOing too deeply into a psycbological
is outside the scope of this study, this

which
of speech

can be the result of a sens. of inferiority in the reas

writing on deference and

suggests.

jt

can

Wendy's not wanting to say the wrong thing, either ·in
general

she is afraid she doesn't know what to say

in the therapy situation or perhaps because
.

.

is afraid

.

to let the cat out ·of ·the bag about how much she is
hitting or yelling at Nicholas.

If Wendy is., on whatever

*Schegloff,Jefferson,·
(1977) qse the term "repair" in preference to
the latter "is
commonly understood to refer to the replacement of an
'error'or 'mistake' by what is 'correct.'" The phenomenon to which both they and I refer is "neither contingent
upon error, nor limited to
However, I have
chosen to stay with
as the less unwieldy
of the two terms.
.
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level, afraid to say the wrong thing, whatever that wrong
thing might be, then, by having the therapist closely
guide the discussion she protects herself from the possibility of inadvertently doing so.
Segment A
This segment, running seven minutes on the tape,
is, like those immediately following it, devoted to the
questionnaire portion of the session.

As such, it is

divided by the therapist's questions into many smaller
portions--subsegments, etc.

Nevertheless, as .will be

shown in the analysis below, the dialogue which runs
through the various subsegments is continuous.

The con-

tent of each new subsegment builds on what went before
rather than starting fresh with each new division in the
dialogue prescribed by the questionnaire.
The tape begins as the therapist opens the session
with the introduction from the questionnaire.

While this

general introduction to the session and to the work they
are about to do does not relate directly to the content of
what is immediately to follow, I have included it with
segment A for convenience, rather than consider this very
small portion of the session as a segment in itself.
Subsegment a is as follows:*
*Lines are numbered within each subsegment for convehience in locating significant features, and line numbers
do not represent real time. Line numbers for units smaller than subsegments will be indicated, but these units
will not be separately numbered.
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a • 01

Th.: ••• t wo of the quest ions- three of the questions that we asked at the beginning •• u:h an
the purpose for that is' •• just t 'keep, track
·on how things are going with you an the
• 05
kids •• (2) •• so that when we look at •• overall .. when we're finished .. we c'n get a sense
of how things went •• o.k ••••
I

will not do a full expansion of this introductory

statement, since its
sion.

purpose is mainly to open the ses-

However, there is one feature which should be

noted, the intonation pattern on the words, njust t'keep
track.n

The word, njust n contains a falling-rising tone

(tone 3), there is a minute pause of one beat following
keep, and the word, "trackn carries a falling tone (tone
1).

This creates a sing-song cadence which lightens and

per$onalizes the words the therapist is reading.

She is

using the introduction to build rapport, as well as to
":....

give 'information and to formally open the session.
Having given her introduction to the session, the
therapist follows immediately with the first question,
which begins subsegment b.
b.Ol

The text is as follows:

Th.: u:m •• the first question is was there a time
during the last week when you'n your children or
one of the children ••.iY.§.t. didn'
get along

Wendy is silent for two and a half seconds, She
requires much prompting
begin her answer.

and several turns to actually

Her initial one word reply is barely

audible on the tape •
• 05 CIt.:

•• (2.S) •• 0(yes)

The therapist's prompting brings only

an identi-

fication of Nicholas as the child in question, again
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spoken in a low voice.
Th.: o.k. an now which child was that
CIt.: o(that's Nicholas)
The therapist's next question, which she herself
answers, is addressed to establishing a factual matter,
both for her own reference and to fill in a blank on the
questionnaire.

.10

She then asks directly for a narrative:

Th.: Nicholas o.k.- an Nicholas is how, he's
seven, yeah o.k. «breath» could y'tell me
briefly what happened

In spite of her general difficulty in speaking,
Wendy proves a competent story teller.

As with the one

she offered the previous week (see Chapter III), her
account here contains a range of those elements Labov
(1972) identified as belonging to a fully formed narrative.

She begins with an abstract.
CIt.: •• (3) •• as a matter of fact •• the
main thing- the one that really SQt to me
wasit happened
Th.: uhuh

This is followed by an orientation: she, Nicholas,
and the baby had gone shopping to buy some things for the
baby.

She says:

.15 CIt.: u:h we went- I went shopping to get lim a
hoop
Th.: uhuh
CIt.: or a stroller •• and um
Th.: o(umhm)
The complicating action begins with Wendy relating
that Nicholas had wanted something, a video game.

As she

talks, the therapist engages in considerable nactive listening,n punctuating the narrative

with frequent
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nmmhms,n nuhuhs,n and no.k.s,n thereby encouraging her to
go on with the telling.
complete the story.
the scene.

Wendy takes seventeen turns to

In the next five of these, she sets

She

all video game
uhuh
mmhm
firs' he wanted t'look ,t hen we looked •• y'know
mmbm
we s'topped an we looked
mmhm,

.20 CIt.: he wanted something

'Th.:
Th.:
CIt.:
Th.:
.25 CIt.:
Th.:

As Wendy gets to the core of her narrative, she
becomes more spontaneously verbal.

Her utterances become

longer between, the therapist,'s, mmhms.' However, as she
comes to this point in her story, her narration takes on a
more emotional quality,.

Altho,ugh she says more, she seems

to have more difficulty saying it.

She becomes more hesi-

tant, interrupting herself more, and pausing more frequently than in the part of the story that went before.
She goes on:

.-30

CIt.: an then he wanted t'go inside because he
thought i- it-nit might be a little
money an I could
it
Th.:mmhm

CIt.: an I told 'im- I said I Qg,yldn't b'
cause 'I didn' have any more 'money
Th.: mmhm
CIt.: a:nd u:m •• (3) •• he started y'know- he start.35
ed crying
Th.: mmhm o:.k.
So far, w'hat Wendy has 'described is a seven year old
boy crying because he can't have

he wants, an

occurrence which might ordinarily be annoying for a mother,
but not particularly unusual or upsetting.

However, from
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the previous week's session, we know that Wendy sees
Nicholas as an unusually difficult child, and claims that
he habitually does not listen when she wants him to do
something.

At any time, then, his crying could be, as

turned out here, a prelude to something worse.

In re-

lating this incident, she is giving a further demonstration of how difficult Nicholas is.

Her point is

summed up later on, in segment E of this session, when
discussing the same incident, she says, "he's got it set
his way and he'd like it t'happen exactly that way."
Wendy continues, detailing her efforts to deal with
Nicholas's rebellion.
him.

She first attempts to reason with

As she tells the story she says that she, tried to

talk to him, implying that this kind of thing is something
she has been through many times, and has learned that
although she can make an effort with Nicholas, there isn't
any assurance of meeting with success.

says:

CIt.: a:nd u:m •• (2.5) •• I tried t'talk t'him like
•• 1 was a-•• at the corner ready t'cross the
street
.40 Th.: mmhm
CIt.: and 1- y'know I said Nicholas I'm gonna go
across the street now an you have t'come
wit me
Th.: mmhm
At this point it is useful to apply
to

what Wendy is saying.

microanalysis

First, the paralinguistic

cues:
Loss of fluency--initial vowels on "and," and "urn"
elongated, followed by a pause of 2.5 seconds.
Further short pauses following, nlike,n and nI was a-a
which is broken off--suggests greater emotionality.
Emphasis and rising intonation on "come," as Wendy
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quotes

talking to Nicholas.

The expansion, which follows, adds two new general
propositions to the those from the pretest session.
are,

Nicholas should obey

They

and {Try-W}

Wendy tries to do the right thing with Nicholas.
Expansi2Jl= CIt.: <EV. (D.) {Try-W} I tried to talk to
Nicholas (although {-Listen-N} he usually doesn't
listen). I was at the corner, ready to cross the
street, and I said to him,> <F. I'm going to go across
the street now and {Obey-N} you have to come with me.>
Wendy is describing here how she

Nicholas

as if he were the sort of child who is not difficult and
whom she could count on to obey her.

According to

Goffman (1967a):
Every person lives in a world of social encounters,
involving him either in face-to-face or mediated
con"tact with other participants. In each of these
contacts, he tends to act out what is sometimes
called a
is, a pattern of verbal and
nonverbal acts by which he
his view of the
situation and through this his evaluation of the
"participants, especially himself. Regardless of
whether a person wishes to take a line, he will find
that he has done so in effect. (p. 5.)
in describing her interaction with Nicholas in this
way-Wendy is taking a line.

She contrasts her reasonable-

ness with Nicholas's extreme reaction, and thereby demonstrates just how unreasonable he is.

This attitude is

represented in the interaction statement immediately below.

The interaction statement also gives us the first

local proposition, {2} Wendy did the "reasonable thing in
the way she spoke to Nicholas, and three more general
"

"

"

propositions, {Reas-W} Wendy is reasonable; {-Reas-N}
Nicholas is not reasonable; and {Victim-WI Wendy is a
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victim of Nicholas.
Interaction
Wendy describes {2} her
reasonable behavior in
to Nicholas. She
thereby demonstrates Nicholas's unreasonableness
and by contrast, her own" reasonableness
{Reas-W}. She thereby presents herself as {Victim-WI
the victim of an unreasonable child and asks for
sympathy from the therapist.
Wendy's efforts were not successful, and only resulted in an intensification of Nicholas's resistance.
She reports that he told her to shut up. Then she gives
what is probably a nervous laugh.

If Wendy believes that

Nicholas should obey her, here he is doing anything but.
The text is as follows:
.45 CIt.: and u:m •• he started yelling an 'e got- 'e

toI' me t' shut up a: n (h) y' (h) know
Th.: mmbm

Wendy is describing

an all-out tantrum.

However,

it appears difficult for her to decide what to call it. In
her next turn, she pauses for one and a half seconds, as
if searching for the right word, before saying that Nicholas got nvery upset.n

Having said that he was upset, she

pauses, and says he got na little,n then pauses again
before she finally articulates the word nmad. n She then
adds nin that way,n perhaps encaps u lating anger she is
describing, as if to say, nhe has this way of getting mad7
it's happened many times7 I'm familiar with it7 and it
doesn't really amount to much."

As she says this, she

speaks without obvious feeling, distancing herself from
the emotion connected with what she is telling.

Anger,

her own toward Nicholas or his toward her, is a difficult
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-subject for her.

She says:

Clt.: he- he got ve:ryy- .. Cl.5) .. yery upset tithe
point where he ssll-•. he got a' little •• mad
.50
at me in that way
Th.: mmhm
Th.: mmhm
Paralinguistic cues: pauses; self-corrections; use,of
"a little" to minimize "mad."
Expansion: <EV. CD) Nicholas got very upset to the
point were he got a little mad at me in the way he
typically does.> '
The interaction st'atement' adds another
proposition:' {-Anger-W} Wendy lives in an environment
where there is very little
"

Interaction statement: Wendy describes Nicholas's
emotional state characterizing him as upset, but only
"a little" mad. She thereby {-Anger-W} presents
herself as someone who lives in an environment Which
contains ver'y little anger.
She goes on to describe her predicament.

In doing

so, she repeats, evidently without realizing it, that he
told her to shut up.

Although she doesn't explicitly say

so, his talking to her that way must have upset her a
great deal.
In her evaluation of the situation that, "y'couldn'
do anything wid lim," her ,use of the impersonal "you,"
rather than "I" poses a question as to what she means to
convey.

She is either saying .that she, Wendy, couldn't do

anything wi th Nicholas when he got that way, or she is
making a more general statement, "nobody can do anything
with him 'when h'e gets that way."

If she is sayin'g the

latter, she contradicts herself almost immediately when
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she tells about how she was rescued.

Yet, the way she

states it, she seems to be saying more than that only she
can't do anything with him.

She seems to be "making a

statement about what Nicholas is like, rather than about
her ability to control him.
Nevertheless, the first interpretation fits better
with a pattern which recurs in a number of sessions.

In

several of the episodes she recounts, Wendy describes
finding herself helpless to control Nicholas, and then
someone else taking over.

For example, later in this

session (see Chapter IV), she tells how she gave the
responsibility for a decision about what Nicholas is allowed to do to her husband, even before she fully arrived
at an impasse.

Her statement introduces a new propos i-

tion: {stand-off} when Nicholas is really upset, Wendy
can't do anything with him.

She says:

CIt. : he •• tol' me t'shut up an
Th. : mmhm
.55 CIt. : he didn' wanna •• cross an
Th. : mmhm
Clt.: y'couldn' do anything wid

' 1m
. •••

Paralinguistic cues: frequent pauses; use of
impersonal nyou,n rather than nI.n
Expansion: CIt.: <EV. (D) Nicholas told me to shut
up, and (C) he didn't want to cross the street even
though {-Obey} I had told him he had to, and
{Stand off} he was in a state where I can't do
anything with him.>
Interaction statement: Wendy describes how Nicholas
talked back to her, would not obey her and cross the
street, and could not be influenced. She thereby
reinforces her earlier presentation of him as
{Difficult-N} an unusually difficult child.
Then she tells how the incident ended.

She says:
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CIt.:
Th.:
.60 CIt.:·
. Th.:
CIt.:

..

finally this lady came along an
o(mmhm)
••
coaxed lim into •• y'know
o.k.
goin' wit ·me

Only another :person, in this c·ase a stranger can
control Nicholas when he becomes really upset. Wendy
cannot.
PAralinguistic cues: pause following nan,n and ninto.n
Expansion: CIt.: <EV. Finally, after some time passed
and I couldn't. get Nicholas to go with me, a·lady came
alopg and,
effoIt, managed to persuade him
to go with me.>·
This statement

two more local proposi-

tions, {3}Ni.cholas. was, so upset that Wendy was helpless·
to control him, and {4} Nicholas was so upse.t that it
required· a third person to control him.
general propositi.ons.
persoh}

These imply a set

The· first Qf these is {Third

Nicholas is

persQn, not Wendy can control him.

only a third
The second is,

{Helpless-W} when Nicholas ·becomes sufficiently upset,
Wendy is helpless to control him.

The third is, {Less-W}

Wendy is less able to control· Nicholas than other people
are.
statementl
her narrative
and d·esc.ribes how a lady came along and coaxed .
the street. She thereby claims {3}
that: Ni-cholas . was··so upset that she
helpless to
co·nttol him, and {4} he ·was so· upset that it requir;ed
a "third· person to con.trol him. She thereby claims
.{Helpless-W} that when ·Nich"ola·s is suffIciently upse·t,
she
nelpless t"() control him,. and {Third· person} .
Qnly a stranger,
. whenN_icholas is
not W.endy herself, can control
ShE!. thereby again
{Difficul.t-N} reinforces her p·resentation of Nicholas
as an. unusually di"fficult child and presents herself.
as
less able to control him than other people
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are.
Within the above interaction statement there exists
a hierarchy of propositions at an increasing level of
generality.

The local pro,positions apply to that incident

alone, but they refer to more general propositions which
apply to all incidents of this type, which in turn refer
to still more general propositions about the sort of
person Wendy is and the sort of person Nicholas is.

The

following diagram displays this hierarchy.
Wendy:

1) continues narrative and thereby
2) refers to local propositions:
{3} Nicholas was so upset that Wendy was
helpless to control him, and
{4} Nicholas was so ups'et that it
required a third person to control
him.
3) She thereby refers to general propositions:
{Belpless-W} When Nicholas is
sufficiently upset, Wendy is helpless
to control him, and
{Third person} When Nicholas is
sufficiently upset, only a' stanger,
not Wendy, herself, can control him.
4) She thereby refers to propositions at a greater
level of generality and
a) reinforces her presentation of
Nicholas as:
{Difficult-N} Nicholas is an unusually
difficult child.
and b) presents herself as:
{Less-W} Wendy is less able than others
to control Nicholas-
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On the next turn the therapist interrupts' and ends
Wendy's narrative, and with it subsegment b.

In the

remainder of the segment, Wendy builds on what she has
already presented, and, at the prompting of the therapist,
begins to explore

her original self-presentation.

As she leads Wendy, through this process of, elabor,ationanCl
exploration, the therapist begins to put forward some
propositions of her own which will lay the groundwork for
the new point of view she wants to teach.

Although, the

remainder of the segment is devoted to the questionnaire,
the

exploririg and seeding of'

ideas
begins the
.
.

as well.
.

.

Since
both parties
.

prese,nt hidden, 'as. well as'
open, messages as ,they
speak',
.
.
.

' . ' , .

. in what follows, I Will look at some of the hidden
in the therapist ',s speech a's well as that of her client.
The Next Two Subsegments
The fo:llowing subsegment is quite brief.,
prises the therapist's next two

It comare

closed ended, along with Wendy's answers.' The first
question is:
c.Ol

Th.: so how unreasonable •• would you say th't
Nicholas's behavior had been •• not at all,
somewhat 'OJ; very
unreasonable •• or very
'
,
.

.

.'

.

Interestingly, Wendy, does not, choose the most extreme answer offered, although what she has just described
,

'

would suggest this.

Rather, ,after some hesitation, she

says that Nicholas's behavior was npretty unreasonable. n
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She says:
.05 CIt.: •• (2) •• um •• (I.s) •• uh- pretty unreasonable
The therapist, drawing a breath, as though somewhat
reluctant to ask it, follows with the next question.
Wendy's answer again comes hesitantly, this time with some
confusion.

First there is a long, four second, silence

then she denies anger, then she concedes that she was
nsomewhat mad. n Until this point, she has only spoken
about Nicholas's anger, which she has not acknowledged as
very great.

She had not yet acknowledged her own.

The

exchange is as follows:
Th.: o.k. «breath» an how angry •• or upset •• did
that behavior make you
CIt.: •• (4) •• I wasn't- I w- I would say somewhat
mad
. Wendy's difficulty in answering stems from the inconsistency between the way she is presenting herself, and
what she has just described.

She presents herself as a

reasonable person, a single mother struggling with limited
funds, but with an son who does not appreciate this reality, and who acts in unreasonable ways.

She is a person

who tries to do the right thing, as in the way she talked
to Nicholas--the unspoken contrast is instead of using
force--and she is a person who does not go to extremes,
even in labeling her son's behavior.

Therefore, that she

was not exceptionally angry is important to this selfpresentation. However, strong feelings lie just below the
surface, and in what follows, they briefly emerge.
The shift in focus from the two closed ended ques-
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tions back ,to the narrative, which accompanies the thera'pist's next question, begins subsegment d.

There are

actually two parts or sub-subsegments within this subsegmente

The first of these, lines 1 through 21, is made up

of Wendy's answer to the therapist's question.

In her

answer, Wendy talks primarily about her internal state,
and doing so, comments on what she has said in the earlier
narrative.

In Goffman's (1974) terminology, this subseg-

ment is a "keying" of

First Wendy relates

(Goffman would say "replays") what occurred, then she rerelates it, but from a different standpoint,
menting on the action rather than describing it.

comIn this

subsegment, she also restates in greater detail what she
has already told in subsegment a.
The second sub-subsegment begins with line 23 and
runs to line 37.

In this part, the therapist carries the

weight of the dialogue, restating what Wendy has just
said, and attempting to help her to view it differently.
Subsegment d begins with the therapist's next
question:
d.Ol

Th.: o.k. an what did
do
CIt.: •• (2) •• first I tried talking- 1- it got to
the point where 1Th.: mmhm
.05 CIt.: I got a little •• I would- I could say •• disgusted ,where 1- I just
Th.: mmhm
CIt.: I jus' stood there with him- like I tried
Th.: mmhm
.10 CIt.: t'talk t'him it didn't //work
Th.: yeah
Talking about her feelings of frustration
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helplessness, as she was unable to get Nichoias to
cross the street with her, Wendy's voice betrays increasing emotion.

At the end she is almost crying.

She says:
CIt.:
Th.:
CIt.:
.15 Th.:
Th.:
CIt.:
Th.:
CIt.:
.20 Th.:
CIt.:
Th.:
CIt.:

an I jus' didn' know what else t'do
°Co.k.)
I didn' wanna hit 'im •• llor yell at 'im
mmhm
o.k.
so I juss•• (2) •• yeah
I jus' stood there hoping y'know
hoping for what
waiting for- for something t'(h)ha(h)ppen
o.k ••• o.k.
a change or something ((almost sobbing»

It appears that Wendy is about to break down and
cry, and the second sub-subsegment begins with the therapist taking charge.

She commented in the playback ses-

sion, that her intent was to normalize Wendy's experience,
and also prevent her from breaking down.

She describes

the interaction at that point this way, nShe is probably
responding to my supportiveness by beginning to sob. Then
'I take back the permission, and I say to her, 'Beyl it's
really o.k.!n
She rephrases Wendy's story, normalizing her inability to get Nicholas to cross the street with her.

Her

voice is soothing as she responds to Wendy's distress, but
her first attempt at calming her is not successful.
line 26, Wendy is sobbing as she starts to speak.

On
She

responds to the therapist's nI just stood there waiting,n
as confirming her feeling of helplessness and the approp-
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riateness of crying.

The therapist interrupts her,

though, and, again in a soothing voice, continues restating the story Wendy has told.
says:
Th.: I-ss-jus'- •• I guess •• that c'n happen •• I
jus' stood there waiting
CIt.: I did- «sobbing»
.
Th.: for something t'happen.•• an along came •• //this
CIt.: the laTh.: lady .
• 30 CIt.: yeah
Th.: yeah o.k ••• so a lady came along •• (2) •• an
coaxed
•• coaxed him across the street
CIt.: yeah
CIt.:
Th.: (o.k.)

.25

The

was succes'sful in preventing Wendy

from breaking down.

On line 33, as she responds to the

therapist's restating her narrative, Wendy's voice is
calmer. . In her next statement, she leaves the emotional
part of the story and makes a factual statement about when
the incident occurred.

She says:

.35 CIt.: •• (2) •• 0(this was the day before not
yesterday)
Th.: o.k. but it was within the las' week
CIt.: o(yes)
Wendy's purpose in making the last statement is not
at·all clear.

Given that she had just narrated

very

emotional material, and felt herself about to break down,
only to be redirected byt.he therapist away from doing so,
this concrete

about time may be a way of dis-

tancing from the feelings which the incident brought up:
It' may even be an attempt to deny the import.ance of the
incident by denying that it was what the therapist had
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asked for.

A third possibility is that Wendy just wanted

to be reassured that the story she told was allright, and
that her contribution was acceptable.

However, the thera-

pist does not address, and therefore clarify, the possible
interactional meaning of Wendy's statement.

Her response,

on line 37, is on a factual level; then, on the next line,
she reasserts her own agenda.

Given everything which has

just happened, she somewhat self-consciously--clearing her
throat before proceeding--goes on to the next question in
the questionnaire, which begins subsegment e.
e.Ol

She says:

Th.: Alrighty «clears throat» looking back at
it now •• could you have avoided that
Subsegment e

In the preceding subsegment, unlike in the initial
telling, Wendy began to express just how painful the
incident was to her.

Later on she will go more deeply

into her feelings of helplessness and frustration.

Subseg-

ment e, however, moves away from feelings, and begins to
explore Wendy's ideas and beliefs surrounding her view of
the inevitability of what happened.

Since this discus-

sion, like that of subsegment b, deals with Wendy's perceptions of her role as a mother, and of Nicholas's behavior, I will return to microanalysis to look at the
propositional content of the dialogue.
The topic of the subsegment as a whole is whether
Wendy could have avoided the incident.

However, this

contains three sub-subsegments.

Within the
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larger topic, the therapist asks a series of questions,
each of which changes the focus of discussion, and therefore begins a new sub-subsegment.
The therapist's first question, along with Wendy's
answer, which comes in three turns, make up the first
subsegment running from lines 1 to 11.

In each turn,

following the therapist's nmmhmns, she elaborates a little
more.

She begins by saying:

CIt. : •• (3) •• °(1- I don' think s.o)
Th. : mmhm
.05 CIt.: o(in w-) that thee u:m- well I could've wen'
in the store which I didn' ..dQ2
..
Th. : mmhm
Her first try (line 3), appears confused, as though
the question has caught her off guard.

She pauses ·thiee

seconds before answering, and answers tentatively. Following the therapist's nmmhmn she tries to explain, but
makes two false starts before actually finding what she
wants to say.
By.her third turn, although there are still signs of
unsureness, she is more sure of what she wants to say.
Her use of nprobablyn on line

e softens

an assertion which

is probably her· main point, that she knows'

In

fact, the fact that she softens the assertion is a tip-off
that it is her main point.

She continues:

CIt.: an I didn' go in b'cause i- ••
would ••
o(prob'ly, s-) start a scene inside the store
.10
wanting me t' buy it an I didn '- •• 1 wanted to avoid
that inside the store
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Paralinguistic cues: brief pauses followed by changes
form of statement; emphasis on words fthe ft , ftscene,ft
and ninside. n Use of nprobablyn in a low voice to
mitigate statement.
" The expansion contains two new" general propositions, {Understand} Wendy Understands Nicholas, and {Scene}
When Nicholas doesn't get what he wants, he makes a scene.
Expansion: CIt.: <EV. (C.) {Understand} I know what
Nicholas would have done If I had taken him inside the
store, {scene} he would have started a scene there to
try to get me to buy the video game he wanted, and I
wanted to avoid a scene inside the store.>
The interaction statement adds a new proposition,
which is a variation of one which appears in Therapeutic
Discourse (Labov and "Fanshel, 1977).

The proposition

appears in Therapeutic Discourse as {Interpret-th} the
therapist is competent to interpret the emotions of
others, and it will appear here in that form later on.

At

this point, however, it occurs as {Interpret-W} Wendy is
competent to interpret Nicholas's actions to others.
Interaction
In saying that she knows what
Nicholas would have done in the store, that {Scene} he
would have made a scene because this is what he does
when he doesn't get what he wants, Wendy thereby
claims that {Understand} she understands Nicholas, and
thereby {Interpret-w} claims the right to interpret
his actions to others. She thereby reinforces her
claim that {Difficult} Nicholas is an unusually
difficult child.
The next sub-subsegment is very short, running from
lines 12 to 15.

It is devoted to restatement and clarifi-

cation, devices the therapist uses to make the make" the
implied content explicit, which, as Labov and Fanshel
(1977) point out, is one of the aims of therapy.
entire text of this

The

sub-subsegment is as follows:"
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Th.: so that wouldn't have avoided it going into
the store
CIt.: nno •• //o(I don't think it
.15 Th.: o(o.k.)
In the third subsegment, lines 16 to 32, the therapist restates her question in different words, but the
answer is the same.

Wendy can't think of a way the inci-

dent could have been avoided.
simply asking a

In form, the therapist is

However, since Wendy has al-

ready stated her belief that the situation was unavoidable, because of the way Nicholas is, the request to think
of alternativ.es is also a
that she

to Wendy's implication
arid as his mother, is

competent to interpret his actions to others.

The highly

mitigated way in which the therapist couches her question
is a way of softening the implied challenge, and she uses
several forms of mitigation, which I have highlighted in
the paralinguistic cues section, below.
Nevertheless, the fact that the therapist doesn't
simply accept Wendy's belief that the incident could not
have been avoided does constitute a challenge, however
mildly stated.

In· the face of even this highly mitigated

challenge, however, Wendy withdraws.

Her long pause be-

fore answering, and the low volume with which she gives
her one word answer, suggests her lack of confidence in
the answer she does give.
The exchange is as follows:
Th.:c'nyou think of anything
as youlook
back- uh-s-very often it's easier the next
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day t' think of- gee I could've done this, I
could've done that
.20 CIt.: •• (3.S) •• o(no)
Paralinguistic cues: Th.: emphasis on word "now";
hesitation, use of nuh"; statement in a highly colloquial
form, e.g. use of "gee;" use of words nvery
often," which offers encouragement by excusing her in
advance if she can't think of an answer.
CIt.: long pause; speaks in low voice.
The expansion which follows is the first of a statement by the therapist.
Expansion: Th.: <IV. you've told me that the incident
couldn't have been avoided. Now as you look back on
it, I want you to think again about whether it could
have been avoided, since very often, it's easier the
next day, when you aren't under pressure, to think of
alternative things you could have done.>
CIt.: I can't think of anything.
The interaction statement adds a new proposition
concerning the therapist's role, it is {Teach-th} the
therapist teaches ways to handle troublesome life situations.
Interaction
t"he therapist as {Lead-th}
leader in the session reinstates her question as to
whether there were any alternative ways Wendy could
have handled the situation. She thereby {Teach-th}
encourages her to think of alternate ways of handling
the incident, th.reby challenging her assertion that
it was unavoidable, and by implication the claims that
she has implicitly made in her last statement,
{Understand-W} that she understands Nicholas,
{Interpret-W} that she is competent to interpret his
acts to others, and possibly, also her claim that
{Difficult-N} Nicholas is an unusually difficult
child.
Wendy rejects the challenge, but with much unsureness.
The therapist ends this line of questioning by
asking Wendy to restate her position on why the confrontation couldn't have been avoided.

She says:

Th.: no o.k.- •• yeah o.k ••• a:nd the reason you
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think it could've couldn've been avoidedwhy do you· think· it- there's no way that it
it
been avoided
Since Wendy has already said

the irtcident

been: a·voided, the .therapist's request for
clarification

She starts

off by saying,.. nno,

meaning, nI accept your an-

.

-

.

.

.

. .

.

swer,n but·goes on to say give me your answer again, which
is, in effect, not accepting it, or accepting

with

..
Paralinguistic cues: paired expressions containing
nno
yeah
elongation of word
nan:dn;-:entphasizing ·:what is·t9 come; emphasis on words'"
nthiQk n
self and rephrases
-Use of, "no· wayn exaggerates Wendy's
position.
lhe paralinguistic cues are devices which work
to mitigate.the

implicit in the therapist's

statement; as in her repe·ating of no.k." which suggests
acceptance of what Wendy has said.

However, the therapist

also uses aggravation, the opposite of mitigation.

Ex-

amples of this are the elongation of the word nand"

which

attenti6n to

of what follows, her

emphasis of the word "think," which implies that Wendy's
claim that the incident was una.oidable

not be taken

as the final·-word, "and ·the use of nno way it could have
been ·avoided·" which puts Wendy's position into its stron.

.

.

gest

perhaps. even

the

in

effect challenging
accept the. statement that way
.
..
.

take it back.

'".

or

to

of her statement,

she softens her voice, which makes the challenge a mild

.. :
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one, and she does not follow it up again in this segment.
Expansion: Th.: <IV. for the present, I accept your
answer that the incident between you and 'Nicholas
couldn't have been avoided. Tell me again the reason
that you think that there's no way that it could have
been avoided.>
Interaction statement: Therapist repeats her question
about whether the incident between Wendy and Nicholas
could have been avoided, requesting clarification, but
also, thereby, challenging Wendy's reason for
believing that it was unavoidable. She also stops
short of redefining {Define-th} the situation, but by
not accepting Wendy's first answer, implies that she
might.
Wendy's initial answer was is based on her interpretation that the question was about Nicholas rather than
about anything she might have done.
restates her beliefs about how

Her final response

Nicholas inevitably acts.

She says:
.25 C1t.: b'cause he- he-, he has 'is, mi:nd set that
he wanted it .
Th.: o.k.
CIt.: an 1- I wasn' able to get it I knew I cou1dn'
o(of afforded it)
Paralinguistic cues: repetition of word nhen; repetition
of nln; voice trails off.
Expansion: C1t.: <EV. (C.) In answer to'-your question
as to why I couldn't I couldn't have avoided the
incident, the reason is that Nicholas had his mind set
that he wanted the video game, and {Scene} when he
doesn't get what he wants, he makes a scene. I
couldn't have avoided the scene because I couldn't get
it for him since I couldn't afford it.>
Interaction statement: Wendy offers an answer to the
therapist's question, and rejects her implied
challenge by restating her assertion that {Scene} when
Nicholas doesn't get what he wants, he makes a scene,
and that therefore, a scene was inevitable since she
was unable to get him what he wanted. She thereby
restates her claim that {Understand-W} she understands
Nicholas, and that {Difficult-N} Nicholas is an
unusually difficult child.
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The therapist then closes the discussion of whether
the incident could have been avoided by

Wendy's

reasoning. about why it could not have been.

She says:

Th.: ·o.k ••• he has his JIli.ru1 set on it •• o.k.
(Baby begins to vocalize here. Therapist responds with a barely audible· sigh.)

.30

By probing and mildly challenging Wendy on her assertion that the incident could not have been avoided, The
therapist is seeding the idea that

there was another

way to handle. the situation •. She is laying the groundwork
for the new way.of
look.ing
at problems which she wants. .to
.
.
teach.

tespons •. to the

is repeated and.

amplified later on in this segm.ent,: and becomes a theme in
.

.

later sessions.
The Final Two Subsegments
Subsegment f deals with a new issue, what Wendy
liked and did not like about her hapdling of the incident.
The first mention of the possibility of her
and

angry

. out of control, an issue which, thus far, has been

skirted,

in this discussion.

The therapist's next

question introduces the·topic:
f.Ol

Th.: •• (2) •• pnce you were in the situation what
did you ·like about the way.y'handled it

·Wendy

a good

of difficulty answering this

question, and her answer containS two ·substantial pauses.
She says:
CIt.: •• (3) •• the only thing I- I could say 'at
I •• not eve·n liked •• was that •• I •• (3.) •• 1
.05
didn'
or angry •• I- •• I guess I was
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tired an I didn' •• wanna get into it •• y'know
with the yelling or anything
Paralinguistic cues: indication of much uncertainty,
long pause before beginning, repeats
nI" in two
separate places; several short
use of, nI
guess;" begins answer then long pause before
continuing.
The expansion contains three new propositions: the
general proposition, {Rowdy}, Wendy tends to become rowdy
orang ry, and two local ones, {5} Wendy did not become
rowdy or angry, and {6} the reason Wendy did not become
rowdy or ang ry was that she was tired.
nRAnsion: Clt.: <EV. (C.) (it's very hard for me to
answer this question). I didn't really like anything
about the way I handled the situation, but the only "
thing that I"could say was at all positive {Know}
since I know what proper behavior for a parent is, was
that I didn't get rowdy or angry {5} as I do in
situations like this {Rowdy}. The reason that I
didn't get angry or rowdy was that I was tired {6} and
didn't want to "get involved with yelling at Nicholas
or any of the other things I do.>
Wendy's answer contains the first allusion to the
possibility that she might
las.

lose her temper and hit Nicho-

She says that, if she not been tired, she might

have gotten get rowdy or angry--euphemistically she uses
the words nor anythingn to substitute for hitting.

In

raising this issue, she has also made the first statement
here of a claim, which will, in a somew"hat different form,
become a theme which runs through the therapy, that she
acted differently than she usually does toward Nicholas.
Later on in this session, (see chapter IV) she will report
that, since her first meeting with the therapist last
week, she has been more relaxed, and less apt to become
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angry with him. This theme, that being angry and rowdy is
a problem for her, but despite Nicholas's provocation, she
managed to avoid loosing her·temper, is repeated in subsequent sessions as well.

However, in its

initial appear-

ance, Wendy's reason for her ability to avoid provocation
is different, tiredness, rather than a new outlook.
Wendy's self-presentation in this statement contrasts with that of the first subsegment only a few minutes Qefore.

Then she presented herself as a reasonable

person who was unable to cope with her son's extreme
behavior.

Now she presents herself as a Diother who is

normally not
behavior.

to cope with her son's eitreme

Rather, she does·so by. using extreme behavior

of her ·own, although she is not pleased that she does so.
Althotigh this appears to be an admission of something she
is ashamed of, her use of the term rowdy and the reason'
that she gives, that she was tired, hints that she might
also be claiming that she isn't as helpless as she first
presented herself, and in fact, she might be someone to
reckon with.

By this point in the session, she is evi-

dently feeling less guarded than at the beginning.
Given the way she describes herself in the first
segment, and again in segment F (see Chapter IV), there is
some question as to how rowdy she actually becomes, and
how often.

It is possible, however, that she does hit

Nicholas out of sheer frustration when she feels at a
complete impasse, and no third person is available to take
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over.
Interaction statement: Wendy answers the therapist's
question concerning what she liked about the way she
handled the incident, and states that the only
redeenl-ing feature of the experience since {Know} she
knows what proper behavior for a parent is, was {4}
that she didn't get rowdy or angry She thereby admits
that {Rowdy} she normally would tend to become rowdy
or angry. She thereby corrects her earlier selfpresentation as a mother who is always helpless to
deal with her child, and presents herself as 1)
someone who is capable of becoming rowdy and angry and
2) as someone who does not like doing so. By saying
that the fact that she did not get rowdy or angry was
the only redeeming feature of the experience, she
thereby claims that getting rowdy or angry is not
under her control. By saying that she did not get
rowdy or angry because {5} she was tired and "didn't
want to get into it," she thereby claims that getting
rowdy or angry is under her control.
The diagram of Wendy's statement, which appears on
the next page, shows the connection between what is spoken
and what is implied.
The next three turns form a transition.

The thera-

pist restates what Wendy has just said, but in abbreviated
form.

Wendy begins to answer, but is interrupted, as the

therapist goes on to the next question, which begins the
second sub-subsegment.

The exchange is as follows:

Th.: o.k ••• y'didn't
gt him
CIt.: no/II
.10 Th.: o.k •••
did you n2t like about the
way y'handled it
Wendy's answer is highly emotional.

Before she

begins to speak, there is a five second pause, the longest
of the segment.

As she talks about what was negative for

her in the incident, she almost reaches the point of
crying.

However, as she comes to the last few words, she
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{Helpless-W}

t

Nicholas was so upset that I was helpless to control him.
{2}

t
There was nothing in the experience to like.
l'
THE ONLY THING I NOT EVEN LIKED

!

{Know-W}

WAS

l

{S}
because
THAT I DIDN1T GET
./'
"»"
{6 }
ROWDY OR' ANGRY. 44-- [this time]
I GUESS I WAS TIRED

l'

I am capable of
becoming rowdy
or angry

'l

{Rowdy-W}
I usually do get
, rowdy or angry

1

I can't control
getting rowdy or
angry

1

AND DIDN1T WANT
TO GET IRTO IT

l

I can control
getting rowdy
or angry
WITH THE YELLING

t

OR AItY'l'HING.

,,a.
When I get rowdy
or angry I hit
Nicholas
The text of Wendy's stateme'nt is boldface, while
what is implied appearsiil regular type.
composes herself.

She says:

CIt.: •• (S) •• That I couldn't- •• I couldn' get him
t' come across the street with me 1- I had
to •• «almost sobbing» look for somebody
.15
else to //try t'do it
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Her inability to control her son on that occasion,
and her need to find somebody else to do it, was enormously frustrating and painful for her.
The therapist's response contains an odd note.

She

beg ins to rephrase what Wendy had just said, as she had
done on several occasions in this session.

As she talks,

she also writes, recording Wendy's answer on the questionnaire form she has in front of her.

The baby then makes a

very brief vocalization, and she breaks off from what she
has been saying to comment, nOh, what a beautiful sound,"
. She. . b ack to wh at s he h ad been saying. She
a f ter
says:

.20

Th.: •• (2.5) •• that I couldn' get him to cross with
•• I ha:d •• to wait •• till •• «responding to
baby» oh what a beautiful sound •• till someone
else could so it .. o.k., ...
In the playback session, she commented on her turn-

ing her attention to the baby at that moment, juxtaposing
the distress Wendy was feeling with the mother/baby interaction she observed •
••• my no.k.ns are also- The last two were also very, I
don't know exactly the word to use, but they're softer·
than the others and I'm responding to the stuff that
Wendy is giving •••• It's emotional with her. There is
some emotion there, and also this was a very beautiful
baby that she had with her, round, and pleasant, and
healthy, and it was so nice the way the two of them
were that you couldn't ignore it. It was the presence
of the baby there ••• that mother/child thing, it was a
privilege. I felt like it was a privilege to be close
to that, to be in the same room, and I really enjoyed
that part of having Wendy as a client, cause I knew
she would bring this baby.
She goes on to explain that the fact that the baby
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was well cared for and happy convinced her that she was
dealing with a woman who was basically a competent mother,
although, at the time, experiencing trouble.

Later on in

the therapy, beginning in the third session (see Chapter
VII) the therapist will introduce as a theme that Wendy
has done a good job caring for the baby, and is therefore,
in reality, a good mother.
Nevertheless, her response to the distress Wendy is
feeling

-the.

is expressed mainly in her tone of voice.

She does not dwell on the emotion, but moves rather quickly away from it, first to the baby, and then.to the next.
matter of business.

The subsegment ends in mid-utterance,

. and without pausing, the therapist goes on to' the next
topic, which begins· the next, and final, subsegment, g.
She asks:
g.Ol

...l l you were in that situation or
something similar to it •• how would y'handle
it next time

In this subsegment, which is comparatively long, 40
lines,

a minute and a half, the discussion turns

to Wendy's ideas on the proper way to take control.

In

this short discussion, she reveals her confusion over how
much force is enough and how much is· excessive.

She says:

CIt.: •• (4.s) •• firs' 1- I'd- •• I would •• try t'talk
t'hi:.m reason with him
Th.: mmhm
.05 CIt.: 0 (y'know) •• about •• the st reet- the dangers of
the street an that he has t'cross with me
it'sTh.: 0 (yeah)
CIt.: it's- it's
that he has t'come with
.10
me
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Th.: o. k.
As she begins, Wendy is very hesitant, but as she
goes on, the hesitancy drops away, and, as her statements
become stronger so does her manner of speaking which,
throughout, matches her words.
with a long pause, 4.5 seconds.

Her first turn begins
She makes three attempts

before she can say that she would try to talk to him,
reason with him.

The next turn (line 6) is more forceful,

she will reason with him about the street.

She then

expands her statement to say that she'll reason with him
about the dangers of the street.
he has to cross with her.

She ends by saying that

In her next turn, (line 9) she

is still more forceful, and she says that she'll tell him
that it's compulsory that he come with her.

Interesting-

ly, she does not mention her real purpose for wanting him
to come with her, to get" him away from the store.

In-

stead, she seems caught up with the issue of forcefulness.
The therapist 's no.k.n forms a transition between
talking and acting.

Wendy begins to describe what'she

would do if, as is apparently normal with Nicholas, talking doesn't work.

She goes on:

CIt.: and u:m •• if •• that didn' work I- I would
prob'ly i- s- y'know hit 'im •• to •• //or- or
pull him
.15 Th.: mmhm .
CIt.: across the street or
Th.: mmhm
CIt.: something like that
In talking about what she would do if she could do
it over, she has moved from reasoning to ordering, then to
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hitting, and then to pulling Nicholas across the street.
She ends with nor something like that," suggesting that
she hasn't yet hit .on the answer she wants.
The therapist r"estates and writes down what she
has just said, which prompts her to reconsider.

The

exchange is as follows:
.20

Th.: and then •• hit •• him •• or pull him across the
street
CIt.: a- what I mean- I would hold 'is hand (
•• cross//the .
CIt.: I wouldn' draCh)g him//y'kn-

Wendy laughs as she says drag, dismissing the possibility·that

worild do exactly what she· said she would

..

"

a moment befo·re.
The therapist accepts her new version and changes .
she has been writing.

On the questionnaire sheet,
the word npuil" is scratched out and ntake n w.ritten in.
Then, with Wendy's participation, the therapist works to
put the new statement into words. The exchange is as
follows:
Th.:
.25 CIt.:
Th.:
CIt.:
Th.:

w- o.k.- oh •• o.k ••• or •• uh take him
yea:h
across the//street
o(that's (
)
by my hand •• o.k.

The. next issue Wendy considers "is how much force
would actually be entailed.

She is saying that she

would like to have acted with more force, but. appears
confused about how much is acceptable.

She tries to

strike a balance, but before she can articulate it, the
therapist reclaims the floor to help her.

Wendy says:

)
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Clt.: it might be- it might be a little forceable
bec- it probably will be by fo(ce y'know but
I would have to

The therapist reminds Wendy of something she had
said before, that she had been too tired to be forceful.
She says:
Th.: yeah but what you're saying this time you
were too tired •• t'do that
By interrupting Wendy in this way to bring up her
having been tired as the reason she was not forceful, the
therapist implicitly accepts that she would actually do
what she says she would like to do.

She thereby identi-

fies Wendy as someone capable of being forceful.

However,

in her desire to help her, or to help her save face, she
loses track of what she had been asking and comments
instead on what Wendy had said happened, rather than what
she would like to have happen, as they had been discussing
heretofore.
In implying that Wendy is capable of acting forcefully, the therapist does something which Haley (1976)
terms reframing, she turns a negative, getting rowdy or
angry, into a positive, acting forcefully.

In Haley's use

of the term, a therapist applies a client's, usually
negative, statement about an event or situation to a new,
more positive context, as in this instance, although here
reframing may not have been the therapist's conscious
intention.
In her reframing of rowdiness into forcefulness, the
therapist establishes a proposition, which can be built on
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later, that Wendy is

of being forceful with

Nicholas.
Paralinguistic cues:

interrupts preceding utterance.

The ex'pansion introduc.:!s the proposition {ForcetulW} Wendy is able to act forcefully with Nicholas.
" Expa'nsion: ,Th.: <IV. 'stop.' Don't:sayany more.,' You,
, have a,lready said that {Forceful-W} you would have
'acted forcefully, as you normally do, but this time
you were too tired to do so.>
Interaction
The therapist by interrupting
Wendy, and reminding her that she
said that she
had not been forceful because she was tired, thereby
the Situation as abnormal because
of Wen'dy's being tired" and, {Force} accepts her as a
person
is able,to act
Although Wendy states her agreement with the therapist, she. ,appears confused. The
,cepts' her agreement, again
so.

however, acher as she does

The exchange'is as follows:
.35

CIt.: yeah •• I was like- a- I guess-•• was like out
of it like •• I
Th .:

•• 0: • k: •

Wendy's next

seems confused and she

begins to go', back over" old gr'ound.

The therapist again

cuts her off and brings her back to the issue of tiredness
as the reason for

inability to handle Nicholas: '

CIt.: cause 1-,1 tried t'explain that 1- I didn'
wanna go in b'cause I know he'd want me t'get
, itO (an I') ,
.40 Th.:' o'(o.-k.) so you're saying that you were too
.,
In'irisisting ori the
issue of Weridy's,
having been too
.
.
..
tired to be

the
,

,

the prop-

osition that she is, in fact, able to be forceful with

Nicholas.

This time Wendy is able to follow her, and

shows that she agrees.

Accepting Wendy's agreement, the

therapist can now move on to the next area she wants to
discuss, and segment A ends with the following exchange:
CIt.: there, that's prob'ly what it was
Th.: o.k. ..o.k •••• [end of segmeiit-OOA]
In Chapter IV I looked at the major themes which run
through the first session.

In this chapter I have tried

to take a closer look at how these themes initiate, develop, and change in the therapeutic conversation between
the two participants.

In a very few statements in the

pretest and the first few minutes of this session, Wendy
has presented many of the issues which are of basic concern to her.

Likewise, the therapist has begun to chal-

lenge some of the ideas Wendy has about herself, and about
Nicholas, and had begun to suggest new ways of thinking
about these issues.
Analysis of this segment shows that change has already begun to take place.

Wendy initially presented

herself as helpless to control Nicholas when he becomes
sufficiently upset.

Later on, however, she began revi-

sing that self-presentation, and suggested that she might
also get rowdy and angry.

Later on, still, she talks

about the ways in which she would be forceful if the
incident should repeat itself.

The therapist, having

accepted her initial statement of helplessness, now
picks up on the issue of forcefulness.

She helps her
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shape a statement of how she would be

with Nicho-

las, and then accepts her as someone who actually is
capable of being forceful with him.
In the succeeding chapters, I will look at how the
propositions advanced in this segment undergo the process of reshaping, and lead, in the end

a

constellation of propositions, which· is the substance of
the change that is the purpose of the therapy.

:.',

"
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CHAPTER VI
SESSION 2

Although certain features remain constant for the
six sessions, each has a somewhat different character.
The character of the session depends on a great many
different factors, some of which can be identified easily,
and some are quite elusive, and I take it as given that
all of the separate .elements which go to make up the
character of an interaction cannot be known.

However, in

these sessions, there are certain features which play an
obvious role in influencing the character of each session
and contribute to itS

distinctiveness.

For example, the six sessions were emotional to different degrees.

The first session had some moments of

high emotionality; this session seems to lack them, and
the thi rd sess ion, as wiIi be seen in the chapter which
follows, was highly emotional.

Also, as the two partici-

pants interacted with each other they were able to establish certain shared understandings and expectations.

Gar-

finker (1967) has demonstrated the richness and complexity
of such shared understandings.

Some of these may be

difficult to specify and pinpoint, but others will be
part of the propositional content of the dialogue.

Final-

ly, in each session, two standard elements, the use of the
questionnaire and the cognitive behavioral technique, play
somewhat different and independent roles, in one session
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quite prominent, and in another, barely present.
The chartging character of each session is part of
the developing therapy process.

In this chapter, I will

look at some of the features of the second session which
gave it its

distinctive character.

I will also continue

to follow the development of the ·themes and propositional
material begun in the

preceding chapters.

In this session a major theme is the cognitive
behavioral technique which the therapist teaches to Wendy.
While the technique was introduced the previous week, and
plays a role in every session, and while in· terms of t·he
research project the overall aim of. the therapy

was that

Wendy learn the technique, and incorporate it in her life,
the second is the session which the therapist devotes most
fully to teaching it.

In fact, the technique features

more prominently in this session than in any other.
The prominence of the technique in the session means
that it will be conducted in a certain way. ·In CognitiveBehavioral therapy, in contrast to those approaches

where

an open ended exploration leading to insight is encouraged, an explicit process of teaGhing is often a major
feature of the interaction.

Michenbaum and Cameron (1980)

observe that:
a common process which occurs across procedures is
that therapy consists of training the client to think
and behave like a scientist •••• When they come to us
they [c1ientsl usually have an undifferentiated interpretation of their problems. We challenge them to
generate a series of alternative hypotheses: and in
some cases suggest such. We evolve with them a formn •••
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ulation of their problem in a way which attributes the
difficulty to self-defeating ways of thinking and
behaving •••• In other words, therapy may be seen as a
process in which the client is prompted to generate
alternative hypotheses and evaluate them by conducting
experiential experiments (.pp. 30-31).
The technique which plays so prominent a role in
this session, is one designed to help the client systematically identify and find solutions to problems in living.

It's particular focus for this project was on man-

agement of anger, especially anger toward the client's own
children.

The technique is organized as a series of seven

steps, as follows: 1.) learn to become aware of the emotional signals which indicate anger or upsetness.

2.)

define the problem. 3.) brainstorm a variety of solutions
and list them without prejudging.

4.) evaluate those

solutions, deciding on the benefits and drawbacks of each.
5.)choose a splution to implement, and
implement it.

a plan to

6.) carry out the plan, and 7.) evaluate

the success of the attempted solution, and if necessary,
chose an alternative plan to implement.

At the end of

this chapter, there is a description of the technique as
the therapist presented it to Wendy in the first session.
structurally, this session differs from the first
one.

-the

For much ofAfirst session such issues as the choice

of topic, topic change, and the way in which the topic is
addressed are dictated by the questionnaire.

The promi-

nence of the open ended questions give much of the first
session the character of a structured interview.

In this

session, however, the questionnaire does not feature in
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the recorded dialogue

at all. The questionnaire

was abbreviated--on the actual questionnaire sheet, only
the first five answers are filled in--and it was finished
before the recording beg'an.

Like the others, the second

session was scheduled to last approximately three quarters
of an hour, although in actuality, ,it lasted somewhat
longer.

Exactly how long is not certain.*

The second session is less tightly structured, and
more like ordinary conversation, yet, paradoxically, it's
internal organization is more complex than the first.
contrast to the first

In

the questionnaire did

much of the work of structuring the discourse, the session
is ,divided both segmentally, like the first, and also by a
series of alternations between discussion of the problem
solving technique and of events in Wendy's life outside of
therapy.
Jefferson (1972) has identified a phenomenon in
conversatiQn which she calls the side sequence.

In an

ongoing ,conversation or other speech event, such as a
game, one participant 'will introduce a digression, usually
related to, or commenting on, what went before.

These

*At the time the recording was begun, the session was already in progress, although obviously still at the beginning.
The recorded portion of the session lasts about forty minutes. About seven minutes before the actual end, when the
therapist announces that time is up, forty five minutes have
elapsed. Therefore, when the tape was turned off,
session had been in progress for about' fifty two minutes.
This is most likely the actual length of the session, or very
close to it.
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digressions, or side sequences, can be either very brief
or fairly lengthy, and are completed when 9ne party brings
the conversation back to its
terms the main sequence.

former course, which she

The recorded portion of this

session contains a number of alternations, fourteen in
all, between discussion of the technique and of events in
Wendy's life--those not used as illustrations for the
technique--which constitute a series of main and side
sequences.

Jefferson points out that there is often one

participant who takes, or is invested with, the responsibility of bringing the conversation back on course.

Here

it is usually the therapist who does so.
Along with these side and main sequence alternations, there are also the same kinds of shifts in topic
which were present in the first session, and constituted
demarcation points for the individual segments. ,In the
first session, because of the prominence of the questionnaire, which imposes a division by topic, the division
into segments was easy to determine. This session, because
it is 'not so tightly structured, does not divide as neatly
as the first.

Nevertheless, I have identified ten dis-

tinct changes in topic which delineate segments.

These

segments are larger divisions than the main and side
sequence alternations, and the alternations only sometimes
correspond to divisions between segments.
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M-ajor Themes
I will look in depth at the final segment which
contains and sums up many.of the major themes developed
.

.

through the session.

Wendy had begun the session by

presenting one incident in which Nicholas was troublesome,
but not to an extreme.

The discussion in the final seg-

ment revolves around a second incident which Wendy related
about halfway through the session.

She introduces this

incident by saying that yesterday she had had a very big
problem with him.

She explains that she and Nicholas,

along with her sister, Elizabeth, and her .daughter, Cathy
were at her mother's house, and were planning to go to
MacDonald's.

Nicholas was involved in an argument, ap-

patently with Cathy, although from the way Wendy describes
it,

isn't exactly clear that that's who the argument

was with.
450.

She describes what happened as follows:*

CIt.: and urn, they were arguing
mYQb in between
that period, an then, my sister, took
where she started, y'know, arguing
with
him
Th.: o.k.

Wendy's sister was rough in the way she spoke to Nicholas,
but Wendy felt that she couldn't say anything to her because
she herself wouldn't have been able to get Nicholas to listen
and stop arguing.

She explained that:

CIt.: I felt- I felt bad, because y'know, she was,
*In this session, except for the final segment, which is
the one I will analyze in depth, I will number the lines
from the beginning of the session.
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460.

moreorless- he made it, so bad for himself that
she was treating him, like an adult, she was
arguing back with him like an adult,•••

He began crying; Wendy told him that they wouldn't be going
to MacDonald's again, and Cathy started laughing at him. He
turned to her and said, as Wendy remembered it, "'you
stupid dummy, why are you laughing at me?'"

She then

quotes Elizabeth as saying "'well she's free she could
laugh at you if she wants •• y'know, well, that shouldn' be
anything really.'"

In response to the therapist's ques-

tion as to what particularly about the incident was upsetting to her, Wendy replied that:
CIt.: o.k .. not only that, th' way she talkeg back
t'him, th' way she treated him was like,
y' know .Qh we all know you're a bad boy, an
urn, so,' it doesn't matter what I say t'you,
b'cause,
Th.: you c'n be treated any old way
485. CIt.: yeah, I got that impression
480.

In response to the therapist's asking how she felt,
she answered that she felt hurt, but didn't say
Later in the session she explains that, " ••• she's not the
type of person I could urn 'talk to •••• It probably would
turn into an argument, an I don't want that."

At a some-

what later point, the therapist characterizes Elizabeth,
With Wendy's agreement, as "hard to get along with even
for grownups."

Interestingly, Wendy's passivity in the

face of a possible argument with Elizabeth parallels her
passivity when faced
Chapter V).

a tantrum from Nicholas (see

Her inability to act when faced with demon-

strations of anger appears to be general.
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The Final Segment
The segment which I will now look at in depth takes
uP. the last seven minutes of the session.
discussing the situation between
the

called attention to

They had been

and Elizabeth, and
elapsed time intend-

ing at that point to bring the session to a close.

The

first subsegment concerns the fact that they are about to
end.

The text is as follows:

a.Ol

Th.: yeah, 11m just looking at our
that it- it's just about
CIt.: yeah

an I see

However, befor·e actually ending, she begins ttl sum
up.

The therapist says:
.05

• 10

Th.: I guess, what, we still have- as we'll we
still have many sec- a few more sessions tl
go t'get this technique down an I doni wanna
rush it, b'cause lid like you t'grab each
part of it, an really learn it .. an maybe this
week, what y'c'n just think about is this
step, that signal, o.k., an
ice , •••

She goes on to make a general statement about the
state of Wendy's life, tying it into the idea of practicing the technique.

This invites Wendy's next utter-

ance, which is not audible on the tape, but which leads
into a digression from the therapist's review of the'
and

postpones the end of the session.

Wi thin .this final segment, this is the first. of a ser ies
of main sequence/side sequence alternations such as have
occurred throughout the preceding part of the session, as
the therapist has attempted to keep the discussion focused
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on the technique while Wendy has consistently led it into
concerns she has which are unrelated to the technique.
The side sequence begins with Wendy's response.

However,

since the latter part of the therapist's statement· presents the opening for the digression, it begins the second
subsegment.

The therapist continues:

b.01

••• an it sounds as though
there's enough, YQset in your life going on
th't you'll prob'ly have plenty of practice
b'tween now n next week

Since the therapist is stating a general condition
about Wendy's life, it is worth looking at her utterance
in more depth.
Paralinguistic cues: emphasis on word, "upset n; uses
colloquial diction,
the words "that,"
"probably," and "between,n which has a mitigating
function, as does use of "probably," and "enough."
The

introduces a new proposition, {Upset},

upset is an expectable condition of Wendy's life.
Expansion: and it sounds to me from what you've been
telling me that {Upset} upset is an expectable
condition in your life, and, therefore, you'll have
plenty of material to practice the technique on for
the next week.
Interaction statement: The therapist defines Wendy as
someone with a lot of upset in her life, and urges her
to practice the technique. She thereby assumes
{Teach-th} her role as a teacher and {Lead-th} leader
in the session, and {Define-th} exercises her right to
define situations.
Wendy's reply is inaudible on the tape, although,
from the therapist's answer, she apparently said that she
hoped the following week would better.

Thereby rejecting

the therapist's proposition that upset is an expectable
condition of her life. The therapist's answer is sUr-
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prisingly strong, reinforcing the illocutionary weight of
her

statement:
• OS CIt.: (
)
·Th.: all..tigh.t., let's not, pretend, ...
However, she begins to mitigate her statement as

soon as she has made it:·
•••. maybe it'll
be less, maybe it'll be over, I dunno, maybe
you'll have a good week
Wendy's answer, which is short, and offers no
further challen·ge to the therapist, l·eads to a lengthy
statement by the
the last turn.

the mitigating work of
She then, by returping to the

ends the side sequence.
·CIt .,.: . I hope .1 will·
.
Th.:
y'max, uhor better than others; but
.. in any case., when y'get upset . like that, c'n
. . you
saying t'y'rself-:-· what would
.... y'a,u, what would be your way of, putting it,
.1S
I don't wanna, make up words for y'
Comparing Wendy's answer on line 16 with ·the therapist's description of the technique at the end if this
chapter, it is unclear how much she absorbed of what was
presented.

Much of·the exchange is inaudible, although

the therapist ·appears to be atte.mpting to draw Wendy out
to answer the question more fully.

The exchange is as

follows: .
Clf.:
say, I have a
. Th.: c' n you ss": .
CIt.:' like you said (
. ·Th.: yeah (

)

)

Following her response to the therapist's statement
..

inaudibie--on line 19, Wendy returns to
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the incident with her sister, beginning another side sequence.

The resumption of this discussion also begins the

third subsegment.

Within this subsegment, however, there

are a number of

seven in all, which deal

with various aspects of the incident and of Wendy's relationship with her sister.

In the first of these, running

from lines 1-14, Wendy reintroduces the incident.

She

says:
c.Ol CIt.: yeah, a- mean, a- well, well it's with the
incident in my mother's house yesterday th'
way she, s- back t' him n everything
Th.: mmhm
.05 CIt.: like, I got the impression she was, looking
she was saying- looking f'me to, answer her
back b'cause, if- if I had spoken to her
little girl like that she would've, stopped
me somehow
The therapist momentarily puts aside her agenda, and
encourages Wendy to continue exploring her relationship
with her sister:
.10

Th.: what would she have said
CIt.: she would get- oh she- don't talk to my
gayghter like that she's just a, child why
are y'talking t'her like that, n that's th'
way I felt y'know
was just a

Several times in the playback sessions, the therapist emphasized that she saw part of her role as advocating for the children with whose parents she was working,
in this case, for Nicholas.

In the next sub-subsegment,

which runs from line 15 to 28, and concerns Nicholas's
feelings, she builds on what Wendy has just said regarding
the inappropriateness of talking to children the way her
sister did.

Wendy has already demonstrated a capacity for
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empathy, and now- she asks her to look at the incident from
Nichoias's position.

Since the major focus of the ther-

apy,- and therefore, of this research is the parent/child
relationship, -I will subject this part of the dialogue to
a -fuller analysis.
. • 15

The therapist
asks:
.

Th.: I wonder what Nicholas
this wen' on

when all

Paralinguistic cues: use of the expression nI wonder,n
and naIl thisn to stand for the Incident Wendy
·described earlier, both forms of mitigation.
Expansion: Th.: <Iv. Tell me what you think Nicholas
was
while. Elizabeth was attacking him and you
didn't defend him.>
The interaction statement introduces a new proposi·tion,_ {Empathy} Wendy should understand Nicholas's point
of view.
Interaction_ statement: The therapist {Teach-Th}
assumes her role as teacher and instructs {Empathy}
wendy
the situation from Nicholas's
perspective. She thereby {Define-Th} defines
Nicholas's feelings as
and thereby begins
to challenge Wendy's passivity in the face of an
attack-on him.
,The

question brings out Wendy's regrets,

and she tr ies to present herself in a way that shows the
situation as better -than she first present"eq it.Ber next
speech is unusually long for her.

The twists and turns

in her answer are evidence of how she i.s struggling with
her feelings about wha·t. !;)ccurred.

She

CIt.: he felt pretty bad but, it's· hard
out
what was going on in 'is mind.b'cause, after,
.20
she left I said t'hini, I said Nicholas ..didn't
y'know, I felt bad f-'her t'ta-lk t'you like
that didn't that, make y'feel bad er, didn't
that-, I
it was more like she was
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insulting you, y'know didn' it- didn' it
y'know, didn' y'feel insulted somehow

.25

Wendy's answer has three parts: a straightforward
statement that she knew that Nicholas felt bad, a

state-

ment that takes away from the force of the first statement
by asserting that Nicholas's feelings are unknowable, and
a third part, a statement that she took his side, although
after the incident rather than while it was happening

The

third part, however, has two parts, which, as I will show,
perform different speech acts.

First there is a Simple

statement that she felt bad that Elizabeth spoke to Nicholas the way she did.

Following this is a statement that

she told him she felt he was being insulted.

In the

analysis which follows, I will look at the various' parts
this

The text of the first is:
CIt.: he felt pretty bad •••
Paralinguistic cues: straightforward statement.
Expansion: CIt.: <EV. In answer to your question about
what Nicholas's was thinking, I am aware that he felt
pretty bad. >
Interaction statement: Wendy offers a defense to the
therapist's challenge. She asserts that Nicholas felt
bad, thereby demonstrating that she is knows that it
is important for her as a mother to be aware of her
child's feelings, and that she is aware. She thereby
demonstrates that {Good mo-W} she is a good mother.
The next part of Wendy's statement partly contra-

dicts the first.

From a psychodynamic point of view, it

might be seen as rationalization.

The text of this part

is as follows:
••• but, it's hard t'figure out
what was going on in 'is mind b'cause, •••
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Paralinguistic cues: "but" negates, or partly negates,
what came immediately before; nb'cause" refers to
answer, which she evidently intends to give
after reporting her own words, but does not give,
possibly because she is interrupted.
.
Expansion: <EV CC.) Maybe it's not as bad as it
sounds. It is hard to know what was going on in
Nicholas's mind, and he may not have felt bad at all,
because from the way he answered it didn't sound as if
he felt bad.>
Interaction statement: Wendy. continues her defense
against the therapist's challenge. She states that it
was hard to know what was going on in Nicholas's mind,
implying that he may not have felt bad at all, and
that therefore there was no need for her to have
defended him against Elizabeth. She thereby claims
{--Good mo-W} that she is not a bad mother for not
having defended Nicholas against Elizabeth's attack.
The third part of Wendy's statement divides
analytically into two parts, ·the .first is:
.,20

••• after,
she left I said t 'him, I said Nicholas .. didn't
y'know,
felt bad f'her t'talk t 'you like
that •••

Paralinguistic cues: repeats I said calling attention
to the fact that what she said is important; emphasis
on nNicholas," calling his attention to the importance
of what is to come, and on nI n emphasizing that her
feelings are significant.
Expansion: <EV. CD.) After Elizabeth left,· I said to
Nicholas, ndid you understand that while Elizabeth was
talking to you that way, I felt bad that she spoke to you
the way she did.>
.
.
The interaction statement invokes the new local
proposition {7l, We.ndy ac1:ed in solidarity with Nicholas.
Interaction statement:
Wendy describes how she
told Nicholas that she felt bad that Elizabeth spoke
to him the way she did. She thereby asserts that {7}
she expressed solidarity with Nicholas, and therefore
is {Good mo-W} a good mother who takes her child's
side when he is attacked. She thereby continues her
defense against the therapist's challenge.
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In the next part Wendy talks about how she told
Nicholas she felt Elizabeth was insulting him.

.25

She says:

••• didn't that,
bad er, didn't
that-, I said it was more like she was
insulting you, y'know didn' it- didn' it
y'know, didn' y'feel insulted somehow

Paralinguistic cues: emphasis on nI;n falling/rising
tone (2) on ninsultingn giving both emphasis and a
sing-song cadence to
the phrase, as though"" talking
to a child.
Expansion: <EV. (D» I felt she was insulting you,
didn't you feel insulted?n>
The interaction statement shows how the last part
of Wendy's utterance does several things, some of them
directed toward the therapist and others toward Nicholas.
It also introduces a new general proposition, {Good W/Bad
EJ Wendy is good and Elizabeth is bad.
Interaction statement: Wendy states that she said to
Nicholas that she felt that Elizabeth was insulting
him and asked if he felt insulted. She thereby again
{6} expresses solidarity with him, but also instructs
him how to regard Elizabeth's conduct. She thereby
contrasts herself with Elizabeth as someone who is on
his side while Elizabeth is not, thereby asking for
his support against her. She also demonstrates that
{Know} she is a mother who knows what proper behavior
towards a child is. She thereby continues her defense
against the therapist's
by presenting
herself as {Good mo-W} a good mother who takes her
child's side when he is attacked. She also {Good
W/Bad E} contrasts herself with Elizabeth who
persecutes her child while she defends him, thereby
asking the therapist's support against Elizabeth.
The therapist does not accept Wendy's defense.

She

pushes forward in advocating for Nicholas, and replies
very strongly to her last utterance.
does two things.

In her reply she

One of these is to put her challenge in

the form of a question which is also a rebuke.

Labov and
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Fanshel (1977) have formulated a series of discourse
rules, one of which is the "rule for challenging propositions" which states that, "If A asserts a proposition that
is supported by A's stat,us, and B questions the propos ition, then B is
(P.

'7'

,

Cl.S

the competence of A in
to avoid directly confronting

Wendy on an issue about which she feels insecure and
defensive, the therapist puts her own thoughts into a
simulated quote from Nicholas, thereby somewhat softening
the force of her confrontation.

She says:

Th.: y'know what I would've, u.isl if I were
Nicholas, I'm sure 'e didn' say it because
he's little but
in 'one- some way, why
didn't
something to her Mommy)
Paralinguistic cues: use of cO,lloquial diction; uses
expressions, "maybe," and "in some way;" puts own
thoughts into simulated quote, lowers and softens
voice on, last few words, all ,mitigating devices.
However mitigated, the therapist is putting forward
a new proposition {stick up-W}, Wendy should stick up 'for
Nicholas when an adult treats him unfairly.
Expansion: Th.: <EV. (e.) This is what I would have
said if I was Nicholas--I'm-sure he didn't say it
b,ecause he is too young to have told you that you
should have spoken up to Elizabeth, but maybe in some
way -he did tell you, "you should have said something
to her, Mommy.">
Interaction statement: The therapist offers her
opinion of what Wendy should have done. She thereby
rejects Wendy's answer, thereby challenging her
competence in taking Nicholas's side against
Elizabeth's attack-. She also thereby {Teach-th}
instructs her that {stick up-W} that she should stick
up fo r Nicholas.
Wendy's answer repeats what she had said earlier in
the session about starting an argument.

This refocuses

1.54

the discussion from Nicholas back to Wendy's relationship
with her sister, which begins the third sub-subsegment,
running from lines 30 to 40.

The text is as follows:

.30 C1t.: •• I.kn.e.l! that, it prob'ly-, if I had said
something-, b'cause 1- I think she was waiting
for me t'say something//t'start an argument
Th.: yeah
b'cause
.35 Th.: yeah
C1t.: flit happened
The therapist continues, though, with her line of
exploration, and Wendy repeats her reason for not being
more aggressive with Elizabeth.

The exchange is as follows:

Th.: does it have
an argument though t'say
something
C1t.: well with
she would take it th' wrong
.40
way, it's like ••
The therapist, again does not accept Wendy's reasoning, and continues to push her on confronting Elizabeth.
In contrast to Wendy's concern with" her sister's argumentativeness, and her desire to avoid an argument, the therapist's focus is on Nicholas's need to have his mother
defend him.

This change in focus begins "the fourth sub-

subsegment, lines 41 to 48, which begins as follows:
Th.: maybe y'need t'ba11ance that out against
Nicholas's need t'hear his mother, d'fend
him •• sometimes th'pr ice y'pay f'r something
is worth it •••
Paralinguistic
use of words, "maybe" and
"sometimes," falling-rising tone (2) on "defend him"
raising the pitch and therefore softening the
utterance, and use of colloquial diction all indicate
mitigation.
The expansion contains another new proposition,
{Priority}

It is more important for Wendy to defend
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Nicholas than to avoid an argument with her sister.
Expansion: Th.: <IV. '{Priority} It is necessary to
balance your desire to avoid an argument with your
sister against Nicholas's need to hear his mother
defend him, which is more important. I understand
that getting into an argument is
to you,
but doing this would be a price to pay for something
worthwhile.>
.
Interaction statement:.The therapist challenges
Wendy's desire to avoid an argument with ber sister,
and asserts that fPriority} her defending Nicholas is
more important. She thereby continues her challenge
to Wendy's passivity.
up to this point, the therapist has been single
minded in her attempt to convince Wendy 9f the need to
confront her sister.

However, now she chan.ges

After a short pause, she begins to consider what Elizabeth
is like for. Wendy_

This shift in focus marks the fifth

sub-subsegment, which runs from line 44 to line

47.

She

continues:
.45

•• it sounds tIme what y'saying is
my sister is a real trouble maker, and that
regardless, she's always having fights
with people, it's one argument after
another,...
.

Then she balances this picture of how difficult
Elizabeth is with a description of how

is

a negative self image, which begins the sixth sub-subsegment, which runs from line

48 to 66.

The therapist

continues:
••• then on the other hand y'saying I have a
young boy, who's beginning t'get a
.50
a- image of himself •• h's father.'s been in .iA1l
CIt.: yes
Th.: he has a lot, t'live with right there, people
are J2.lamJ.n.g him for things- ••
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Paralinguistic cues: use of word "beginning," attributes
statement to Wendy, both mitigating devices; emphasis on
words "negative," "jail," and "blaming."
The expansion contains two new propositions, {Live
with-N}, Nicholas has a lot to live with, {Neg self-N},
Nicholas is getting a negative self image.
Expansion: Th.: <IV. you've told me that your sister
is a real trouble maker. On the other hand you're
saying that you have have a young boy who {Neg selfN}is getting a negative self image because of the way
people like your sister are treating him. Another one
of the reasons he's getting a negative self image is
that his father has been in jail.>
Clt.: yes, I agree.
Th.: <IV. People are also blaming him for things which
may not be his fault. Because of all of these things
{live with-N} Nicholas has a lot to live with.>
Interaction statement: The therapist assumes her role
as teacher {Teach-th} and directs Wendy's attention to
Nicholas's self-image and to the fact that people are
blaming him for things which may not be his fault.
She thereby {Define-th} defines the situation as {Live
with-N}, Nicholas has a lot to live with, and
consequently {Neg self-N} Nicholas is getting a
negative self-image. She thereby continues her
challenge to Wendy's passivity.
The therapist now continues, emphasizing the issue
of Nicholas's self esteem, and instructing Wendy in how to
balance Nicholas's actions against his situation:

.55

... and he's responding
by being more n more difficult, negative image
negative image, negative self-image, and
something like if somebody speaks unfairly t'
hi m, •••

Paralinguistic cues: emphasis on words "responding,n
and "Unfairly"; repeats words "negative imagen three
times.
The therapist has made an explicit connection between the way people are treating Nicholas and the way he
acts.

This is the first articulation of this idea, and
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gives us the new proposition, {Connection} there is a
connection between the way people have been treating Nicholas and the way he has been acting.

This becomes an

important theme later on.
Expansion: Th.: <IV. and Nicholas is responding to the
way people are treating him by being increasingly
difficult. The reason for this is {Connection} that
things which are happening to" him, such as people
unfairly to him, reinforce his negative self
image.>
Interaction statement: The therapist continues in her
role {Teach-th} as teacher and {Connection} makes a
connection between the way people are treati"ng
Nicholas and the way he has been acting. She thereby
continues her
to Wendy's passivity.
The the"rapist then introduces the notion that it is
Wendy's responsibility as a mother to bolster Nicholas's
self esteem.

This creates the new proposition {Even up-

WI. She continues:
••• I'm wondering if it's," important t', even"
up- even up his, ssense of himself, ...
Paralinguistic cues: use of the term nI'm wondering," a
form of
emphasis on word "sense."
Expansion: Th.: <IV. Since people have been behaving
negatively toward Nicholas, and he is developing a negative self image because of it, it is {Even up-WI important for you to even up his sense "of himself.>
Interaction stat"ament:" The t"herapist {Teach-th}
instructs Wendy "that she has a responsibility to {Even
up-WI help Nicholas even up his sense of himself. She
thereby continues her challenge to Wendy's passivity.
At this point, she

on to instruct her in how to

balance criticism with support.

She continues:

••• not- not
ticover up what he's doing that's//wro:ng
.60 CIt.: no
CIt.: no
Th.: but say, yes you shouldn't have spoken to Aunt
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um,
Clt.: Elizabeth
.65 Th.: Elizabeth like that, but a- but no you're not
a bad boy
Paralinguistic cues: hesitates, repeats "not', false
start on "but no"; emphasis on word "wrong"; clt'overlaps
word "wrong" with "no," repeats "no."
The term "bad boy," which the therapist uses, was
first used by Wendy in characterizing her sister's attitude toward Nicholas (see above, line 482).
however,

-to

Later on,

family's treatment of him, she had

said, "he's uncontrollable, but he's not a bad boy.n

The

therapist now uses Wendy's idea to negate Elizabeth's
presumed proposition, {Bad boy-N}" Nicholas is a bad boy,
and restates Wendy's earlier proposition {-Bad boy-N},
Nicholas is not a bad boy.
Expansion: Th.: <IV. I'm not telling you to cover up
what he does that's wrong.>
Clt.: no, I don't want to do that.
Th.: <IV. but say to him, "you shouldn't have spoken
to Aunt Elizabeth the way you did, but you're not a
bad boy.>
Interaction statement: The therapist {Teach-th}
instructs Wendy to tell Nicholas what he has done
wrong, but also to tell him that {-Bad boy-N} he is
not a bad boy. She thereby, by challenging Elizabeth,
challenges the sum of Wendy's negative
characterizations of him. She also, by labeling
Nicholas as not a bad boy, and by instructing her in
how to talk to him, offers support to balance her
challenge.
Wendy's reprise of the themes which have emerged
in this subsegment make up the final
running from line 66 to 80.

However, the first statement of

the next subsegment is also part of this reprise

She begins

by claiming that she did do the right thing, although not
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exactly the .way the therapist described it.

Wendy says:

Clt.: •• 1-, I dia s- I did say that to 'im but not
at that point, when I got
Th.: yeah .
say": emphasis on

nI,n and nI did

npoint .:"

This statement
resembles the. client, Rhoda's, .. ini..
""

"

.',

tfal statement in the' therapy Labov and Fanshel (1977)
analyzed.

In both cases,. the client is claiming to have

done tl)e right thins in the therapist's terms, and in both
cases, what the client.claims to have done is different
from· wbat· the t'he'rapist' has suggested.

The local proposi-

tion invoked here is similar to the one stated for Rhoda,
in this ca,se·. {S}, Wendy did the right thing, as opposed to
n'I think I did the right thing'--Rhoda carried out the

Is} corr,ectlyn (1977, p. 121).

basic,

bRansion: Clt.:(EV. (D.) {7'} I did say to Nicholas
what you are saying that I should have said, only I
didn't say it just at the time you say that I should
have
it. I said it when I got home.)
Interaction statement: Wendy claims {S} that she
actually. did do the correct thing •. She thereby offers
a defense 'against the therapist's challenge.
'wenqy's next statement echoes what the therapist had
said regard,ing unfairness to Nicholas,
therapist's words.
ter's unfairness,

Ber emphasis, however,

to using the
her sis-

than, as the therapist had urged,

her' own ,need to do'· something.

She'says:

cause ,I was s-, 1- then I looked at it, I said
it's-Ilso
y'know
Th.: (,
)
, Th.: yeah
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.75

the

Clt.: 's got this negative attitude//about you
Th.: yeah
Th.: yeah

Wendy continues, but is momentarily interrupted by
who
to the word unfair, and underscores

her agreement.
therapist.

Wendy's "yeah" is a response to the

The exchange is as follows:

Clt.: I said to him, I said Nicholas
Th.: y'know it's like another (makes click type
sound)
.80 Clt.: yeah, •••
Wendy's next statement begins subsegment d which concerns how to manage Nicholas.

However, the opening of this

statement invokes an idea introduced in subsegment, c, again
by the therapist, that Nicholas is not a bad boy.
long speech divides into three parts.

Her rather

The first is her

assessment that Nicholas is not a bad boy; the second concerns her difficulties in getting through to him, and the
third describes a bargain she attempted to strike with him.
In the first part, which

forms a

between the two subsegments, Wendy

with her

thought, and describes how she spoke to Nicholas.

The

words she reports herself as using are those with which
the therapist has just characterized Nicholas, "not a bad
boy."

It is possible that, although she had used these

words earlier in the session, this is an interpolation
rather than a verbatim report of her own words, meant, on
one hand, to reassure the therapist that she said the
correct thing.

On the other hand, however, the therapist

has endorsed an idea of hers, and Wendy now gives that
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'idea priority in her thinking about Nieholas.

In a sense,

as she uses the therapist's words, she also is beginning
, to tryon some ,of the therapist's ideas to describe and think about her own reality.
d.Ol CIt.:

She says:

••• I said-, I said, Nicholas you're not a,
bad
•••

Paralinguistic cues: Initial use of nyeahn; repetition
of nI said n; emphasis on words nboy,n uses therapist's
term '''bad boyne
'Expansion: CIt.: <EV. (D.) After my sister treated
Nicholas as though he were a bad boy, I made sure to
speak to him to counteract her treatment of him. I
said,. {-Bad borN}, Nicholas, you're not a bad boy.>
InterAction stAtement:". Wendy asserts that she told
Nicholas that'he is not
bad
that she did do what the
said she
'{Even
.attempt to bolster Nicholasls self esteem.
She also uses
wotds,
taking on
the therapist's way of thinking about the
.

Her

.

.

to him of the problem repeats what

she has said in the first session about his not listening
The text is as follows:

.05

••• said,your biggest problem right now
is that, you jus', doni wanna listen, y'know
when I t'alk tlyoti like, I try tl talk t'you,
it's like you, there's a barrier there
somehow,I can't reach you, ••• ·

cues: Use of wordnjustn'for emphasis; use
of words, ntry,n "barrier,· and nI can't reach you,n
suggest great
which ha,s been frustrated.
This statement·contains a proposition introduced
iii the first session' {Try-w} Wendy tr.ies to do the right
thing with Nicholas •. Bere it takes the form of riot simply
.

. . '

trying to talk to him calmly when he is upset, .
but also, as she is saying here, to get
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through a barrier he has put up.
Expansion: Clt.: <EV. (D.) I said to Nicholas your
biggest problem right now is that {-Listen} you don't
want to listen to what I tell you. {Try-W} I try to talk
to you but there's a barrier there, and I can't reach
you.>
The interaction statement introduces another new
proposition, {Blameless-W} Wendy can't be blamed for
Nicholas's behavior.
Interaction statement: Wendy asserts {Try-W}, that she
tries to do the right thing, to talk to Nicholas and
get through to him. She thereby claims that by virtue
of doing the right thing she is {Good mo-W} a good
mother. She also claims that the problem is that
{-Listen-N}, Nicholas doesn't listen, and that
therefore, {Blameless-W} she ·can't be blamed for his
troublesome behavior
Next, she describes the bargain she offered him.
this same bargain also comes up in later sessions.

The

text is as follows:

.10

... an if you liQuld, y'-, y'know
w'wouldn' have all these problems/II wouldn'
Th.: yeah
have t' yell at you or even hit y' sometimes
or

Paralinguistic cues: Emphasis on words "would,n and
nhit," use of sometimes to minimize the fact that she
hits Nicholas.
Expansion: Clt.: <EV. (D.) I told him {Bargain} that we
wouldn't be having all the problems we're having now, and
I wouldn't have to yell at him or even hit him if he
would listen to me.>
Interaction statement: Wendy asserts that she tried to
solve the problem with Nicholas by {Bargain}, offering him
a bargain. She thereby claims {Try-W} that she tries
to do the right thing, and that therefore {Good mo-W}
she is a good mother.
The therapist's's reply to the last part of Wendy's
statement concerning her expectations of Nicholas is quite
strong.

She says:
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Th •. : yeah, so it's almost like y'r saying t'him,
you- you turn a round an be a good boy now an
everything will be fine art, I think that's a
little unrealistic
Paralinguistic cues: emphasis on word ·unrealistic",
use of words "almost," wa little," and wI think," to
express mitigation.
Expansion: Th.: <IV. You're saying to Nicholas, who's
only seven years old, that he should just become a good
boy and everything will be fine. It isn't realistic to
expect that he ·can do that.>
Interagtion statement: The {Define-th} therapist
defines {Bargain}· Wendy's bargain as unrealistic,
thereby challenging Wendy's idea of how solve the
problems with Nicholas.
Wendy appears taken aback.
herself is hesitant and confused.

Her attempt to explain
She says:

.1S Clt.: •• yes in a way, but at that point I
1-, I guess I

The therapist interrupts and redirects her back to
the technique.

As the therapist begins to speak, Wendy

tries to continue her defense, overlapping the therapist's
utterance, but the therapist goes on and she stops.

The

exchange is as follows:
Th.: I'mean//d'you think just going by the
technique d'you think that will work with
Nicholas, jus' saying t'him ••
• 20 Clt.: (I· thought that)
Clt.: no
Th.: I don't think so either
CIt.: no
At this point, the therapist returns to reviewing
the technique, Which ends the side sequence and begins
subsegment e.

She speaks at length, actually giving a

small lecture instructing Wendy on how she should react in
a difficult situation.

She says:
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e.Ol

• OS

.10

.15

.20

Th.: I think maybe what we need t'do is, from now
on,
time you're
acknowledge it to
y'rself, say t'y'rself it means I have a
problem, delin.e. what kind of a proble.m it iJi.,
it's a problem of my, being treated unfairly
my child being un- being treated unfairly fir
the restaurant situation, and then,
beginning t'click away'with what c'n I do
about that p'ticular pr- an don't go inta
other parts of it, stay with what you have
d'fined it, if you have defined it, if you
have d'fined as a problem of being Ynfair
t'Nicholas,
deal with that .. only deal
with that, 'n other words, if I'm sitting at
a table with people my child is there an
he's being treated unfairly, that's- I said
that's what's bugging me about th' situation,
nothing else, that's th' main thing that's
bugging me, although there's lots of other
things involved

Wendy's mind is evidently still on the fact that the
therapist told her that she did the wrong thing.

She

returns to what she should do:
CIt.: y'think I should speak up?
Since what the therapist is teaching is a way of
thinking about problems, rather than specific instructions
about how to handle specific problems, she doesn't answer
that question directly.

Rather, she answers:

Th.: well, y'know, 1- I think you should consider
that, as a possible solution,...
Since Wendy would probably not be.able to stand up .
to her sister, the therapist, realizing this,

back-

tracks somewhat on what she said a few moments ago about
defending Nicholas.

She continues:

••• I'm not saying
blurt out with it if y'not prepared t'do it an
.25
do it correctly an well
CIt.: mmhm

Then, resuming her lecture, she returns to the technique, and starts out describing how it would work in
deciding whether to speak up to Elizabeth.- She attempts
to balance the optionsi but despite what she has just
said about wendy's needing to be prepared, appears to get
s,idetracked and leans heavily on the side of speaking up
to Elizabeth.

She says:

Th.: but 'I thi'nk mube what
need t'do is;
consider-, 'member what we said
th'brainstorming, consider All th'things an
make y'little, chart, what's possi- what would
that get me that's
weigh it off against
th'negative, fir example, if y'JliJi speak up
t'her at th' table, it might be' negative that
,it led to an ugument, but it also might be .
:eg,aitive ttlat Nicholas sees his mother go to,
bat for him, he se.es
very
dramatically, not jus' say but
on- on it,
I am a good boy,· I am worth it, I'm worth,
sticking up for, y'know if i-

.30

• 35

The

f, contains another side se-

quence in which the discussion returns to Nicholas's
The beginnings of both coincide as Wendy responds
to what the therapist has been saying.

She responds,

however, not to her presentation of the technique but to
the argument for speaking up to Elizabeth.

She blames

herself for not having already done so, and replies:
f.Ol CIt.: maybe it's my fault, b'cause it's like he's-,
he's seeing it that-, I'm agreeing with these
people t'hat he's no gg,g,g
The therapist appears to agree with her wholeheartedly.

The statement is somewhat mitigated

in that she

-tne.

refers to"apparently neutral reality of "tbe way Nicholas
sees it."

However, her reference to the technique is now
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in support of speaking out:
.05

Th.: he has t'draw some conclusion, he's very
little .. he has t'draw- he's an intelligent
child, he has t'walk away from that having
made some conclusion about who he is .... now I
don't know, an I w- I don't- y'know, I wouldn'
.10
wanna speculate, but//i- but if b- going by
th'technique if what you're saying 14, what
I'm teeling is that it's uniA,ll:, that you're
feeling it,
must be feeling it
Clt.: ( )
.15 CIt.: yeah
She returns in this last long statement to the
technique as a way of finding answers.

Her presentation

of the technique here, though, appears only as a framework
for the solution she offers.

She ends, however, by

backing off from endorsing speaking up to Elizabeth. Instead, she offers Wendy an opportunity to practice confronting her sister in a safe environment.

.20

.25

She says:

Th.: so there's y'f i rst clue, it's a case of
unfairness, therefore th'solution baa t'haye
aomething
with correcting
unfairness,
let me
thAt into mY hopper my
computer an'
what comes
gn& deal with
th'question 2f unfairneaa
one's child, not saying y'have t'..d2 it, .y'not
used t', arguing with y' sister an getting
into it, you're a quiet kind of person, but
maybe we c'n practice if you're in th'room,
maybe we c'n gQ through these solutions
together, where it's safe t'do it, practice,
o.k., maybe f'next week

Wendy expresses agreement, although weakly, and the
therapist ends with a move to solicit more enthusiasm.
the exchange is as follows:
• 30

CIt.:
Th.:
CIt.:
Th.:
Clt.:

o.k •
huh,
(laugh)
I think that's worth, yeah
yeah
[Tape turned off at this point]
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What Happened in This Segment
Analysis of the pretest and first session focused on
Wendy's view of her situation, and yielded a great many
propositional statements from Wendy's point of view concerning Nicholas.

This segm.ent, on the other hand, pro-

vides some counter-propositions from the therapist.

While

earlier in the segment, Wendy focused, as in the first
session, on how difficult Nicholas is, and on Elizabeth's
attack on him as a fact of life, beyond her ability to
influence, the therapist's focus in this Segment was on
Wendy's responsibilities toward Nicholas.
In this segment also, the therapist was quite con·frontive.

She frequently rejected what Wendy said, and,

in essence, told her that her way of doing things is no
good.

However, ·the generally mitigated form in which she

couches statements of this sort functions to keep the
interaction within conversational bounds, and also to
maintain a sense of r·apport, and a working relationship.
It would seem, at first, that the therapist is
making Wendy's position more difficult, since not only is
Nicholas impossible, but Wendy also has responsibilities
toward him that she may not have been aware of before, and
can now feel guilty for not living up to them.
However, the situation is not quite as bad it might
seem.

Wendy says that Nicholas is impossible,

words to

that effect, but she also expresses affection toward him,
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as in the second segment of the first session (see Chapter
IV).

In this final segment of the second session, she

does not dwell on Nicholas as a source of trouble to her,
but is able to accept the therapist's urging to take his
side.

Although earlier in the session, she had complained

about Nicholas, as she had in the first session, even
there, the complaints were balanced somewhat by an understanding of his needs.

She reports having told him that

he is "not a bad boy," and that his biggest problem is not
wanting to listen.
boy, Wendy

In saying that Nicholas is not a bad

appears to be moving away from the position

she took in the first session, but elements of this position are expressed here too.

For example, when she says

that Nicholas doesn't listen, she is also saying that
is

problem between them, and that if he would listen

then the problem would be solved.
The way Wendy describes Nicholas in this session,
sometimes positively, sometimes less so, might be another
version of the "sometimes he's good, sometimes he's bad n
position she has taken in the first session.

In both the

pretest session and session one, she made a number of
positive as well as negative statements about him.

How-

ever, since other people are giving Nicholas negative
labels, how to characterize his behavior, and Nicholas,
himself, "bad," "unreasonable,"

n

not bad, but doesn't

want to listen," etc., is as much a conflict for Wendy as
coping with the behavior, and this conflict is also cen-
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tral in the dialogue between herself and the therapist.
Wanting to see Nicholas in a positive light, Wendy is engaged in a struggle, using the therapist's ideas, to
construct a positive description of him, which is also
usable in the sense that it takes account of his misbehavior, and allows her to say

about why it

happens and what to do about it.
The therapist's propositions offer this possibility,
and therefore are welcome to her.

In the segment I have

-\-he

examined, she makes use ofAtherapist's

an

important switch in her thinking, from viewing Nicholas's
'behavior as t,he problem, to viewing the problem as other
peoples' treatment of him.
A

review of the progression of topic;:s in this seg-

ment will illustrate how change occurred.

Subsegment a

serves as a transition into the segment; in it the therapist notices the time and begins to sum up.

However, in

her summing up she mentions the state of upset in Wendy's
life which leads, in the very brief subsegment b, into a
discussion of whether the upset is a permanent and expectable condition.

This then leads to the discussion of the

incident in subsegment c.
In part one of the' subsegment, Wendy returns to the
incident and complains of Elizabeth's

of Nicho-

las, but in the second part, by asking what' Nicholas might
have been thinking, the therapist implies that Wendy has a
responsibility which was not met.

Wendy immediately
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grasps the implication, and responds by expressing solidarity with Nicholas, but the therapist then directly
places the responsibility for defending him onto her.

In

the third part, Wendy argues that to speak up for Nicholas
would have started an argument.

But, in the fourth part,

the therapist counters, urging that Wendy balance her
dislike of arguments against her responsibility to defend
her son.

Finally, in the fifth part, Wendy attempts to

answer the therapist and show that she has, at least
partly, met her responsibility by describing how she did
take Nicho1as's side when they got home.
In subsegment d, Wendy presents her formulation of
the problem.

She says that she told Nicholas that he

isn't a bad boy, he just.doesn't want to listen.

However,

the therapist dismisses this as unrealistic, and returns
to the technique.
In subsegment e, she reviews the technique using
wendy's incident for illustration, but despite her attempt
at balance, comes out strongly on the side of speaking up
for Nicholas.

Wendy asks if this means that she should

speak up, and .the therapist, realizing that this is probably more than she is capable of at that time, backtracks
somewhat.

In the final subsegment, She returns to the

technique, but again makes a strong argument for speaking
up for Nicholas.

She ends by recognizing that this isn't

something Wendy is used to doing, but suggests that she
can help her to learn.

By the end of the session, Wendy
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has moved from being a critical parent to putting

herself

firmly on Nicholas's side, and the therapist has strongly
reinforced this mo've with her concentration on the need to
defend him as well..

Study of the later sessions will

further'reve-al in what .ways the dialogue facilitates
.

anC:1

kind. of,

If there is ultimately a change in Wendy's thinking,
the role of the. technique in that change 'needs to be
clarified as well •. In the.segmerit I have examined, Wendy
appears to have': absorbed

the first steps of' the

technique,-: and tJ;lese' ·onlyminimally.

She also, whenever

the therapist· g"ives her the opportunity, leads the topic:
of discu.ssion. away from the technique to a more concrete
disc'ussion of her life situation.
.

In a general way, the

.

step' of the techni.c;iue has helped her to
think about Nicholas, his behavior, and other peoples'
treatment of him.

if the t·echnique i.S

to

play a

significant role in the changes in Wendy's thinking about
her life situation, -th.is·. will have to' emerge in later
.
sessions.
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CHAPTER VII
SESSION THREE

In this chapter I will pay more attention to the
session as a whole than I have with the previous two, or
will .

with those which follow.

Unlike the first

session, which breaks into a number of discrete segments,
and the second which starts off with a discussion of one
particular incident, and then in the middle changes direction, and takes up another topic and another theme, the
themes which run through the third session, build on those
introduced in the beginning.
tempt to trace

In this chapter, I will at-

these themes as they develop through

the session.
The third' session marks a turning point in the
therapy.

Wendy begins with the same kind of complaints

about Nicholas she had made since the pretest1 the therapist challenges her and asks her to reexamine her thinking
about him1 she begins to down herself for the way he has
been acting1 the therapist offers support and endorses her
as a good mother1 and she ends by strongly taking the
position she had come to at the end of the second session,
that other people are being unfair to Nicholas, and it is
up to her to be on his side.

After this session, Wendy is

never as consistently critical of Nicholas as she has been
before, and the position she comes to at the end of this
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session, is the one she maintains through the end of the
therapy.
The third session
the first or the second.
session, the

is structured differently from
In terms of content, in this
and the cognitive behavioral

both

.although not as

major as either played in the

sessions.

Inter-

estingly, neither the technique nor the questionnaire
plays-the same'kind of structuring r.ole in this session as
had

the past.

The session divides by topic into

eleven segments, but 'in few- cases does either a new question on the questIonnaire or the introduction or re·turn to
a' discuss'fon :of the tecl'mique coincide,' as it d"-id in the
.

-

second session, with the beginning of a new segment.
In this chapter, I
in varying depth, but

examine a number of segments
concentrate on a group of'

segments, H- through K,. which constitute approximately the
final third of the session •. These segments are closely
connected,

deal with matters which are highly emotion-

al, containing themes which are basic to Wen.dy's selfesteem and her performance as a parent.· Each of these
segments is really a continuation of the one immediately
before it, and if the segments within a .session were to be
'thought .of as_.a·naiogous·to grammatical. un_its, then the
final three would constitutes

dependent clauses, each

the one before.
While I will reserve the most detailed look for the
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final segments, I am concerned in this chapter with tracing the development of themes through the entire session.
As with the first session, I will present a summary of the
earlier segments, and in some cases, where it appears
indicated, I will go beyond summarizing and do a more
detailed analysis.
In selecting small portions of the dialogue for analysis, I am striking a less than wholly satisfactory compromise.

A conversation does not move from portion to portion

with what goes between somehow less important.

Rather, it

develops, and whatever happens, while, no doubt, multiply
determined, as are all human phenomena, depends on the
progression of events which has gone before.

Therefore,

to select out certain utterances, and certain exchanges
from this progression, and to make them stand for much
larger conversational sequences is, at best, misleading.
On the other hand, in dealing with the overwhelming amount
of material contained in one forty five minute therapy
session, there is little alternative to a strategy of
picking and choosing.

Nevertheless, it is important to

understand that the analysis of selected portions of a
therapy dialogue which follows is an approximation, and
not an attempt at a through and accurate
the entire interaction of the session.

of
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Review of the Segments
·The First Group of Segments
The initial segment is very short, and is devoted to
some business matters.

The second starts less than one

minute into the recording when .the therapist turns to the
questionnaire and asks the initial question: was there a
time during the past week when Wendy and Nicholas did not
get along.
In a sequence reminiscent of the pretest session,
Wendy begins by ma·king a general complaint about Nicholas.
She explains that she had just started back to work, which
she is tindirig to be a strain, and repeats the complaint
about his not I
prior .sessions.

which she has. made in each of the
I will begin the microanalysis here,

because the propositions which are advanced at the beginning of the session constitute a theme on which the dialogue builds throughout the entire session.

The text is as

follows:
CIt.:
.20

Th.:
Th.:
CIt.:

Th.:
.25 CIt.:
Th.:
CIt.:

urn· I- •• like if you tell him once to do
something or ask him to dol/something
mmhm
mmhm
it's not enough even sometimes three times
is not enough ••
mmhm mmhm
I have to go after him o:r threaten him
yeah o.k.
a:n that's been going on, every day

Paralinguistic cues: Short pause after 1-, corrects
self, emphasis on words nthree,n "aftern, and
nthreaten n, words ·or n and nand" drawn out.
The expansion includes two from among the first group
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of propositions introduced in the pretest session.
Expansion: CIt.: <EV. (C.) As I have said before,
since {-Listen-N} Nicholas doesn't listen, in order to
get him to do something it isn't enough to tell him or
ask him only once. Even three times is sometimes not
"enough. I have to go after him or threaten him {NExtreme}, (D.) and this has been going on every day.>
Interaction statement: Wendy complains about her
difficulties with Nicholas, thereby claiming {Task}
that she has an unusually difficLlt task as a mother,
and thereby asking for the therapist's support.
The therapist now, as in the previous sessions,
refocuses back to the question and asks for a specific
incident.

Although Wendy first goes back to the general

complaint, and the therapist has to prompt her, she responds with a story which parallels the one she told at
the beginning of the first session.
This story involves an
that morning.
day camp.

which had occurred-

As she usually does, Wendy took Nicholas to

They were outside in the yard and he began

flipping over some sort of bar. ,A counselor came over and
told him that they would send him home if he didn't stop.
Wendy tried unsuccessfully to get him to stop.

Then the

counselor came and tried, but he talked back to her.

She

reports the counselor's answer, and concludes "the story
with the general complaint that Nicholas is giving the
camp people a hard time.
.65

She says:

CIt.: an she said t'him oh don't start today Nicholas
Nicholas it's too ea r ly so I got the
impression that he's been
Th.: o.k.
CIt.: he's been- uh they're probably still having a
hard time with him
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Paralinguistic cues:
self.

repeats" he's been;" corrects

Expansion: CIt.: <EV. (D.) Nicholas talked backed to
the counselor when she came over to get him to stop
flipping over the bar, and when she said to him, DOh
don't start today
it's too early,"> < (e.) I
got the impression that they're probably still having
a hard time W'ith him •• >
Interaction statement: Wendy reports her impression of
the meaning of the counselor's statement. She thereby
gives a demonstration that {TR-N} Nicholas is
constantly getting in trouble, and that, therefore,
he is an unusually difficult child. She
thereby reinforces her ptevious point that {Task} she
has an unusually difficult task as a mother, and
thereby asks for the therapist's support.
Wendy's answer to the second question on the questionnaire, "how .unr.easonable would you say that N"icholas
was being?" is "someWhat unreasonable,n and she says that
she·is not "taking it

bad as I used to."

a

problem, but it isn't, and the therapist supplies the word
catastrophe. . The therapist then asks how angry Nicholas's
behavior had made Wendy.

Ber answer was again "somewhat,"

and the therapist asks what she did.
Here, Wendy draws the distinction between nnow" and
nthe past,n which she first made during the initial therapy
session.

She says: "like in the past, I find 1- I'd, keep up

I pursue it un'til he do what I tell him to now I, more or
less, let it go."

She goes on, as in the first session, to

ascribe this to her being "tired lately.n
Wendy's ambivalence around having to deny Nicholas
what he wants comes out in the next bit of discussion.
She talks about how·she hadn't wanted Nicholas to get hurt
flipping on the bar.

When the therapist asks if he really
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could have gotten hurt, she says that the bar was too low
to the ground, and he wouldn't really have hurt himself •.
It then comes out that she actually didn't see anything
wrong with what Nicholas was doing.

The only reason she

told him to stop was that the counselor had said that
they'd send him home.
In the next segment, C, Wendy presents a narrative
which contrasts with her earlier one, and illustrates that
sometimes what she does works.

This narrative comprises

the entire segment, which is quite short.
She relates that she told Nicholas to take his bath,
but he said to her that he hadn't been to camp that day,
he didn't play and therefore wasn't dirty and didn't have
to take a bath.
told him,

n

Wendy first tried to reason with him, and

you have to Nicholas it's a hot day

not gonna sleep comfortable. n
persuaded.

you're

However Nicholas was not

Wendy reports what followed: "so he sez I don'

wanna take a bath A2 I didn' 1- I left it an •• a little
while later he was gettinl ready t' get in the tub. n

She

summed up the incident by saying that Nicholas is a "funny
kid. n

The therapist asks her what conclusion she drew
.

leD.d.S

from the bath incident, whichAinto the next segment.
In segment Dis, discussion, Wendy's identification
with Nicholas is evident.
ments.

The segment has two subseg-

In the first she offers an explanation for why

Nicholas behaves the way he does.

She says that deep

inside he is very sensitive, and adds that she is sensi-
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tive and her husband is very sensitive and so, it follows
that they have a child who's sensitive, too.

She says:

CIt.: .·.(4.5) .. 1 think deeg inside he's very
sensitive, he doesn't show it he tries to
show a tough exterior but I think ·he's se.05
because I'm 'ik sensitive a:n, my husband is'
very sensitive so I, think we should
produccce, a child that way, •••
Paralinguistic cues: pauses for 4.5 seconds before
answering; repeats that he ndoesn't show it;n uses
nlike n before sayin sensitive, as though uncertain of
whether to say it; elongates final nsn sound of
p·roduce.
.
The expansion gives a set of new propositions.
first three are closely related.

The

They are variants of

(Sensitive-X}, X is sensitive: {sensitive-N} Nicholas is
sensitive; {Sensitive-W} Wendy is sensitive; and
{Sensitive-H} Wendy's husband is sensitive.
connects the other three.

The fourth

It is {Like Mo/Fa like son}

like mother/father like son.

The final proposition is

{Tough ex-N} Nicholas tries to show a tough exterior.
Exgansion: CIt.: <IV. I think that deep inside,
{Sensitive-N} Nicholas is very sensitive. He dosn't
show it; {Tough ex-N} he tries to show a
exterior but I think he's sensitive, because
{Sensitive-W} I'm sensitive, and {Sensitive-H} my
husband is very sensitive, too, so {Like Mo/Fa like
son} it follows that we should produce a child who's
like us.>
Interaction statement: Wendy offers as an explanation
for Nicholas's behavior that {Sensitive-N} he's
sensitive, like {Sensitive-W} herself and {Sensitiveh} her husband, She. thereby tries to explain his
behavior to herself and to the therapist. She also
attributes a good quality, senSitivity, to
and to her husband which links them to her by a
similar good quality which she claims to possess. She
thereby identifies a positive connection between
Nicholas, her husband and herself to balance any
negative assessment which might link Nicholas's
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behavior {Difficult-N} and her husband's being in
jail. She also thereby includes Nicholas and her
husband among people who possess good qualities, and
thereby counters any criticism to her for being
married to a man who is in jail and a having son whom
she can't control.
The next part of her answer complements the therapist's explanations from the last session, that people are
treating Nicholas unfairly, and that he he is reacting
negatively to that treatment.

She says that although deep

down he is sensitive, he doesn't show it, and, instead,
puts on a tough exterior.
take it.

He tries to show that he can

She continues:

• •• but he doesn't
sho;w it .. somehow he show that he'ss .. y'know
could
it somehow
.10 Th.: o:.k.
CIt.: .. an, I think all this yelling I've been
doing in th'pa:st, an even hittin"im .. (3) ..
it, wasn' wo:rking
Paralinguistic cues: elongates and stresses show;
hesitates before saying, nhe could take it;n uses
somehow twice to express perplexity; uses nI thinkn to
hedge statement slightly.
Expansion: CIt.: <IV. He doesn't show that he is
sensitive, though, instead {Tough ex-N} he tries to
show that he can take whatever comes, and therefore
all the yelling and hitting I have been doing in the
past wasn't working because he wasn't going to let it
affect him.>
Interaction statement: Wendy continues her
explanation for Nicholas's behavior. She asserts that
the reason Nicholas does not appear to be sensitive,
as she knows he is, is that {Tough ex-N} he doesn't
show it, and therefore her yelling at him and hitting
him wasn't making him behave because he was trying to
show that he was able to take it. She thereby also
gives an explanation for why she hasn't been able to
control him.
The therapist's response returns to a theme she
introduced in the pretest, that Wendy actually is able to
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control Nicholas.

In this instance, it takes the form of

seeming to endorse the yelling and hitting, suggesting
that they may in fact have had some effect.

Wendy agrees,

but emphasizes how extreme her treatment of him had been
She says:
.15 C1t.: ft did· help a little b1t because. when I
got really, Ilum, rough, y'know an .. I-.. very
Th. : yes
C1t. : angry an'llhe'd see that, then he'd •• do it
Th.:
.20 Th.: (yes)
C1t.: when I'd tell lim to do •• but
In Subsegment b the

tries to place Wendy's

decision to stop yelling and hi.t·ting. in· terms of the
technique, and asks why she had decided to stop using
those "solutions."

The answer comes that she was trying

to stop, but badn't completely.

She says she yells at

Nicholas, but not as much as she used to.

The therapist,

then asks why, when she had already chosen yelling and
hitting as a solution for Nicholas's behavior, she gave up
that solution.

Wendy replies that she had thought about

what she was doing.
.20

C1t.:
Th.:
CIt.:

.25

Th.:
C1t.:
.30 Th.:

She explains:

(because, as you said (
.» I thought
about y'know'You get angry an you s- you
stop an y'think,
yeah
I did that •• y'know I stopped an 1-•• 1
thought- I ·Said •• .z'm getting a:11 angry•• and
um•• he's gettn' angry, and it's a sad way toto 1. think •• to be at a child like that
co:nstant1y
an' it doesn't
no
o.k.

0

Segment D ends with a series of three of statements the
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therapist makes to Wendy.

She tells her that what she needs

to do now is to try some other solutions and see if they
work, that to keep working at it is part of raising kids,
and that it's tough doing it when you're on your own.
In segment E the discussion returns to the two
incidents Wendy related earlier.

The therapist asks the

next question from the questionnaire, whether there was a
way Wendy could have avoided what happened.
first about the incident that morning.

She asks

Wendy answers that

she didn't think it could have been avoided, then the
therapist asks about the bath incident.
that there she did avoid a problem.

Wendy responds

She says that she

told Nicholas that she was through yelling, and that nit
shouldn't be this way between us. n She repeats what she
has said several times before that usually she feels that
he isn't listening.

This time also, she thought he wasn't

listening, but he must have been, because a little later
he did get ready for his bath.
Segment F
In segment F, the therapist returns to the morning's
incident, and asks what Wendy liked about the way she
handled it.

As in the first session, Wendy answers that

she liked the fact that she hadn't gotten angry, although
this time she adds a new insight derived from the previous
week's session, although she doesn't specifically credit
that discussion.

Ber failure to credit the last week's
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session may be a manifestation of the paradox of therapy,
in that she

in

denying that the original
.. -

'

problem was the kind of problem for which she needed the
therapist's help.

In'a sense she.is saying that she is a

competent 'a-du"it who does.n't need help to manage her affairs.

She answers:

Clt._ : •• (6) •• that 1-:- 1- I didn't get angry with
him, because, I found, in the pa:- lately,
'dat, especially when somebody •• (2) •• have to
gyell at him for somethin9
.
(mmhm)
'.,
.10 .
it and, I think by me feeling
CIt. : I
bad •• I yell at him' more than I'd want to
because
think 1- I take out, thiss
I have, on him
.

.

Paralingui.tic dues: initial
then speaks _.<
more fluently: long, six second, pause before
answering;·.hesitation, repeats the word nln three
'corrects selfJ
pause after
nsomebodyn; emphasis on nyell n; shoit pause after word
nbad n; hesitation on word ni,n repea'ts' twice;
followed' 'by
pause.' .'
In
which
{Feel

Wendy invokes two new propositions,
playa major role in this session.

They are

when someone yells at Nicholas in Wendy's

presence, she feels bad, and
. .{Yell more-W}, When Wendy feels
bad because someone has yelled at Nicholas, she takes it out
.

on him and yells at him more than she 'normally would.
Expansion:. CIt.:.
(C.) In answe.r to your question
about what I liked a·bo·ut the way I .handled the
situation
I liked the fact that I didn't
get· angry with Nicholas •. I think this is important
because I've "found lately (since we discussed it last
week) that especially 'when somebody' has to·yell a:t him
.for·
more} I yell'at hiJilmore
I
want to, or would otherwise. I
I do this because
{Feel bad} I' take.out the bad feelings I have from
someone
e.lse yelling at him in my presence on him.>
.
.

The inte'raction statement yields the new proposi-
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tions {Understand W-W}, Wendy understands her own behavior, and {Control-W}, Wendy can control her tendency to
become overly angry.
Interaction statement: Wendy asserts that she liked
the fact that she did not get angry at Nicholas,
thereby demonstrating that {Understand W-W} she
understands her own behavior, and {Control} is now
able to control her tendency to become overly angry.
By failing to credit the last week's discussion, she
thereby claims that the problem which brought her to
seek help is a problem which she can solve without
help, and that therefore, the therapist's help was not
needed to begin with.
The therapist asks her to elaborate, possibly reacting to her failure to mention the last week's session, and
Wendy refers to the incident they had discussed then (see
Chapter VI).

She says that she didn't like the way her

sister spoke to Nicholas, she felt hurt and wanted to yell
at her, but didn't because

would start an argument, so

she yelled at Nicholas instead, and took out what she felt
toward her sister on him.
.15

Th. :
CIt. :
Th. :
CIt. :

.20

Th. :
CIt. :

.25

.30

Th. :
CIt. :
Th. :
CIt. :
Th. :
CIt. :

The exchange is as follows:

•• could you explain that a little
yeah
I'm not I wanna be sure I follow it
o.k ••• like for instance •• when my sister sth'way my sister had spoken to him
ltUh yeah
I didn' li:ke it I didn' like the way she sI felt hurt, an •• maybe I wanted t'- 1- I
prob'ly wan led t 'yell at her y'know t'
•• tell fer y'know , why- why y'treating lim like
that
o (mmhm)
but I didn' want to
o (mmhm)
I didn' do it because I know it- it would
grobably start an argument
(mmhm)
so .. (2.5) .. 1 nlled at Nicholas instead
.. (4.5) .. yeah 1-, like I took
what I
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probably wOUld've, taken out on my sister
him
.

.35

The therapist attempts, as she had done'earlier (see
segment 1), above), to take Wendy a step further and
place her new understanding

terms of the technique.

She' paraphrases what Wendy has jU'st said, but in the
lan.guage of problem s,olving, 'identifying her inability to
confront her sister as the problem for which she has found
no solution..

.40

.45

She says:

Th.: are you saying the:n that actually you have a
problem with telling your sister how you
feel, a:nd that because that is a problem you
'. have. not· been 'able t'solye' that maybe". that·
AUlger' is
takenQut unjustly .. on .
Nicholas ••in some ways I mean that I'm not
sayin' that Ni"cholas·.doesn't .ill,G, i: rritate you
. an
I .know that he does I know that
there' are 'problems but .. uh- what you're saying
i:s
..
.

Wendy's
the
said.

misses the therapist's emphasis on
and backtracks from what she has already

Although she has made the connection between her

bad feelings when others

Nicholas ih her presence

and her own. treatment of him, it may be that she is not
ready to hear this from the thera·pist.

Instead, she

retux:ns the focus to Nicholas by adding
his not listening.

about

She begins by referring back to the

morning's incident, but before she gets into the substance
of

is

there

presumably for her to
is as follows:
CIt.: not exactly
Th.: o.k.

a long,

3.'

her thoughts.

second pause,
exchange
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.50

.55

.60

.65

CIt. : like that
Th. : yeah
CIt·. : it's9, o.k. like thismorning when the
counselor- when she spoke to. him
Th. : l!tilh o.k.
CIt. : like ••
usually- what I'd
to
him because it's not the first time that
somebody, has to, y'know yell at him in a
situation a- where I:'m there to
there to
Th. : l!tilh yeah o.k.
CIt.: and he would'n listen to me, but •• I would-,
usually I'd say to him, Nicholas, y- y'know
•• see y'have t'make people, y'know •• yell at you
like that an, if you had only liatened y'know
like
when I told y't'stop it wouldn've,
that
Th. : o (mmhm)
CIt.:
Th. : . (mmhm)

paralinguistic cues: false start; emphasis on
nmorning;n three and a half second pause; much selfinterruption; includes parenthetical statement,
nbecause it's not the first time ••• ;n several short
pauses.
In this statement, Wendy seems to be invoking the
proposition {Third person} Nicholas won't listen to her,
only to others.

However, the emphasis is really on his

not listening rather than on the fact that others can
control him, and the proposition invoked in {-listen-N}.
bpansion: CIt.: <EV. (C.) It doesn't work exactly the
way you said. This morning is an example. What I
usually say to Nicholas when people speak to him the
way the counselor did, since it has happened many
times before that someone has had to yell at him in my
presence because {-listen} he wouldn't listen to
me, is, if you had only listened when I told you to
stop, the counselor wouldn't have had to yell at you.
The Interaction statement contains the first explicit invocation of the proposition {Locus-N} The problem
lies with Nicholas, and not with Wendy.

Until this point,

the question of whether the more Significant problem might
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be with Wendy rather than Nicholas had not come up, since
Wendy had heretofore assumed that the problem they were
discussing was Nicholas's actions rather than her feelings
about them.
Interaction statement: Wendy rejects the ,therapist's
restatement of her interpretation of incidents like
the one she has related. She emphasizes as the
significant factor, Nicholas's not listening, rather
than her misplacing 'her anger. She thereby claims
{LocuS-N} that it is Nicholas, rather than herself,
who is the locus of the problem.
However, WendY,concludes her statement by partly
accepting what the therapist's has said, although without
apparent 'enthusiasm.

Although she says that she gets

angry at, Nicholas, she minimizes the anger by refer'ring to
it as'na little angry,n She

not mention the other

part of the therapist's statement, that when she feels bad
.

that someone else has 'yelled at Nicholas, she takes it out
on him.

She merely says that she gets angry, and skirts

the matter of yelling, altogether.

She continues:

CIt.: •• (2.5) •• an you'd-, the fact dat dey- somebody
else had t'yell at him, because- because he's
doin' wrong an because I feel bad too, that
.70
else has to do it
Th.: o(o.k.)
CIt.: I would u:m •• get a little angry at him
paralinguistic cues: short pause before nann; repeats
word "because"; emphasis on word "wrong"; hesitation
indicated bynum,n followed by short pause; use of word
"little" to minimize "angry.n
Expansion: CIt.: <EV. (C.) I also {Feel bad} feel bad
that somebody else has to yell at Nicholas because
he's doing wrong. Another reason I feel bad is that,
since {-Listen} he won't listen to me, it's somebody
else who has to do the yelling. Because of this I get
a little angry at him.
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Interaction statement: Wendy partly accepts the
therapist's interpretation of her actions. She agrees
that when others yell at Nicholas in her presence, she
gets angry, although she minimizes the anger. She,
thereby, claims 1) that she accepts the therapist's
formulation, and 2) that Nicholas's conduct makes her
feel bad, rather than seriously angry, thereby
. claiming that she is a concerned, and therefore,
{Good mo} a good mother.
The therapist now attempts to have Wendy focus on
her anger, and to do this brings out the nanger scale,n a
diagram involving a thermometer to represent the degree of
an individual's anger at a particular moment.

This dia-

gram was used in the project, and had been used
vious sessions.

in pre-

The introduction of the anger scale

creates a transition to the next segment.
Segment G
This segment, deals with two issues, Wendy's
reluctance to acknowledge anger, and her ambivalence
around not letting Nicholas have or do what he wants.
Working on the assumption that Wendy was actually
more angry than she has acknowledged, the therapist attempts to have her recognize the deg ree of her anger and
look more closely at the precipitant.

They review the

morning's incident, and at various points, the therapist
asks about her feelings.

Although she asks a total of

five timest at different points in the story, and in a
number of ways, Wendy either doesn't acknowledge being
more than na little angry,n or misunderstands the question
altogether.
The discussion then turns to Wendy's feelings around
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telling Nicholas to stop what he was doing.
flipping over the bar, she had

When he was

him twice to stop.

In

segment B, she had said that he doesn't see why he has to
stop when he is doing something he wants to· do.
gives a fuller, and more sympathetic, version.

Bere she
She says,

•• then 'e said time, um, I- •• but Mommy I'm- I w- I'm
playin' y'know •• a- I came here t'play, I w- I jus' "anna
play.n

Her tone of voice and uncertain choice of words

conveys the confusion which this contradiction engenders.
The confusion she reports belongs to Nicholas, but it is
hers as well.

She laughs as she adds, nthen 1- then I

thought y'know it's true, he did come t'play.n

A few

moments later, she explains that, while she didn't want
him to continue since it wasn't allowed, she could see
sense in what he said.
segment H
At this point, Wendy begins to discuss her feelings
about herself as a mother.

At the end of the last segment,

she told how she felt bad because she hadn't said good-by to
.. Nicholas when she left him that morning.

Now she begins a

long, emotional speech, which, along with the therapist's
reply articulates some major themes, not only for this
but fot the therapy as a whole.

Because of it's

importance, I will look in depth at this interchange.

The

text is as follows:
CIt.: 1- I it's just that I feel, 1- it always
happens time even/fat home .. even something
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he
Th.: o (mmhm)
gjg yesterday an' I might've- I might've
thought that I yelled at him too hard, an' I
was too ha:rd on him,
Th.: mmhm
Clt.: or I didn' try to·understand
Th.: mmhm
Clt.: anything//about it •• a:nd I get like a guilty
Th.: o (mmhm)
.. complex b'cause I feel .. I wasn't fair
enough or I'm not
Th.: mmhm
.
Clt.: bein' a good enough m.Qther or••
Th.: o(o.k.)
Clt.: not understandable enough
paralingustic· cues: hesitant, repeats words nI,n and
nmight've,n corrects self; short pauses after nhome,n
nit,n and nfeeln;emphasis on words nsomething,n "did,n
"thought,n nfair," and nmother n; elongates word hard;
uses minimizing expression, nmight've thought.n
Here, wendy invokes a proposition which has been the
underlying reason for the therapy, although it had not
explicitly been referred to until this point, {Guilty-W},
Wendy feels guilty when she yells at Nicholas.

The expan-

sion is as follows:
.

.

Expansion: Clt.: <EV. (C.) I feel it always happens to
me {Guilty-W} that I get a guilty complex. It even
happens at home, or even after something he did
yesterday (which was really wrong and for which I
yelled at him). The way it works is that· I feel I
yelled at him too hard, (although I don't think I did)
and I was too hard on him, or I didn't try to
understand anything about why he did what he did. Then
I feel guilty because I feel I wasn't fair enough, or
I'm not being a good enough mother or not understandable enough.
Interaction statement: Wendy expresses 1) a feeling of
guilt around her yelling at Nicholas, .2) a question as
to whether that guilt is justified. She thereby asks
the therapist for reassurance.
The therapist's answer has three parts.

She begins

to explain something, but then breaks off and is reas-
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suring instead.

Then, she goes back to explaining.

The

text of the first two parts is as follows:
Th.: so maybe one thing that happens •• with you is
that ••
are a good mother I mean that comes
across very clearly nobody- nobody would ever,
ever question that •••
Paralinguistic cues: emphasis on words "maybe," and
"you"; short pauses following "happens," and "that";
use of word "maybe" for mitigation; stumbles on words
"nobody," and "ever," and repeats them.
In this statement, the therapist invokes a proposition which "had been implicit in many of Wendy's statements
about her relationship with Nicholas since the pretest, {Good-mo}, Wendy is a good mother,
"

here the
"

therapist is explicit tather than indirect, as Wendy was,
in expressing it.
Expansion: Th.: <IV. Let me offer one explanation for
why you have trouble being effective with Nicholas.
Maybe one thing that happens with you is that--since
{Good mo-W} you are a good mother, and that comes
across very clearly, and nobody would be justified in
questioning that, so that isn't the problem ••• >
" Interaction statement: The therapist begins to offer
an explanation for wendy's lack of effectiveness, but
breaks off and {Define-th} defines her actions as
those of a good mother. She
offers
reassurance that {Good mo-W} Wendy is a good mother,
thereby responding to her most immediately expressed
concern.
Having offered reassurance, the therapist returns to
her explanation.

After a short pause, she continues:

••• b't maybe what's getting
in the way of y' coming .. t 'good solutions and
sticking with them, so they work .. is that in
betwee:n •• you have this doubt
CIt.: •• 1 do sol/somehow
Th.: am I doing enough
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paralinguistic cues: use of "maybe" for mitigation;
short pauses following words "coming," "work," and
"solutions"; frequent 'stress on key words,
"solutions," "sticking," "work," and "doubt",
elongates word "between" for emphasis.
Expansion: Th.: <IV. ...Now I'm continuing with my explanation of why you aren't more effective with
Nicholas. What's getting in the way of your coming to
good solutions and sticking with them so they work is
that in between the time you decide on a solution, and
the time it's necessary to stick with that solution,
you have this doubt about whether you're doing enough
for Nicholas.>
Interaction statement: {Teach-th} the therapist
assumes her role as a teacher, and continues to offer
an explanation, in terms of the technique, for why
Wendy is not more effective with Nicholas. She
thereby directs Wendy's attention to the technique as
the means of solving her problems.
The word doubt at the end of the therapist's utterance
provokes strong agreement, and, before the therapist is finished, Wendy comes in with "I do somehow." She goes on to
talk more about her role as a mother, and her feelings
about Nicholas's situation, his father's absence.

She

says:
Clt.: I do •• plus, another thing I, think too
like •• I even toll my mother like I-, I don'
wanna be, too ha:rd on him
Th.: o (mmhm)
Clt.: because, like his fa:ther's not around/Ian
Th.: o (mmhm)
Clt.: that's a big •• ain 'is life •••
paralinguistic cues: Short pauses following "I do,"
"like," and "big"; emphasis on words "hard," "father,"
and "void."
This statement contains three key proposition which
are linked together. The first is {Void}, Nicholas's
father's absence creates a void in his life.

This renders

him vulnerable, and, therefore, the second is {Careful},
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in order to be a good mother, Wendy has to be careful not
to be too hard on him.

However, because she often does

not live up to the way she strongly feels she should act
toward Nicholas, the third proposition is {Doubts}, Wendy
has doubts about her performance as a mother.
Expansion: CIt.: <EV. (C.) {Doubts} I do have doubts
(about my performance as a mother), and I .also think
that (another reason I feel guilty is)--and I even
told this to my mother--that {Careful}I don't want to
be too hard on Nicholas because {Void} his father
isn't around and that leaves a big void in his life.>
Interaction statement: Wendy expresses concern that
she should not be too hard on Nicholas because his
father's absence has created a void in his life. She
thereby acknowledges her doubts· over her performance
as a mother, since she has already described being too
hard on him. She also demonstrates her concern for
feelings, thereby demonstrating that {Good
mo.-W} she· is actually a good mother.
in what she just articulated, Wendy linked the her
doubts about her performance as a mother, her guilt over
yelling at Nicholas, and his father's absence.

What she

has said contains a major part of her dilemma: she yells
at him too much, and because of that, she doubts herself
as a mother, because instead of yelling, she should be
extra-nice to him to make up for his father's absence,
which -leaves ·a terrible void in his life.

Next, she adds

that she feels that disciplining him would add to the
unfairness, and make it worse for him.
CIt. :

••• an I don' wanna
make it •••• any 1'l.Qll.e. fIr him, but-:- by••
restricting 'im too much or-nor um being too
hard on him somehow

Paralinguistic cues: long pause following "it";
emphasis on words, "worse,n and nrestricting."
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Here Wendy finishes articulating her view of her
responsibility toward Nicholas given his situation.

This

statement adds one more proposition, {Worse}, Wendy should
not restrict Nicholas, or be too hard on him since that
would make it worse for him.
Expansion: CIt.: <EV. (C.) and given that there is
already this void in Nicholas's life, {Worse} I don't
want to make it worse on him by restricting him too
much or by being too hard on him.
Interaction statement: Wendy states her concern over
making things worse for Nicholas, thereby showing that
she is concerned about his feelings and, therefore,
{Good-mo} a good mother.
The therapist doesn't

address what Wendy

has said, but goes back to the questionnaire, and, in a
move which allows Wendy to continue downing herself, asks
what she had not liked about the way she handled things
that morning.

Wendy's answer

what she had said

in earlier sessions about reasoning with Nicholas.
CIt.: that I jusst got up an- an left
Th.: o(o.k.)
CIt.: without tryin' t' •• let lim see reason an mee
feeling a little better about it
Th.: o.k. without u:m •• reasoning
CIt.: •• makin lim understand, that
o(o.k.)
The therapist challenges this approach, but by doing
so, supports Wendy's actions that morning.

She says:

Th.: o(o.k.), does that usually work, sitting·there
nd reasoning with him and making o(him
understand)
Wendy's answer graphically presents her dilemma.
CIt.: well I tried it a, few times, an •• I get the
impression that he's- he he doesn' wanna er see
reason y'know he wants it his way'
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The therapist then presse.s the point.
Th .o(yeah) •• then I wonder why you would, feel bad
. •• that y' ha(ln't done it if y' saying that it
doesn't work
In her answer,' Wendy blames herself.

she looks for a

deficiency in the way she is 'applying her chosen approach,
but can't find it.
Cl.t.: beca- I always- I always
that, it's
just something I cannot figure it that maybe
f i not ·doing •• ss- iss- •• iss a way that I'm
•• u:m •• handling·things or ••••.
The therapist's ·answer re.turns to .the technique,
thus beginning a
segment' I
been quite

on herself in her past

, .:. few s'tatements, and in response, the therapist now does
two thil)gs'. "'She b'egin's a "iong speech; 'essentially a
monologue lasting 8 minutes, relating the technique to
Wendy's

and she puts herself strongly on Wendy's

side as ·she teviews first that morning's incident, and
then of the previous
She

both support and a way out, but

at the same time, she breaks the flow of the dialogue and
takes over the sess'ion. at a point at w.hich Wendy
is begin.
.

. ning to recogniz'e 'some

feelings.

At a point such

as this, a more insight o'riE!Dted therapist tiould alfow her
.

tri

,

experienqe and explore
.

How.

ever, since the nature of thisapproacb is both its limit
to six sessions and its focus on the technique, the thera-
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pist, in effect gives the message, "this is a time for
thinking, not for feeling."

Yet, in discussing the two

incidents, she discusses Wendy's feelings, and does so in
language which is itself emotional."

In so doing, she

temporarily takes over from Wendy the tasks of reporting
and exploring feelings so that she can use Wendy's
feelings, as she interprets them, to illustrate the technique.
She begins by reviewing the morning's events as
Wendy has related them.

She says, " •• you got your anger

signal •• you pointed out to me on the- on the lil'chart how
you began to ri:se."

She reminds Wendy that, according to

the technique, the emotion means that there's a problem,
and the signal says stop, that either she can act out
immediately or- take time and start to think.
She continues, saying that the next step is to
define the problem, to ask herself what about what Nicholas is doing is upsetting her.

She reminds Wendy of last

week's incident with her sister, and that, as Wendy had
defined the problem, what upset her was the fact that his
behavior caused her sister to chastise him unfairly, to
humiliate him, and, perhaps, to humiliate her also, since
she was present.
In a low voice, Wendy says yes, and the therapist
continues.

She says that it sounds as though it brought

up feelings in Wendy, that she said she got angry with her
sister.

Today she did some more work on that and was able
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to clarify that "I became angry withcause she was doing that in front of

m.e.

aister beari- I'm the

mother, an it's unfair t'h1m an-.. nd it really isn·'t
always him an her child's an

and mine's a devil an

all that negative labeling .is not doing. him any good."
Again Wendy agrees·, and the· therapist goes on.

She

says t·hat according to the definition of. -the problem they
had arrived at, as Wendy, herself said, maybe she should
have d·ealtwith her sister instead· Qf taking it out on
Nicholas.
.about

She

saying that they had spoken

p0l;Ss;i.bility, but Wendy felt it wouldn't do any

. good,· to .·which she· agreed •.
. _ The

asks her to think· about the morning's
.

.

situation, going thrQugh. t·be steps she had outlined.
continues,

n•• y'had that situation •• lt caused you t'beco.me·

increa:singly
.. upset t'angry.. o.k. the ·signal comes. out
.
I'm AIUlU, stop n think o.k ••• what is this a

of?".

She says, can you do that now even if you we.ren't able to
do it this morning, and she repeats the steps: nthink back
on that situation say to y'rself, what is it •• about what
Nicholas is doing here that is causing

t'get upset,

what'r a:ll the fee:lings that- that's bringing out in
me?"
Wendy

in.a low voice, and· She repeats what

she has said a number of.· times
listening.

Nicholas not

She says.that she can understand his wanting

to play, but if he's not allowed to do it, he should stop.
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Even in a simple situation like that it's very hard for
him to listen.
The therapist's response brings the problem back to
Wendy, she says:
Th.: •• it sounds as though what you're saying is
•• (3.5) •• 1 don't have control over my child
Wendy's answer is, "ye:s 1- 1-, I get that feeling
sometimes. n
The therapist goes on, defining the problem as it
plays itself out in the situations Wendy has described.
She says:
Th. : and the:n from what you describe in those two
situations with your sister an with the
this morning an the woman crOSSing
the street three weeks ago, that what happens
is when
don't have control over your child
somebody else has t' step in, or
step in
rightly or wro:ngly
CIt. : o (yeah)
Th. : and th't then on top of you're feeling a lack
of control over Nicholas, you're also getting
another feeling about other people moving in
•• «baby vocalizing here» •• any feelings about
that
•• °(1- yeah I do)
Before allowing Wendy to answer, the therapist
brings her back to the situation, but does it in a challenging way, which emphasizes her responsibility for what
happens.

She says:
Th.: how d'y'feel about that th'fact that you're
standing there- I mean these things are
not happening when you're around the corner

This is a strong statement, and Wendy's answer is equally a strong indictment of herself.

Here, she repeats what
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she had said earlier (see segment H, above):
CIt.': «Baby vocalizing here» I feel- I feel hurt
that, I'm not performing, enough as a mother
•• «babY-» •• but, at the same time I •• 't's like
•••• 1 can't think of, um, «baby vocalizing
here» another, t'solve that
Paralinguistic cues: stumbles on beginning of
utterance, repeats nI feel n; emphasis on 'word
nperformingn, short pause followed by nit's like,n
followed by long pause before statement, nI can't
think ••• ;n uses therapist's word, nsolve. n
In this statement, Wendy invokes two propositions, one
from the last week's session, and a new one.

The new propo-

sition is {Not enough}, I'm not performing enough as a
mother.' This is a variation on {Doubts}, introduced earlier
in this session, but'it is a much stronger statement of the
The proposition from the first session is
{Try-W}, Wendy tries- to

the right 'thing with

Expansion: CIt.: <IV. I acknowledge that {Not
enough} I'm not performing enough as a mother, and I
feel hurt about it, but at the same time, {Try} I've
tried as best I can, and I can't think of another way
to solve the problems I'm continually having with
Nicholas.>
In making the admission she makes here, Wendy risks a
substantial loss in self esteem unless the therapist comes to
her defense.

However, since, the therapist has offered sup-

port in the past, Wendy has every reason to expect her to
give it now.
contradictirtg

She can do this

one of several ways, by

and saying that she is performing enough,

by giving her credit for trying, and telling her that the job
is too hard for anyone, or by offering some other form of
support or sympathy.

Therefore, Interactionally, this

statement contains a bid for support.
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There is another dimension to the interaction as well.
Along with asking for support, in saying that she can't think
of another way to solve her problems with Nicholas, Wendy
also challenges the therapist to come up with a better way of
doing things than she has.

If she can't, Wendy's position is

justified, since even the expert she goes to see for
advice can't think of any way to handle Nicholas, therefore, she is doing as good a job as anyone could, and the
problem really does lie with Nicholas.
Interaction
therapist.
with better
justify her

statement: Wendy asks for support from the
She also challenges the therapist to come up
solution than she has, thereby attempting to
position vis-a-vis Nicholas
.

In her response, the therapist sidesteps both the bid
for support and the challenge.

She returns to the technique

as the answer to the problem; her voice is encouraging, even
cheerful as she says:
Th.: o.k. well we'll- we'll
t'that.allR y'see
what I'm saying it's- there's a- there's a
procedure and you're trying aQ hard t' get
t'that answer •• maybe y'need t'slow down a
little bit an just take-this a little bi:te
. at a time •••
She then returns to the need to define the problem,
and summarizes what she feels Wendy has said so far:

when

Nicholas doesn't listen to her, she gets a feeling that
she has lost control over her child and that other people
have to take over and intervene for her; and that some
times she even wants other people to come along and do
something, and waits for that to happen; but when that
happens, that makes her feel even less in control; and
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sometimes, as with her sister, when other people take over
they're unfair to Nicholas, which makes her angry.
Wendy agrees, and the therapist goes on.
of words is

emotional, and she

Her choice
to approxi-

mate Wendy's feelings and describe the situation from her
says here has been
said before, either by the herself or by Wendy, she stresses a series of poi.nts Which are important for her next
statement.

She says, speaking as though she were Wendy,

that a) Sometimes when other people take over, they make
me feel like less.of a mCJther.

b) When they do, I'm

humiliated and downgraded, and made to feel like less than
what I know I

a good mother.

situation that's getting to me.

c) It isn't so .ueh the
When Nicholas does things

like twirl around, my

register at a fairly low

point on the upsetness scale.·

d) The situation, itself,

. doesn't get me particularly upset because I understand
Nicholas's desire to play, and I sympathize with him in
some ways.

e) But when he continues, and doesn't listen

to me, I get upset.
.

f) I get upset because I'm starting
.

to feel out of control.

g) If somebody else jumps in and

takes over my mothering role, I begin to get more upset
because it touches another nerve in me.
The therapist's next statement, is as follows:
Th.: so.D2l! we're moving away' from liJJmolas's
being th'problem, what 'e's doing •• an we're'
mgxing into a
of th'problem a:s
•• I'm-, I'm being hurtusomething untAJ.l: is
happening to me, I'm out of contro:l, I look
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bad t'others •• I'm not-, 11m not able
th'way I know I
••

••

Paralinguistic cues: emphasis on words,"now,n nNicholas,n
"moving,n "definition,n "something," "unfair," "act," and
"can"; short pause following as; pauses momentarily
following each phrase.
Expansion: Th.: <IV. So now that we've described the
problem, welre moving away from defining Nicholas as the
problem and welre redefining the problem as, that I'm
being hurt, because something unfair is happening to me,
and in reaction to that unfairness, 11m out of control,
and I look bad to others, and 11m not able to act in the
way I know I can.)
This is the therapist's definition of the problem:
something unfair happens, Wendy feels hurt and looses emotional .control.

However, in this statement of the prob-

lem, one of many in the session, there is still a quality
of aproximateness.
fined.

Unfairness, for example, remains unde-

She may mean Wendy's sister's unfairness to Nicho-

las, or she may mean Nicholas's treatment of his mother.
Here, also, she says something slightly different than she
said in segment F, immediately above.

Here, she says,

that in reaction to the unfairness of others, Wendy is out
of control, while before she said, Wendy gets upset because she's starting to feel out of control.
Interaction statement: the therapist {Define-th}
shifts the definition of the problem away from
Nicholas, emphasizing Wendy's role in her difficulties
with him, thereby challenging Wendy's definition of
the situation, and {Locus-W} making Wendy the focus of
the problem, {-LocuS-N} rather than Nicholas.
The therapist pauses briefly, then continues, urging
Wendy to look at her situation in the new way.

She says:

... y'know 11m wondering if y'look at
in that l'lU instead of look ing at it as
Nicholas's be: ing, .b2.llsterous or thi:s
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CIt.: O(yes)
Th.: or whateverr or, feeling bad because 'is
father is awayy or, y'don't look at that way
now I wonder if y'could look at it •• from the
standpoint of what, his behavior isa- is
bringing up in
.. c'n y'think about that
fir a while·
Paralinguistic cues: frequent stress on words,
elongating syllables, and short pauses for emphasis.
Expansion: Th.: <IV. I want you to look at the problem
with Nicholas in the way I just described, instead of
looking at it as a problem of his being boisterous->
CIt.: yes, Nicholas is boisterous •..
Th.: <IV. -or whatever way you would describe his behavior, or feeling bad because his father is away.
Don't look at that way now I want you to look at ·the
problem of Nicholas's behavior from the standpoint of
what it is bringing up in you •. I want you to think
about that for a while.>
. Interaction statement:. the therapist {Teach-th}
instructs Wendy in how to look at the problem with·
Nicholas, thereby again challenging her way of looking
at the problem, and {Define-th} substituting her own
view that the real problem is {Locus-W} Wendy's
reaction, {-LocUS-N} rather than Nicholas's actions.
Wendy's statement of agreement is strong onel although, from what follows, it isn't clear what she is
actually agreeing to.

.She says, aft'er a long pause and

speaking in a low voice, n you- you said it exactly.n

The

therapist attempts to get Wendy to state it in her own
words and make the learning her own.
don't you say it.n

She says, n•• why

Then she pauses briefly and repeats,

nwhy don't you say i t.n
Wendy's answer Is poignant.

There is a long pause

of several seconds, then she says, n can't seem t'say it
somehow. n She pauses again f.or several seconds and con,

tinues, nbut it's .Inside I c'- th'feeling and everything I
wanna say is tbere .. but I can't get it out. n
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The baby has been quite vocal through the last few
minutes, at first simply making sounds, but then beginning
to cry.

The therapist suggests that they see to his needs

before continuing.
is feeding Michael.

It is evident from the tape that Wendy
The therapist joins in, talking to

him, and Wendy laughs.
The therapist continues, introducing what will be a
summary what she said a few minutes before.

She says:

Th.: yea:h ••
••m why we were s- what- what I'm
trying t'get across an I think you've grasped
the idea
C1t.: yeah
She goes on repeating and stressing what she has said
before:
Th.: is that it's DQt just what a child is doing
or what someone else is doing to us not in
itse1f •• that is causing us t'really get
up.wlt, •• cause y'said even as y'watched these
things doesn't get you a:l1 that- •• but that
CIt.: o(no)
Th.: something else b'comes the problem an' what
happens is .. it's the mea:n ing of that
situation fir you •• 's'ot th'situation itself
but that situation see:ms to meajn ...
paralinguistic cues: emphasis on words, "not,"
"upset," "meaning," and "mean"; elongates word "all;"
leaves out words.
This statement contains an explicit statement of the
proposition which the therapist has been advancing throughout this segment. This proposition is {Meaning}, the real
cause of our getting upset is the meaning of a situation
for us, not the situation, itself.
Expansion: Th.: <IV. I think, because you yourself
said that these things don't get you all that upset,
that you've grasped the idea that it's not what a
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child, or somebody else is doing that is the real
cause of our getting upset.>
CIt.: no
Th.: <IV. The real cause is something else, {Meaning}
the meaning of the situation for you, not the
situation itself.>
Interaction statement: {Teach-th} the therapist
rephrases and repeats her point, trying to
ensure that 'Wendy understands it, and thereby urging
to accept it •.
Then, following a brief pause, she repeats what she
had, said before about Wendy's perception about the meaning
of Nicholas 'sbe'havior:
••• Wendy doesn't know how to handle it •• Wendy
has lost control,of her own
year old
. son.'.Wendy needs' other people t 'move in, t 'con',tiol ber child ••••,that·s
hurts •••
After emphasizing the negative so repeatedly, she
pauses for several seconds, and switches directions, balancing
off what she has already said by emphasizing her
belief that Wendy is a good mother.' She states this very
strongly, as something Wendy knows because it is an unchallengeable
fact, thereby trying to counter the doubts
Wendy

just expressed about herself

a mother. She

continues:
Th.: ••• an
•• when y·JUUUl •• that you
are a good mother when that's very clear •• I
c'n
if that's th'way Wendy- if that's
th'way you're interpreting, what Nicholass,
is bringing t'you by his behavior, I c'n
understand-•• I c'n understand why there might
be a lot of tension between you nd him..
because, your mother role obviously means a
great deal t 'you •••
She pauses briefly, and then, to prove her point,
she turns to Wendy's interaction with the baby, Michael.
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She says:
••• it's very clear •• I mean y' •• just th'way
y'interact with- with u:m th'li- with//MiCIt.: Michael
Th.: Michael o.k. j- it's so clear he's so
happy .. he's so happy y'know an babies don't
fake it •• you look at how a mother- you look at
how she's interacting with him it's very clear
•• you care a grea:t deal about your
kids ••
She goes on, comparing Wendy to a hypothetical
mother who isn't bothered by people saying that
others have to interfere with her child.

She continues,

n.. I would say doesn' it bother this mother that people
think she's out of control .. it
bother you. n She
continues; saying that once we can define· it as a problem
that she is bothered by people saying this, then the focus
comes off Nicholas, nan that- maybe that should come as
good news because •• you really •• we really have more control
over ourselves than we have over other people. n Again she
reviews the points she had made defining the problem
before.

It is a

problem of Wendy feeling inadequate, out

of control, feeling that people don't know what a good
mother she is, "that

we can give Nicholas a little

break.
Wendy tries to speak, but after a long pause, can't
get her words out.

Her difficulty speaking prompts an-

other shift in direction.

The therapist now turns her

attention to her evident distress at that moment.
this new direction also begins a new segment.

And
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segment·
The pregeding

J

dealt very heavily with neg-

ative.beliefs which Wendy held about herself as a mother
for which, on her own, she had no adequate answer.
.

Thus

.

far, she had only been abl·e to mana·ge statements to the
. e·ffect that she has tr·ie·d with Nicholas,· but ··it. isn't:
enough, and she can't .see what it is she might do differently.

Although the ·therapist took a supportive stance

as she ·restated these beliefs, as she· interpreted them,
and tr·ied
to balanc.e.the·nega.tive
to which she was giving
.
.
.
.

.

voice with :some answers,
beliefs

Wendy's expressing her negative·
.
...:
.

'

herself, and then hearing them back from the

therapist,. may well have beeri too much for her •. By· the
.

.

of the last se.gm.ent, Elhe was very down
very

bedame

herself, and

to speak, and iri this seg-

ment she began to cry.
The

begins with another long .speech by the

therapist, this time one specifically of encouragement.
Now, the therapist

her insistence, begun·in the

last segment, that Wendy is a good mother, but this time
to help her. overcome the feelings which. her preceding
.

.

discussion had raised.

In

this segment,
Wendy. goes
from
.
.

feeling
down·· on herself· to, .. responding
..
.
.

"-

.',

the therapist's

the theme of the
sess·ion, as well as .what the.therapis.t has been.sayinsin
this

unfairness to

strongly taking

Nicholas's side, and bei.ng down on those who are criti-
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cizing him.

The support she receives, or has received

from the therapist in the past, helps her mobilize her
defensive energies and express her anger toward those who
have been critical of Nicholas.
The segment begins
Wendy's feelings.

ihe.

begins to addresses

She speaks in a soft voice, and says:

Th.: .... y·know even as- even as I'm say: ing these
things Ic'n- it's obviously- it's hard fO'r
you t'hear them .... I hope you don't think
th't I'm saying they're
because I don't
at A.l.l I don't feel that way at
••
sometimes it's th'more sensitive parents
th't get into a lo:t of trouble •• b·cause
they really want everyone t 'know what- what
a good mother they really .A.J.:§., how much
you're dealing with now is incredible, your
own, an how Aensitive you still c'n be, I
mean y'know let's face it y'didn't really
get a, great deal .. y· r going through a very
very rough rough time .... a·n y'r trying t'
be, super mother, throughout th' whole
thing •••• an maybe you are feel ing a little
d'fensive y'said y'self Nicholas is feeling
d'fensive
Wendy's

crying when she answers.

CIt.: 0(1 think so sometimes) ((cries»
The therapist says:
Th.: If he iss aren't you also
Wendy is still crying as she talks about her feelings
and her hopes for Nicholas, and as she frequently pauses in
what she is saying, the therapist, in a voice barely.
audible on the tape, encourages her to continue:
CIt.: •• 1 do •••• like 1 •• 1 think I try t' f'get
about .. my feel ings
Th. : o (mmhm)
CIt. : so that I could, everything out •• into,
Yicholass, or to help him
Th. : (yeah)
.
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CIt.: or to, um •••• make him the way he should be
or '1 want 'im to be
PAralinguistic cues: very hesitant, several pauses; cries
while speaking.
This statement of Wendy"s implies a new
'but one which is related to several propositions already
introduced.

The I'\ew propos.ition.

Nicholas n.eeds

...

more from Wendy because his father is absent.

The propos-

itions to which it is related are: {Even up}, Wendy has a
responsibility to bolster Nicholas's self esteem, and Live
with}, Nicholas has a lot to live with, both introduced by
the therapist

.

second

.

'

and {Void}, Nicho-

'las's father's absence created a void in his life, intro'duced by wend:y earlier
saying that

this session.

Wendy 'is also

needs come before her feelings,

which introduces the proposition

a more gen-

eral form of the proposition introduced in the last session.

In this form the proposition is: Nicholas's ·needs

come
Expansion: CIt.: <IV. I do feel defensive, but the way
1 handle it is to try to forget about my feelings
{Priority} 1 so that 1 can put all my energies into
Nicholas in order to help him (since {More} he needs
more help-because his father isn't with ·.him) or make
him the way he should be, or I want hiJll to be.>
Interaction statement: Wendy··claims that {Good mo-W}
she is a good mother becau$e
she ignores
her needs and concentrates on Nicholas. She thereby
answers
raised
others that she
is not a good mother because of the way Nicholas
behaves. She also'. asks for the therapist's' support'
of the good job she is. doing •.
. The therapist's answer both reassures and redirects,
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and Wendy, in a low voice, tentatively expresses agreement:

Th.: and he will be, and he will be •• but maybe
you were barking up the wrong tree
C1t.: •• 0(I-, probably)
The therapist continues, returning to what she had

been urging a few moments before, but with a new note of
encouragement:
Th. : g'know, maybe if y'focus more on y'ull
C1t.: (mm)
Th. : •• on what you need an what you're feeling ••
Nicholas, will sense that, as young children
do, will sense that, mom's in charge •• I'm
safe, she knows what she's doing
Wendy's response expresses agreement, but is ambiguous.

She is still crying, and has difficulty getting

her words out:
CIt.: ((sniffs»

I've always •• I thought of it too

The therapist urges her to expand on what is apparently agreement:
Th.: what did y'think of Wendy w- wha'd'y'think
However, Wendy returns to the theme of blaming herself, but is still ambiguous. The therapist's Ryes R asks
her again to say more.

In her brief answer Wendy goes

beyond saying that she has doubts about her performance as
a mother, or is not performing

to the most neg-

ative assessment she has made so far of her performance as
a parent. she suggests that the way she is raising Nicholas is a bad influence on him:
CIt.: that •• it's-, it'ss something I'm doing, or
something I'm not doing
Th.: •• yes
C1t.: •• that's all, maybe changin' him
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Paralinguistic cues: cries as she speaks.
This statement introduces the proposition {Bad
influence}, what Wendy is doing, or not doing as a parent is
changing Nicholas for the worse.
Expansion: CIt.: <IV. I feel {Bad influence-WI that
there's something that I'm doing, or something I'm not
doing, but which I can't see, that is changing
Nicholas from the good boy he might otherwise have
been to {Difficult-N} the kind of very difficult child
. he is now.>
Interaction statement: Wendy states that she believes
that she is exerting a bad influence on Nicholas,
thereby asking for support from the therapist.
The therapist's answer provides the support which
Wendy is most likely seeking.

She·speaks slowly and

carefully with frequent pauses to·give full effect to her
words.

She challenges Wendy's last assertion:
Th.: •• well whenever we live closely with anybody
•• whatever they do •• has an effect on us •• (7) ••.
but it sounds t'me as though you're taking
that as a big big guilt trip I'm doing
something AQ terrible that this boy is acting
like this
In her answer, Wendy does not respo.nd to what the

therapist has .said about her view of herself as a mother.
While, particularly in this session, she has shown 8.
capacity for introspect.ion, now, under the weight of the
emotion she is feeling, she is not able to examine her own
beliefs.

Instead, what Wendy next says appears to be a

response only to the last few words of the therapist's
utterance, nthat this boy is acting like this."

She

returns to last week's discussion about her sister's
treatment of Nicholas.

What she says here is very close
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to what was said last week, only now, she is able to use
the therapist's words to complete her own thoughts.

Com-

pare the following, from a segment of the second session
prior to the one I examined in the last chapter:
CIt.: they know his father's not home an they know
he's, been gettin a little uncontrollable,
he's like..
.
Th.: a scapegoat, y'know what a scapegoat is
CIt.: yeah, mm, b'cause I told him my brother he's-,
he's stopped his kids from playin' I know
she's-, I- I get th' feeling now that she
doesn't wan' 'im- what llJ..m t'be around, or, she
doesn't want ••
Th.: he's getting a label
CIt.: yeah •• an, it hurts, b'cause •• he's uncontrollable
but he's not-, a bad bad// b(
) boy
Th.: what is he doing
Th.: what has he done that's so' terrible, I- I keep
wanting t' hear a terrible//thing
CIt.: nothing, nothing, nQ
In that discussion, Wendy expressed the sentiment
that her brother and sister's treatment of Nicholas is
extreme and unfair. The therapist supp.lied the words,
such a "label n and nscapegoat," to express those sentiments, and supported Wendy's defending Nicholas.

Here,

Wendy has the concept, although she uses the much stronger
word, "branded," which would be available to her from the
popular media, rather than the therapist's more technical
words.

She also has the assurance of the therapist's

support, and can express these sentiments, although they
don't seem to follow from what has gone immediately before.

However, in the context of this discussion, Wendy

is using her indictment of her sister and others who have
been critical, to say that, nsince they're exaggerating
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. about how bad Nicholas is, maybe he isn't so bad, and if
he's not so bad, then I'm not so bad, either.ft
This is the turning point of the session.
Wendy complained about
not measuring up.

Before,

or blamed herself for his

From this point on, she defends him, and

her· self esteem as well.

In complaining about those who have

been portraying Nicholas to her more or less as she has been
portraying him heretofore in this session, she essentially
rejects her earlier view of him and it's .implications about
her performance as a mother.

In doing this she is also doing

in the session what the therapist was pushing her to do in
real life during last week's session, take Nicholas's side
and defend him.

While she may not be ready to do this out-

side, the consistency with which she takes Nicholas's side
suggests that she has taken the therapist's urging quite
seriously.

She says:

CIt.: •• (S) •• (close to it(
) y'know th'way
•• now that he's moreorless branded as being
•• (3) •• 0 (oh um) •• so .b§.g
Th.: mmhm
CIt.: that, I don't think •• n'aynone even, ever
see, any of th'good that he does •• y'know it's
alwa'Ys they alway's, jist see whatever, bad
thing he do ••/ / «(beg ins to cry» an they never
Th.: (
.).
.
CIt.: see anything good that he does
Paralinguistic cues: much hesitation, five second
pause before speakipg; emphasis and sarcastic
intonation
ftso bad;ft cries; repeats ftthat they
never see anything good •••• ft
Expansion: CIt.: (Iv. I've described
to you how Nicholas has been more or less branded by
my sister and my brother and others as being a bad
boy, and. because of that I don't think anyone ever
sees the good that he does, they only see the bad
things.>
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The interaction statement gives the proposition
{Branded-N} the reason Nicholas is seen as bad is that
certain people have branded him as bad.
Interaction statement: Wendy answers the
rhetorical question about what bad things Nicholas has
done, and asserts that the reason he is regarded as
bad is that {Branded-N} certain people have branded
him as bad, and therefore only see bad things he does,
never good. She thereby negates {-Difficult-N} etc.
her earlier propositions regarding Nicholas, and
agrees with the therapist that Nicholas is not bad,
and claims that the the people calling him bad are
wrong and unfair. She thereby strongly takes his
·side, and at the same the
side, since she
is also saying that· Nicholas is not bad.
In her answer, the therapist moves with Wendy, from
defending her as a parent, to encouraging her defense of
Nicholas:
Th.: but you do
CIt.: o(yeah )
Her "o.k." reclaims the floor, and she then endorses
what Wendy is expressing about Nicholas.

She then goes on

to endorse the implicit conclusion about Wendy·as a parent, as well.

She attributes Nicholas's good qualities to

Wendy's gooo· job of raising him.

She says:

Th.: °Co.k.) so than what you're say:ing is that
it's not a lost cause •• (3) ••
CIt.: °Cno)
Th.: oChers only seven years old an' there are
lots of good things that he does •• yeh) so
you've been doing y'r job « pretty s.o.2d
Paralinguistic cues: emphasis on words "saying" and
"seven."
Here the therapist invokes a proposition she had
introduced the previous week, but this time to praise Wendy.
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Expansion: Th.: <IV. I conclude from what you're
saying that you believe that Nicholas is not a lost
cause. I agree. Be's only seven and there are lots of
good things he does {-Bad boy}, so {Connection} you've
been doing a pretty good job of raising
Interaction statement: the therapist endorses wendy's
judgement that there lots of good things that Nicholas
does, thereby also endorsing her implicit assertion that
she is not a bad mother {--Good· mo-W}.
·There is a silence of ·twelve seconds before Wendy
speaks.

Although the therapist has been strongly support-

ive, Wendy is still quite upset.

The therapist then goes

on, evidently having concluded that she needs to address
Wendy's feelings more directly.

She says:

Th.: does it upset you, too much, t'think about it
in this way Wendy is that, too upsetting t'you
CIt.: o(no)
t'look at it can y'look at it that way
Wendy's answer, spoken in a low voice, and in few
words, indicates both that she is still upset, and that while
she.might now be wholly on Nicholas's side, she is still
unsure of her role in raising him.
CIt.: 0(1 want to)
The therapist continues, addressing Wendy's feelings,
and reassuring her.

She emphasizes her strengths and the

positives in her performance as a mother to the- pOint of
exaggerating them, partly to make a strong impression on
Wendy, and partly perhaps out of a desire to believe in them,
herself.

She says:
Th.: 'cause you're th'
•• you are a strong
woman, I know that you are going through a
lot, but obviously you're a weIll RYt t'gether
human being that's clear an it's clear that you
.ilU a good mother because a- an infant as

...
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young, as Michael, he comes in, looking
like he does •• you kno;w •• //that there's a
Paralinguistic cues: speaks slowly and clearly;
emphasizes major words.
The expansion introduces a new proposition from the
therapist.

It is {Strong-WI Wendy is a strong woman.

she

also explicitly says that Wendy is a good mother, therefore
invoking the earlier proposition.
Expansion: (Iv. I want you to look at the situation
involving your raising of Nicholas the way I've been
describing it. (I want you to recognize your strengths.)
You are {strong-WI a grownup and a strong woman. I know
that you are going through a lot, but you should
recognize that you are a well put together human being.
It's also clear that {Good mol you are a good mother, I
can see that because I can see that Michael is well cared
for.>
Interaction statement: the therapist {Define-th}
identifies Wendy as a strong woman and a good mother.
{Teach-th} She identifies these strengths in order to
help Wendy recognize them herself. She thereby challenges
doubts about her self and about her role as a
mother, and responds to her plea for support.
The therapist pauses momentarily, and Wendy comes in
before she finishes her thought.

Although she speaks in a

low voice, her response shows that she is not fully convinced:
CIt.: o(he's a good baby)
In answer, the therapist repeats her point.

She in-

sists that Wendy's care of Michael, proves that she is a good
mother:
Th.: well, he's a good baby responding to a good
mother is what it really is, that's what really
is, so you don't have t'advertise t'anybody,
how good a mother you are
Wendy is becoming calmer now and more able to speak.
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She responds affirmatively to the

last thought,

and, after a pause of several seconds, talks reflectively
about how she would like her children to be.

She says:

Clt.: I- I really don't
to, it's
Th.: y e a h .
Clt.: •••• 1 think I just, y'know, want my kids t'be
model kids I don't think I could live
with mgdel kids
.
Th.:· xeah whatever they·are
Clt.: (jist), a yeah
Th.: yeah I never met one
The thought about what she would like her children to
be leads to the recollection of how she first became aware of
the probl.em with

The emphasis, however, is no·t, as

it was earlier in the session,· that

causes trouble,

but that others are·complaining about Nicholas unfairly.

She

says:
Clt.: jus' um •• it started where, even before I saw
there was
change in Nicholas 'ike I knew that
'e was a little hard· headed •• but it s-, it
started whe:re I was gettin' these complaints,
from everybody, an that's what, started •••
Talking about the complaints she was getting, she again
comes to the verge of crying, and, again, she has trouble
getting her words out.
continues.

There is a short pause, and she

The· therapist's first barely audible "o.k." of-

fers support, while the second .does that, and reclaims the
floor, as well:
Clt.: ••• settin these •• y'kno.w •• I think that's what,
s·started ·th- th•• li-ke it started
at schoo;l an· camp
Th.: o(o.k.)
Clt.: my sister an my
.
Th.: 0 ( 0 • k • )
The therapist does not respond directly to Wendy's
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increasing emotion.

Instead, she picks up on her use of the

word, problem, and again tries to have her step back from the
feelings and define the problem.

This would be the first

step in applying the technique which, presumably, would allow
her to solve the problem.

She says:

Th.: d'fined as what, started what problem
Wendy, let's give it a na;m,e an let's put it in
Wendy does not really succeed in doing as the therapist
instructed.
0,"

The first part of her utterance might be the
adequate statement of the problem:

CIt.: •• where, they think he was u;m, gettin outa
hand he wasn', listenin' ••
However, following, a short pause, she goes back to the
feelings raised by the complaints about Nicholas, and by the
people who made those complaints.

She continues:

••• 1- like they- they tried t'put it, in words,
that I wouldn' be upJU.t. about •• but •••• like I
could tell somehow that •• o Coh I can hardly
explain/lit)
The therapist's encouragement which overlaps the last
of Wendy's utterance does not keep her on the task since she
is already talking about something different.

Now Wendy

tries to understand the meaning of the response to Nicholas's
behavior she was getting from others:
Th.: I think you're doing fine
CIt.: •••• that, just for my sake, maybe they were
being uh kind
Bere, the therapist does not redirect her to the task
of defining the problem, but works with her to help make
sense something that has obviously been bothering her. 1rhe
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exchange is as follows:
Th.:· for your sake why, ·why would they, be doing it
for your sake
CIt.: maybe because they didn't want um •• they didn't
wanna.get me Angry or Yeset, well not
•• o(r uh)
.
• • dly'think they wer.e protecting you
CIt;: go, I don't think so, I didn't get that feeling
Th.:· (o.k.)
.
CIt.: o(um .... not t'be kind) maybe .. mayb' to be kind
. inna llhQny· way, not" ·th·'·tru::e
Th.: o(whatdly'mean//Wendy)
CIt.: way
Her conclusion reveals her·. anger toward those who did
the complaining:
. CIt.: not that t·hey really, came t' me, o(t'-)
t'tell· me tha·twell Nicholas is doing this·, an
it's a .probl;em. th't well you know, in· that
.. they wanted
me, but, just t' complAin on .
him n t'let me, feel that, he'·s a bad- I have a
bad kid out there
Paralinguistic cUes: emphasis on· words "help," complain,"
and "kid".J corrects self from "he's a
.to aI have a
bad
kid."·
.
. .
.
.
Expansion: CIt.: <EV. (C.) they really didn't come to me
to tell me what Nicholas is doing because they wanted to
help me, but just to complain about him and let me feel
that he's a bad kid, that my kid is a bad kid.>
Interaction statement: Wendy asserts that those who were
complaining about Nicholas were motivated by a desire to
complain. She thereby invalidates the complaints{-Bad
boy-N}, and in so doing claims that {Good mo";'W} she is a
good mother, since the implication that she has raised
Nicholas· badly has no valic)j.ty.
.
Once again, the therapist attempts to have Wendy look
at the meaning Qf .havill.g "a bad kid" f()r her self-image, but,
wenf:1Y

what.

i.s

and her thinking

. remains on· the ·levelof the concrete ·situation:·
Th.: I have· a bad kid therefore
CIt.: •• a- uh take care of'im
The the·rapist starts to try again, but Wendy starts to
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speak, and she stops, but Wendy stops too:
Th.: what does that m'//o.k.
CIt.: getting
Then the therapist offers another explanation of what
she wants

to do:

Th.: •• what about that, is upsetting remember what
we're gonna do not is ss-, situation teacher an
people coming t'tell you about Nicholas's
behAxior, you're feeling something o(about
that) you're feeling
o:r whatever it is
you're feeling .... y·say t'yourself I'm upset,
what J.a II about .. this situation that is
causing//me
Wendy begins answering before the therapist stops.
Again, she does not manage to get what the therapist is
driving at.

Her answer leads her into a story in which she

takes Nicholas's side against the criticism 'he has been
receiving.

This story comprises the short final segment of

this session.
Segment

K

Wendy begins by saying that people were complaining to
her, but the things they were complaining about were things
any normal kid, especially a boy, would do.

She gives an

example which becomes the story proper.
They were in t;he park, and a lady came over to her and
told her that Nicholas was exposing himself: "1- so I said to
her .. exRQ.i.ing himself I sid what d'y·mean •• she sid well he
w's exposing himself .. y'know why don't y'find out from him."
She says that she called Nicholas over, but then interrupts herself to explain that, "sometimes we're in th' park
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. an y'know he has t'go pee an maybe there are some bushes
the.re I say o(Nic;holas) you know you c'n go behind th'bushes.
nobody'll see you. n Last week they were in the park, and the
bathroom was closed nan I had t'hold a towel around so he
could-. n
Then she returns to the story and

nso it

kinda sbocked me y'know I didn' understand what she meant. n
She asked Nicholas what

was doing.

She said to him,

ny'know sid you were exposing y'self what were y'doing. n ·
It turned out that he was with another boy and they
were playing, nan all they were doin9 they were RUing in
th'corner of th'building."
At this ·poin·t the therapist interrupts and asks· if she
.

.

.

is saying that people are unfairly picking on Nicholas •.
. Wendy's answer .is that they are "misjlldging him somehow. n
She goes on to say that she was told that even this woman's
daughter will go behind the bushes. She adds that she doesn't
see
hand.

wrong with that so long as it doesn't get out of
"Bu.t," she says, "I think she

wanted •• t'make a ••• n

y'know ••

Unfortu.nately, the tape ends at this

.. point, but the idea is· one she had already- expressed, that
this lady was complaining because. it was Nicholas, rather
than because Nicholas had really done something seriously
wrong.
This session began with a story in which Nicholas· was
the subject of complaints and in which Wendy agreed with
those complaints.

It ends with the last story. in which Wendy
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rejects a complaint which is made against Nicholas, and in so
doing, took the position that the criticism of his behavior
which she has been receiving is unfair criticism, and is,
therefore, n·ot valid.

This last story is a continuation,

and a culmination, of the discussion in the last segment, the
turning point of the session.

From that point on, growing

out of her frustration with what the dialogue between herself
and the therapist revealed, her own diminished self-esteem,
stemming from the conviction that she was somehow, although
she was not sure how, not performing enough as a mother,
Wendy began consistently taking Nicholas's side, rather than
criticizing him herself, or criticizing herself for his behavior.
Although Wendy's orientation to Nicholas and his behavior at the end of this session, might represent another
possible attitude to take within a general stance of helpless
frustration,. both with het inability to control his behavior, and
with the criticism which that behavior brings from others,
the three remaining therapy sessions and the posttest session
demonstrate that these changes represent something more significant, a change in outlook which persists, at least
through the

final meeting. .
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CHAPTER VIII
SESSION 4

In a discussion of temporality as a dimension in
conversation, Garfinkel (1967) calls attention to certain
by which" participants understand what has been
said.

He makes use of a sample conversation reported to

him by a student as part of an exercise, and observes
that:

:. '".

••• Matters that the two [participants] understood in
were understood only in and through a course of
" understanding work that consisted of treating an
"actual linguistic event as nthe document of,n as
npointing to,n"as standing on behalf of an underlying
pattern of matters that each already supposed to be
the matters that the person, by his speaking, could be
telling the other about. The underlying pattern was
not only derived from a course of individual documentary evidences in their turn interpreted on the basis
of nwhat was known n and anticipatorily knowable about
underlying patterns. Each was used to""elaborate
the other •••• In attending to the utterances as events
in-the-conversation each party made references to the
biography and prospects of the present interaction
which each used and attr ibuted to the other as a
common scheme of interpretation and expression. (p.
40-41)
Although Garfinkel describes a single
his point equally applies to the series closely of linked
which constitute

psychotherapy.

Each

session of this therapy has so far built on the last, and
with each session the process by which the participants
accumulate and draw on a history of" themes and expectations of each other, which become part of the ongoing
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discussion, and therefore, material to be drawn on later,
becomes more apparent.
In this chapter, I will attempt to show that, by
session four, these processes are well advanced, and references to, and utterances which have their roots in
material from previous sessions, as well as from earlier
in the same session, have become a major feature of the
discourse.

Since my concern is therapeutic change, I will

attempt to show that through the dialogue between the
client and the therapist, an active reshaping of the
client's ideas, viewpoints, etc., is in progress.

In the

two previous chapters I have pointed to specific portions
of the dialogue where this process of reshaping was most
in evidence.

In this chapter, too,

I

will examine such a

segment.
The session divides into nine segments, A - I, although the points of demarcation between these are not as
clear-cut as with previous sessions.

I will look in depth

at· segment H, which lasts ten minutes, and which occurs
approximately one half hour into the forty five minute
tape.

This segment concerns Wendy's attitude toward her

responsibilities to Nicholas, and builds on the discussion
of the last session..

It involves a story she tells early

in the session, in segment B.

I will first summarize the

part of segment B in which this story and one which contrasts with it occur, before going on to look in depth at
segment H.
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Segments A and B
Segment A is brief, slightly less than one minute,
and is devoted to a discussion of when and how Wendy will
be paid for her partic!p.ation in the research.

Segment B

begins with the therapist asking for an incident in which
Wendy and Nicholas did not get along.
Wendy begins by making her usual complaint about
Nicholas.

She opens by·. saying, "it's moreorless he's-

y'know his general behavior.n

Be still doesn't listen.

Then, rather than presenting a specific incident, she
makes a general Btatement about how Nicholas 'acts with her
mother, who as 'with other times Wendy has introduced her,
is brought in to indirectly endorse Wendy's view of
things.

As .she had related in the first session (see

chapter IV),

her mother had been trying tQ get him to

behave by offering him rewards.

Finally when Nicholas

wouldn't change, her mother became frustrated and come to
realize what Wendy already knows: "she was trying t'help
me out with him by being y'know- by givin into him, an she
had started to. s- y'know slap him up.n

Wendy explains

'.. that, "she .find t·hat,·· y'know- like he'll be nice t'her like
she'll promise him, money, or she'll promise t'buy him
something,n but he would njust be nice for that period and
then he's-, after he gets y'know, he gets completely-, he
changes. n
The therapist recasts Wendy's report in terms of the
technique, and says, "so that's a solution that does not
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work.· Then, since Wendy has not yet given her an incident, she asks for one.
With previous incidents that Wendy reported, the
point of the story was, as with what she had just described between Nicholas and her mother, to
difficult a child Nicholas is.
is different.

how

Bere, however, her point

As she did at the end of the last session,

she takes Nicholas's side, and attempts to show that he is
being treated unfairly.

The incident

Wendy relates occurred, like the one she described last
week, at Nicholas's day camp.

After she left the last

week's session, when she went downstairs to pick him up,
his counselor came over to her and told her that he had
hit another "kid with a string.

He told Wendy that she

should, ntry t', talk t'Nicholas so, to- to, tell'im to,
keep 'is hands, off other kids. n She explains that nr got
the impression that he was like, hittin' other kids,
y'know it was a, thing going on every day.n
When she got home, she told Nicholas that she was
going to speak to the assistant head of the program,
Jason, and, before making the call, asked him for his side
of the story.

According to what Nicholas saiq,

he had been playing with the" string, actually a long
shoelace, nn he said he y'know-, he didn' hit th'kid, he
was s-, s-, y'know s- twirlin' it around and ••• it hit
th 'k id •• and •• they got' im f' r that. n
The therapist r"esponds to Wendy's choice of words,
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saying:

"what d'y'mean 'they got 'im.'n

However, rather

than focusing on the meaning for Wendy behind this locution, she merely asks for more facts about what occurred,
and says, nwhat'd they do to 'im when-. n
Wendy answers before the therapist finishes, and
on with the story.
out of class.

She says .that they took

First his counselor spoke to him, then they

took him to Jason, "and •• they had a talk with him to- he
said ••• they told ·im •• um •••• i- if is th- if he thinks that
it's nice to hit other kids."

Nicholas replied that he

didn't, and they asked why he did it, then.

Wendy's· next

utterance makes the chronology of events unclear, Qut
reveals something of her feelings about these events.
goes on,

She

Jason toll me that he said, he felt like

it, so, I said Nicholas y'know, how could you answer like
that what- what kinda answer is that, y'felt like it. n
.

.

She next reports Nicholas's answer: "he said, he didn',
AU

f i l l like, hittin th'kid but he- when they asked

him why was he doing that, he- twirling it around he said
he felt like, y'know, he-. n Here the therapist finishes
Wendy's sentence and says, ntwirling it.n
Wendy then called the Center to talk with Jason.
However, since, a few moments later, she says that she
still hasn't been able to get to see him, she is apparently referring to an earlier conversation with him, after
she spoke to the counselor.

Somewhat confusingly, she

reports what Jason said to her in the same words she has

."

....

'.'
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already 'used (see above) to report what the counselor told
her.

She says:
Clt.: I don't know if he understood fully exactly
what h'd happened b'cause ..y'know because of
th' way he "mit t'me an
Th.: mmhm
Clt.: spoke to me, I got the impression he was
being, a big problem in th'group every day
hittin' other kiQ§
Th.: mmhm
Clt.: because he said to, try t'talk t'him to keep
'is hands off, other kids ...
Her dissatisfaction, however, with her part in in

the conversation is just below the surface, as she reports
what happened next: " ••• and, at the time- at that point II didn' say anything to' lim

I said o.k. I'll have a talk

with him when I go home."
Segment H
In the previous segment, devoted to a review of the
technique, the therapist talks about the physiological response to a situation, which constitutes a signal that a
problem exists.

She then talks about the way to respond

to that signal, to stop and think.
define the problem.

The next step is to

This leads to a discussion, which

constitutes the major portion of this segment, of the'
incident which Wendy related earlier, and to an attempt to
identify and define the problem which that situation presented.

Segment H begins when the therapist begins her

discussion of defining a problem.

Subsegment a begins

with a sequence reminiscent of an old-fashioned pitchman's
spiel, she says:
a.Ol

•• well, that's very easy fir me t'say, t's'top
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an think, now I need t'help you with well,
waddaya mean I have t'stop an think, how, well
what'r th'steps, o.k., an that's a fair
question, th'steps are this, first thing you
haveta do is to
the problem, because
there are lots of problems c'n you think of
all th'different kinds of problems somebody
c'd have

.05

Wendy's tentatively uttered reply is that she
couldn't, but then, laughing, she

to her own

situation, and says that she has a few problems of her
own:.

She says:
Clt.: •• 0(1 couldn't)
.15 Th.: °Co.k.)
Clt.: 0(1 have a few of my own) «laughs»
along

ly agrees.

Wendy, the therapist emphatical-

She then lists the kinds of problems that

Wendy has had, but .in terms of feelings, rather than of
actual events:
Th.:
.. 20

HAD, more than your share, o.k., you
could have a problem of •• being hurt, being
embarrassed, being angry, being frightened ••
um being jealous •• um what else •••• well, maybe
that's enough, a' that's enough«laughs»
trouble f'r one day o.k., •••

YOU'VE

She then says that what she has just listed are only
examples.

This is the way she wants her to look at prob-

Next, in subsegment b, s·he asks her to look at the

lems.•

situation she had described before, and define the problem, in terms of what was upse.tting her at that time:
b.Ol

.05

••• but that's an
example, those. are examples of th'kinds of
problems y'c'd have,what you need t'do is
t'look at that situation, nd say t'y'rself,
is it, about this situation, that is
upsetting me ••

She then turns to the situation and begins to get
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more specific about what it was that caused.Wendy to feel
hurt:
... an what you said, that when Jason
had t'speak t'you about y'r child's behavior,
what is was was that it hurt you
.10 C1t.: o(yes)
Baving specified the moment she wants Wendy to think
about, the therapist asks her to put her feelings into
words:

.15

Th.: feeling you were having was, of being hurt ••
now if y'think about that fir a little while
you'll get it even clearer, you'll get it even
down to a finer point, can you think about,
where you were then, Wendy, what that feeling
was that you were having n, put y'mind t'work
now an- an use language, t'say .. to de.fin§.,
what that feeling was about

Wendy's answer constitutes subsegment

She speaks

with obvious difficulty, starting off in a low voice, and
pausing several times, she first makes a general comment
on the unfairness of what happened:
c.Ol Clt.: •• o(o.k., I felt-) •••• I felt t'myself, o.k.,
I know he's hard-headed •• but um •• f'r such a
thing, f'r th'way he put it .. it wasn'
somehow fair, 0(1- 1- I thought)
.05 Th.: °Co.k.)
Paralinguistic cues: starts off in low voice; much
hesitation, and several pauses, voice falls off at end
of statement; emphasis on words nsimple thing.n
This statement invokes the new local proposition
{9}, Nicholas was treated unfairly.
Expansion: Clt.: <IV. o.k. let me try and do what you
asked and explain what it was that made me feel hurt.
I thought to myself, o.k., I concede that Nicholas is
hard headed, and therefore, he is often difficult to
deal with, but for such a simple thing as accidentally
hitting another child with a piece of string, {9} the
way Jason described it to me wasn't fair to Nicholas.>
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The interaction statement introduces a new proposition, which like those· propositions introduced earlier
re'fer to the therapist's role, also refers to the
immediate

It is {Good client-W},

Wendy is a cooperative client.
. Inte'ract10n statement": Wendy attempt:s to comply with
. the therapist's request, therefore demonstrating {Good
client-W} that she is a cooperative client. She also
complains that the program's treatment of Nicholas was
unfair.,
demonstrating that she is sensitive to'
unfairness done to Ni"cholas, and
is
complying with {Stick up-W} the' therapist's
instructions to stick UP.' for him, thereby
de.onstrating thati· a.ccording to the
defiilltion,'< she is {Good nio'-W} a good mother.
Then, she talks more' specifically about what it was
that had offended her sense of fairness, that they misrepresellted the incident to her: .
·Clt.: because. U didn' e- tell me that it was
th'string, even though he had th'string there
I saw lim wit th'string
Th.: mmhm, mmhm
Consequently, she was given an exaggerated impression of the seriousness 'of what Nicholas had done, and she
was led to beiieve he has been doing something Wendy knows
he typically does not do:
.10 CIt.: he-, he didn'- he t'- he.said like, if I

could ta'lk .t I Nicholas about-.. from putt in ,
handS on other kids, °Cy-'y'know an I- I
thought well, is Nicholas gO'in' around
kids, an I know Nicholas is
. beatin"up
.15
not. a fighter)
Th. :
.
.' .
CIt. : o Chels,· y'know), he'll get angry but· he's not
one ready °Cto •• like, fistfight t·hat's what
it is'he's not)
.2() Th. : •• oCo.k.)
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Paralinguistic cues: emphasis on words, nhands,n
beatin',n nfighter,n and nangryn constitute
aggravation, expresses own opinion on a lower volume.
This statement implies another local proposition
{IO}, Jason exaggerated the seriousness of what Nicholas
did.
Expansion: CIt.: <EV. (C.) he didn't say anything
about the string. Instead,{lO} he exaggerated the
seriousness of what Nicholas had done, and told me to
talk to Nicholas about putting his hands on other
kids. When he said this to me, it didn't sound right.
I asked myself, nis Nicholas going around beating up
other k ids?n I know my own child well enough to know
that Nicholas isn't a fighter. Of course, we both
know he'll get angry, and we've talked about that a
lot, but even though he gets angry, he's not the kind
of boy who gets into a lot of fistfights.>
Interaction statement: Wendy again claims that {lO}
Jason exaggerated, and that Nicholas is not as bad as
he says he is. She thereby, again takes Nicholas's
side against criticism, thereby showing that {Stick
up-W} she is • mother who defends her child, and
therefore {Good mo-W} a good mother.
In describing the image, brought up by the counselor's complaint, she herself exaggerates the kind of
trouble Nicholas might now be getting into:
CIt.: and when he said like puttin' his bands on
other kids, 1-, I thought, y'know •• I thought
Nicholas w's y'know w's having a- like a fist
fight, every day//with other kids, an y'know
he w's
.25 Th.: mmhm
CIt. : 8urtin' other kids
Th. : (mmhm)
Paralinguistic cues: emphasizes words, nhands,n
nfistfight,n and "hurtin.n
Expansion: CIt.: <EV. (C.) and when Jason used the
term nputting his hands on other kids,n I thought he
was telling me Nicholas was having a fistfight with
other kids every day, and that he was hurting other
kids, which as I have just said, is not what Nicholas
does.>
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Interaction statement: Wendy contrasts' what Jason told
her about Nicholas with what she knows about him. She
thereby demonstrates that Jason's report of the events
is unrel iable.
.
.
In the next subsegment, she tells a story which
trasts the program's handling of Nicholas's accidentally
hitting another child with a piece of string with the way
they 'h'andled a' far more serious incident, when Nicholas
was hurt by another child.

She first makes the connection

between her recollection and Jason's telling her that she
should tell her son to keep his hands off other kids:
d.OI Cit.:and-, and something came. time then I
remember, when Nicholas had just started, in
it ·was ,th'afterschool .
Th.: o(mmhm)
Paralingu'istic cues: somewhat tentative in" tone of
voi.ce.
.
Expansion: CIt.: <Ev. (D.) and something came to me .
while Jason was talking to me (and telling me what a
Nicholas is). I remembered something that
happened. aoon after Nicholas had started in the
program, at time he was in an after school program.>
Interaction statement:
is abQut to tell.

Wendy introduces the story she .

Next., Wendy contrasts Nicholas, who is not really a
problem, only hard headed, with a little boy who really
was, and in doing so, articulates a new view of Ni"cholas,
different from what she has put f.orwaro in the early
sessions:
.05 Clt.: um, O(they had a little b.oy in there that was
in his 9.roup that) ..then he w's a problem to
them
Th.: mmhm
:'Paralinguistic cues: initially speaks in a low voice,
then returns to a normal volume; emphasiS on words
nthen,n' and nproblem. n
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This statement contains a variation on {-Bad boy}, a
proposition introduced in the second session.

the.vari-

ation is {-Real prob-N}, Nicholas is not a real problem.
Expansion: CIt.: <EV. (D.) some time ago they has a
little boy in Nicholas's group who, 'in contrast to
Nicholas who {-Real prob} is not a real problem, was a
real problem to them.>
Interaction statement: Wendy sets up two categories:
real problem, and not a real problem; and she places
Nicholas in the second. She thereby 1) allies herself
with Nicholas against the program, since they,
presumably, have placed him in the first category. 2)
She also implicitly abandons those propositions from
the pretest and the first session which state that he
is a problem. 3) She also also shows that she is
trying to comply with the therapist's instructions
from the second session to {Stick up-wI stick up for
Nicholas, thereby 4) demonstrating that {Good mol she
is a good mother
Wendy continues with the story, narrating what happened.

She says:

.10

.15

CIt.: and, they were going down th'stairs and •• I
guess Nicholas went down th'stairs to the
class
Th.: mmhm
CIt.: an he bumped into himl Ian he turned around an
Th.: o.k.
CIt.: he punched 'im in th'nose an he w's bleeding an

The therapist's request for clarification also
underlines what happened, the other little boy punched
Nicholas:
Th.: th' 1- th'kid punched Nicholas
CIt.: yeah
Th.: o.k.
Wendy next contrasts her own response to this incident with that of the program to what just happened with
Nicholas:
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.20

CIt. : and •• like I didn'- I didn' really get, so
firey angry like//y'know I said ah you
shouldn've
Th. : mmhm
CIt. : done that y'know, he didn' hurt you why did
gou punch him, y'know
(mmhm)
Th. :

Paralinguistic cues: emphasis on words
npunch;n use of expression nah· to mitigate force of
statement.
Expansion: CIt.• : <EV. (D.) and when this boy, who is a
problem, punched my son and caused him to bleed, I
didn't get fiery angry, as I might be expected to, and
have the right to get. Instead, I spoke to him calmly
and reasonably, a·nd said, nyou shouldn't have done
that, since he didn't hurt you. Why did you punch
. him?n And this was just the way I spoke to him, not
like the way they spoke to Nicholas, or the way they
spoke to me ·about Nicholas.>
Interaction statement: Wendy contrasts the way she
spoke to the little boy who.hit her son with the way
the program spoke to her, thereby ·demonstrating that
she is able to .act in a restrained way when faced with
a strong provocation from a child, while the staff of
the program acted in an exaggerated way with her
child. She theIeby demonstrates {9} that Nicholas has
been treated unfairly.
Finally, she contrasts the program's unconcerned
response to this more serious incident to their exaggerated response now:
.• 25 Clt.: and, like 1- th'counselor, she didn' like
y'know, she didn' make a big deal of it then,
she didn', like say to lim (o.k. I'll speak
to 'is mother about it that sort've thing,
y'know)
Paralinguistic cues: emphasis on words ncounselor,n
and deal; repeats beginning of thought; voice trails
off in last part of statement.
Expansion: Clt.: <EV. (C.) and the counselor didn't
make a big deal out of this incident the way they have
now w.ith Nicholas. She didn't say to that boy, whom
they knew was a problem, and as they should have done,
and as they did do with Nicholas for a far less
serious incident, no.k. I'm going to speak to your
mother about it,n or something else of a similar
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degree of
The interaction statement introduces a new local
proposition, {II}, Nicholas was treated unfairly when the
didn't respond when he was hurt by another boy.
Interaction statement: Wendy contrasts the program's
treatment of the other, more serious, incident with
their treatment of Nicholas, thereby demonstrating
that Nicholas was treated unfairly twice: first {II}
by making light of his being hurt, and second flO} by
exaggerating the seriousness of what he did. She
thereby demonstrates concern for Nicholas, thereby
demonstrating that she is a concerned, and therefore,
good mother.
In subsegment e, the therapist returning to a theme
she emphasized in the last session, tries to get Wendy to
look at the meaning of the incident for herself, rather
than for Nicholas.

She says:

e.Ol

Th.: so Wendy what y'r saying is, what is
upsetting me about, this situation, an
several others like it is that.! am being
treated unfairly, through my son, ...
Paralinguistic cues: emphasizes words nl n and
nunfairly.n
This statement introduces a new proposition, an

extension of {Meaning}, introduced in the third session:
it is {Proxy} Wendy feels she is being treated unfairly
through Nicholas.

The interaction statement also contains

a proposition taken directly from Therapeutic Discourse
(Labov and Fanshel, 1977).

This is {Int-Th}, the thera-

pist interprets the emotions of others.
Expansion: Th. <IV. this is the real significance of
what you're saying: ·what is upsetting me about this
situation and several others like it is {Proxy} that I
am being treated unfairly through my son.n>
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Interaction statement: the therapist intetprets {IntTh} what Wendy has said to mean something different
from what Wendy, herself has said. She thereby
asserts a knowledge of Wendy's thought processes which
is greater than Wendy, herself, possesses.
She continues, ana reiterates what she said during
the last week's session, that Wendy should not focus on
Nicholas, but on her own feelings.

In explanation, she.

paraphrases what she has just said, and makes a new distinction, between· saying and feeling • .Wendy may be saying
that she is concerned. about Nicholas being treated unfairly, but she is feeling that it is she who is also being
treated unfairly.

she also makes the general point

that we have feelings about something when it has something to do with us.

She continues:

••• remember we're not gonna
focus on-, on Nicholas now,
Paralinguistic cues:· use of ·word nremembern to call
attention to the fact that this is something she has
already discussed.
Expansion: Th.: <IV. remember that we've talked about
this before. We're not going to focus on Nicholas now
(because we have more control over ourselves than over
somebody else.)
.
Interaction statement: the therapist reminds Wendy
that they have talked
this before. She {Teachth}· redirects Wendy's attention from what she has been
focusing on to what she judges that Wendy should
attend to.
thereby {Lead-th} reasserts her role
as the expert and leader of the therapy session.
The therapist continues:
.05

.10

••• what y'r saying is he's
being treated unfairly (cause y'r-) but whatbut what- y'r feeling is, see we 0- we
when it has something to do with Wi even though
we're very close to our own child naturally,
but you're not- you're saying more than
Nicholas is being treated unfairly, you're
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saying l!m being treated unfairly t22
Paralinguistic-cues: emphasis on words "feeling,"
"feel," "more," and "I'm"; use of the several
mitigating devices: the parenthetical expression "even
though naturally we're close to our own chi1d,n
repeats the word "naturally," use of the first person.
Expansion: Th.: <IV. what you're saying is that
Nicholas is being treated unfairly, but what
feeling is different. Even though naturally, you're
very close to your own child, you are feeling the way
you do because it has to do with you, since {Meaning}
we only feel something when it has something to do
with us. What you are feeling is not only that
Nicholas is being treated unfairly, but that you are
also being treated unfairly, too.>
Interaction statement: the therapist {Teach-th}
restates her point that that Wendy is feeling the way
she does about the incident because {Proxy} it affects
her directly rather than, as she has maintained,
through Nicholas. She thereby challenges Wendy's
claim that her cncern was for Nicholas alone.
Wendy rejects the therapist's premise that she felt
bad on her own account, insisting that her feeling bad was
for Nicholas.

She says:

CIt. : o(no 1- I don't think I thought of it that
Th.
CIt •
• 15 Th.
Th.
C1t.
Th.
CIt.

(

»

oh
I thought off/him,
o.k.

DAb

I thought of Nicholas being
o(o.k.)
being treated//unfairly

Paralinguistic cues: begins in a very low voice;
stumbles on word,"I n ; uses the expression, "I don't
thinkn as mitigation; emphasis on words,nhim,"and
nNicholas. n
Expansion: C1t.: <IV. I didn't think about the way
Jason spoke to Nicholas the way you said that I
thought of it, that {Proxy} I was being treated
unfairly through Nicholas. My thought was {9} of
Nicholas, rather than me, being treated unfairly.>
Interaction statement: Wendy rejects the
proposition {Proxy}, but is careful, through the use
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of much mitigation, not to reject {Int-th} the
therapist's right to interpret.
The therapist conditionally accepts Wendy's account
of her feelings, but again asks her to look into them,
most likely as a way of bringing her to recognize that she
did, in fact, feel hurt on her own account:
.20

Th.: o(o.k.), an how did that make you

When Wendy does look at her feelings, she first says
only that she felt bad and hurt for Nicholas.

However, a

barely audible "o.k." from the therapist brings more. She
returns to something she expressed in las.t week IS s.ession,
that she felt hurt because she hasn't been doing enough. to
protect Nicholas.

This is a sort of compromise between

simply feeling bad for Nicholas, and feeling bad on her
own account.

She says:

CIt. : it made me feel-. I felt Jag fer him, I felt
fir him
Th. : (o.k.) ((baby vocalizing here»
CIt. : an 1- I felt, hurt, myself .t.Q.Q.. in that .. I'm
.25
not protect in ' 'im enough an 11m not um-..by
speaking up fir him
Paralinguistic cues: hesitant, self-correction, speaks
in short word groups separated by pauses, each with a
strongly emphasized word, suggests difficulty in
framing what she has to say.
This statement contains two new propositions, both
of which are related to propositions introduced in the
last session.

The first is {Sympathy}, Wendy felt bad

because Nicholas was being treated unfairly.

This looks

similar to, but has the oppOSite meaning to {Feel bad-W},
which refers to Wendy's own feelings of being unable to
control Nicholas, and assumes that Nicholas has done some-
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thing to deserve being yelled at.

The second is

{-Protect}, Wendy feels hurt because she is not protecting
Nicholas enough.

This is related to, and may be a speci-

fic instance of, {Doubts}, Wendy has doubts about her
performance as a mother.
Expansion: CIt. <IV. {Sympathy} it made me feel bad
for him and hurt for him. I also felt hurt for myself,
because I feel {-Protect} 11m not protecting him
enough since I don't speak up for" him.>
Interaction statement: Wendy rejects the therapist's
interpretation {proxy}, and first substitutes
{Sympathy}, that she felt bad for Nicholas alone, but
then, following a minimal, and essentially ambiguous,
input from the therapist strikes a compromise. She
thereby both manages to put Nicholas
{prioritY}l' and to accept the therapist's lead in the
session {Int-th}.
The therapist connects what Wendy is now saying with
past incidents, and at this point attempts to draw a
general conclusion about the situations in which she feels
the way she has just described.

She says:

Th.: •••• 0 (o.k.), these are 2lQ .tUmu f'you Wendy,'
y've said these things before, these
things th't
when these incidents occur,
.30
two f- two feelings seem t'come, one is one
where you feel, that y'r child is being
treated unfairly, th'second is that somehow
you feel as though, you're not able to- you
havn' been- done- doing y'r job o(you havn'
.35
been protecting him enough I remember the
incident with y'r sister in th'restaurant)
CIt.: o(mmyeah)
Then returning to the issue of defining the problem,
which she has earlier indi9ated to mean the feelings
provoked by the incident.

She asks Wendy to look more

specifically at what she was feeling.

In doing this she

continues to try to get her to recognize the meaning of

the incident for her:
.40

Th.: w- how x-, how would you dis- d·f.1n.e. that
feeling .. I·m not able to protect my child
therefore I fee:l

Wendy articulates a feeling which has been implicit,
and which the therapist had articulated several times, but
which she, herself, had not yet expressed:.
CIt.: •••• at th'moment, it's like a-, like a
helpless feeling like
Th.: °Co.k.)
Her next statement is a wish to have somebody step
in and defend her.
she has

Having someone else take over is a
before in her difficulties witb

Nicholas, as she has described in previous sessions. She
says:..
.45

CIt. : like 1-, I'm-, like I'm hoping or.wishing that
somebody/lw's there to say- like stapd up
Th. : yeah
CIt. : or say, y'know well don't treat'er so unfairly
Th. : °Co.k.)

Although in the situation, she finds herself unable.
to speak for herself and say what she would like in Nicholas's defense, later on, at home, the words come to her:
Clt. : bl·t then .. later on .. like when I'm home f'r
instance
Th. : °Cmmhm)
CIt. : like I' start t'think about it, because it's on
my mind
Th. : °Cmmhm)
.55 CIt. : I think ..y·know .... I ssboulda said something I
should've, um, I shoulda spoke, I shoulda said
more t' my-, then, just willingly agreed t'
them th't allright, he's a pr.oblem, 0(1 haveta
. go home an solve it,) like I shouldda said
.60
well o.k. he's my child, I .k.nRlll him I know his
problem but he's not a-, all as bad as you
think 'he i§, an maybe you are miSjudging 'im
or, ma-, y'know making th'situation a little
.50
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more th'n it J...a
In response, the therapist offers an explanation of
why Wendy isn't able to act as she would like on the spot.
She identifies the problem as the feeling of helplessness
which Wendy just named:
.65

Th.: it seem as though what you're saying Wendy is,
that when I'm confronted, with th'situation, I
am already, too ups- th'feeling I'm getting,
that's upsetting me, is a feeling of
helplessness .. and that while I have that
.70
feeling of helplessness I'm not able t'aay, or
t'ii2, what an hour later in my apartmJmt. comes
into my mind, as what I should've said, what I
should've done
CIt.: o(yeah)
.75 Th.: that makes sense t'me later
Wendy begins her answer by contradicting the therapist's interpretation, and also what she herself has just
said, about why she was only able to think of what she
wanted to say later, rather than on the spot.

She says:

CIt.: yeah, because, that's when I, after I got home
an I-, I decided I wan'ed to speak to Jason
again about it •••
Paralinguistic cues: speaks quickly
Expansion: CIt.: <IV. the reason I began thinking of
things I wanted to say later because that's when I decided I wanted to speak to Jason again about what had
happened.>
Interaction statement: Wendy offers an alternative
explanation, and thereby as more rational, and less
helpless than the therapist had just presented her.
Next she describes how she would like to have defended Nicholas when she spoke to Jason:

.80

••• to clear th'situation or, to
make him understand that Nicholas isn' as-,
as- •• as maybe bad or-, or out of hand, or out
of control as
might-, under the impression
Th.: yeah
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Clt.1 that he
Paralingu'istic cues: use of three terms to express
possible ways of cha,racterizing Nicholas--nmaybe bad,n
out of hand,n'and nout of control,n shows
unwillingness to agree to a label for him.
ExpansiOn:, CIt,.: <IV) I,
to cl,ear up the
situation and to make him understand ,'that Nicholas
{"'Bad boy} isn't as
or out of hand, OJ: out of
control, whatever term they're
as he
be
impression 'he is.') , '"
",
, Interaction statement: Wendy expresses the desire to
defend Nicholas. She thereby demonstrates that she is
willing to 'carry out her responsibility {Stick up-W},
anQ is' therefQr,e {Good mol a' good mother.
,

,

Wendy is"about to go on with what she would have
told

but' the 'the'rapist' 'cu'ts' her off.
.

She returns

.

:

to Wendy's' feeling 'of belple'snesEI';" but thIs time in the:
context of, how she feels she appears to others, again ,an
issue of self-esteem.
.85

Th.:

She says:

a189: I
wha't Qccurs to 'you
then is you want to cor'rect, the image of
yourself as being helpless '

Spoken in a low voice, Wendy's answer is very
tentative:
CIt .::

0 ( it

couldl/be):

The therapist continues with the themeo,f Wendy's
- discomfort with feeling 'helpless, but Wendy does Jiot not
pick up on what she iS'saying about paying attention to
her own feelingsi,and'
,hers'elf.
,

She has, taken

focused on Nicholas rather than
the therapist ,said during the

second s,essi'on, ve'ry much to heart, and wan'ts to be able to
stand up _,for him:
Th.': tll't you wanna come back an say
Wendy'
is 'not
she c'n protect her children'
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Paralinguistic cues: emphasis on words Whey," and
nhelpless," switches from second to third person for
for emphasis.
This statement contains a proposition which, like the
two propositions introduced earlier, is related to one
introduced in an earlier session.

This is {-Helpless},

Wendy wants to show that she is not helpless to protect
her children.

This proposition is similar to {Force},

Wendy is able to act forcefully with Nicholas, introduced
in the first session.
Expansion: Th.: <IV. you want {-Helpless} to come back
to people like Jason when they talk to you about
Nicholas the way they do, so that people will say,
Wendy is 'not helpless, she can protect her children.>
Interaction statement: the therapist {Int-th}
interprets in what Wendy has said a desire {-Helpless}
to avoid appearing helpless. She thereby expresses
support, but also directs her to look at her own
feelings rather than at Nicholas.
Wendy still does not accept the therapist's emphasis
on her own feelings rather than the concrete difficulties
with which Nicholas is faced.

She answers:

.90 CIt.: yeah but I don't think .that is as much as it

is toTh. : o (mmhm)
CIt. : to clear Nicholas, o(y'know to-)//to make him
Th. : o.k.

Paralinguistic cues: emphasis on words, "that," and
"Nicholas,· use of expression, "I don't think,n and
"as much as," as mitigation.
Expansion: CIt.: <IV. what I want is {--Helpless} not
to show that I'm not helpless; it is {stick up} to
clear Nicholas.>
Interaction statement: Wendy rejects the therapist's
interpretation {-Helpless}, and substitutes {stick
up}, that she wants to stick up for Nicholas. She
thereby demonstrates {PrioritY}1 that she believes
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that Nicholas's needs come first, and that therefore
{Good mol she is a mother
The therapist.'s response to Wendy's statement that
she·wants to clear N-icholas begins subsegment f. 'In the
secondsessio'n, she had
to stick up for him.

Wendy's' responsibility

Now with Wendy caught up in the need

to defend' him, and having difficulty stick-ing wlth focusing on her own feelings, she agrees with Wendy that sticking up for him i.s an appropr iate thing to do.

However,

she appears to back down on supporting her judgement that
Nicholas has

treated unfairly.

She says:

f. OlTh. i ...m,whicb.' is- is an apRXSWriate, role. for
a: parent t'make' sure th'factsare straight,
th,'t people'," aren't .
th'child unfairI'm ·not
th It, they are b 'cause I don't,
.05
. y'know _we'.re
there· all th'time//enough
t'get th'facts
the therapist's
from

and backs down

the center's treatment unfair.

tinguishes between

She dis-

one incident, and the center's

general tr.atment of him:
Clt. : 1- I don' even wanna say that they are
b'causeTh. : yeah
Clt. : he-, .or else he would be commin home every day
sayin I don' wanna'go back, I don' think, he is
.10
//really bein' unf- treated unfairly
Th. : o.k.
Th. : o.k.
Clt. : it's just that, one situation I think it
'-.15
wasn ,- ••. somehow or maybe it wasn't handled
r'ight .
Th. : o.k.
Clt. : I thought
At this point, the therapist returns to the issue of
Wendy feeling tongue-tied.

Although in this instance, she
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has not supported Wendy in labeling Nicholas's treatment
unfair, she still encourages her to stick up for him when
he is being treated unfairly.
.20

.25

She says:

Th.: yeah, th'reason I wrote this down here Wendy
'cause I really didn' wanna f'get it because
it seems as though, that's something thatVs
happening a 121 with you, that fir a lQt of
situations, different kinds of situations,
that involve Nicholas •• even though they're
different situations, very often you're
getting pretty much that sa;me fee;ling .. I'm
he's being treated unfairly, he's .
being negatively labeled, I- I'm stuck, I'm
tongue-tied, I'm n2t. able t'say n th'time I
. need t'say, hold it folks, ...

She also suggests that the consequences of Wendy's
not sticking up for Nicholas are that he will be confirmed
in a view of himself as bad, although fortunately, that
has not happened yet:
.30

.35

.40

CIt. :
Th. :
CIt. :
Th. :

.45 CIt. :

Th. :

••• y'know or whatever I
wanna do about it t'make sure th't that
do:wnhill sli:de, is stopped fir him, because
I think we've l2.2th agreed, that th't's an
important thing t'do, before it gets t'be a
negative, an before he begins, to- to
respond to that, an t'say o.k.? y'call me
bad I'll be bad, a'mean he's only guestioning
now
•• yeah
he's only questioning the other day he said
that to you that w's aI/question that's, if he
yeah
hid made up 'is mind already he wouldn't have
uh
yes
so it's- there's time, there's time, uh it's
not hopeless ••

She pauses briefly, and switches back to discussing the technique.

She emphasizes the need for Wendy

to use it to learn to stick up for Nicholas.
the next subsegment, g.

She continues:

This begins
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g.Ol

•••lult, an that's why 1- I'd like you
t Ireally.. try t 'think, in terms of this
technique blcause I think it c'n be very
helpful1 •••

Then she makes an interesting assertion, to which
Wendy agrees:
.05

... in many ways you're already beg inning
to use it
Clt.: O(yes, I think I am)

She defines the way Wendy is now thinking about her
situation as using the technique, only not on the spot,
and asserts that the problem is now one of timing.

She

goes into another pep talk:

.• 10

.15

Th.: y'r not using it on th'spot, so 'what y'need,
t'do is
y'time, «slight laugh» y'
know like Athletes do, they get t'learn t'do
the, athletic, feat whatever it is, bit ·then
they' have to i- improve their time, they have
to get better at it guicker at it o.k. n- n-,
even if you-, as when you came up with
that idea of-, uh 1emme discuss it more with
Jason an explore it more n
th'facts n
whatever,

As she had said in the first session, she emphasizes
that Wendy will have other chances to improve on past
performance:
••• .mIl

still have a chance t'get back t'get back
t'Jason ab9ut, a'mean it isn't all lost ••••
• 20
Nicholas is not gyt ofth'program
Clt.: o(no)
.
Th.: an he's not terribly
labeled an
he's not, disenchanted with th'program,
still wants t'come back •• so you still have
time, um,
Continuing, she stresses the need to practice, and
says:
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but I guess maybe what we need t'striye for,
is that, when th'situation occurs when you're
in th'situation, an th'signal is already
coming t'you, that
through this
kind
of
practice,
you
will
be,
you
will be
.30
able, to respond, at th'moment, with what
you're A.b.J& t'do an hour later at home,
just, improve//y'r timing, .2d..a.
CIt.: (yeah that-)
CIt. : o (yeah)
.25

The Fourth Session
By the fourth session, although--despite the therapist's optimism--Wendy does not appear to have learned
much of the technique, some significant things have happened.
In the prestest and the first session, while she had
some favorable things to say about Nicholas, much of what
she had to say about him amounted to complaints, even
though she was uncomfortable with her tendency to yell at
him and hit him.

However, in the second session, it

became clear that, although she herself complained about
his behavior, she was uncomfortable with the way he was
being treated by others.

In that session, the therapist

came down very hard for Wendy's need to defend him, and by
the end of the session, she was in agreement, since this
treatment offended her sense of fairness.

It also made

her feel helpless, though, since she recognized her responsibility to defend him, but felt unable to even try.
In the third session, although Wendy began with
complaints about Nicholas, by the end, she strongly took
his side against the complaints of others.

In this ses-
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sion, while not yet able to do so outside,

again took

his side against those who were complaining about his behavior, she, herself complaining about him less than be,

"

fore.

Only her initial account of Nicholas's actions with

his grandmother amounted to a complaint, and that was
abandoned relatively quickly.
In the two sessions remaining, and in the posttest,
I will continue to' track the themes which I have identified in this and previous sessions: Wendy's progress in
learning the technique, her complaints about his not
listening,' her ability to co'me to Nicholas's defense, and
finally whether she is able to find a new way of relating
to· him without either .yelling, hitting, or abdicating
control.
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CHAPTER IX
SESSION FIVE

In cognitive therapy, there is an expectation that,
if it is successful, at some point toward the end, the
client will be able to say something to the effect of nI
used to do this, but now because I've learned here to see
things differently, I do that, which I find works out much
better. n
In session five this ocurs.

Wendy announces, that

as a result of what she learned, she has begun reacting to
Nicholas differently, and now life is better.

Early in

the session, as will be shown below, she describes doing
something the therapist has been urging her to do, and the
result is, that she is calmer. Although the theme, nthen n
versus "now n was introduced by Wendy in the first sesion,
this is the first occasion when both Wendy and the therapist are in accord that there is such a distinction to be
made, and both use this distinction on several occasions.
structurally, this session divides into eleven segments, although there are also a number of larger units
comprising one or more segments.

There are five of these

larger units: the first is comprised of segment A alone.
This segment is short and is taken up with preliminary
matters, before beginning the discussion of Wendy's progress and the technique: segment B is devoted to a discus-
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sion of the past week's activities; segments C through F
involve a discussion of some visits Wendy and Nicholas
made to her husband in prison; in segments G through J,
the therapist reviews aspects of the technique, and in the
final segment, K there is a discussfon of the aft·ermath of
last week's incident.
I will look in depth at segment B which deals with
changes in Wendy's outlook regarding her ability to perform as a mother.

Segment F, which I will not analyze,

contains additional evidence of change in this area.

It

contains an account of a visit Wendy and Nicholas made
dur ing the past weekend to her husband in pr ison and deals
with the issue of Wendy's reliance on her husband to
control Nicholas.

I am including the text of this segment

as an· appendix.
Segments A and B
Turner (1972), discussing the different stages of
talk in a therapy session, identifies points at which
changes in the nature of this talk occur.

Looking at a

group therapy session, he. ide.ntifies several possible
points at which the session could be said to .begin:
the

when

assemble, but before they are all pre-

sent; when the therapist calls the session to order, but
before the actual work of the session begins; and when the
therapist announces, in whatever fashion, that they will
now get down to work.
The beginning of this session, like several of the
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others, is in accord with Turner's observations, and, at
least in the portion on tape there are two nbeginnings.n
The short segment A is preliminary to the main part of the
session and is devoted to businesss items and some small
talk. In this segment the therapist tells Wendy what she
has learned concerning the way she will be paid.

Wendy

tells the therapist that the money will go toward Nicholas's school fees, and there is a short discussion of
Nicholas and school, and then of Wendy's husband coming
home from prison.
Segment B begins when the therapist as, in Turner's
words, nauthorized starter,n turns to the questionnaire,
and, by so doing, indicates that they will now get down to
work.

The formality of this move is evident in" the fact

that she does not personalize her question as she presents
it, but speaks of nthe children n as though she were unaware of Wendy's family composition and specific"situation.

The Therapist's question and Wendy's initial an-

swer constitute subsegment a.
a.Ol

.05

The therapist says:

Th.: ••• allr ight supposing we do.th.i!!.,
's- let's
do th'review then, uh where we talk about,
th'time- any time during th'last week when
you, and, th'children or" anyone of the them,
just didn' get along

Wendy begins with a statement which is different
from all her previous assessments of past weeks between
herself and Nicholas.

She says:

CIt.: •• well, this past week wasn', too bad
Th.: yeah
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This is the first of a series of statements in which
Wendy builds on the premise that the past week between her
and Nicholas went differently than before.

As she talks

,about what was different and why, she becomes, with the
therapist's prompting, increasingly more specific, and
also

closer to describing the technique,

although .without calling it that.

The therapist's re-

sponse, though, seems off the mark.

While she attempts to

dr.aw her out about the past week, she generally gives no
specific acknowledgements, or only weak ones, of the fact
that ·Wendy is telling her something new, and is demonan

Bhe has been teaching,

which she has not shown before.
. Wendy's initial explanation for the change, however,
does not credit the therapy, or any new way of behaving on
her

This may be an instance of the paradox of

therapy, as she is, in effect denying that the problems
she is facing are serious enough to require intervention
outside of the normal· scope of her life, or that they
require her to do something differently.
the change to

a visit to· her hu·sband.

She attributes
Because of this,

she says, Nicholas felt better, and, therefore, behaved
better:
CIt.: I guess b'cause we saw 'is father an then
spoke an he felt better
.10 Th.: mmhm
Wendy has said before

Chapter IV), that her

husband is the one who can make Nicholas behave, rather
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than herself or her mother.
theme:

Here she expands on this

not only did seeing and talking to his father make

Nicholas feel better, but also she complained to her
husband and he spoke to Nicholas which made him more
attentive.
CIt.: and, that he- and I s- he wasn' listening an,
I had t'keep repeating myself with' im an
everything
Th.: mmhm
.15 CIt.: they has a little talk
Th.: mm ((baby vocalizing here»
Then, beginning subsegment b, Wendy changes direction.

She has already implied that Nicholas has been

better.

Now, with a great deal of difficulty expressing

what she wants to say,
sion.

tr ies to correct this impres-

Although, in essence, she is complaining, her

statement has a different tone from the complaints of previous weeks,- since, counterposed to it is the statement
that Nicholas's behavior didn't affect her in the same way
as it had in the past.

For the first time she, rather

than the therapist, makes a connection between something
positive she has done, and a positive result, the fact
that the past week wasn't too bad:
b.Ol CIt.: he's- it's- it's not that I- he- c- he- Ihe, he't- he still tried to y'know get away
with things
Th.: yeah
.05 CIt.:· but somehow I didnn '-•• l took it a Ii ttle
li- more lightly
Paralinguistic cues: very hesitant, has a great deal
of difficulty expressing initial thought; emphasis on
word nthings"; elongates word ndidn't," then pauses
and corrects self.
Wendy's previous statement on line a.06 introduces a
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local proposition, and this statement introduces two more.
These are to be invoked ,throughout this segment.

The

first is' {12}, things didn't go too badly in the past
week.

The, next two are, {13}"is ,that Wendy took Nich-

olas's, actions a little' more light'!y, and {14}, that Wendy
changed",the way, she responded to Nichoias.

TJ1e inter-

action statement contains the general proposition {Good
client-W} Wendy performed well as a client.
Expansion: CIt.': <IV. in the' past
Nicholas still
did the things he usually does. For example, he still
tried to get away with, things, but {14} I didn't
re!=5pond to -him the 'way. I' h'a,ve in t'he past, by'get,ting
'very' :upset. ,{13} I ',took: his actions a litt,le more
lightly, "and {connection} for'that reason, {12} the'
past week wasn't too bad.>
Interact:ion statement: Wendy states that the reason,
things went bett'er 1s not so much that her husband
influenced Nicholas to behave better, but that {14}
differently
she has 'in
the pas't. She therby withdraws her implied slfght to
the therapy and the therapist, and instead claims that
she has acted in a way that the therapist would
approve. She thereby claims that {Good client-W} she
perfor;med well as a client and is entitled to the
therapist's approval.
What Wendy descJ;'ibes is wha,t the therapist has been
urging since the first session.

However, at least in-

itially, she seems to miss the significance of what has
,

,

been said. Her response is directed toward organizing her
"recordin'g of

on the questionnaire:

.' Th.:' that sounds now you're answering the- this
question,' an that
time,
when you an your child, ,got a,long unusually
.10
well .. and ,what, each migbt 've contribUted t'
that situation
. ,
Although ,Wendy has talked about Nicholas still doing
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the kinds of things he has been doing all along, the
therapist interprets what she says as answering the question on the questionnaire which asks for a time when they
got along unusually well.

Therefore, rather than wait

until the question comes up in the sequence, she attempts
to fill it in from what Wendy is saying now.
She has asked Wendy to continue with what she was
saying, but to direct it to this question, which requires
her to describe an incident, and also to say what contributed to things going well.

Wendy takes some time to

respond, as though she isn't sure what she is being asked.
She pauses twice, first for three seconds, then for six
seconds more.

When she speaks, she does not refer to the

therapist's question directly, but continues with what she
had been saying.

However, her first statement contests

the therapist's interpretation about how she and Nicholas
had been getting along:
CIt. : •• (3) •• well •• (6) •• we had our differences
like every t- every day- each day
Th. : yeah
.15 CIt. : we had our little arguments our littlewhere I'd have
yell at him or-, or
Th. : yeah
CIt. : repeat myself
Th. : yeah
.20 CIt.: still it- it didn't really get, out of
hAnd

Paralinguistic cues: takes several seconds to get
started; corrects self twice on nevery dayn; uses word
"littlen to minimize the arguments.
Expansion: CIt.: <IV. we didn't get along unusually
well, we had our differences every day. We had
arguments where I'd have to yell at Nicholas or repeat
myself. still {10}it didn't really get out of hand,
because {12} I changed the way I responded to
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Nicholas.)
Interaction statement: Wendy challenges the
therapist's interpretation that she and Nicholas got
along unnusually
but claims that, {Connection}
because she acted as she did, things didn't get out of
hand •.. She thereby again claims that she -has acted
.
according··to the therapist's instrtictions, and is
therefore {Good client-W} a good client, and entitled
to the therapist's approval.
, Now the therapist does· reSpond to the content of
what Wendy is saying, and tries to have her be more specific about how she acted differently:
Th.: you didn't, get that upset, thinking of our
scale now
..

.

·Para-li.nguiSt·iccues: emphasis on .word ·scale. n
.

.

.'

.

..

Expansion:
<IV. you're telling me that {13}· you
didn't get that: upset.· I want :you· to think·of the
in
use that scale
to tell ine how upset. ··you
Interaction statement: the therapist acknowledges
Wendy's .
tha·t she didn't. get. that upset. She
asks her to do more and specify how· upset did get. She
thereby assumes· her role {Teach-Th} as teacher, and
{Lead-th} leader in the session.
Wendy answers the therapist's

but, as in

previous sessions, misses tQe part dealing· with the technique.

Ber hesitation seems to stem from her trying to

respond to a request she doesn't fully understand, and the
response she does manage addresses only the portion she
understands.

It takes her three tries to get started.

Then she expands oil the
didn't get upset.

statement that she

At first she seems.· to b.e· sa·Ying that

she has been trying to manage her emotions:
.25

CIt.:

1- yeah- I didn'- I tried t', be a little
Calmer somehow
Th.: mmhm
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Then she says more.

When she felt herself getting

angry, she stopped and waited before doing anything.

Al-

though she doesn't use the word, this is the first step in
the technique.

Although neither party notices it, this

statement is similar to the one she made in the first
session (see Chapter IV) when she announced that she
begun to think before rushing into getting angry.

had

Here,

however, she specifically refers to what the therapist had
urged in past sessions. She compares this with how she
used to act:
CIt.: •• or I'd, wait, I'd tend to wait like if II told 'im to do something an 'e didn't do it
right away I'd be.30 Th.: o (mmhm)
CIt.: I'd jyme at him, I'd- I'd-, I'd wait before•• before I'd, yell at him, or- or ask lim to
do it again
Paralinguistic cues: repeats and corrects self on nI'd
tend to wait n; strong emphasis on word njumpn;
stumbles word "I'd n; stumbles on words nbefore,nand
"or. n
This statement contains a new local proposition,
{IS}, Wendy waited before yelling at Nicholas or asking
him again to do something.
Expansion: CIt.: <IV. along with {13} trying to be
calmer, I'd wait. For example, before if I told
Nicholas to do something and he didn't do it right
away, I'd jump at him, but in the past week, {IS} I
waited before yelling at him, or asking him again.>
Interaction statement: Wendy describes {14} having
changed the way she responded to Nicholas in
situations which were likely to get her angry. She
thereby again demonstrates that {Good client} she has
learned what the therapist taught her, and used it.
She is thereby entitled to the therapist's approval.
The therapist 's nI see, o.k.n comments on the signi-
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ficance of, what Wendy has said.

Then, she again asks for

a specific incident to illustrate what Wendy is doing, and
possibly to solidify the learning as well.

However, she

breaks off in mid thought:
.35

Th.: 1. seee, o.k., xb.x don It we take
of those
situations, an describe how- how you went
through that process, cause I think that will
be helpful Wendy in terms of how you're u:sing
th'technique, c'n y'think of 2M instance where
there was a-...
'

Paralinguistic cues: emphasis on words nI see,n nwhy,n
noneR twice, and nusingR; use of nwhy don't,we,R and
°I think" as a mitigating devices; use of Wendy's name
establish rapport; breaks off in mid thought.
Expansion: Th.:, <IV. I seelWhat you'v,e just said is
important. Now I want you to take one situation which
occured during the past week, and describe how you
'went through the process that you've described. Doing
this will be h,elpful to you in terms of learning t,o
use the technique.>
Interaction statement: The therapist acknowledges the
importance of what Wendy ha,s said. She asks her to
relate an incident in which she did as she had
described on the grounds that it will be helpful for
her. She thereby asserts her role as someone who
defines what is important for Wendy and says how to
achieve it. She thereby asserts {Teach-Th} her role
as one who teaches how to solve problems.
The reason the therapist breaks off is that she
realizes that Wendy has given her an answer to another
question on the questionnaire.
.40

She continues:

••• well maybe thAi answers .th.i§.
question, was there a time during th'past
week when things could've gone badly, but
something you did, held it gff
CIt.: yeahTh.: maybe that's, where that titA

Wendy begins her answer hesitantly.

Rather than

present an incident, she continues in general terms.

She
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uses the word "angry,n followed by nI guess y'could use
the word,n as though she were acknowledging for the first
time that she has gotten angry with Nicholas.

Actually,

this is something she'has said several times, although
always in passing, and never with any elaboration.

She

says:
.45 CIt. : well 1- I was-, I wasn' so
Th. : mmhm
CIt. : •• 0(I donno) •• (4.S) •• I didn' get so, angry,
//1
Th. : mmhm
CIt. : guess •• o(y'could use th'word)
.50 Th. : mmhm

Paralinguistic cues: hesitates on word "In, corrects
self; I donno barely audible, followed by a pause of
4.5 seconds; corrects self
emphasis on word
nangry,n fOllowed by, "y'could use the word,n spoken
in low voice.
This statement introduces a new local proposition,
{16} Wendy didn't get as angry as she had in the.past.
Expansion: CIt.: <IV. {16} I didn't get as angry as I
have in the past. I acknowledge that you could use
the word angry to, describe my feelings in the past.>
Interaction statement: Wendy {l6} states that she
didn't get as angry as she had in the past. Since she
has heretofore generally avoided the use of the word
anger, she thereby now admits' that she did get angry
with Nicholas in the past, but claims that this is now
no longer a problem. She thereby claims both, that
she has learned fron the therapist and therefore {Good
client} has performed well as a client, and {Good mol
that she is a good mother who does no't become
seriously angry with her child.
The therapist again does not comment on the signifcance of her use of the word "angry.n

Instead, she asks

her to expand on her previous utterance:
Th.: Ym •• I think y'said something, I've stopped
In her answer, Wendy doeS not use the therapist's
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word, ·stopped,n but repeats the word she had used before,
waited:
CIt.: •• yeah,

waited, I waited-

The therapist adopts Wendy's word, and again asks
her to expand on what she had said:
, Th.:' o. k. yeah yeah, o. k.,

I wai t.ed, c' ny' JlU

Wendy continues, but still in general terms without
getting into an incident:
.55

CIt.:

I waited t'see if um •• t'see how, y'know if he
would
it or he W-, he-, he wouldn' do
it
Th.: o.k.
CIt. : before I, ,

Paralinguistic cues: corrects self, emphaSis on words
ndo,n and ·wouldn't. n
Expansion: CIt.: <IV. {13} I waited to see whether or
not Nicholas would do what I had asked him before I
did anything such 'as yell at him or repeat myself, as
I have done in the past.>
Interaction statem'ent: Wendy states that she chose to
wait, once she told Nicholas to do something, rather'
than respond immediately as she had done in the past.
She thereby claims {Good client} that she did what the
therapist instructed, and thereby is entitled to
recognition for doing so.
" Rather than continue to insist on an incident, the
therapist changes direction, and asks Wendy to distinguish
between 'what she is doing now and her past way of handling
similar situations.

Th,is question begins subsegment c.
the therapist asks her question as

though she did not already know the answer.

While this is

is tactic commonly used in teaching, the therapist does
not give it the emphasis Which would be expected if she
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wanted to make it clear that she meant to promote Wendy's
thinking. While the therapist could be using this as a
conscious device to get Wendy to say more than she otherwise would, she might also be trying to avoidtaking for
granted that progress has been made until she is certain
that it has been.
c.01

The therapist's question is as follows:

Th.: o.k., is that unusual f'you Wendy, t'- t'
stop like that an to wait

Wendy gives an example, but again a general type of
situation rather than a specific incident:
C1t.: yeah usually before I'd like um/las I w's
Th.: mmhm
.05 CIt. 1 saying Nicholas um, 42 y'homework .. an I'd
wan'im to- t', start doing 'is homework right
away an if he didn't//if he'd, I'd- I'd sg'know lid
Th.: (mmhm)
CIt.: get angry at him as-, start yelling at him
.10 Th.: (mmhm)
CIt.: ylknow I, t2lQ you that-, s'do ylhomework now
Th.: yeah
She returns to her husband, this time as another,
rather than the primary, source of the change.
hesitantly, since she is undoubtedly

Somewhat

that the thera-

pist is advancing the technique as the primary means of
change, she attributes part of her ability to avoid getting angry and yelling to the fact that he spoke to her,
and therefore she was a little calmer.

In this version,

the fact that she was calmer appears as the important
change.

So far, she has not explicitly said that what she

has learned from the therapist was the source of her
change.

Later on, however, she does attribute the fact

that she was able to change to her talking with the thera-
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pist, although she does not say what it was about the
taiking that helped her.

She continues:

CIt.: o(but now l'm •• I'm not-, I guess, b'cause, my
husband spoke time too an,//I felt a little
.15 Th.: mmhm
CIt.: calmer so I'm a little more relaxed)
The therapist bypasses what Wendy has said about her
husband, and brings her back to what she said before about
therapist uses her own preferred word, stopping--when she gets angry, to which Wendy quickly, perhaps
out of embarassment at having slighted the therapist's
contributiQn, agrees:
Th.: o.k., so, y're think ing that-.. maybe things
went a little better with you b'twee·n you an
Nicholas, because .. i-you're stopping now
.20
before you're//acting
CIt.: o (yyes)
CIt.: o (yeah)
.By ignoring what Wendy said about her husband and
reSponding instead to her earlier report of waiting before
acting with Nicholas, the therapist has established the
priority of the technique as the topic of discussion.
However, she has also slighted something that Wendy evidently considers important, since she has twice mentioned
it.

She now acknowledges what Wendy has said about her

husband, and by asking whether talking with him was also
helpful, asks how much importance Wendy gives it, and
therefore how much importance she should accord to it.
She says:
.25

Th.: a:n y'relating that, to maybe be: ing-,
because y'had this talk with y'husband this
week? o(an that w's helpfull or?)
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Paralinguistic cues: use of word -maybe n; asks
question nand that was helpful, orin in a low voice,
with pronounced questioning intonation, which suggests
uncertanty as to how the question will be taken.
The interaction statement contains a,new proposition, {Seriously}, the therapist takes Wendy's
seriously.
Expansion: Th. <IV. are you relating what you've said
about things going a little better between you and
Nicholas because you're stopping now before acting, to
having had a talk with your husband? Do you consider
that helpful?>
Interaction statement: the therapist acknowledges what
Wen'dy has said about her husband, and asks whether
that was helpful. to change. She thereby demonstrates
that although {Lead-th} she is the leader of the
session, {seriously} she is not ignoring Wendy's
feelings., At the same time, since Wendy has already
attributed at least part of the change to having
spoken with her husband, the therapist thereby
implicitly challenges his role in her ability to
change.
Wendy has difficulty framing her answer.

In the im-

mediately preceeding discussion, she has said two things,
1) that she took Nicholas's actions more lightly and
waited before responding to him, and 2) that she was
feeling calmer and more relaxed because she talked with
her husband.

On the other hand, the therapist has shown

that she is interested mainly in the first.

She acknow-

ledges, by her previous question that Wendy gives importance to having seen her husband.

Her no.k.n in the next

exchange, however, seems to be acknowledging that Wendy is
clarifying something, and stepping back from giving full
credit to having seen her husband, rather than the significance to her of having seen him.
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Wendy now explains that although she felt calmer
having spoken to her husband, that wasn't the reason for
her handling Nicholas better, it was that she has been
giving herself more

In her explanation, Wendy now

uses the therapist's preferred word, ·stopped,· in place
of "waited," which she had used heretofore • . She says:
CIt.: no I f-, I- •• o(not- not a- not that)
Th.: //mmhm
CIt.: I felt .. I fe.lt a little, more relaxed.
seein' him an we spoke
.30 T.h.: oh k.,
.
CIt.: Q!.t-,
Th.: o.k.
Paralinguistic cues:
very hesitant stumbles
on first
then short
then speaks in a low
.voice; uses word· nlittle n to minimize nmore relaxed n;
stresses word nbut n; Therapist elongates first sylable
of· ber no.k.,n·then repeats ·o.k. n
Expansion: CIt.: <IV. no, it's not that (I'm saying
that talking to my husband was the main reason things
went better). I felt a more relaxed seeing him and we
talked about what was going on with Nicholas.>
Th.: o.k. (I understand that seeing your husband is
important te:> you.)
Interaction statement: Wendy denies that she is saying
that the main reason for things going better during
the past week is that she saw and spoke with her
husband. She says that seeing him made her feel
calmer. She thereby denies that she is challenging
the relevance of what the therapist's sees as
important and therefore, ·{Teach-th} the therapist's
role as· teacher.. The therapist acknowledges the
importance of
feelings for her husband.
CIt.: I wouldn't say ·'t th't w's •• I think it's
b'.cause I stopped an 1-, 1- I gave myself, a
.35
little time
Th.: oli k.
CIt.: to relax in b'tween, b'fore, jjumping at him
again or, y'knowParalinguistic cues: stumbles on word nthat,n
nfollowed by short pause; emphasis on words ·stopped n
and "timen, word "jumpingn pronounced with a jump.
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Expansion: C1t.: <IV. but I wouldn't say that was the
main reason. The main reason was {lS} that I stopped
and gave myself a little time to relax before jumping
at Nicholas the. way I have done.>
Interaction statement: Wendy acknowledges that it was
the therapist's method which made the difference. She
thereby acknowledges the importance of what the
therapist is teaching her, and thereby validates
{Teach-th} the therapist as a teacher.
Wendy has now fully described the first step in the
technique and attributed to it the past week's improvement.

As past sessions have shown, the therapist, when

she wants to make a point, has a tendency to lecture.

She

responds, in her first fairly long lecture of the segment,
summing up the situation as she understands it. ·This
begins sub segment d.

As she points to the change which

has occurred, she emphasizes what hasn't changed, presumably to stress the importance of the one thing which
has.

However, the effect of her doing this is, paradoxi-

cally, to minimize the significance of the change which·
has occured.

This is so because as she details everything

which is still the same, she underscores how much more
there is to change.
The therapist's statement, toward the end of her
speech, nand you are tuning into the signal,n does not
appear to fit where it occurs.

Tuning into the signal is

also a change, but she doesn't label it as such, and,
therefore, the thought is left hanging.

She may have

intended to acknowledge something else which is positive,
but leaves the thought unspoken as she goes on to name the
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one change she wants

She says:

d.Ol

Th.: it sounds. like what y'r doing Wendy really is
that-,
same situations are happening
Nicholas hasn't changed you havn't.changed life
life hasn't ((slight laugh» changed a great
.• 05 .
deal:, th's'ame kind of situations ar'e comming
up, y·'still'. An getting upset if·. he's not,
. doing
do right away,' an you
are, tuning into th'signal, but what's
different is that whereas before you acted
.10'"
'. out imill"e"di"ately, th't ·now·you're. just:
.'
.
stoppi·ng •• 1Ian giving
Clt.: 0 (yeah),
Th.: g'self, y'r taking time
CIt.: (yeah):
ParalinguistiC "cues: slight laugh on words nlife
hasn't changed," establishes rapport; emphasis on
nare get.ting
and on words, nsignal,n
an"
.
Expansion: 'The: <IV. it sounds to me from what you':
a,re telling me that you are really doing only one
·thing
The. kinds of
you
have been. describing s1nce we first 'met are still
happening, and' you still a,re getting upset if Nicholas
doesn't .do what he sho.ula right away. Neither yoU, nor
Nicholas,' nor'. life' has' changed. You a.rfi· tuiling into
the signal, so· you are aware of when you get angry.
What's'different ·is that {IS} before you acted out
immediately, but now you're stopping rather than doing
anythingt· and taking time before you act.>·
InteraCtion statement: The therapist sums up the
discussion so far, . and emphasizes what has not
changed,. thereby highlighting 'and giving Wendy credit
for. the orie thing th'at bas changed and at. the same
time emphacizing the many things which have not. She
thereby asserts {Teach-th} her role as the person who,
with respect to the' relevant situation, defines it,
and gi·ves or withholds cre.dit.
'. Then the

asks a question. . She appears to

be asking somethingto"which
she already
knows the answer,
.
. ' .
since Wendy

.

.

already' said several times "that things. .

have become be1:,ter.

Once before,

her· earl.ier ques-

tion, "is that unusual f'you Wendy, t'stop like that an to
wait," she has asked something for which the answer has
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already been given not once, but many times.

If this is

what she is doing, then the meaning of the move is not
obvious. It may be a rhetorical device to underscore the
point she is making.

She may, however, only be asking for

Wendy to expand on what she has already said about what
happens when she stops and waits.
.15

She asks:

Th.a it's, an dly'fi:nd th't when y'do that, what
d'y'finQ., lemme ask, you that, w- what's
th'result of that when y'take y'r time- give
y'rself some time

Wendy takes several seconds to think of her answer.
Then, with considerable encouragement in the form of
"mmhms" from the therapist, she expands on what she had
said before. As she goes into more detail about the difference between her old and new way of responding to
Nicholas, she mentions several benefits of the new way, as
though she were insisting, albeit cautiously, that the
change really is important.

She says:

find I don't- •• like b'for"e I'd get very
an it would get wo:rse somehow like
Th. o (mmhm)
CIt. I'd get ne:rvous
Th. o (mmhm)
CIt.
it's like •• I wouldn' s- say relaxed but
(mmhm)
Th.
CIt. I feel um .... I don' feel so-, 0 (I can't
explain it- I can' explain it) •••• 1 ike I fI f- I
11m being a little m- fairer
with him
Th. : 0(1 see)
too b'cause I usuallyCIt. : and with
°Cy'know just get upset n nervous an, I
feel-,) feel bAd with myself afterwards

CIt. :

•••• 1

Paralinguistic cues: very hesitant, many pauses,
repeats, "I can't explain it," at several points,
speaks in a low voice; emphasis on key words, "worse,"
"nervous," "feel," "fairer," "bad," and "myself."
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This statement contains three new propositions,
{Fairer}l' by waiting rather than yelling, Wendy fs being
fairer to Nicholas, and {Fairer}2' By being fairer· to
Nicholas, Wendy is also bej,ng fairer to. herself.

The

third proposition is {Upset}, when she yells at Nicholas,
Wendy fee·ls upset.

She may also be invoking a proposition

from the third session, {Guilty-W}, Wendy feels guilty
when she yells at Nicholas, but this is unclear.
Expansion: CIt.: <IV. because {14} I've changed the
way I'm responding to Nicholas, I find I don't get
upset· the way I did. Before, when. I would yell at him
immediately, I'd get very upset; arid things would be·
wo.rse.. Now I· wouldn't. say I'm· relaxed, but I feel
that by waiting, {Fairer}l I'm being a 'little fairer
with .him and {Fairer}2 with
too, because now
.. {-Upset}" I'm ·not gett;!"n.g upset and· nervous ·and
.
({Guilty})
myself afterward the way I
used to do.>
Interaction statement:: Wendy olai.ms that she is now
being fairer to Nicholas and to herself, and therefore
has lea·rned .something from the therapy. She thereby
claims {Good client} that she is a good client. She
also claims t.hat, because she is treating Nicholas
more fairly, {Good mol that she is a good mother. A
second claim to being a good client is based on her
claim that {Fairer}2 she has been fairer to herself as
well, since the therapist has made many statements to
the etfect that {Task} She has an unusually difficult
task as a mother.
The therapist's comment endorses·her·judgement:
Th.: o.k., y'r giving y'rself a break too it
sounds ·like
.
Wendy

and in. repeating what she said

makes a stronger statement, althou·gh .she mlriiril1zes her
.

.

achievement by saying "a little fairer n :
.35

CIt.: yes, n.ow i- I don't";' 1-•• 1 feel I'm bein' a
little fairer with him, and I'm not,
upsetting myself unnecessarily like I
to
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Paralinguistic cues: initially hesitant, then not,
minimizing use of "a little fairer"; emphasis on words
"fairer," and "used."
The interaction statement contains another proposition, like {Int-th}, introduced in the last chapter, taken
from Therapeutic Discourse.

This proposition is {Insight}

the client should gain insight into his or her own emotions.
Expansion: CIt.: <IV. yes, {Fairer}2 I am giving
myself a break. I feel that {IS} because I wait
before yelling, I'm being {Fairer}1 fairer with
Nicholas and {-Upset} ({-GUilty}) i'm not upsetting
myself unnecessarily the way I used to.>
Interaction statement: Wendy agrees with the
that she is giving herself a break. She also
demonstrates {InSight} that she has gained
understanding of her own emotions. She thereby claims
that {Good client} she is a good client and is
entitled to the therapist's approval.
The therapist now asks another question which is
puzzling because the answer is presumably obvious.

Either

this is, again, a device to draw Wendy out, or the therapist expects an answer different from the one Wendy gives.
This question begins subsegment e.
e.Ol

She says:

Th.: what do you attribute that to Wendy, o(why do
you think you've
to do that)

Wendy answers in a low voice, indicating some degree
of hesitation.

She attributes the changes to talking with

the therapist, although she does not specifically say that
what she is doing is what the therapist taught her.

This

omission fits into Wendy's pattern of, wherever possible,
avoiding the specific.

This gives her the option of what

Labov and Fanshel (1977, p. 46) call "deniability," the
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ability, if, challenged to deny that one has actually said
what one is accused of having said.

In Labov and Fan-

shells example, this is achieved through sarcasm and
irony.

Wendy achieves the same thing through vagueness.

In this instance, for Wendy to claim that she is doing
what the therapist taught her lays her open to the risk
that she will be told that she is doing it wrong and
hasn't learned at all.

Although in actuality, the thera-

pist shows no likeiihood of doing this, such a strategy is
in keeping with Wendy's general cautiousness in speaking.
One indication of the stress Wendy may be feeling in
being presented with this question is that, in her answer,
she takes a step

f'rom her most ,-,ecent formulation and

onlY,mentions looking at the situation more calmly, rather
than specifying waiting, or stopping, before responding to
Nicholas.

She says:

CIt.: °Cwell, since I've been, talking to you I
have been thinking y'know, like •• it's not
.05
all as bad as-, as I used t'look at it •• if
I jus' y'know,' really look at th'situation
a little-, a little, more, calmly)
Paralinguistic cues: speaks in a low voiceJ emphasis
,on word, -really.n
Expansion: CIt.: <IV. in answer to your question as to
why I've changed the way I've been dealing with
Nicholas, since I've been talking to you I've been
thinking that the situation is not as bad as the way I
used to view it. I decided that, if, as we've
discussed, I would just look at the it a little more
calmly, things would go better.>
Interaction statement: Wendy answers the therapist's
question, and indirectly gives her credit for the
change by quoting ideas which the therapist has
discussed. She thereby both credits {Teach-th}, and
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does not credit {-Teach-:-th} the the"rapist with
inspiring the change. She thereby avoids the risk of
being told that she is not doing cor rectly what she
was taught.
The therapist again reviews and restates the effect
of the change.

She recasts what Wendy has told her in

terms of the anger scale, and develops an elaborate metaphor around a thermometer.
The therapist's statement, "something else takes
over in the mind," rather than her entire speech, appears
to be what sparks Wendy's response at the end this portion
of speech.

The therapist says:

Th.: °Co.k.), so it sounds like what you're
sayying is that .. on that scale, y'visualize
.10
that scale, something happens, y'get upset,
th'mercury goes "up to a certain point •• if
y'don't stop, an b'gin t'think about it
th'mercury will continue t'rise an y'could
blow y'r stack, an act out an do something
.15
you'll regret an feel terrible about later
an be unfair an all those negative things,
but that if you c'n just stop y'rself as
th'mercury starts t'rise, th't somehow
something else seems t'take over in th'mi:nd
CIt.: o(it does)
The therapist continues developing her metaphor and
does not pause when Wendy expresses agreement.

Wendy's

response, barely audible as though not wanting to interrupt, is to the idea, "and it sounds as though [you're
saying that] if you stop yourself at a low enough point on
the mercury."
.20

The exchange is as follows:

Th.: it's interesting, an it sounds as though, if
y'stop y'self at th'- at a lo:w enough point
on th'mercury//S22dthings seem t'fill y'brain
CIt.: o(you could say that)
Th.: good solutions
.25 CIt.: yeah
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The therapist brings her explanation to a certain
then Wendy takes over, allowing almost no pause
between the therapist's last word and her beginning.

She

shows· what she has lea·rned by continuing the explanation
and wins the therapist's endorsement of what she says:
Th.: whereas if that mercury gets up too high, very
·poor solutions, come· in .
CIt.: it's like you're- y'iout of control an youcan't think
.30 Th.: yeah
Wendy continues..

·Ber next statement, in which she

says that she used to be out of control, begins subsegment
g.

Bere, she tentatively talks about hitting Nicholas and

.

.

hints at the possibility that she may have abused him in
the past.

She

at several points, to be about to

say more about what actually happened, but the therapist
does not urg.e he.r tc.? do so, and without the encouragement
she would need to talk openly about these matters, she·
never gets beyond hints.

She says:

g.Ol CIt.: o(because I-, I used to be like that with
him)
The therapist's initial response is to ask her to
expand on what she is saying:
Th.: like- like what Wendy you mean
In answer Wendy very strongly acknowledges past
anger and the fact that she used to hit Nicholas.

Bere,

she is being more forthright about her behavior toward him
than she has been so far.
CIt.: like·you know get very angry with him I'dI'd, yell at him or I'd-, or I'd hJ..t. 'im
Th.: yeah-
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Clt.: an I used t'feel bad an it never used t'work
The therapist's response concentrates on the fact
that anger, yelling and hitting didn't work, and on the
emotional consequences for Wendy, rather than the anger
itself or the hitting:
Th.: yeah, so it didn' work f'him an it w's making
you feel terrible so you were into were into
a yiciQUS s-, cycle
Clt.: o(yes)
Having construed the significant element of what
Wendy has been saying to be the fact that she has adopted
something new, the therapist attempts to paraphrase what
Wendy has said, in order to enter it on questionnaire.
She has trouble finishing the statement, though, and asks
for Wendy's help:
.10

.15

Th.: yeah, o.k., so igonna put down there
that um .. um .... that I've b'9.l!n .. t'stop ..
llben- .. when 6icholas upsets me .... stopping
.. U:h ..seems n help enum, what would you
say Wendy, how would you finish that sentence,
stopping seems t 'help me
.

In her answer, Wendy first completes the therapist's
thought:
CIt.: •••• o(get more control over th'situation)
Th.: o(o.k.)
Then, speaking very hesitantly, in a low voice, and
with a significant pause of 5 seconds, she talks about her
efforts to gain control over her emotions and to avoid
hurting Nicholas.

She makes an interesting slip bere,

saying "I wouldn't hurt Nicholas more than I want to,"
admitting, thereby, that she might actually want to hurt
him.

This is the first mention Wendy has made of the
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possibility of her hurting Nicholas.

The therapist's

o.k.s are also in a low voice to blend with Wendy's mood,
and the entire discussion from this point to the end of
the segment is carr ied on at a low volume.

The text is as

follows:
CIt •. :

(whereas 1- . (I wouldn ') •••• 1 wouldn' get
that upset an I wouldn't, hYxt)
.20 Th.: o(o.k.)
CIt.: o(Nicholas more, than I want to)
0

Having heard Wendy's answer, the therapist responds
to what she is saying about the present rather than what
she has implied about the past.

She beg1·ns to expand on

the idea of staying in control, and constructs a new
metaphor, comparing strong emotions with a car engine:
Th. : o(o.k., o.k., so what y'saying y'staying
in th'contro:l zone than by just turning off
the engine really)
.25 CIt.: o (yeah)
Th. : o(s'stop turn off the engine//this car is
going in
CIt.: (yeah)
Th. : the wrong it's not th'way I want it to go,
stop), I donno where I wanna go, all I know
.30
is I. wanna keep going in that direction
CIt. : o(yes)
Th. : o(stop)
CIt.: o (yes)
Then, returning to ·Wendy's last utterance, sbe asks
for clarification, apparently for the answer she is
writing in the questionnaire.

.35

Th.:

She asks whether Wendy has

(o.k., o.k- I won't get more angry •• at
Nicholas, than I want to •••• o.k .• an. perhaps
hurt him .. is that .bJ.1 him or hurt him I don't
remember what you said now)
0

Wendy's answer includes both possibilities:
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.40 CIt.: o(hurt lim or hit'im)
Th.: o(o.k., hurt-)
The therapist repeats "hurt," and Wendy immediately
attempts to clarify, backing down from what she appeared
to be saying before, she says that by nhurt" she meant
"hurting Nicholas's feelings".
CIt.:

(sometimes I'd hit lim and, other times I'd
hurt 'is feelings)

0

The therapist, having identified Wendy as a mild
mannered person (see Chapter VI), has not probed beyond
her hints that her hitting Nicholas might be more serious
than she has said.

This time, too, she accepts Wendy's

revised answer as a final statement and again does not
probe any further.
Th.:
CIt. :

She says:

i- i- that in any case yeah
(yeah)

Rather than expanding on this idea, she closes off
the topic and by going on to the next question from the
questionnaire, ends segment B.
For the first time, in this session, Wendy has
demonstrated a command of, at least the first part of, the
technique, and, with prompting, is able to describe having
used it.

This segment moves from a very general statement

by Wendy that the past week had not been too bad, to
increasingly emphatic declarations that something had
changed, and that she was definitely doing something different.

Furthermore, she is able to point to a sense in

which she is being fairer to Nicholas, and to herself as
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well, as the result of this change.

She also hints at the

depth of past anger, and that hitting Nicholas, she might
actually have hurt him, again something she has not said
before,

the therapist, possibly fearing the im-

plications of such an admission, does not pick up on the
hint.
The.therapist's role in this segment

always to

push for the technique, although sometimes to the extent
of missing what Wendy is actually saying.

She leads Wendy

through a series of restatements summing up the past week,
until she elicits from her

description of having done

..

the first step in the technique.

In the remainder of the

session, she tries to push her further, to have her use
entlre technique.
The next session is the last, with the exception of
the posttest, and in that session, it should become apparent what Wendy has learned from the preceeding sessions, and what in the experience has been significant for
her and influenced her to change.
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CHAPTER X

SESSION SIX

Each of the past sessions has been structured somewhat
differently from all others, and this session is no exception.

Session six is more conversational than any of the

preceding sessions, and the conversation is more balanced.
Wendy speaks more than in any previous session, and the
therapist speaks less.

In this session, the tendency of the

therapist to make speeches is very much reduced, and this is
the only session in which the therapist does not fall into
extended monologues.
This session divides into ten segments, of which I will
analyze the fourth, which covers the questionnaire portion of
the session.

In this session, the preliminary portion, de-

voted to various kinds of business, is extended.

It runs

just short of ten minutes, and divides into three segments.
Segment A contains a discussion of the scheduling of the
posttest sessio.n.

B is devoted to plans for Wendy to con-

tinue counseling with another therapist, and C contains a
discussion of Wendy's husband coming home, and of the possibility he might also need counseling, nfor readjustment. n
It is only in segment D that the therapist makes a
transition to the business of the session.

She turns to the

questionnaire and initiates a discussion of the past week.
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This segment takes just over eight minutes.
Wendy

In it

how 'things have gone during the past week.

She reports ·that the we.ek has gone. much better than before,
and in fact has been exceptional.
.

"

.

.

.

The.therapist makes the transition into the session
pr·oper when she starts to announce that they will now do the
.

.

.

However, she .breaks off,

Her "typical ri-"

seems to be a comment, although a mild one, on beginning with
thequ·estionnai-re. :. It 'see'ms ··to suggest that anothe-r way. of
beginning
begins

under

but seems undecided about whether this is. what

she wants to do, and
'she h.i t on.
sion.

be preferable.

Only after four tIies does

way she ·want·s. to open' this part of the·.ses-

She has neglected to ask Wendy if there

something

she might want to begin w;i..th, and this is what sbe settles
on.
The therapist's opening begins the first subsegment of
segment D.
. a.Ol

She says:

Th.: ·... o.k., now th'wayy, ,typical- ri::- th'way we
usually beg in, i: :'s to- unless there's something
else th't you warina-, to begin with especially

Paralinguistic cues:· corrects self twice and comments on
what she·
beginningj corrects self again
after changing direction; emph.asis on 'word "typical,"
'elongates words' "right','''an'd "is"; ri$ing tone on,
"especially.n. invi:tes Wendy to speak. n
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Expansion: Th.: <IV. now {Lead-Th} I am going to change
the topic so that we can begin the actual wor-k of the
session. We'll begin the way we always do, with the
questionnaire--we always do it this way even though we
could so other things •. {Seriously} I should have asked
you if there's something important you want to begin
with.>
statement: the therapist, as leader in the
session {Lead-Th}, announces that they will now move to
the work of the session proper. She begins to announce
that they will do the questionnaire, but stops herself,
and asks Wendy if there is anything that she wants to
begin with. She thereby {Seriously} demonstrates that she
takes Wendy's feelings and concerns seriously.>
Wendy's answer, that she sees an improvement in Nicholas, is the strongest positive statement about his behavior
for a past week that she has made so far.

It is also the

first time she has opened with so essentially positive an
assessment.

Even so, it is not expressed readily.

It is

as though she does not want to overstate the case and give
Nicholas too much credit, since he is obviously still doing
things that bother her.

There is a twelve second pause

before Wendy says anything, and

as soon as she makes her

assessment she begins to qualify it.

This begins a kind of

seesawing between positive statements about Nicholas and
criticism of him which runs through the segment.

I have

broken Wendy's statement into two parts, the positive
opening, and the qualification. The text of the first part is
as follows:
CIt.: •• (12) •• well •• a- I wanna say what I c- what I
.05
could see
Th.: o (mmhm)
CIt.: an improvement in Nicholas,
Paralinguistic cues: 12 second pause before speakingJ
"well," followed by a second shorter pauseJ stumbles on
word "could."
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Wendy's statement, contains a new local proposition,
{17}, in the past week, Wendy sees improvement in Nicholas.
Expansion: CIt.: <IV. since you ask, there is, something I
want to say. In the, past week, {14} I have seen an
improvement in Nicholas.>
Interaction: Wendy answers the therapist's question and
reports {17} that she has seen an improvement in Nicholas
in the past week. She thereby {Good client-W} asserts
. that she is a good client
improvement.
Following a brief pause, Wendy next refers to complaints she ha's made in the past, although she is not direct, iy making a complaint now.

The therapist's nhardheaded,n

which overlaps 'Wendy's use of the term, functions to underline a characterization of Nicholas which, as she explained
.in the playba,ck session, she saw asnonpejorative.

The

exchange is as follows:
CIt. :
Th·. :

.10 CIt.:

Th. :
CIt. :
Th. :

••• he's still,/ /hard
headed
hard headed
g'know I still have t' tell lim things// once
(mmhm)
or twice but
o (mmhm)

Then. she repeats that there is a change, and dates the
bad period to a month ago, just before she began counseling:
CIt.: like •• t·hat state that 1-,' that he was gettin
.15
inta, that 1- I ssaw in him
Th.: mmhm
Cl t .: a month' ago
Th.: 0 (mmhm)
Wendy's next two statements come with considerable
difficulty.

She says, after many false starts, as though not

wanting to misstate the case, that she sees him as being more
confident:
CIt.: •• he-

it's- it's not- I could seee if
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.20

he's being more confident somehow
Th.: o (mmhm)
"

After a pause of four seconds, she gets stuck again,
and has trouble deciding on what she wants to say.

When she"

does get the idea out, the reason for the hesitation becomes
apparent.

She is talking about hitting Nicholas, a sensitive

subject for her.

Nevertheless, she attributes a change in

Nicholas to a change she has made:
CIt.: •• (4) •• 0(1- I dunno, if I'll be able t'explain
this right
Th.: o (mmhm)
.25 CIt.: but, he's more like a:- •• a more happy child to
me I c- I could say•• I guess because I'm not
hitting 'im as much as I used to
Th.: o (mmhm)
Paralinguistic cues: pause of four seconds before speaking; begins speaking in a low voice; elongates "a,n then
breaks off followed by a short pause; stumbles on nI
could say,n followed by a short pause; uses expression,
"I guess,n which distances her from the idea she is about
to express.
This

introduces the proposition, {-Hit-W} Wendy

no longer hits Nicholas as much as she used to, and the local
proposition {18} Nicholas seems like a happier child now.
Expansion: CIt.: <IV. This is something which is difficult for me to explain (since it involves my hitting
Nicholas, and I don't want to indict myself), but in the
past week, {18} he has seemed like a happier child to me.
(Although I don't like the fact that it implies that the
reason for his being unhappy was that I was hitting him
so much), the reason for his being happier is
{Connection} that {-Hit-W} I'm not hitting him as much as
I used to.)
Interaction statement: Wendy continues her answer to the
therapist's question and offers an explanation for {17}
the improvement she has seen in Nicholas. She states
{18} that he is a happier child now, and {Connection}
takes credit for the change, thereby showing that {Good
client-W} she is putting what she is learning in the
therapy into practice, and that therapy is having good
results. She skirts the implication that the reason for
his having been unhappy was that she was hitting him
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excessively. She thereby advances the claim {Good mol
that she is a good mother because she has treated
Nicholas well.
Wendy reports another change she has made, that she
tries to talk to him.

Then she returns to something close to

criticism, and says that she isn't sure her efforts" are being
reciprocated.

However, it isn't clear what she means by

talking to Nicholas.

She may be describing the kind of

telling him what to do when it is already apparent that he
doesn't want to do what she wants, that she has she has
already reported.

If that is what she is referring to, it

would explain why he isn't listening.

This statement is,

again, mad"e in a hesitant way, and in a low voice:
.30

CIt.: o(and I- I try t'talk t'him "even though sometimes
I think he"•• is not listinin' but
he is I
dunno)
Th.: o(yeah)

Paralinguistic cues: speaks in a low voice, stumbles on
nI,n use of nsometimes" to mitigate what follows, short
pause before "is not listening, emphasis on "maybe,n
followed by nI dunno,n which further weakens the force of
what she says.
This statement introduces a new proposition, {Talk} it
is better to talk to a child than to hit.
Expansion: CIt.: <IV. besides not hitting
as
"much as I used do, I also" {Talk} tiy to talk "to him, even
though I think {-Listen-N} he isn't listening. However,
because I think you don't like me to say that he doesn't
listen, I'll concede that I might be wrong, and he may be
listening.>
.
Interaction statement: Wendy continues answering the
therapist's question, and continues explaining {17} the
improvement she sees in Nicholas. She claims that she
tries to talk to Nicholas, thereby soliciting the
therapist's approval as someone who tries to do what the
therapist would approve of, and as {Good mo-W} a good
mother who talks to her child rather than hits him {-HitWI. She adds that she does this even though she thinks
he isn't listening, thereby reinstating her earlier
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complaint {-Listen-N} Nicholas doesn't listen, and
possibly negating {17}. She thereby reinforces her
claim to being a good mother, since she does this in
spite of her getting no adequate response, and thereby
demonstrates {Task} that she has an unusually difficult
task as a mother. She thereby solicits the therapist's
sympathy, but at the same time questions whether her
efforts, and therefore, the therapy, are doing any good.
She then qualifies her statement by saying that maybe he
is listening, thereby seeing something positive in
Nicholas, and partly negating her complaint {--Listen-N}.
She thereby, again, claims {Good mol that she is a good
mother, {Talk} who talks to, rather than hits her child.
The diagram on the following page displays the inter- "
actional content of Wendy's utterance.
""

She is about to say more, but the therapist breaks in
and uses a cliche to normalize her doubt":
CIt.: o(but)Th.: I guess we never do know, for .aJ:2.solute certain
.35
but •• it's//worth a try
CIt.: yeah
Paralinguistic "cues: therapist breaks immediately after
Wendy·s, nbut;n uses expression, nI guess n as mitigation;
emphasis on word, "absolute n strengthens statement; uses
cliche expression, nit·sworth a try,n as mitigation as
well as to encourage.
Expansion: Th.: <IV. we never do know for absolute
certain whether a child is listening to us, but if
there's a chance that talking will work, (and I believe
it will) then what you have been doing is worth a try
because {Talk} talking is better than hitting.>
Interaction statement: the therapist assumes her {Teachth} role as teacher and explains that we never absolutely
know whether children are listening, but talking rather
than hitting is worth a try. She thereby presents
Wendy's doubts as normal and encourages her to continue
what she is doing. She also thereby praises her for
making an effort.
Wendy agrees with the first part of the therapist·s
statement, but draws on its negative, rather than positive
implications.
ning of the

She reinstates her complaint from the beginabout Nicholas not listening.

However,
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%e.xt.:

AND 1- I

T'TALK T'RIM

Interaction:
Wendy continues answering the therapist's question, and continues explaining {17} the improvement she sees in Nicholas:
A. She claims that she tries to talk to Nicholas,
"I. thereby soliciting the therapist's approval as
a. someone' who tr ies to do what the therapist would
approve of, and
'
b. as {Good mo-W} a good mother who talks to her child
rather thati hits' him {-Hit-W}.
fix.t:

EVEN

SOMETIMES I TRINK BE •• IS NOT LISTENING

Interaction:
B. She adds that she does this even though she thinks he
isn't listening, thereby
1. reinstating her earlier complaint {-Listen-N} Nicholas
doesn',t listen, and possibly
2. negating {17}.
thereby
a.' reinforces her claim to being a good mother, since she does
this in spite of her getting no adequate response,
b. and
1) thereby demonstrates {Task} that she has an unusually
difficult task as a mother. She thereby
a) solicits the therapist's
but at the same
time
b) questions whether her efforts, and therefore, the
therapy, are doing any good.
BUT MAYBE BE IS, I DUNNO
Interaction:

c.

She then qualifies her statement by saying that maybe he
is listening, thereby
1. seeing something. positive in Nicholas, and
2. partly negating her complaint {--Listen-N}. She thereby,
a. again, claims {Gooa'mo} that she is a good mother,
{Talk} who talks to, rather than hits her child •

.

the context in which she is making this complaint, that she
has just said that she has seen an improvement in Nicholas,
lessens the force of the complaint considerably.
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CIt.: yeah I sometimes I do get the impression that
g'know he don' care what 1-, what I say
Th.: (mmhm)
Paralinguistic cues: uses words, nsometimes,n and
"impression" to mark the fact that this is a contrary-tofact clause; uses "y'know n to set off clause as a sort
of quotation; stumbles on nwhat I say."
Expansion: CIt.: <IV. I agree that we can never be
absolutely certain
a child is listening to us, and
sometimes I get the impression that Nicholas doesn't care
what I say.>
Interaction statement: Wendy expresses agreement with the
therapist's statement that we can't be absolutely certain
that a child is listening to us, but draws the opposite
implication from the one intended, that Nicholas is not
listening. She thereby reinstates {-Listen-N} her
complaint about Nicholas, and thereby challenges the
second part of the therapist's statement that talking is
worth a try.
She pauses for three seconds, and then completes her
statement, giving Nicholas credit, but not completely.

She

is willing to give him the benefit of the doubt, but wants
some acknowledgement from him for her efforts:
.40 CIt.: but •• (3) •• 1 think sometimes he .dQ, understand
what I'm saying but he just doesn'- •• so o.k.
allright then y'know tell it time I do
understand Mommy
Th.: o (mmhm)
Paralinguistic cues: pauses for three seconds; use of
words nI think," and "but he just doesn't," express
doubt; use of word "sometimes" weakens statement, but
emphasis on word, "don strengthens it; short pause after
ndoubt,n then corrects self; quotes self in hypothetical
statement to Nicholas, and him in hypothetical answer;
grouping of particles together, "so, o.k., allright,
then, y'know,n expresses exasperation.
Expansion: CIt.: <EV. (C.) I think sometimes Nicholas
does understand what I'm saying to him, but he just
doesn't show it. I'd like to say to him,> <F. nso o.k.,
allright then tell it to me. I want to hear you say, 'I
do understand, Mommy.'">
This statement introduces the proposition {Positives-W}
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Wendy looks for positive things in Nicholas.
Interaction statement: Wendy concedes that she thinks
that sometimes Nicholas may be listening to her, she
thereby demonstrates {Positives} that she looks for
positives in Nicholas, thereby demonstrating ,{Good
client-WI that she is cooperating with the therapist in
doing so. In so doing, she also thereby
{Good mo-W} she is a good mother. She then express'es,
exasperation that Nicholas doesn't let her know her that
he is listening, thereby reinstating her claim that
'{Task} she has an unusually difficult task as a mother.
Then, after a false start and another pause, she finishes her assessment with a positive statement:
.45 CIt.: .. but he's a lot more- .. (4'.5) .. he's more happy
somehow
Paralinguistic cues: breaks off, ,t-hen pauses for four and
a half seconds; voice trails off on first "more";
emphasis on word, "happy;" use' of word" "somehow"
expresses question and ,weakens force of statement.
Expansion: CIt.: <IV. even though I'm not sure whether or
not he is listening to me, Nicholas is a lot happier
lately.>
Interaction statement: Wendy balances her negative
statement about Nicholas with a positive one. She thereby
demonstrates {Positives-WI that she sees positives in
him, and therefore {Good mol is a good mother. She
demonstrates that therapy is having good results, and
thereby that {Good client} she is a good client. She
thereby asks for the therapist's approval.
The therapist's "that's interesting," followed by
Wendy's and her almost simultaneous "yeah's" creates a transition to subsegment b.

The two "yeah's" also express a

joint agreement that the statement is true, and Nicholas is
happier now:
Th.: that's interesting
CIt.: yea//h
Th.,: yeah •••
The therapist's request for her to elabora'te on her
last statement begins the new subsegment:
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b.Ol

••• how d- how d'y'seee it Wendy what's the
evidence f.or that

Paralinguistic cues: stumbles on "how d'y see it;" elongates "see;" repeats question in a different and stronger
form; speaks in a soft voice which mitigates statement.""
Expansion: The: <IV. I want you to tell me more about
Nicholas being happier. "
The interaction statement contains a proposition based
on her description of her intention for Wendy, stated in a
playback session.

She said that she wanted to make her a

scientist of her own behavior.

Here, since she is also

talking about Nicholas, the new proposition, therefore, is
{Scientist}

Wendy should be a scientist of her own and

Nicholas's behavior.
Interaction statement: The therapist requests information
on how Wendy sees Nicholas as being happier. In so doing
tries to {Teach-th} teach her {Scientist} to look for
specific evidence for her judgments.
Rather than evidence for why she sees him as happier,
Wendy offers an explanation which again involves something
she is now doing differently:

• 05

.10

.15

.20

CIt.: •• (4) •• well •• I think mai: nly- •• well beforeit's·' I didn' have much time for him too, and ••
he likes to talk a lot sometimes y'know
.
Th. : o(o::h)
CIt. : and then he- I guess he think maybe, I don'
wanna hear what 'e has t'say, y'know I a I'm
busy All th'time I'm//A!ways doing something
Th. : yeah
CIt. : ••and sometimes I tell 'im I s-, y'know Nicholas
could you-, could you tell me later, let me just
finish this now y'know an he- he prob'ly think
I don' wanna
what 'e has t'say
Th.: o (o.k.) "
CIt. : but now, like, even sometimes, I don' hear what
he's sayin', I tell lim go'head Nicholas I'm
listeni:ng, y'know an I'll, be do- an sometimes
I don' hear th'fujll story
Th.: yeah

She concludes her explanation with a statement that she
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wants Nicholas to know that she is available for him:
Clt.: y'know but I just wan'im t'know that, y'know •• I
have- I'm I'm 1i:sstening
The therapist restates what she has just said as a
partly humorous message for Nicholas:
Th.: there's time for you Nicholas
·Clt.: . yyess
..
.
• 25
yeah, you're important, you're way up in the
list you're at least as important as th'dishes
Paralinguistic cues: humorous. understatement.
Expansion: Th.: <IV. From what you have just told me I
conclude that you are telling Nicholas> <F. I have time
for you, and you are
to me; you are high on my
list of priorities, at least as· important .as the dishes.>
.

..

..

The·therapist's statement invokes the proposition
introduced ih the third session, {prioritY}l' Nicholas's
needs should be a priority for Wendy.

This is a more general

statement of {Priority} introduced in the second session.
Interaction statement: The therapist {Teach-th} restates
what Wendy said in the form of a humorous exaggeration of
her situation. She thereby minimized the implication for
Wendy of her past behavior toward Nicholas, but at the
same calls attention to it. She thereby instructs Wendy
that {prioritY}l Nicholas's needs should be a priority
for Wendy.
Wendy laughs with the therapist, and announces that
she's changed in the area they are talking about.

Before she

would put Nicholas off, but now no longer:
CIt.: «laughs»·right ·I've changed that, y'know
whereas before/II used t'say later Nicholas,
y'know
.
• 30 Th.: yeah
Clt.: now-//now 1- y'know I let'im go ahead •• I let
Th.: yeah
Clt.: 'im ta: lk, •••
Paralinguistic cues: laughs; emphasis on nchanged,n
nahead,n and "Talk."
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Expansion: Clt.: <IV. I agree, Nicholas is more important
than the dishes. I've changed my past practice of paying
more attention to household chores than to him. Whereas
before, I used to tell him <F. I'll pay attention to you
later, Nicholas> <IV. now I let him go ahead and talk to
me.>
This statement gives the new proposition {Changed-W},
Wendy has changed the way she treats Nicholas.
Interaction statement: Wendy shares therapist's humor.
She expresses agreement with the therapist's proposition
{PrioritY}l Nicholas's needs should be a priority for
Wendy. She asserts that {Changed-W} she has changed the
way she treats Nicholas, and that now {PrioritY}l she has
made Nicholas a priority over other things. She thereby
claims that {Good mo-W} she is a good mother for making
her child her priority, and {Good client-W} she is a good
client because she is doing what the therapist had urged
her to do.
She pauses, and beginning subsegment c, goes on to a
related subject, she reports that she and Nicholas made a
deal:
c.Ol

••• and •• (2.5) •• we made a deal//y'know
Th.: o (mmhm)

In her explanation to him, Nicholas becomes, as before,
the focus of the problem.

She tells him that she has been

seeing "this lady" because of the problems she has been
having with him.
CIt. : 1- I tell 'im- I s'd y'know- I explained to him
Th. : o (mmhm)
.05 Clt. :
that I was seeing this lady because
Th. : (mmhm)
Clt. : y'know d', problems I was having with 'im an
other people were, complaining too much about//
him
.10 Th. : o (mmhm)
Paralinguistic cues: sets off quote of herself talking to
Nicholas with "y'know" before and after1 emphasis on
words,nseeing," and "problems."
Expansion: CIt.: <EV. (D.) and I told Nicholas that I
was> <F. seeing this lady because {Tr-N} of the problems>
<EV. (D.) I was having with him, and other people were
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complaining about
Interaction statement: Wendy describes her conversation
with Nicholas and
that told him that she was seeing
a lady because o,f the problems she was having with him.
She_ ,thereby refers' to the' therapy as a means of helping
her' wi,th her problem,
that {Good
client-WI she is a_good client, woo takes therapy
seriously, thereby
for the therapist's approval.
She also thereby {Locus-N} makes Nicholas the focus of
t,ile "pr:oblem,s, and ·thereby negat"es {Connection} ·the'
propos-it ion that there is a connection between the way
·Nicholas is treated and the way he behaves. She thereby
relieves·herself of responsibility for contributing to
the problems, ,but,: thereby, cballenges the
who
had put that pr_oposition, forward.
In giving· the purp,ose

the deal, the one thing she

mentfons is to -avoid-hitting him. - She has already mentioned
-

.

hitting 'ln this session; .it is clearly on her mind and ·impor- .
tant to her.

She reports t'hat she told him she doesn',t' want

to hit him, and asked for his _help.
CIt.:

.15

I told
I
Nichola·s, I
'never wan 'ed t 'hit you,' an I still don' wanna
hit you •• but, you have to- you have t'help me,
//y'know
Th. : (mmhm)

°

Paralinguistic cues: corrects self twice; emphasis and
rising tone on "wanted," and on "don't" suggests
frustration, stumblea on, "you have to;" uses, "y'know·
for emphasi"s.
.
This statement introduces the propositions {-ControlWI, Wendy·can't completely control Nicholas, and
Wendy

Nicholas

herself to work together.

Expansion: CIt.: <EV. (D.) so in order to do something
about the' p·roblems, this is what I said to him,> <F. '
{-Hit} I never wanted to' hit 'you (but {Forced}
I havn't 'had any other way t'o handle the problems live '
been having with you). I still
want to hit you, but
{Co-op} you have- to help me.>
.
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Interaction statement: Wendy describes the way she spoke
to Nicholas. She expresses frustration with the way he
had been acting and with her need to hit him, and offers
him a way to change the situation. She thereby
demonstrates that {Good mo} she is.a good mother who 1)
{NBit-W} doesn't like to hit her child; 2) {Co-op}
doesn't simply impose her wishes on her child "but tries
to work together with him. She also demonstrates
{NControl} that she needs his help since she isn't
completely in control of the situation.
She says that she asked him to meet her half way, and
for the second time says that the offered him a deal:
CIt.: •• what y'have to ••
me half way, y'know, so
we're gonna make a deal I told//him, •••
Th.: o (mmhm)
Paralinguistic cues: emphasis on words, Rmeet," and
"deal. R
Expansion: CIt.: <F. what you have to do to help me is
meet me half way, so we're going to make a deal.> <EV.
This is what I told him.>
Interaction statement: Wendy continues describing her
conversation with Nicholas. She says that she told
him she wanted him to meet her half way, and that
they were g6ing to make a deal. She thereby demonstrates
{Reas-W} that she is a reasonable person.
She goes on to describe the deal she offered him", which
turns out not to be a deal at all, but, since it isn't
something about which a seven year old could realistically
have any choice, an instance of an adult telling a child what
she is going to do.

She seems to want to find her way to

a relationship with Nicholas based on cooperation, but without knowing how.

Although there is no mention of this now,

in the second session she described a similar Rdeal" which
the therapist labeled then as unrealistic.
CIt.:

She says:

••• I said if
you-, if you do what I tell you y'know an don'
.20
let mee •• have t'yellatyou
Th.: o (mmhm)
CIt.: or
myself too often •• the:n, everything
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will be fiDe y'know .. an I won't have to .hi.t you
no more n have t'yell at you, •••
PAralinguistic cues: corrects self at, "if you"; wdo what
I tell you" is followed by, "y'know" for emphasis; uses,
often" to mitigate what comes before; runs "yell at
you" together; emphasis on "fine," followed by ny'know·
for further emphasis; emphasis and oni nhit."
Expansion: CIt.: <EV. (D.) this is the deal I offered
Nicholas. I said to him, > <F. if you do what I tell you,
. {Obey} and· don't let me have to yell ·at you ·or repeat
myself too often (because {Reas-W} I realize it's
normal to have to repeat myself sometimes), then
everything will go fine, and I won't have to hit you any
more or yell at you.>
.
Interaction statement: Wendy
the deal she
offered to Nicholas. In so doing, she portrays herself
as {Reas-W}. reasonable in asking
for what's right,
{Obey} that Nicholas obey her, but not asking for
instantaneous ·obedienc.e which
be unreasonable.: She
also shows het.self to be {Co-op} the kind of ·mother who
·to.work together with her child.
In ·repo·tting Ni.cholas'sresponse, she ·does not convey
much enthusiasm on his part for the deal:
.25

CIt. :

.

a little

However, . she

••• so he just said

an evaluation

the deal she's

described, ·and in doing so, demonstrates ·an appreciation of
Nicholas's limitations as a seven year old child, which she
did not show before.

She also recognizes the effort he has

·been making:
••• but, he's just a .k.JJl 'e can't
complet·ely, hold out on bis deal I KnQll that
Irealizethat..but·.he's been tryin', I could- I
could
tell, I could
see.
0··
(yeah). .
. ..
.
Th. :
·this past we.ek
.30 CIt.:
Paralinguistic cues: emphasis on "kid.,n "know," "tryin',"
and "tell;" adds "I realize that," immediately following
"I know that,· to emphaSize
she understands
Nicholas's limitations;"runs together "I realize that;"
.adds "I could seen
"I coUld tell."
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Expansion: CIt.: <Iv. I offered Nicholas a deal, and
everything between us would be fine if he could keep his
part of it, but I realize that he's just a kid, and is
too young to be able to .do that. However, I can tell
that he's been trying to keep his part of the deal,
especially this week.>
This statement introduces the proposition, {Age} a
parent should take a child's age into account •
. Interaction statement: Wendy comments on the deal she
offered Nicholas. She explains that she understands
that he is too young to keep his part of the deal. She
thereby demonstrates that she knows that {Age} a parent
should take into account a child's age. She adds that he
has been making an effort ot keep his part of the deal,
thereby demonstrating that {Positive-W} she looks for
positive things in Nicholas, thereby demonstrating {Good
mo-W} she is a good mother who does these things, and
thereby asks for the therapist's approval, since she has
told her things she is likely to approve of.
Wendy's statement that Nicholas has been trying, a
very different kind of assessment of Nicholas's behavior than
a few 'weeks before, closes off the story of the deal and with
it the subsegment.

The therapist's response begins subseg-

ment d.
In response to what she has heard, the therapist's
voice becomes somewhat louder than before, as she expresses
her enthusiasm, and asks for more information on what she
identifies as "something positive to report. n

She relates

what Wendy has been saying to the questionnaire, and then
ends by stressing the difference between now and the past.
She says:
d.Ol
.05

Th.: yeah, can we talk about then, b'cause it
sounds like y'have something positiye .. t'report
uh about th'last week •• between you an Nicholas,
what you're saying is •• well this question was
there a time during the last week when
and
Nicholas, got along unusually well .. ah so it
sounds like what you're saying is iiit's
different, there's something different

Baby 1: «expelling breath»
The baby, Michael, has apparently just finished a bottle.

The therapist notices, leaves off what she has been

saying, and suggests getting more food for bim.

This leads

to a brief exchange around the baby, which constitutes a
sub-sub segment within subsegment d:
Th. : I think it's time to a-«laughs» to get· more
fQQg'for this «laughs» young man «breath»,
/ /o::h
CIt.: «laughs» (could use up) another bottle
Th. : o::h ye:ah, oh, he's just growin'
CIt.: 0(1 gotta get'im more a th'water, y'know)
.15 Th.: •• (4) •• 0(yeah)
.10

It is Wendy who br ings the d"iscussion back ·to the
topic •. She. returns to the therapist's request for her to
expand on what she has been saying, and offers an assessment
of the past week very similar in form to the one she provided
..:

at the beginning of the segment.

She says:

CIt.: 0(well) •• (3) •• I wouldn' say we like, had
exceptional day//were everybody was
Th.: o(uhuh)
Th.: mmhm
.20 CIt.: it- it wasn' like that, we had/lour little
Th.: 0 (mmhm)
CIt.: differences each day
Th.: mmhm
She continues her summing up of the week, ana although
she expresses reservations, ends on a positive note:
.25

CIt.: but, its that- •• I didn' I fount myself this pas'
week where •• somehow a- things like went a
little easier for me
Th.: o (nmihm)

Wendy next says that she has been tired the past week.
This mention contrasts with statements of the first and third
sessions, when being tired was presented the reason for her
inability to deal with Nicholas's misbehavior.

Here it was
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not.

The therapist comments sympathetically that she has

been working and naturally is tired.

Wendy does not respond

to the therapist's expression of sympathy, since being tired
is not her real point and she wants to get on to something
else.

The exchange is as follows:

Clt.: even though I was very ti:red, an I still had
t'do my samellshare.30 Th.: yeah you've been working
CIt.: share of everything
Th.: yeah
Wendy's next statement offers an evaluation which
tempts to put tiredness in it's place.

Although she was

tired from work, all the yelling she was doing made her that
much more tired until she became fed up, possibly, it isn't
entirely clear, with herself for yelling.

She says:

Clt.: but, 0(1 think somehow before, when I used t'do
so much yelling- ix- I was- be exhau:sted like
.35
from it, I'd be so), moreorless like ••
y'know
Th.: yeah
Then she reports an important change, she doesn't have
to do that much yelling--she doesn't mention hitting--.any
more.

She says:
Clt.: o(like, now I- I- I don't have t'do that much
yelling any more with him •• and)
The therapist comes in before Wendy finishes her ex-

planation.

She starts off speaking in a low voice to match

the tone of Wendy's last utterance, and begins to ask her to
expand on why she doesn't have to do that much yelling.
stops herself though, and changes direction.

She

Speaking in a

louder voice, she emphasizes the positive, the fact that the
week went nicely:
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.40

Th.:

0(I wonder what?, how that a:ll?)-, what you're
saying is that
have- last week, it did go
nicely between th'two of you, except when y'had
ups nd downs
Clt.: ye:Cilh

paralinguistic cues: 'speaks in a low voice at first to
match Wendy's, then when changes direction, speaks in a
louder voice; emphasis on word, "did. n
ExpAnsion: Th.: <IV. I wonder what changed so that you
don't have to do that much yelling any more- The
important thing is that you're saying is that last week,
except for some ups and downs, it d-id go nicely between
the two of you.>
.
Interaction statement: the therapist {Teach-th} first
asks {Scientist} Wendy to look into what happened during
the last week and say' what it was that changed so that
she now doesn't have to do as mUch yelling. She thereby
asks for her to st.ate {Connection} the connection
{Change-W} the change in her behavior toward Nicholas,
and his behavior, so that she will understand it more
fully. She breaks off and changes direction, thereby
changing the point. that she is making. {Define th-} She
restates what Wendy had said, and emphasizes the fact
that things did go. nicely for Wendy. She thereby
reinforc,es Wendy's judgement that things went well
between herself and Nic.holas. She thereby {Teach-Th},
encourages Wendy {Positive-W} to think positively of
Nicholas.
Then, continuing to stress the positive, she offers an
assessment of the week, to which Wendy agrees:
.45
Th.: but overALll, it was a pretty good week
, Clt.: yeah
Th.: .f2l: you •••
There is a brief pause, following which the therapist
attempts to summarize the reason why the week went so well.
This leads to a discussion, which makes up the next subsegment, e, about why it did go well.

The Therapist attributes

.the success of the week to Wendy's not yelling so much.

She

says:
e.OI

Th.:

••• d'you- and-, so what y're saying is
that your contribution t'that nice-, general an
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nice state- state of affairs is tha:t, you're
saying I didn't, yell •• so much
Paralinguistic cues: self-interruption; "emphasizes,
"that," and "Yell. n
Expansion: Th.: <Iv. and so from what you have been
telling me, I take it that you are saying that your
contribution to that generally nice state of affairs
between you and Nicholas is that you havn't been yelling
at him as much as you have done in the past.>
Interaction statement: The therapist {Teach th}
{Define th} restates what Wendy has been telling her. She
emphasizes {Connection} that Wendy's contribution to
things going well was that she didn't yell as much as in
the past. She thereby {Teach th} reinforces her message
that there is a connection between the way Nicholas is
treated and the way he acts. .
Wendy's "no" is to the therapist's statement that she
didn't yell, rather than to her whole idea.
then repeats her point.

The therapist

The exchange is as follows:

.05 CIt.: o(no)
Th.: so that was your contribution, that's why things
went e- better between th'two of yop •• o(yeah)
Although Wendy has earlier said that Nicholas was happier and more confidept because of'a change she had made, not
hitting him as much.

She now contradicts the therapist, and

says she doesn't see herself as the reason for the good week.
Rather, she attributes it to Nicholas, his behaving differently.

In taking this position, she is speaking positive-

ly about Nicholas, as the therapist has been encouraging her
to do.

However, the implication remains that if he was

responsible for the week going well, then he has also been
responsible for previous weeks going badly, and that Wendy's
ability to influence the situation has been minimal, she
therefore implicitly rejects what the therapist has just said
about the connection between her behavior toward Nicholas and
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his toward her.
As soon as Wendy begins to voice her disagreement the
therapist comes in before waiting for her to finish.

She has

been emphasizing Wendy's role in influencing what· happens at
home, and this is an issue in which she is now strongly
involved.

Nevertheless, the quality of her voice is less

challenging than questioning.

She stops herself, though, and

allows Wendy to go on, which she does, somewhat hesitantly,
and answers her question.
Wendy's answer for now.

The therapist's no.k.n accepts

The exchange is as follows:

CIt.: I didn' 10Qk at it like that.b'cause//I didn'
yell
.10 Th.:
yeah
CIt.: •• 1 guess because •• I was looking in it- a+iton his side that, y'know
Th.: oh.k.
As she continues her answer, Wendy, very likely because
she is· disagreeing with the therapist, has difficulty expressing herself.

After several false starts, she says that the

reason it was a good week was that Nicholas was trying to be
nice to her.
.15

She says:

CIt. : •• he//um I g- he
Th.: yeah
CIt. : w- I guess he was try:ing to- to be- ·be- t 'be
)
ni:ce, t'me •• as he puts it/Ie
·Th. : ye:ah

Paralinguistic cues: corrects self several times before
starting; strong emphasis on word, ntrying;n stumbles on
nto be;n emphasis of, nnice. n
Expansion: CIt.: <IV. the way I saw it, the reason why
things went better between us this week was.that Nicholas
was trying to behave better,) <F. nto be nice·to·me,n)
<IV. as he puts it.>
Interaction statement: Wendy rejects the therapist's
attribution of the success of the past week {Connection}
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to her contribution, not yelling as much. She attributes
it instead to {16} a change in Nicholas's behavior. She
thereby claims {-Control} that she really cannot control
Nicholas's behavior.
Then she says that because Nicholas was trying to be
nice to her, she didn't have to discipline him the way she
usually does, but she gets lost in what she is trying to say,
and simply characterizes the past week as "exceptional," an
evaluation which goes far beyond any positive statements she
has made thus far:
.20

CIt.: •• and •• I find myse1f- I- I-, I wouldn'have e",;"
I wou1dn' have to, go on in my way t' •• I dunno
it was-, was an exceptional week though, it was
1i:ke

The therapist tries to help Wendy to pin down what it
was about the week that made it so good.

She suggests some

possibilities in the way Wendy might have related to Nicholas.

The possibilities she suggests are all variations of

the idea that she paid more attention to him.

.25

She says:

Th.: uyyea:h, are y'sayinguthat last week what
did- your contribution t'making things
ni;ce .. wa:s that you looked at things from
Nicholas's?- •• o- or you were observant about
ho:w- what he was doing ur, how he was try;ing
or y'noticed him more

Paralinguistic cues; elongates yeah; emphasis on word
"saying,· and "you,n nice," "observant," and "noticed;n
corrects self.
Expansion: Th.: <IV. Are you saying that that the reason
the week went well is that you looked at things from
Nicholas's point of view, or that you were observant
about what he was doing, or how he was trying, or was it
that you simply noticed him more.>
Interaction statement: {Teach th} The therapist asks
Wendy to specify her contribution to making things nice.
She offers three alternatives, 1) that she looked at
things from Nicholas's point of view, 2) that she was
more observant of her own treatment of him, or 3) that
she noticed him more. She Thereby again stresses
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{Connection} that there is a connection between the way
Nicholas is treated and the way he acts, and thereby,
,{--Control} rejects Wendy's contention that she has no
control over how Nicholas acts. She thereby also
{Teach-th} instructs Wendy how to be {Scientist-WI a
scientist of her own and Nicholas's behavior, and to
observe it closely.
Wendy explains that paying more attention to Nicholas
wasn't anything she had planned
aware of doing.

or was even really

Instead, it just happened.

Her denial that

she did anything different is in the service her stance of
helplessness with respect to Nicholas, but it also minimizes
.

the role of therapy in any change which may have come about.
This stance had been very apparent in the early sessions,
much less 'sb in the later.ones.
The use of the word nunconsciously" instead of consciously may be a slip, in which case, she may be indicating
that unconsciously she did tell herself that she was going to
pay attention.

She says:

CIt. : yyes I think that's it, I was- a- I guess I
put-•• unconsciously I didn' / /tell myself I'm
Th. : yeah
CIt. : gonna do it
Th. : yeah
CIt. : it j- I guess it just happened, that u: m•• I p.35
I paid more attention to lim somehow
.30

Paralinguistic cues: elongates, "yesrn corrects self
several times; short pause before nI paid;" stumbles on
"I paid,n all indicate uncertainty.
Expansion: CIt.: <IV. yes ·I think that you are right that
I noticed
more, but it wasn't that I had planned to
do it. It just happened that I paid more attention to
him.>
There. is a proposition implied in this statement which
is related to two already introduced.

It is {Influence},

Wendy can influence what happens between herself and
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Nicholas.

It is more general than {Control}, Wendy can control

Nicholas, which was introduced as {-Control}, it's negated
form, and more specific than {Connection}, that there is a
connection between the way Nicholas is treated and the way he
acts.
Interaction statement: Wendy chooses one of the
therapist's explanations for what happened, but denies
that it was anything she did intentionally. She thereby
{Influence} partially accepts the therapist's contention
that she can have an influence on what happens between
herself and Nicholas, but at the same time also claims
that {-Influence} since whatever she did was not
conscious, she really cannot influence Nicholas's
behavior.
However, the therapist points out that her paying
attention to Nicholas paid off:
Th.: yeah •• it sounds like that paid off
Paralinguistic cues: falling-rising tone (2) on nyeah,n.
suggests slightly surprised acceptance of what has been
said; falling-rising tone on, npaid,n emphasizing .
positiveness of what she is saying.
Expansion: Th.: <IV. yes, I think that's what happened,
and from what you're tell ing me, it sounds I ik e it was a
.
good thing, it paid off.>
Interaction
assessment,
She thereby
can have an
Nicholas.

statement: The therapist accepts
and stresses that it brought good
reinforces her point, {Influence}
influence on what happens between

Wendy's
results.
that Wendy
herself and

Wendy agrees, but then becomes confused and uncertain
about what she wants to say.

The therapist has suggested,

that there was something she was doing that was making a
difference, and she has agreed.

What accounts for her con-

fusion is that, as she talks further, she begins to contradict herself.

She says that she really wasn't aware that

there was anything in particular she or Nicholas was doing.
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She says:
Clt., •• it, did, it- that s- it- that's itthat's exactly what/II can't really •• (3.5) •• like
Th.: 'yeah
Clt.: say
happened what I
or what he
,'.40
41d b'cause it wasn' anything that I really gj.g
•• o,r :that 1ul did, y'kno:w
Th .. : yeah'
Paralinguistic cues: much hesitation and
correction;
pau,se of 3.5 seco,nds,' following, 'nI c'an't, really;,n word,
ndid n ,emphasizedt'hr,ee times; emphasis on words,
'nanything,n and nhe;n word, nreallyn strengthens ndid;n,
finishes 'statement with, ny'know" for emphasis.
,

,

Expansion: 'CIt.:, <IV.l;
with you that my paying ,
attention to.
paid off, ,but,I can't say exactly
what I did 'or what he did,'because there really wasn't
anythin'g that I did or that he did.>
tn a

she attributes the

success of the past week to the fact that they had both
tried:
Clt.: it ',S just that- I guess we both tried somehowself;
fallingrising 'tone on, ntried,n followed by, nsomehown suggests
uncertainty.
Expansion: Clt.: <tv. I'm not aware that either Nicholas
or I did anything differently, but since 'the week did go
better, I suppose somehow we must both have tried.>
".

,"

Interaction statement: Qffers the explanation that the
teason that things went nicer for them the ,past week was
they both tried. She thereby resolves the
bet ween saying that she paid m'ore attention
to Nicholas, and that she didn't do anything- She thereby
to accepts the therapist's general point {Influence}
without, 'however, accepting her specific pOint, that
there was
particular which she' did.' By
sharing ,credit w,thNicholas, she thereby also partly
rejects" {Influence} 'that she can' influeJ:lce the way
Nichol,as behaves. She 'also demonstrates {Co-apr that she
and
can work together. In sharing credit with
Nicholas, she also thereby
,him, and, thereby
dem6nstrates {Positives-WI that $he sees,positives in
Nicholas and that
{Good
she is a good
mother.'
,
The therapist

again to help Wendy specify what it
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was that she contributed to the week's going well.

She

restates what Wendy has said about paying attention to
Nicholas:
.45

Th.:

well what you're saying 1s that preyiouss
t'this you've been G busy, tha:t other things
were higher on the list .. a:nd that mayybe .. what
Nicholas was percei:ying was that he was not
that import'nt t'you •••

Paralinguistic cues: strong emphasis on, "yeah;" emphasis
on words, "previous," "so busy," "list,n "maybe,"
perceiving," and "important;"several brief pauses."
Expansion: Th.: <IV. yes, I think that's a good
explanation, that you both tried. Another part of the
explanation is what you've said before, that previous to
this you've been so busy that things other than giving
your attention to Nicholas were higher on your list •
.(However, now you are giving him your attention). Maybe
what Nicholas was perceiving then was that he was not
that important to you.>
Interaction statement: The therapist {Teach-th} reminds
of what she had said regarding her having been so
busy with other things, that Nicholas might have been
perceiving that he wasn't important to her. She thereby
offers as an explanation for the past week's going well,
{Change} that Wendy has changed her way of treating
Nicholas. She thereby attempts to convince Wendy that
{Influence} she does have an influence on how things go
between her and·Nicholas.
The therapist pauses briefly and continues, However,
Wendy breaks in before she gets into her new thought.

Her

"could've been" refers to the therapist·'s last idea, that
maybe Nicholas was perceiving that he was not that important
to her.

Her agreement is expressed quickly, but not whole-

heartedly, since the therapist's.explanation implies that she
had been doing something wrong in allowing Nicholas to get
the impression that he wasn't important to her.
Th. :
••• nd so, some of hisCIt.: could've been
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The therapist continues, suggesting that Nicholas's
behavior may have been a reaction to his feeling of being
ignored by Wendy:
.50

Th.:

an
n, feeling r'jected n
·ignored, was getting played out in other places
CIt.: (
)
.

Paralinguistic cues: emphasis on words, "upset," and
. "rejected;··. strings together. a group of almost synonyms
for emphasis.
.
.
Expansion: Th.: <IV. and if {Connection} Nicholas was
feeling, as I suggested, that he wasn't that important to
you, then $ome of' his feelings of upsetness, anger,
rejection, and.being ignored were being played out in
other places.>
The therapist's statement invokes a proposition which
is a variation' of 'one' alre'ady introduced.
{Con·nect.1on}l':

It is

is a connection between how' Nicholas

feels· emotionally and

he acts.'

Interaction
The
{Connection}l makes
a connec't"ion bet ween Nicholas was feeling and how he has
been acting.
.
Then she switches to the present and to the positive,
and suggests that Wendy is now more tuned into him.

In

saying this,. she also retreats from her former insistence on
a behavioral explanation for what had changed.

She pitches

her explanation to a differen·t level, and builds on' what
Wendy has already said:
Th.: and that now
didn't
in more' t·o'him
• 55 CIt.: 0 (yyes) .

even though you
do it, 'somehow you're, tuned

Paralinguistic cues': emphasis twice on
"unconsciously," a word which 'Wendy has used; also' uses
word , "somehow,· a word which Wendy frequently uses •.
This statement introduces a new local proposition {17},
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Wendy was more tuned in to Nicholas.
Expansion: Th.: <IV. and now {17} unconsciously, even
though you may not consciously be aware of doing anything
differently, you're more tuned in to Nicholas.)
Then she returns to a behavioral explanation, and suggests one behavior which Wendy is performing differently.
She is now noticing Nicholas.
Th.: noticing, what Ie's doing, how he's feeling,
what's different-, uh an that somehow that's,
making it nicer b'tween the two of you
.
Paralinguistic cues: emphasis on word, "noticing,n and on
nnicer,n again uses word, nsomehow. n
Expansion: Th.: <IV. since {IS} you are now more tuned
into Nicholas, you are now noticing what he's doing and
how he's feeling, (and {Influence} because you are
noticing him, there must be other things you are doing)
which make things nicer between the two of you.
Interaction statement: The therapist again {Connection}
makes the connection between what Wendy is doing and the
fact that things are going better between herself and
Nicholas. She thereby again asserts {Influence} that
Wendy can influence what happens between herself and
Nicholas.
Wendy agrees, although in a low voice, which suggests
that the agreement is a hesitant one, and without conviction.
The Therapist follows up with an encouraging ncould be,n then
in a lower voice, to match Wendy's she says, "yeah. n
ends the segment. n
.60

This

CIt.: o (yyeah)
Th.: could be •• o(yeah)
Session Six

Although much of what Wendy expresses in this session
continues the direction of change begun several sessions
back, what is interesting is the struggle she carries out in
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her own mind between her former belief that the problem is
that Nicholas doesn't want to listen, and is unusually .difficult, and her emerging belief that she can influence the
situation.
There is, of course, considerable difference between
this session and the first. In the fir.st sessio.n, Wendy's
ideas of inadequacy around controlling Nicholas, and her criticism of him were expressed openly.

In this session, they

are somewhat hidden, and mingled with her satisfaction, or
perhaps, relief, that things are better.

Although the thera-

pist tries to get her to take credit for the change, to see
that it is the result of something that she is doing, Wendy
has not yet consistently made the connection.

At times she

can see her part in the change, but at times it appears to
her partly as a matter of luck, and partly as a matter of how
Nicholas happens to act.
All the foregoing is not to minimize the·very striking
change in the way Wendy talks about her life.

Although her

narration of events still implies criticism of Nicholas, and
helplessness on her part to control him, she talks about him
with a new appreciation, and describes time together that is
sometimes pleasant, but always tolerable.

If, however, she is

not quite aware that she is doing something different, she is
not quite unaware, either, and if she can't quite say it, at
least she can appreciate it.

There will be one more oppor-

tunity for her to report a week's happenings, the posttest
'session of the following, week.

I will use her report in

that meeting as a final look at which changes have occurred,
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and which have not.

CHAPTER XI

THE POSTTEST SESSION

In this chapter I will look at the first 10 1/2
of the postt,est session.

This is, the segment which deals

with the open ended questions.

Whi-le, the posttest is not a

therapy session, near1y'al1 of the issues which were developed over the course of the therapy are dealt with in what
was intended to be the last meeting.
Although I will ,only analyze the first segment of the
posttest, the entire questionnai're including the open ended
and multiple choice portions actually
took two sessions to
,
,

complete.

From the tapes it is difficult to tell what the

total time 0.£ these two sessions was, although it was probably about an hour and a half.

By comparison, the pretest

took only one extended session of a little over an hour.

By

the posttest session, many of the items in the questionnaire
brought up issues which had been the

much discus-

sionduring the preceding weeks, and needed more than a
simple answer at the end.

There was also a familiarity

between the two participants, and a sense of ease

speaking

which could not have existed at the time of the pretest
session.
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Segment A

The first segment of the posttest is structured very
much like session one.

The questionnaire creates tight

frames around the content.

Yet, there is a freedom to the

interaction which comes from the familiarity of the participants which is necessarily absent in the first session.
At the point at which the tape opens, there had evidently been some preliminary conversation, and the therapist
with her initial statement on the tape, "allrighty, let's
jump in," creates a transition to the work they are about to
do.

Again, as with the previous sessions, the formality of

the move is evidenced by the fact that, although she does not
read the question verbatim, she presents more-or less it as
it is written. The words are taken from outside the conversation. She speaks as though she were unaware that Nicholas,
rather than a generalized, "the children" will be the focus
of the discussion.

Nevertheless, the quality of her voice is

not one of detachment,

is warm and engaging, even

as the words she chooses are ones which create distance.
Subsegment a begins as she says:
a.Ol

Th.: allrighty let's, jump in •• uh the first part
begins with what we always talk about n that
is, the actual experiences, with- with the
children •• was there a time during the last week
.05
when you and the children or anyone of them
just didn't get along
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Wendy begins to provide an incident, but the therapist,
continuing the impersonality of the introduction, although
mitigating it somewhat by a lowering of her voice, cuts-her
off ,to follow the order of the questionnaire.
CIt.: •• yeah we had umTh.: o(o.k. an who was that)
CIt.: o(Nicholas)
Baving established that Nicholas will be the subject of
the discussion to follow, and entering him in the questionnaire form, the therapist allows Wendy to proceed •
• 10

Th.: o(o.k. can y'tell me now what happened)

Wendy begins, as she has in past nar'ratives with an
abstract.

This abstract has two parts.

First, a general
statement that there are nlittle differences: n
CIt.: o (well •• (3) •• well it w- it, we have our little
differences
Th. : mm/lhm
CIt. : g'know at home
.15 Th.:
(mmhm)
The second 'part of the abstract is an evaluative state-

ment contrasting with the first, and with what is to follow.
She says that despite what she will narrate, ,she does not
mean to imply that things got out of hand.

Wendy's charac-

terization of the past week is also consistent with her'
evaluations, of past weeks since the fifth session, each
successively a more positive expression of relations between
herself and ,Nicholas.
CIt.: but it didn't really get out of hand where I
had to hll im or anything
Th.: 0 (mmhm)
Next she gives an orientation for the story establishing when it occurred and who was involved.
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.20

CIt.: ••but um •• my mother was, watching him ••o(was it
the week before, last week)
Th.: o(mmhm)
CIt.: last Tuesday it was
Th.: 0 (mmhm)

This final narrative of Wendy's contains something new,
it incorporates a reversal.

Wendy becomes the active person,

and takes charge, her mother is the one who is passive and .
helpless.

One means of learning is by taking on the role of

the teacher, and Wendy's role in this story is parallel to
that of the therapist in the early sessions.

Both are

listeners who solicit more information from someone who cannot handle Nicholas, and, as listeners, know more effective
ways to act.
She begins the action part of her narrative by setting
the scene, she got home and found her mother very upset with
Nicholas.
.25

She says:

CIt.: and um •• uh when I got home she was very upan
f/y'know
Th.: o(mmhm)
Ber mother apparently both wants to conceal and re-

veal Nicholas's misbehavior.
anything,

Although she doesn't say

Wendy easily discerns that she is upset.

CIt.: but she di- she didn't say anything to me I
she was up//set
Th.: mmbm
As Wendy quotes from her mother, she uses a style of
discourse which is different from her normal one.

In her

normal style, her major means of achieving indirection are
through vagueness and hesitation.

However, in her quotes

from her mother, she uses another repertoire.

Sarcasm is

part of this repertoire, as is the throwaway remark, designed
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to provoke questioning.
ample of thi.s style.
voice a complaint.

The next utterance contains an ex-

As she quotes her mother·, Wendy has her
She does this, however, by indirection,

first she lets drop the statement, -Nicholas said something,but rather than say what it was he said, she turns to him and
makes a complaint, instead of

to Wenay.

Wendy's mother has not been a major figure in the
discussion of the past six weeks.

However, from what Wendy

suggests in her way of quoting her, it is likely that, if the
therapy were to continue,

concerning her mother would

and would play a more
fore.

Wendy

than hereto-

her mother as follows:

.30 CIt.: .. and um ..she said Nicholas said something an
. s'said oh Nicholas don't start because you got
on my nerves all day
Th.:· 0 (mmhm)
Paralinguistic cues: emphasis on words, -Nicholas,·something,- and ·nerves,· quotes mother.
Expansion: CIt.: <EV. (D.) when I got home, my mother
didn't say anything to me but I could see that she was
upset. Then she said to me> <F. Nicholas said something
to me,> <EV. ((C.) and I knew that she meant that he had
said something bad) (D.) and then she said to him,> <F.
·Oh Nicholas, don't start doing things which
. you
know annoy me, because you've been getting on my nerves
all daY.->
The interaction statement displays two new
propositions based on Wendy's assuming a role analogous to
that of the therapist.
the emot ions of othe rs.

The first is {Percep-W}, Wendy perceives
The second is .{ -Helpless} l' Wendy is

not helpless to control Nicholas.
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Interaction statement:· Wendy describes {Percep}how she
perceived that her mother was trying to get sympathy for.
the fact that she was overwhelmed by Nicholas. She
thereby portrays herself as someone who is able to help
her mother who is helpless to control Nicholas, and
therefore, {-Helpless}l not helpless herself. She also
portrays herself as someone who is perceptive, and like
the therapist, able to discern the emotions of others.
Without much effort Wendy gets her mother to tell
what happened.
.35

Clt.:
Th.:
Clt.:
Th.:

so I- •• y'know I ask her-, y'know
o (mmhm)
if he was a problem
o(mm)

This time it is Wendy's mother who is voicing the kinds
of complaints about Nicholas that Wendy, herself expressed in
the first three sessions.

She quotes:

CIt.: •• so she said no he wasn't a problem that he
doesn't listen nd y'know he talks back t'her nd
• 40
he's disrespectful t'her he's- calls her .
8stupid nd
Th. : (mmhm)
It isn't clear whether Wendy's mother's first statement, that Nicholas wasn't a problem is meant sarcastically.
Sarcasm is not suggested by the intonation Wendy uses in
quoting her, but then it is something foreign to her own
style, and she may not be able to pull it off very well.
However, by denying that he was a problem, then going on to
describe just how much of a problem Nicholas actually was
does suggest that sarcasm was intended.
Nicholas was troublesome all the time Wendy was gone, but
it got worse when she returned, and her mother concluded that
he was showing off because she was there.

Wendy continues:
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CIt.:. y'know ...A.D.d ..I.h§. thought, that he was-..because
,
1- 1- I got
while he was, acting Y2 again
.45 Th.:· o (mmhm)
CIt.: while he was, showing off more because-) because
I was· there
Th.: 0 (ahha).
Wendy now

an evaluatio.n.. Because she wants to

say that things that week·never got: out of hand, she has to
deny tha.t· it happened this time--Iatet on· she ·will give this
as the only time since the last session when Nicholas's
behavior was a big.issue.

Here, she tries to downplay the

significance of what· she has just desc·ribed.
what she

described,.

is left with no way to character-

ize what happened, so .she
.50

However, given·

off.

She says:

CIt.: ·y'know, an it w- it just- it so·rtasay got outa hand but um
Th.:.· o (mmhm)

Then

I

wouldn't

tells how she inquired further, and· found

out that tb·e situation has been going on fo·r some time, and
that her mother had been covering for Nicholas.
Althou9h she does riot·use the characterization, ·out of
hand" for the past week, and .especially when referring to
Nicholas's. and her own inte·raction,
she does use it for the
. .
past in general, describing Nicholas's interaction with his
grandmother.

• 55

She says:

CIt.:,· then l- I found out th't ••all ·this time that
. .. she was watching Nicholas he was-, y'know//she
Th • :. 0 (0 • k·.)· ..
.
.
CIt·.: 'gave me tbe impression that he was being good
mh·
... ; . .

. k·)
, ' . .0. (0 e
,.

.'..

-

. Cit.: ••but ·she,told me he was,
g'know, out of hand
·Th. : (mmhm).
..

.

.

,

.

disrespectful

Wendy.next .tells how she handled the problem.

She

waited until she got home before acting.. Then, as she de-

I
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scribed in the fourth session, she made Nicholas her main
source of information.
happened.

She spoke to him to find out what

Nicholas was afraid she was going to hit him, most

likely her typical reaction in the past.

She saysl

.60 CIt. I

•• and um •• I asked- y'know when I got home I,
asked Nicholas about it •• he thought I was gonna
hit. 'im he didn't wanna tell me what he- y'know
what n what
Th.: mmbm

Paralinguistic cues: corrects self; emphasis on
words, "hit,· and "did,· use of, ·y'know· as a euphemism
to sum up what he did.
.
This statement contains a local proposition, {IS},
Wendy waited before responding to Nicholas's misbehavior.
Implied in this is the general proposition introduced in the
fifth session, {Fairer}l' by waiting, rather than yelling (or
hitting) Wendy was being fairer to Nicholas.
Expansion: CIt.: <EV. (D.) {18} {Fairer}l I waited to do
anything until I got home. Then, when I-got home I asked
Nicholas about what happened. Be was afraid I was going
to hit him for what my mother told me he had done, as I
might have done in the past, and he didn't want to tell
me anything about what he did.>
Interaction statement: Wendy describes how she waited
before acting, and therefore acted with greater fairness
to Nicholas than in the past.
This time, however, Wendy is in control of her emotions, and is able to put things on a different footing.
gets Nicholas to tell what he did by invok ing his cooperation.

She tells him she doesn't intend hit him, but only

wants the facts.

She
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.65 Clt.1 I told 'im- I said I just want the truth
Nicholas I'm not gonna hit you
Th. : um, mmhm
CIt. : aust.tell me the truth
Th. : (mmhm)
Paralinguistic cues: falling ton·e on first use of word,
Rtruth,R then stress for emphasis on second use.
Expansion: Clt.1 <EV. (D.) I said to Nicholas> <P. I just
want the truth, Nicholas, I'm not going to hit you, just
tell me the t r u t h . > ·
.
This part of Wendy's story introduces a new proposition, {No hit-W},.Wendy no longer hits Nicholas for the
things she used to hit him for.
Ipteraption ..• tp.tement: Wendy describes how sbe told
.
Nicholasthat·she· was not going ·to hIt him, implyi.ng {NO
hi.t-W}. that. she ·no.
intended· to· routinely hit .him.
Instead, what s·he wanted was the truth. She thereby
demonstrates that she does not·hit him for misbehavior,
btit
irivokes·his
She thereby
presents
a .{-Good mol good mother who knows
that it's best to work together with her child.
She

and

tells her all the things he

did.
70. CIt. : but from what he .t.2.ll.'. me, iO!"' he said well •• he

.75
..

.80

Th.:
CIt. :
Th.:
CIt. :
Th.·:
CIt. I
Th. :

would s.teind in front of the t.v •.. while she was.
watching it.
o (mmhm)
she tol'lm t'sit down it mea·nd he would stand
up
o (mmhm)
and um •• he would mimic her
.••-mm//hm
y'know •• and if th'phone rings he would run
for th'phone, he- grab th'pho.ne an he wouldn'
give- give it t'her
(o.k. )

In contrast

the way

would have seen

similar actions, she characterizes what he has told her as,
Rlittle things like that.Clt.1 •• and little things like that nd
The therapist is impressed that he can remember and

;.,
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eve('yfh.· ..
telt' he related.
.85

Th.: .. it's interesting, he was very specific he
remembered everyt'hing he did,

In her answer, Wendy explains that she asked him to
tell her everything he did:
Clt.:,yes because I- I told 'im- I said
Th.: yeah
CIt.: try t'remember because I wanna know exactly
Th.: yeah
.90 CIt.: what y'did
Th .: yeah uhuh
She bases her appeal to him on mutual cooperation:
CIt.: y'know so I could deal with it because 1- I
said I'm DQt gonna hit you, 1- I don't wanna
hit you
.95 Th.: o.k.
CIt.: I just
l!§., t'be honest with each other
Th.: o.k., o(o.k.)
Paralinguistic cues: use of ·y'know, for emphasis,
emphasis on word, ·deal,· in next sentence, on three key
words, -not,· ·hit,· and ·don't,· and in last sentence,
on -want us,- and on ·other.·
Expansion: CIt.: <EV. (C.) yes, Nicholas was very
specific because I told him,> <F. ntry to remember
because I want to know exactly what you did so that I'll
be able to deal with it the right way, because I'm not
going to hit you (any more). I don't want to hit you. I
just want us to be honest with each other.->
Interaction statement: Wendy describes how she spoke to
Nicholas to get hfm to tell her what happened. She tells
{No hit} that she told him she was not going to hit him,
but {Co-op} wanted them to be honest with each other.
She thereby continues to demonstrate that {Good mol she
is a good mother who works with her child rather than
hits him.
Ber narrative ends with an evaluation.

She defends

Nicholas, saying that this incident was unique, and there was
no other time during the past week when he was troublesome.
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Clt.: ••but that was mainly, th- the only thing that
was really (was a big) issue

.100 Th.: mmhm

Clt.: since last time
Th.: o.k.

Paralinguistic cues: corrects self, emphasis on,-issue.Expansion: Clt.: <EV. (C.) but this incident between
Nicholas and my mother was·the only thing that happened
that really
be called serious since the
time
we met.)
Interaction statement: Wendy defends Nicholas saying that
there was only one incident in which Nicholas was
troublesome in the past week. She therefore.demonstrates
that she is on Nicholas's side, and that rather than
complaining about him, she doesn't look for opportunities
to find fault with him. She thereby demonstrates that
{Good mol she is.a good mother. . .
.
She begins to say more, perhaps to supply a coda for
her story, but the therapist cuts· ·her off to ask the next
question, which begins subsegment b. The exchange is as
follows:
b.Ol Clt.: is that.
Th.: how unreaSonable would you think that Nicholas
w- had been •• not at all somewhat or very
little, pretty unreasonable or
unreasonable
Wendy is taking the. position that, despite what her.
mother told her, the incident was not very serious.
answer to the therapist's

In

she defends

saying his behavior in the incident she described was only a
little unreasonable:
Clt.: I would say a little unreasonable
Wendy's defense of Nicholas is consistent with what the
therapist had urged in the past.
question:

She now goes on to the next
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.05

Th.: mmhm •• o.k., somewhat, a little, o.k., and how
angry or mAd did his a- unreasonable behavior
you

In answer, Wendy continues her defense of Nicholas.
She explains that it really wasn't entirely his fault since
he was indoors all day.
CIt.: well it didn't make me-, it- I didn't get mad
because •• of the fact that
.10 Th.: mmhm
CIt.: ••he was indoors a:ll day o(my mother wasn' able
to take him out)
Paralinguistic cues: corrects self; emphasis of words,
·all,- and Rtake;R voice drops on, ·my mother wasn·t •••• •
Expansion: CIt.: <IV. even though you would expect that
the kind of behavior Nicholas displayed with my mother
would make me mad, it didn't. I understood that he was
restless because he was indoors all day, since my mother
wasn't able to take him out.>
Wendy's explanation adds a new propOSition,
{Understand-WI, Wendy understands Nicholas's needs.
Interaction statement: {Stick up} Wendy defends Nicholas
by explaining that there was a reason for his difficult
behavior with her mother. She thereby demonstrates that
she is {Good mol a good mother who {Understand}
understands her Child's needs. She also de'monstrates
{Good client} that she is a good client who has learned
to stick up for her child and to take his
into
account, as the therapist has taught her to do.
The therapist's drawn out, -I see,· in a low volume
which matches Wendy's, shows agreement with Wendy's reasoning, and appreciation for her empathy with Nicholas, as well.
Th.:

seee, o.k.)

In her explanation, Wendy demonstrates that she understands why Nicholas behaved the way he did, and also why her
mother reacted as she did.

However, she is more on his side

than hers.

She twice refers to the behavior her mother

complained

about as, -those little things,· thereby mini-
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. mizing the complaintz
.15

Clt.: and •• he- he'sTh.: °Co.k.)
Clt.z he's very active so 1- he- he got bored °Cand i
think those little things-••oh .y mother ca.n'
too much of, those little things//b-)
Th.: o.k.

Paralinguistic cues: stumbles on word, -he;R corrects
self. twice; twice uses term, Rthose little things,- to
refer to what Nicbolas did; volume drops starting with
- and I •••• R
This statement provides two
local one.

The first general proposition is {Active}, Nicho-

las is a very active child.
Wendy's mother can't
he is bored.

general propositions and a

The second is {-Tolerate-H},
things Nicholas does when

The local proposition is, {17} Nicholas got

bored being indoors all day.
Expansion: Clt.: <IV. {Active} Nicholas is a very active
child, and {17}.he got bored being indoors all day. The
reason my mother got
angry with him was {-Tolerate}
that she can't tolerate too much of the kinds of things
he does when he gets bored, even though these things are
actually minor.>
The interaction statement introduces a new proposition,
{Bad mo-H/Good mo-w'J, Wendy is a better mother than her own
This proposition is in the form of, and replaces an
.. earlier,. {Bad-N/Good-W}.

There' is st.ill the opposition

between Wendy and another person, in which Wendy benefits in
the comparison, but the other party has changed ·from Nicholas
to Wendy's mother.

There is a difference, though.

The

mother is not complained of in as strong terms as Nicholas
once was.

Interaction statementz Wendy explains why Nicholas acted
the way he did, and why her mother acted as she did. She
thereby demonstrates {Precep} that she perceives the
emotions of others, and also that she understands the
situation better than her mother did. She thereby
implies that {Bad mo-M/Good mo-W} she is a better mother
than ber own mother since {Understand-WI she understands
needs, wbile {-Understand-HI ber mother does
not.
Wendy has trouble with the next part of ber explanation.

She hesitates before speaking, and corrects berself

frequently.

Sbe is talking about Nicholas's misbehavior,

which, in this session, she bas difficulty acknowledging.
Her, ·y'know,· with which refers to what Nicholas did, is
spoken at a low volume.
Nevertbeless, she is able to demonstrate her understanding of tbe

by relating how she explained to

Nicholas why his grandmotber was so upset with him.

Ber

emphasis on understanding is in line with the cognitive
emphasis of the past weeks, and in a sense demonstrates that
she has come to see things as
wbat she has been teaching ber.

tberapist does, and values
She says:

, .20 CIt.: •• (2.5) •• 1 just- a- y'know I try to explain to
lim t,hat's the reason why she was so upset
because
Th.: mmhm
CIt.: o(y'know)
Th. z •• o.k.
Paralinguistic cues: pause of 2.5 seconds before
continuing; corrects self; uses ·y'know n to stand for the
reason she bas just given why her mother was so upset;
volume drops on ny'know."
Expansion: CIt.: <IV. I try to explain to Nicbolas that
the reason his grandmother was so upset is what I've just
said.>
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. Interaction statement. Wendy demonstrates that {Precep}
she understands other people's feelings, and that she
wants Nicholas to understand other people's feelings,
too. She thereby demonstrates, in a way she knows the
therapist will ·appreciate, that {Know} she knows what's
proper for a child, and teaches him the proper thing, to
understand people's feelings, and therefore {Good·mo} is
a good
.
Continuing her explanation, Wendy tries three times before· she finds what she wants· to say.

She takes Nicholas's

side, and accepts his version of what happened.

It is not

clear what she means by, ·the ·talking,· although she is
probably saying something about Nicholas's talking back to
his grandmother.
By accepting his version of things, she is· suggesting
that she believes that her mother was exagg·erating.

This is

.not the first instance when she has treated complaints
against Nicholas as exaggerations.

She also did this in

second, third, and fourth sessions •
• 25 Clt.: his- plus I think he-, an the ta:lking- I told
y'know-, he said he didn't curse at her he juss'
said dumb
Th.: I see
Paralinguistic cues: corrects self several times; emphasis on
words, -talking,· ·curse," fades off on word, -dumb."
This part of Wendy's. explanation introduces a new local
proposition, {18}, Wendy's mother was exaggerating in her
complaints about Nicholas (c.f. proposition {7}).
Expansion: Clt.: <IV. I think that.because {Tolerate} my
mother has such difficulty tolerating the things Nicholas
does when he's bored, {lSI she exaggerates the things he
does, and makes them out to be worse than what he
.
actually does do. I told him that he shoulQn't curse -at
his grandmother, he told me that he hadn't cursed at her,
he just called her, -dumb. n )
.
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Interaction statementz Wendy explains that she accepted
Nicholas'S version of what happened over her mother's.
She thereby demonstrates {Good mol that she is a good
mother.'
.
Although she is on his side, she still wants him to
behave properly.

She explains that she told him that it was

wrong to talk to his grandmother the way he did.
.30

CIt.: ••0Csomething happened. an' he said she was
stupid an' I said well that was wrong) y'know
y' ,neyer-

Paralinguistic cues: starts out in low voice, volume
rises on ·y'know ••• ,· emphasiS on words, "that," and
"never."
Expansion: Clt.z <EV. according to wbat Nicholas told me,
something happened which made him angry, and he called
his grandmother stupid. I said to him,> <"That was
wrong, you should never talk to your grandmother that
way.>
Interaction statement: Wendy reports that she accepted
Nicholas's version of what happened, but firmly told him
that he was wrong. She thereby demonstrates that .
she has faith in her child, l:?ut {Know} knows what is
appropriate. She thereby demonstrates that {Good mol she
is
good mother.
Th.: •• mmhm
She accepts his promise that he won't repeat his
disrespect of his grandmother.
CIt.: o(an he promised me he wouldn' say it again an
•• 1 believed him •• y'know that he wouldn't)
The therapist now goes on to the next question,
beginning subsegment c.
c.Ol

.05

Th.z •• if you look back at that situation now Wendy,
d'y'think that you could've- that Dnl could'v
avoided it in any way ..that's his behaving
like that ••d'y'think there's anything that you
could've done •• oCto avoid that)

Wendy's answer is, reasonably enough, that since she
wasn't there, she couldn't have avoided the situation.

How-

ever, in narrating a situation which basically didn't involve
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her, she is able to present both herself and Nicholas in a
good light: she is a reasonable person who unlike her mother,
doesn't get into avoidable power struggles with a seven year
old boy, and that he is

when his cooperation is solic-

ited, and bis needs are understood.
Clt.:
don't think so)"
Th.: o(o.k.)
Clt.: maybe if I was there 1-, °Cbut I wasn' there
so-)
The therapist. endorses Wendy's stance by bringing up
another aspect of the situation, she was working.

Sbe adds

to Wendy's "status as a reasonable person, the status of
" responsible
.10

as weil.

She" says:

Th.:" °Cy'had t'go t'll2.tk.)
Clt.: °Cyeah)
"Th.: °Ca'mean that's, not a, pleasure it's
something y'need t'do
CIt. : °Cyeah)

Then she goes on to the next question, which begins
subsegment d.
d.Ol

Th.: o.k ••• um once you were ..in th'situation what
JUg you 1 ike about the way you handled it

As in the past, Wendy answers that she likes the fact
that she didn't automatically get angry at Nicholas:
CIt.: •• (2.5) .".that I didn't get angry at him right "
out
• 05 Th .: mmbm •• (2". 5) •• 0 Co. k • )
She contrasts her own handling of the situation with
the way her mother wanted her to handle it.
presents

In doing so, she

as a reasonable person and a enlightened

mother, in contrast to her own mother who comes off as unreasonable and quick to hit--exactly what she has disliked in
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her own performance as a mother.

However, her, "somehow I

got the impression ••• • distances her from her knowledge of
how she knew what her mother wanted, since most likely similar things had occurred in the past.

In this way, she partly

protects her mother from her assessment, and herself from her
knowledge of her mother, as quick to hit.

She says:

CIt.: 1- my mother- I could tell she didn' li:ke
th 'fact that..I didn', yell at him right there
on the spot when she
me, or hi- or- or
give lim a m2iUlking •• a- somehow I got the
.10
impression she was expecting me t'do that
Th.: o(mmhm)
Paralinguistic cues: hesitant, short pauses, corrects
self twice; emphasis on words, ·yell,· "told," and
·spanking;· starts to say, ·hit,· but corrects self
say, "give him a spanking;" uses, ·somehow I got the
impression,· to distance herself from the fact that she
knew that her mother expected her to spank Nicholas.
This statement introduces a new local proposition,
{19}, Wendy's mother wanted her to yell at Nicholas, or to
hit him.

Since Wendy no longer hits Nicholas for the things

she used to hit him for ({No hit}), and knows that yelling
and hitting are extreme ways to discipline a child
({Extreme}), but her mother does not, she is able to show
that she is a"n enlightened parent, which introduces the
general proposition, {Enlight-W}, and it's corollary,
{-Enlight-M}, Wendy's mother is not an enlightened parent.
Expansion: CIt.: <IV. I could tell that {19} my mother
didn't like the fact that I didn't yell at Nicholas or
hit him. I got the impression that she was expecting me
to do that.>
Interaction statementz Wendy explains that her mother
wanted her to yell at Nicholas or hit him, and didn't
like the fact that she didn't. She thereby portrays
herself {Enlight-W} as an enlightened parent--and
{-Enlight-M} her mother as unenlightened--who doesn't hit
her child, even though her mother wants her to. She
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thereby {Bad·mo-M/Good mo-W} portrays herself as a better
mother than her own mother. She simultaneously distances
he'rself from her portrayal of her mo'ther, and allows some
doubt that her mother. is actually as she portrays her.
She·then demonstrates how she handled the situation the
proper way.

In describing what.

ing the question,which she

did, she is also answer"implicitly raised in the

'firstsession, about her' ability to.' act forcefully with Nicholas.· She now shows tbat she is able to act effectively.

She

says:
Clt.: but
I said o(o.k. we're gonna go home now an
w-), I gonna ta- I'm gonna
Th.: ••·yeah
'
.15 Clt:.:
we're gonna .tAl.k about this Nicholas
'. (an). . '
Th.1 eah
CIt.: 6(y'know)
ParalingUistic cues: stumbles on, ·1 said,· lowers volume
on, ··o.k., were gonna ••• ·, and on, ·y'knowl· ·emphasis on,
·talkJ voice drops on, ·an,· suggesting uncertainty about
.what, if anyth".iilg, comes aftertalkingl ··uses,. ·y'know·
to stand·· ·for the the fact that they need to talk.
Expansion: CIt.: <EV. I was aware {19} that my mother
wanted me to hi t·N icholas, bu1: instead of doing what she
wanted, because {-Enlight-M} I knew she was wrong, I said
to him,> <F. ·this is what we're going to do. Were going
to go home now, (because what happened is something which
is between you and me and doesn't involve Grandma), and
we're going to talk about what happened, because it is
something important for us to talk about.·)
Interaction statement: Wendy describes how she took
Nicholas home to talk to him', rather than yell at· or bit
him, as 'her mother wanted her to d().· She thereby shows
1) that {Force} 'she ·able to take charge of the situation
act .forcefully··with NicholasJ and '2) that she is aware
that
it·is
talk
a child than to. hit
him,' .ndth.·refore {Enli.ght-W} 'is an enlightened parent.
She also continues to' deino·nstrate that {Sad· mo:';'M/Good' moW} she is a better mother than her own mother.
The. therapist next asks· a question whose answer is
known to' both· of. them, whether what Wendy has just described
what she used to do. ·She asks this, presumably, as a
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device to make explicit the changes that Wendy has made.
Wendy, however, possibly not understanding, answers before
the therapist finishes, and says, -usually.-

Ber answer,

even if inconsistent with what she has described in the past,
·is in keeping with her self-portrayal as an enlightened
parent.

The exchange is as follows:

Th.: is that what y' used t'do about it Wendy/lis
.20 CIt.: o(usually)
The therapist's, -that what you would- is a continuation of her question.

Then, realizing that Wendy has ans-

wered, she breaks off, and comments on her answer.

Ber

response, however, is to the answer she most likely expected,
rather than to the one she was given.

She says:

Th.: that what you would-, so you've really-, you've
gotten ah.Q.l.g of this
In answering this time, Wendy is in tune with the
therapist, and gives the appropriate response describing 'how
she has changed.

;

Her answer contains an insight into her motiv-

ation for her former treatment of Nicholas, an insight which,
however, partly implicates her mother and her sister in the
hitting.

She says:

CIt.: yeah •• b'cause
Th.: mmhm
.25 CIt.: I, um, thinking DQ¥-, now that I realize
that •• maybe •• I used t'do that spanking or
yelling more to even please those people
Paralinguistic cues: emphasis on word, -now,- fallingrising (questioning) intonation on word, -maybe,- leaves
insight as tentative; uses word, Beven,B which suggests
that pleasing them was an extreme thing to do.
The therapist's statement, immediately above, introduces three new propositions.

The first is {Control}l' Wendy
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-1s able to control her tendency to yell at Nicholas or to hit
hfm.

'It is implicit, here, in Wendy's answer.

The next prop-

osition is {Please O-W}, Wendy wants to please others, in
this case, it appears as

wants to

please her mother and sister.

If it had been introduced in

the second ses'sion, it· would have taken ·the form' of {pl'ease
Wendy wants to please her sister.

The third, which is

introduced here, although it might have been introduced somewhat earlier, is {o hit}, others want Wendy to yell at Nicholas or to hit

Like the second, th,is proposition can be

stat'ed in 'the

Wendy's: mother wants· heX' to •••

{o
.

etc., or' {O

.

Wendy's'

In this statement, .

. .

both are implied, and the. 'expression is {O hit-MIs}.
Expansion:
control my
spank
used' to do

C1t.: <IV. yes,
I have .been able to
tendency to' immed1ate1y yell at N1cho1as or
And as I think about it now, I realize that I
that spanking or yelling {Please MIs}
{o
more to please those people than because I
believed it was the r-ight thing to do,· (and I no longer
need· to do that.»"

Interaction statement: Wendy expresses an insight. She
thereby demonstrates that {Good c1ient-W} she is a good
.c1ient:because {Insight} she has gained insight into her
own actions and feelings. She also partly implicates her
m'other and sister in the yelling and hitting, since
10 hit-MIS} they 'were pressuring her to hit Nicholas.
She thereby partly exonerates herself.
The therapist's 'e10ngated, ·oh" ·indicates that she
recognizes the
Th.:

of what Wendy 'has said:
0

(ouh)

Wendy starts to.say more, Qut the therapist speaks and
takes

insight a step further.
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.30

CIt.: thenTh.: ..G you were behaving in a sense more like
your mother's daughter than your son's mother

Paralinguistic cues: short pause before beginningr waits
to see if Wendy will say more; emphasis on words, -so,-daughter,· and ·mother,- uses expression, -in a sense,and falling-rising intonation on, -daughter,· to function
as mitigation.
Expansion: Th.: <IV. so in yelling at and hitting
Nicholas, you were behaving more like your mother's
daughter, {Please M-W} by trying to please her, than like
your son's mother by doing what you knew was right.>
Interaction statement: The therapist expands on Wendy's
insight. She points out that she was trying more to
please her mother than to function as a mother to her own
son. She thereby {Int-th} interprets Wendy's feelings,
and reinforces {Insight} Wendy's insight.
Wendy expresses her agreement in a low voice, and
further qualifies if with, -I think

as a

SO.8

statement of agreement, it is a strong one:
CIt.: o(right •• right I think so)
The therapist continues: In a low voice indicating
sympathy and understanding, she first normalizes what has
happened:
Th.: •• 0 (that

happens •• yeah) •••

Then, after a brief pause, and at normal volume,
she identifies a new change Wendy has made.
back her proper role.

She has taken

She says:

•• but you
you are a
wather that's your first
.35 CIt.: (yeah)
Th. : thing now it seems like you've, taken
back •• charge of that
Th. :

Paralinguistic cues: short pause and switches from low to
normal volume, to mark shift to new content; emphasis on
words, -are,· and -mother,- second part of thought, -it
seems ••• ,· comes without a pause.
This statement of the

a proposi22
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tion
which I.am bOEEowing, with a small change. in content,
.
fEom TheEapeutic DiscouEse.
head of heE own household.

It is {Bead-X}, X is a competent
In this case, I am adding the

fUEtheE concept that X (Wendy) is a motheE.

The pEoposition,

heEe, takes the fOEm of {Bead-W}, Wendy is a motheE and a

.,eQo.

her own household.

A second proposition which

appears here is {Reassume-W}, Wendy has Eeassumed her role as
mother.
Expansion: Th.: <IV. it may have felt to you that by
being a daughter, you weren't fully entitled to act as a
mother, but {Bead-W} you are a mother. At this time of
your· life, that's your first thing, and it seems like,
from what you've been. telling me, {Reassume-W} that,
you've taken back charge of that role.)
.
Interaction statement: The therapist affirms Wendy's
status as a mother, and her right ,to act in that
capacity. She theEeby {Teach-Th} acts in the capacity of
a .teacher, and as an expert on life situations, with the
authority to say what is correct.
Again Wendy agrees. She starts to say something more,
but the therapist begins at that point, speaking at a higher
volume, and what Wendy says is inaudible on the tape.
therapist's next reference, to waiting, is unclear.

The

Wendy

cuts her off, and says that she feels good about having
resumed her role as a mother.

The exchange is as follows:

CIt.: o(yes II(
)
Th.: y'know waiting.40 CIt.: 0(1 feel- I feel good about it)
The therapist's words of encouragement mark a transition..

She then goes on to the next question, and to the next

subsegment:
Th.: o(yes, I think y'do very well and y'will do
well) , •••
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Subsegment e is brief.

It begins as she asks if there

anything Wendy did not like about the way she handled the
situation.

Wendy answers no, then starts to say more, but

doesn't continue.
e.Ol

The exchange is as followsl

••• what did y'nm. like
y'handled
Clt.1 o(no·I- I)

0

(about the way

The therapist then moves on to the next question:
Th.: o.k ••• (2.S) •• if the nmit thing happened again
Wendy or sometbing similar to it bow would you
handle it

.05

Wendy's answer is brief, and does not open up any
discussion.

She would handle a similar situation the same

way:
CIt.: •• 0(1 think I would), handle it the same way
The therapist then moves on to the next question, and
with it to subsegment f.
new area.
f.Ol

The new question takes them into a

She says:
Th.: o(mmhm •• o.k.) •• (3.S) •• now •• how about •• during
the last week or so was there a time when y'got
along unusually well ..o(with, the kids)

Wendy does not begin a new narrative, but instead
describes a general state of affairs:
.05

C1t.1 •• (S.S) •• o(yyess)
Th.: o(yeah o.k.)
CIt.: i- it- it- •• y'know it's not like it- for brief
little moments though
'Th.1 yeah

The discussion she now initiates refers back to the
sixth session.

At that time, she also talked, as she does

now, about having very little time to spend with Nicholas.
She explained that in the past when she was busy, sbe would

, put him off, but that she had begun having him talk to her
while she does other things, and because of this change,
Nicholas hadn't been feeling so ignored.
,NOW she begins her ,account by saying that she was very
busy during the past week, and that, again, the only time she
cO,uld spend with Nicholas was while she was doing other
,

things.
.10

.

She says:
CIt.: y'know, like ••because I was G
doing
everything that I had like •• a little time
t'sit 'down 'and we have !Yn together, but it
was, while I was doin something or wa:lking
home or something

The therapist now asks another question whose answer she
already knows, and whose purpose, is again, most likely to
underscore the
.15

which has occurred:

Th.,: o.k . . . is 'that something unusual from what
th'typical, pattern had been

As with the previous session,'Wendy describes the difference between her new and old methods of handling Nicholas's demands for attention.

This time, she is more willing

to take responsibility for Nicholas's feeling ignored.ln the
sixth session, she talked about it as something he was probably thinking, evading her role in the process.

Now the

reason she gives is something she was doing, putting him off.
The text from the two sessions is juxtaposed.

The sixth

session is on the leftl the posttest on the right:
CIt.:

••• 1
he think'
maybe, I don' wanna
hear what 'e has
t'say, y'know I a- I'm
busy All th'time 11m
Iluways doing
Th.: yeah
CIt.: something •• and

ICIt.:
I
I
I Th.:
IClt. :
I
I
I

yes because usually lid
say later not now
Nicholas
oh· kay
no 11m so tired we
talk about it later and
we never- I would never
an. to it
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sometimes I tell 'im
I
I s-, y'know Nicholas I
could you-, could you I
tell me later, let me I
just finish this now y'l
know an he- he prob'ly I
think I don' wanna
I
bear what 'e has t'say I
The therapist restates, and writes down, what Wendy has
said about the change:
Th.: o.k. so what you're saying is I took a few
minutes •• while •• I was busy •• to playa little ••
with Nicholas •• (2.5) •• and that before you
would
do that you would always- I'm too
.25
busy I'm too busy
CIt. I yeah//aTh.1 sounds like you're finding those few minutes
now
Wendy expands on what she is doing differently:
.30

CIt.: yeah I used t'put lim off like//later Nicholas
Th.: yeah
andTh.: yeah

She describes how she now balances other responsibilities with Nicholas's demands £or time.

+ho.t ....- .... -

sion, she
even if she isn't.

In the sixth ses-

assures him that she is paying attention,
Now she says, and a few utterances later

she repeats this at greater detail, that she actually does
pay attention to him while doing other things.

Again, the

text from the sixth session is on the left, and the posttest
on the right:
Th.1 o(o.k.)
CIt.: but now, like, even
sometimes, I don' hear
what he's sayin', I
tell 'im go'head
Nicholas I'm
listeni:ng, y'know an
I'll, be do- an
sometimes I don' hear
th'fu:ll story

IClt. :
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I Th.:
IClt. :

•• but now •• like he's
still expecting me- like
if he starts t'tell me
he'd like-, what he'd
like me t'do would be
like stop n y'know, heh- probably think I'm
not listenin' or

mmhm

I don't wanna hear •• an
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Th.: yeah
Clt.: y'know but I just
wan'im t'know that, y'
know •• I have- I'm- I'm
li:sstening
Th.: there's time for you
Nicholas
Clt.: yyess

he said •• he'd start· over
again I said Nicholas I
heard you just continue
talking I just have to do
this//but I'm listenin'
o.k.
.)
IClt .: to you/Ie
I

I
I
I
I
I
I Th.:

The therapist, now advocating for Nicholas, looks at
the situation from the standpoint of his needs:
.45

Th.:

that seems like it's important to him to know
you're s-, you're aware of him
Clt.: yes
Th.: that he's around
Clt.: o(yeah)

Then she switches to Wendy's perspe_ctive, and asks if
what she is now doing works.
answer is obvious.

This is another question Whose

In the last session she had encouraged

what Wendy described doing, giving Nicholas attention whenever she could.

In a section of the tape I did not analyze,

she said:
Th.: y'know it's interesting Wendy, you'd say on
th'one hand he needs so much, an then on the
other ha:nd •• you're just saying is I'm not
really- it's not- doesn't sound as though a11givin.g him now so mUlch, it sounds like you're
really just giving, a 1itt1e-//a few
Clt.: just a few
Th.: little things
Clt.: yes it's true
Th.: but regularly
Clt.: o(it is//tr- yes)
Th.: th'look, th'listen, th'hug •• small things but
Now she refers back to that discussion.

In asking if

just that littie attention is all it takes to make him feel
secure, She reinforces her point.

She asks:

Th.: and that little bit works? with him
Wendy seems confused, and seems to be defending the
fact that she is not giving Nicholas more attention than she

is.

What she says now repeats what she had said a few mo-

ments before.

She says:

.50 CIt.: yeah he seemed to a- have accepted it b'cause

like he- he- would start repeating himself and
held say
Th.: mmhm
CIt.: see Mommy youlre not listening, and I said yeah
.55
Nicholas 11m listenin ' I heard what y'said and

III (

)

Th.: o.k.
CIt.: lid say betcha I could tell you what
you said y'know
.60 Th.: yeah
CIt.: yeah
The therapist, by way of reassuring Wendy; points out
that he may be only testing her, and that he needs to be
certain that he can rely on her paying attention.
Th.: so he's testing, sounds like he's uh not so
sure, nd he wants to be sure that uhAlthough she does not finish her thought, Wendy may be·
saying that he is no·w aware that she does pay attention.
CIt.: yeah he's
.65 Th.: Keah
CIt.: (yeah)
The therapist IS next statement, that she's glad it's
working serves both as reinforcement, and a means of closing
off this discussion and forming a transition to the next:
Th.:
it's working
CIt.: •• (1t 1S)
She now goes on to the next question, which begins
subsegment g.

This

Wendy and Nicholas.
g.01

involves positive experiences between
She says:

Th.: how 'bout Nicholas, was there something hee,
did th't made things kind of nice o(b'tween
th'two of you •• (3) •• anything JlScial that he
said nd- or he did) .. or Ie didn·'t
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Again, Wendy doesn't have an incident to relate, although she pauses for several seconds before answering,· presumably trying to think of one.

When she begins to speak, it

1s in a low voice, as though apologizing for not having an
incident.
statement.
.

.

here,

She begins in her usual fashion with a general
This kind of statement sometimes, although not
the abstract for a story:

.05 C1t.: •• (S) •• 0(litt1e things he •• I think •• I wouldn't)
say anything.big th't I could remember
Ilspecifica11y
Th.: mmhm
Th.: mmhm
. She continues, and, ·as with the sixth session, when she
was also unable to point to anyone examp·1e, she reports that
things between them are generally better:
.10 Clt.: but it's overall
Th.:. o.k.
CIt.: gattern is- is-, it's more, pleasant somehow
Th.: (o.k.)
In the last session, Wendy's comparison between -then,and -now- was a means of indirectly voicing a complaint.
This time, however, the focus is on herself, rather than
Nicholas.

Ber decision not to yell at him for things she

ordinarily .would ·before is the source of the change.

In the

past two sessions, she has begun to expresses a new understanding of Nicholas's capabilities and limitations as a
child.

Bere, she makes her fullest statement so far.

She

says:
.15

CIt.: •• (3) •• he still has 'is moments where, y'know
•• 1 woula ••at- at the point befo:re
Th.: o(mmhm)
CIt.: I was I would, probably just,
at him
Th.: o(mmhm)
CIt.: o(y'know), but now 1- I tend to overlook those

JJB
.20

things somehow •• o(b'cause)
Th.: o(yeab)
CIt.: I realize he is'a child •• o(y'llknow)

Paralinguistic cues: pauses for three seconds before
speaking, then pauses briefly twice more, corrects self
when referring to time "before," elongates word, "before"
for emphasis; uses, "probably just" to mitigate the
statement that she would yell, emphasis on word, "yell,"
uses word, ·somehow" instead of an explanation for how
she is able to overlook things, word, "because" in a low
voice, as though not sure of explanation,· final,
"y'know· in a low voice, stands for the implications of
his being a.child, without her saying them.
Expansion: CIt.: <IV. there are still times when Nicholas
does things that, the way I was before, I would yell at
him for. But now {Control}l I tend to overlook those
things (although I'm not sure I understand how I manage
to do so) because {Understand-W} I realize he is a child,
and I can't expect too much of him.>
Interaction statement: Wendy explains that she has
changed, and no longer yells at Nicholas for the things
she would have before. She thereby asserts that
{Good client-W} she is a good client who has learned from
the therapist and changed her behavior. She also asserts
that she is {Good mo-W} a good mother who doesn't yell at
her child for small things.
The therapist's comment underscores the importance of
the change.

Ber use of the word, ·somewhat,· though, is

unexpected.

It minimizes the extent of the change, just as

she is calling attention to it's importance.

Wendy's, "I

think· appears to begin a new thought, which she breaks off
as the therapist continues talking:
Th.: o(yeah), Ilso y've changed th'way y'look at
CIt.: 0(1 think)25. Th.: him somewhat
Earalinguistic cues: uses, "somewhat· to minimize, and
therefore mitigate the degree of the change.
This statement introduces a proposition which has been
implicit for a long time.

It is {Change}, Wendy has changed

the way she thinks about Nicholas and acts toward him.

JJ9
Expansionl Th.1 <IV. from what you're telling me, I
can see that {Change} you've changed to a be.tter way of
.about
Interaqtion statement': The therapist compliments Wendy
fQr having changed. She accepts her as {Enlight-W} an
enlightened
who knows the correct way to treat a
child. She thereby asserts {Teach-Th} her role as
teacher, -and 'as the one who defines right and wrong, and
gives compliments.
Tlle.n Wendy expands·.On. the cllange i,. her.
showlng that she really does possess a new understanding of
Nicholas as a child.
CIt. 1 yeah'I think 'before I was •• puttin' im in a h- ••
I ·would say higher-, in a more grown-up
br-acket
.
. Tb •. :. 0 (ohkay)
.30
. where. I was
too much of him
Paralinguistic cues: hesitant, interrupts self, corrects
self.
Expansion: CIt.: <IV. Before I wa. thinking of Nicholas
as more grown.-up than he actually is, and I was expecting
too much' of him.>
.
Interaction statement: Wendy demonstrates that
{Understand} she possesses a new understanding of
N"icholas's abilities and limitations. She thereby
demonstrates {Good client-W} that she is a·good client
who has learned from the therapist, and {Good mo-W} a
good mother who understands her child as a child.
The

attention·to what Wendy has

said grows

a fairly long speech

the

to respond.

connections.

when Wendy passes up

She'attempts to draw several

Emphasizing the importance of the change Wendy

just described' in her view of Nicholas, she connects it
with··a change. in her 'view of <herself which Wendy has not
'but i.s is implicit in her stance' tC?ward her mother, that 'she sees he'rself more· as a grown-up.

Then she

draws a connection between Wendy's new attitUde toward her-
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self and her new view of Nicholas.

She begins by saying:

Th.: o(o.k., o.k. I think that that's important for
us o.k.) so what you're saying is I s-y'see
Nicholas more o(as a chi:ld now)
Paralinguistic cues: ·1 think that that's important ... ·"
is bracketed by ·o.k.'s,· emphasizes importance of what
she wants to point to; begins in low, soft voice; drops
voice for emphasis; emphasis on words, ·child.·
Expansion: Th.: <IV. I believe that what you have said is
important for the work we are doing. What you're saying
is that {Understand} you see Nicholas more as a child
now.>
Interaction statement: The therapist calls attention to
what Wendy has just said, and identifies it as important.
She waits a few seconds for Wendy to respond, and when
she doesn't, continues:
.35

•• (3.5) •• o(yeahJ. well I guess, part of what
that is also related t'the fact that y'seem
t'see yr'self more as a grown-up

Paralinguistic cues: pause of 3.5 seconds, followed by
·yeah,· covers the fact that Wendy did not take a turn;
use of phrase, ·well I guess ••• the fact that,·and words,
-seem- and ft more- makes what follows indirect, and therefore mitigates statement; emphasis on word, ·gr6wn-up.This statement by the therapist introduces a final
proposition, {Grown-up-W}

Wendy now sees herself as a

grown-up whereas she once did not.
Expansion: The reason that you see Nicholas more as a
child is "{Grown-up} that you now see yourself more as a
grown-up than you did before.>
Interaction statement: The therapist identifies what
Wendy has said as important. She makes a connection
between what Wendy has said about her understanding of
Nicholas, and what she has observed about Wendy. In
doing this she assumes her role as {Teach-Th} teacher.
Again, the therapist waits for Wendy to respond but
when she doesn't, she continues.

She goes on to connect

Wendy's self perception with what she had said earlier, about
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hitting Nicholas in order to meet other people's expectations. ·In trying to please her mother, Wendy saw herself
more as a child than as a grown-up.

She says:

•• (2.5) •• you were saying that
'y'thought maybe tb'reason that ma¥Be you acted
out against Nicholas sometimes was more
t 'please your mother ••an other people which is
.40
something a child does" only, a child wants
t 'please grown;.,;ups·
.
CIt.: •• yeah
Paralinguistic cues: emphasis on words, "Nicholas,"
"mother," and "child," use of indirection, phrase, "you
·were saying y'thought maybe" and, "sometimes" as
mitigation; use
term, "acted out," as a way of naming
what it was Wendy did.
ExpanSion·: . Th.: <IV. you are saying that the reason you
yelled. at and hit. Nich,olas was .to ·please your moth.er .and
other people you have mentioned, rather than because you
thought it was the right
Tbis is an example of
. ho",. you
to ,see yqurself as'a c'hild, because wanting
to please grown-ups' (by·.doing :what they "want, rather than
using your own judgement) is something a child does. .
Only a child wants to please grown-ups that way; a grownup doesn't.>
.
. Interaction statement: The therapist gives as evidence of
Wendy's change, the fact that she used to think of
herself as a child and want to please .her mother and
other·people. She thereby {Teach-Th}
to
her function
a teacher.
.
. Then she restates and strengthens her point about the
connection.

Now that Wendy is able to see herself as a

she can see Nicholas as'a child.

Wendy shows that

she is following by offering an ending to the therapist's
sentence.

She does so,. however,in a'very low voice, which

does not claim the
ing.

The exchange is

continues talkfollows:

Th.: so maybe just th'fact of looking at y'self as a
grown-up •• automatically makess-, makes it very
.45
2Qvious//that he's a
CIt.: (0 (th 't he's)

,. ..
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Wendy accepts the therapist's connection, but at
least at first, in a tentative way.

Speaking in a low voice,

and in a monotone, she says:
CIt.: o(yeah I never thought of it that way)
A general comment by the therapist underlines the
point she has made:
Th.: g'know everything fits in
CIt. : (yeah)
.50 Th.: nothing, is isolated, everything always has aa mmsequence
Wendy repeats her surprised acceptance of the therapist's point.

At the end of this exchange, she laughs,

perhaps indicating her pleasure in seeing the connection.
CIt.: I never- I would never would have looked at it
//that way
Th.: yeah
.55 CIt.: that way
Th,.: yeah,
CIt.: «laughs»
The therapist's next statement is one of praise for the
changes Wendy has made, as well as encouragement to continue
making more changes.

It also forms a transition to the next

section of the posttest, the closed ended questions.
.60

Th.: well I think you started to look at a
.
lotta things in a different way Wendy nd it,
seems t'be helpful for you .. t'look at o(some
things) ...2.t..k..a. now we'll run through this here ...
. [tape
The Posttest in Context

While, like the pretest, the posttest serves as a
research instrument, and is, therefore, different from the
therapy sessions which proceeded it, it is also a continuation of the therapy, much as the pretest

was its

beg in-
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ning.

In this session, whose formal purpose is gathering

research data, the process of shaping of ideas which was the
substance of the therapy continues.
In the final meeting, the discussion takes up many of·
the themes introduced in previous sessions, 'and, in a sense,
moves toward tying up loose ends.

The repetition of themse

through the sessions, culminating in the posttest is partly
.

'

due to the focused nature of the therapy, and to the questionnaire, both of which served to limit the range of discussion, and ensure a repetition of certain general themes from
start to finish.

Partly, also,

the post test is as an

opportunity for wrapping up, the themes which have run
the pretest and .the six therapy sessions, ar.e expressed here in a form which comments on what has gone before.
The incident Wendy related in this segment shows impressive progress, but it also mirrors the one she related in
the first session.

In that session, it was Wendy who was

helpless to control Nicholas, and a third person came and
coaxed him out of the situation. Now it Wendy's mother who
plays Wendy's former role, and is helpless to control Nicho.

-

las, while Wendy is now the third person who comes along and,
takes charge and g.ets Nicholas to obey.

The theme of Wendy's

helplessness, which was advanced from the beginning of the
therapy has been turned around, and while helplessness occurs
in this session, it is now not Wendy's, but another person's.
By the the posttest, Wendy feels that the issue of
hitting is actually in the past, and she can discuss it in
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terms of her new self definition, as someone who used to yell
at and hit her child but now has gotten help, and no longer
does.

This new self definition is expressed in stages

through the first segment of the posttest.
In the first subsegment, it appears in the form of the
contrast between Wendy's new attitude toward hitting, and her
mother's.

In the second, it expresses itself as her new

understanding of Nicholas's needs, and her stance as an
enlightened parent.

In subsegment d, she develops the con-

trast between herself and her mother, and shows herself
resisting her mother's pressure to behave harshly toward
Nicholas.
the

Next, there is a discussion which refers back to
session, of her giving Nicholas sufficient atten-

tion, although, here, she does not appear to be fully satisfied with what she describes.

Finally, there is her realiz-

ation that much of the hitting and yelling was for the purpose of trying to please others, and therefore, did not fully
reflect her own way of raising her child.

This is an issue

which was introduced in the third, or possibly the second
session, although without the self-awareness she shows in the
posttest.
In the concluding chapter, which follows, I will discuss the therapy as a whole, as well as some of the issues
raised in the analysis of the sessions.
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CHAPTER XII
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
,Limitations of this Study
Before discussing the conclusions of this study, it
is necessary to point out some of'its limitations.
the study was intended'as exploratory.

First,

While its purpose

has been to doccument cognitive change through the course
of a complete therapy, it is not possible to generalize
from the results of this study to all other instances of
therapy, or even to
in a similar format.

instances of therapy conducted
Rather, its results are suggestive

rather than in any way definitive, and offer directions
for future research.
Second, in a study such as this there is a danger of
reifying the constructs developed in the process of analysis, of forgetting that they are just that, constructs,
and of according them and the conclusions derived from
them" objective status.

Conversation is an ephemeral phe-

nomenon,and.to fix it by recording--a process which
produces a selective representation of what occurred--and
by transcribing--which .results in a translation from the
oral to the written, 'with 'all the drawbacks of any other
translation--necesarily takes what occurred out of context
and thereby distorts it.

Likewise, attempts to select out

significant features are guesses· as to what might be

important.

While these guesses may be based in an

lectual tradition, they are guesses, nevertheless.
ly, the change in scale distorts.

Final-

Pittinger et ale (1960

cited in Labov and Fanshel, 1977) call attention to nthe
dangers of microscopy.n

To minutely analyze what took

place in seconds, and not within the full awareness of the
participants, and present it as what was significant in
the interaction runs the risk of creating a false picture
of the interaction as a whole and of the significance of
those features which are highlighted •. The foregoing is
not to minimize what can be learned from efforts such as
this.

They can produce a insights into a complex and

elusive process, which, however tentative, can be obtained
no other way.
Thirdly, while th1s study made use of the analytical
framework developed in Tberapeutic Discourse (Labov and
Fanshel, 1977), and was in a sense an attempt to replicate
that study, the use of the analytical framework was different.

The use of the elements of the analysis was

looser here than in the original.

For example, there was

no systematic attempt to apply the discourse rules developed in Tberapeutic Discourse and to derive the interactional content of the dialogue using these rules.

Like-

wise, the decision not to use the interactional vocabulary
developed by Bales (1950, cited in Labov and Fanshel,
1977) contributed to a certain degree of imprecision in

the characterization of interaction.

The differences in
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the use of the analytical framework are due first to my
lack of training in linguistics, and therefore my limited
ability to make use of the more technical aspect of Labov
and Fanshel's approach, and next to the different nature
of the two studies.

One of the purposes of Labov and

Fanshel's (1977) work was to examine the underlying structure of conversation, and to develop a set analytical
procedures for that purpose.

The intent of this work,

however, was to doccument a process through a series of
therapy sessions.

To do this it was necessary to examine

a large volume of material, which necessitates a lesser
degree of precision than that used by Labov and Fanshel.
A final limitation of this study is that the focus
on the

has precluded the

of a

structure for looking at the overall development of
themes, aside from their appearance from moment-to-moment.
To an extent, in fact, the the microanalytic structure,
although it is the means of discovering the themes which
run through the six sessions, tends to interfere with the
presentation of those themes and makes it difficult for
t·he reader to follow them.

The nature of the project,

however, seems to me to pose the question of a trade-off
between depth and breath.

I made the decision for depth,

and now must live with the limitations that decision
imposes.
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Issues in the Therapy .
PrOgression of Themes Through the Sessions
In the analysis of the eight meetings, the six
therapy sessions, the pre and posttest, a number of themes
have

the degree to which Wendy has learned

the cognitive behavioral technique, her complaining about
Nicholas, her inability to control him, her desire and
ability to stand up for him when he is criticized by
others, and her finding a means of functioning as a parent
without either on the one hand abdicating control, or on
the other hand yelling or hitting.

These themes can now

be looked at in the context of the therapy as a whole.
However, in considering the first of these themes-the technique--it is important to bear in mind that the
random assigriment of clients to therapists and to treatment conditions necessitated by the nature of the research
project meant that the normal procedure of attempting to
match the therapeutic approach to the client's needs, as
well as to her cognitive and emotional style, could not be
done.

Rather, the aSSignment of Wendy to that particular

therapist, and to the problem-solving technique, was a
matter of chance.

The nature of the therapy therefore was

in that respect constrained by the requirements of the
research.
There is a progression through the eight meetings in
which certain events stand out as indicators of the change
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which is occurring.

In each of the sessions, there were

certain significant moments in which a change was made
evident; Mahrer's (1985) concept of nmoments of movement n
is" relevant in considering how this change manifested
itself.
Although both the pretest and posttest sessions were
intended to be outside the therapy proper, since their
purpose was information gathering, the therapy process,
as I have attempted to show, actually began in the first
segment of the" pretest and continued through the posttest.

The issue of change first arose in the pretest

. session when: the therapist wei"s able to· redefine for Wendy
the "significance of her efforts that morning in getting
Nicholas to leave the house with her.
sented the incident as

While Wendy pre-

of how difficult Nich-

olas is, the therapist took it as a demonstration of
Wendy's success 'in controlling him and, by implication, of
of her ability to do so.
In the pretest and the first segment of session one
Wendy put forward her position vis-a-vis Nicholas, and the
difficulties she had been having-" with him; that he does
not obey her; that he'is constantly getting into trouble;
that he is unreasonable; that when he does something
wrong, she has to scold or threaten--she implies, but does
not yet say nhit"; and that therefore, he requires extreme
measures to control him.

When he is extremely upset, she

cannot control him, and it requires a third person to do
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it.

Herself, she presented as a reasonable person and a

good mother, struggling with limited funds, who believes
in talking calmly to a child rather than yelling and
hitting.
In the first session, she showed herself as unable
to stand up to him when he throws a tantrum.

However,

elsewhere in the session she showed a playful affection
for him.

In the incident she related in the final

segment, she again showed herself as not able or not
willing to stand up to him, in this case, when he merely
wanted something and was not having a tantrum.

Rather

than have to say nnon to Nicholas, she allowed her husband
to give him permission to go outside, despite her judgement that it was the wrong thing to do.
However, for Wendy, the process of change had already begun.

She announced that she had begun to treat

Nicholas differently, and said that she now tended to
think before rushing into things and getting angry.

She

credited the last week's session, the pretest, and the
opportunity it gave her to talk about what had been
troubling her, for this.

Whatever else her statement may

mean, Wendy was saying that she badly wanted to change.
A pattern, with respect to the therapist's teaching
of the technique, which I have highlighted in my analysis
of the second session, actually began in the first and
persisted through the later sessions.

The therapist in-

troduced the technique and made her first efforts to
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teach Wendy to use it. ,She attempted to use as material,
both 'to,

the problem solving approach and for

Wendy to

using it, incidents from

Wendy :had presented as difficult for her.
,

consistently

which
However, Wendy

,

to miss the technique portion of the

therapist 's

only to the, illus-

tr,ations.
In the second session, this pattern is evident.
therapist's

The

at teaching the problem solving, tech-

nique run through the entire session, but Wendy consistentlyresponded nat to the, technique, but to the
,

,

from her own life, and alternaticins between the
pist's

to teach the technique and discussions of

events from Wendy's life were, characteristic of the second session.

Thi's 'is: 'ill,ustrated :in, the final

when what the therapist intends as her final review of the
technique leads into another discussion of the incident
Wendy had presented earlier.
The final segment 'contains a significant interchange, a nmoment of movement. n The therapist challenged
Wendy's passivity in the face of her sister's attack on
Nicholast and offered the idea which later became an
"important ,theme in the, therapy, that, Wendy should stand up
'when others are unfair to him.
The, third s'ession was lik'e' the second in that the
. .

.

.

.

.

therapist's ,efforts ,to have Wendy take an active role in
the use of the technique proved largely un-

"

.
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fruitful.

She did much work reviewing the steps of the

technique, and first concentrating on anger as the warning
signal, she tried to get Wendy to identify moments when
she felt strongly angry with Nicholas.

When Wendy was not

able to acknowledge more than a small amount of anger, the
therapist moved to the next step in the process and worked
at having her define her doubts concerning her performance
as a mother as a "problem n to be solved using the technique.

Although Wendy did not directly acknowledge that

she was articulating a problem in the context of the
technique, she was able to answer the therapist's question
as to the nature of the problem confronting her in a way
that redefined her situation.
This occurred near the end of the third session and
constitutes another nmoment of movement," actually the
turning point of the therapy.

Wendy had begun the session

by complaining about Nicholas's not listening, but at the
therapist's prodding, acknowledged her doubts about herself
as a mother and her feeling that she had to make up for
his father's absence.

The therapist, in teaching the

technique, presented Wendy's own doubts back to her, but
at the same time assured her that the fact of her being a
good mother was uncontestable.

Wendy, confronted with all

of her frustrations, and at the same experiencing support
from the therapist, first broke down and cried, but then
was able to articulate a new understanding of her situation based on the previous week's discussion.

Instead of
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saying that the problem was "Nicholas's not listening," it
became ·that she was being told by others that he w.asn't
listening.

This led to a change in her orientation toward

him, in which she would no longer be his chief critic, but
would take his side against others

about him.

In the fourth session, the pattern of the. previous
sessions continued.

The therapist, in

the tech-

nique, used the incidents Wendy related and Wendy responded· to the content rather than the technique.

Also, at the

beginning of the session, the change in attitude reached
by the end of the ·third had not yet been fully integrated'.
The session began with Wendy reiterating her initial com'"
·plaints. about Nicholas,

he doesn.'t listen 'and will

only cooperate when he is.essentially·bribed to do so.
Boon after,· how.ever, she related an' incident which demonstrated that, when Nicholas came in for

she was

as at the end of the third session, fully on his side.
However,
so, she

she wanted very much to be able to do
not able to stand up for him against those

whom she felt were treating him unfairly.
In previous' sessions, the therapist "ha'd labeled
Wendy's responses to .Nicholas's behavior as.. in line with
the technique, solutions
In this sess.ion, she'

did

did not work.

a 'step furtber; .sile identified

Wendy's desire. to speak up for Nicholas, which she had not.
been able to act on, as a solution which she· has not been
able ·to implement.

then presented implementation as a
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problem for further solution.
Toward the beginning of the session, there is a
moment of movement. Wendy reported a week that had gone
more smoothly than heretofore.

At first she attributed it

to Nicholas's having seen his father who had spoken to him
about his not listening, but then also credited it to her
being a little calmer than formerly.

The therapist first

concentrated on elaborating the latter explanation, but
then returned to ask Wendy about her husband's role.

In

answer to the therapist's question, Wendy now minimized
her husband's part in the change, and she herself took the
credit.

She said that she had tried to be calmer and not

jump at Nicholas as she had done before.
In the fifth session, the pattern, established in
the first, in which Wendy would respond to the therapist's
exposition of the technique in ways that directed the discussion away from the technique, changed.

Although she

didn't identify what she now reported doing as using the
technique, the therapist did, and there followed an extended discussion, running through the session, in which
Wendy's understanding of new behavior she reported was
increasingly refined in the direction of the technique.
As the dialogue progressed, the therapist placed what
Wendy was describing in the context of the technique, and
Wendy, using the therapist's vocabulary, went on to tell
how she was handling Nicholas's behavior which in the past
would have gotten her quite angry.
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Later still, in a part of the session I did not
analyze, Wendy specifically referred to the beginning
steps of the technique.

She said she was trying to be a

little less angry with every situation, and that she was
able to stop herself from getting as angry as in the past.
She added, however, in one of her first unambiguous references to the

that she was having trouble

coming up with solutions.
In the sixth session, Wendy opened with a positive
statement about Nicholas, the first time she had done so and
then describes.a positive change :in him, that she was able
to see him being more confident and a happier child.

She then

attributed this to a change in her way of relating to him
that she wasn't hitting him as much as she used to.

She

then reported another change, that she was making an
effort to talk to him.

The discussion of talking to him

led then to a description of how she was trying'to give
him more of her attention, rather than putting him off, as
in the past.
than formerly.

Consequently, he was much less difficult
Somewhat later on in the session, she

attributes· the improvement to her looking at things· from
Nicholas's point of view.
In this session, the therapist did not go over the
technique, rather, her efforts were chiefly directed to
reinforcing Wendy's new behavior toward Nicholas and her
new empathy for him.

Late in the session, in a part I did

. not analyze, she attempted to demonstrate to Wendy that,
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based on the change she had described, what she had been
able to do for Nicholas, and what she had to offer him
was, contrary to what she had articulated in the third
session, actually enough, and that although she had only
been giving him little things, those things--some attention, a hug--were the things he needed.

In comparison to

she has to offer, Wendy then described her husband's
and her mother's indulging of Nicholas, and giving him
anything he wanted, to which the therapist responded by
taking the remainder of the session to support her efforts
to set limits.
In the posttest session, Wendy was able to tie
together some themes from previous sessions.

She de-

scribed an incident involving her own mother to illustrate
that while she can now control Nicholas, her mother cannot.

She demonstrated both empathy for him and that she

was now able to reason with him, in contrast to the early
sessions when he would not respond to her attempts at
reason.

As she reported how she told him not to speak to

his grandmother the way he did, she used words very similar to those the therapist had used in the second session
telling her how to tell him that he shouldn't speak disrespectfully to his aunt.

Somewhat later, she described,

again, as in the sixth sess ion, how she was now, mak ing an
effort to listen to Nicholas, only this time her description was in stronger terms than previously.

Wendy also

repeated an insight she had reported in the third session,
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that she had been yelling more to please others than
because she had wanted to herself.
The therapist's role in this session was more restrained than in the

.

sessions.

She did not at-

tempt to place what Wendy was describing within the framew,ork of the technique, but rather encouraged and attempted
to make explicit Wendy's new attitude.

She offered such

interpretations, as that Wendy had been behaving more as
her mother's daughter than as her son's mother
What wendy Learned
Although Wendy demonstrated change from week to
week--and often dramatic change--the question remains: did
she learn enough to avoid hitting Nicholas in the future?
In my examination of the sessions, certain. things. become
apparent.

Although Wendy does not appear to have learned

the entire problem solving technique, she did learn the
first steps, to identify that she is angry or upset and to
stop and think before re·acting •
. " However, the whole content of the therapy was not
confined to the problem solving technique. The therapist
both put forward a number of ideas of her own and supported or encouraged Wendy in a number of directions which
she herself had" chosen to take.

Among these were: she

first urged, then supported Wendy's taking Nicholas's side
when others are unfair to him, she encouraged Wendy to be
empathic with him, to think of herself as a good mother,
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to think of him as not a bad boy, and to think of herself
as having control over her own behavior, even if she could
not control Nicholas; she urged Wendy to pay attention to
the effect other peoples' treatment of Nicholas was having
on her and therefore the way she treated Nicholas because
of it;

she drew the connection between the way Nicholas

is treated and the way he acts, and between the way Wendy
acts toward him and his behavior; and she encouraged
Wendy's setting limits for Nicholas.

Above all, she pro-

vided a means for Wendy to talk about and to think about
her situation, to ventilate, and have a receptive listener
who would be on her side·at a time when she felt criticized by so many others.
Quite early in the therapy, it is clear that Wendy
was struggling to make use of what the therapist put
forward, and in many cases, was able to do so.

By the

second session she began to make use of the therapist's
vocabulary and with it many of her ideas as well.

For

example, empathy with Nicholas surfaces early, also in the
second session.

When therapist asks, ftI wonaer what Nich-

olas was thinking,ft she is able to give that serious
thought.
However, progress did not run in a straight line.
What seems to have happened is that Wendy made two shifts.
The first of these is the change in perspective from
Nicholas as persecutor to Nicholas as victim, which really
began in the second session, although Wendy was not able
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to articulate it until the third.

The second shift occur-

red in the fifth session, when Wendy announced change,
but was at first unsure whether to take credit for it
herself or to ascribe it to the visit with her husband.
In the ensuing dialogue, with the therapist's active questioning, restating, etc. she came by degrees to at least
partially take the credit for herself.

In session six,

she again reported improvements in Nicholas's behavior,
and was able to recognize her contribution, and in the
posttest, she reversed roles with the nladyn in the first
session who inter·vened

get Nicholas t·o· cross the

street, and actively took charge when Nicholas was being
extremely difficult.
By the last session, then, she had integrated much
of what the therap!st

said in previous sessions and

was using it along with her own favored approach--reasoning with Nicholas--which she reported was now working for
her, whereas in the past it had not.
The problem solving technique was the focus of the
therapy, and while Wendy learned the preliminary step of
that approach, recognizing anger, she seems to have learned the following step identification of a problem only imperfectly, and the next step, the systematic search for a
solution to the identified problem, almost not at all.
However, what the therapist taught, and what Wendy
learned, also had components of the two other cognitive
behavioral approaches which were part of the project. For
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example, the cognitive restructuring approach involved
changing nthe maladaptive cognitions of the parent n
(Whiteman and Fanshel, 1986, p. 31).

Among the areas of

concern were nthe significance [of the child's behavior]
for the client's self-esteem--what does the child's disobedient behavior signify for the client n (p. 32), and the
promotion of empathy toward child.
role in the therapy.

Both of these played a

Also, although the point that one

should recognize one's anger and not act out while in an
emotional state was part of all three approaches, (Whiteman and Fanshel, 1986).

Further, although Wendy was not

taught the specific exercise which was part of the relaxation technique, what she came away from the therapy
with--that she was able to recognize her anger and not.act
until she became calmer--is the aim of the third technique.
Wendy as a Client
Having looked at the process of change in the therapy, I will now look at what the analysis revealed about
Wendy and her situation with respect to the.question of
anger and its potential connection with abuse.
Although it is not possible to extrapolate from
Wendy's situation to all parents who abuse children, if,
in fact, Wendy had been actually abusing Nicholas, there
are certain important features which may illuminate the
situation of parents who use excess force.
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Goffman (1963) describes the many ways people possessing a stigmatizing condition attempt to manage their
self-presentation in such a way as to preserve as much
self-esteem as possible.

For Wendy, her anger, in general

and especially toward Nicholas, and the yelling, threats,
and hitting, which resulted from her anger, constituted
such a stigmatizing condition.
Throughout the therapy, she consistently attempted
to distance herself from both her anger and its results.
In discussing specific incidents, she shied away from
acknowledging anger, never admitting to being more than "a
mad." : She

either in

I have

analyzed or elsewhere on the tapes, describes an incident
in which she actually yelled at or hit Nicholas. Rather,
.
she consistently spoke of her anger, and the yelling and
hitting which accompanied it, in the past tense, as something she used to do.

Her dilemma was that she was quite

troubled by her anger, and especially by the yelling and
hitting which accompanied it.

While, she very much wanted

to present herself as a parent who is reasonable,

does

not get angry, her unease caused her to acknowledge what
troubled her, and to continue to hint at it through the
sessions.

She wanted help both in seeing herself as a

good parent in spite of the yelling and hitting, and in
stopping.
;

Wendy's reluctance to acknowledge her anger was part
of a general self-presentation in which she was the
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reasonable person, surrounded by people who were anything
but.

Her stance was one of helplessness, and in the

service of this. stance, she found herself unable to be
forceful with Nicholas or 'anyone else.

Stoller (1979)

describes a similar masochistic stance adopted by one of
his patients as, "a "can't lose" position disguised as a
"can't win.'

The other person is always the brute, she is

always the victim; but at the level were the action is
secretly the victor.

She has demonstrated the alleged

attacker's cruel inhumanity" (p. 116)

This could apply

equally well to Wendy, who, in the sessions, presents a
number of people as attackers.

The first is, of course,

Nicholas, but her sister and brother, the lady in the park
at the end of the third session, and Jason in the fourth
session are people she portrays as persecutors, although
of Nicholas rather than of herself.

In seeing others in

this way, she is able to maintain a stance of innocence.
Consequently, she found it difficult to acknowledge
acting unreasonably toward her child, although his behavior actually infuriated her, and she was taking out on
him her frustration over the complaints she was receiving
about his conduct.

Without yelling, threats, and hitting,

which she so disliked in herself, she was unable to control Nicholas.

But her general ineffectuality, her in-

ability to stand up to anyone whom she perceived as acting
unreasonably toward her, made her that much more frustrated.
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In the sessions,

general movement toward a

greater awareness of her own interactional role, Wendy .
vacillated between recognizing her role and externalizing
both problems and,change.

Her tendency was to see Nicho-

las's behavior as both the cause of the problems and the
cause of their abatement'.

In the later sessions sbe goes

"

back and forth, first recognizing her own role, then
focusing on Nicholas, or some other person, or
stance,' as, as the cause of the problems: for example, in
the,fifth session, her husband.
.
,Nevertheless,
,the.
of the therapy, many of
these tendencies are either no
lessened.

in evidence or much'

The incident in the posttest session illus-

trates Wendy's new means of handling Nicholas's misbehavior.

Whilt Wendy. appears to have .learned is that it ,is

possible to

corifrontations

actively looked .for ways to avoid them.

and she
Consequently,

less expecting of

less angry

with his mother" and easier to get along wit·h.
One question' which is suggested by Wendy's progress
was why

it occur in just these eight sessions.

While

it maynotbe possible to arrive at a definitive answer,
one thing which

.

analysis suggests was her intense
.'

,frustration ·with things as they we.re, her embarrassment
bas'ed on her bel ief that" she had been ident'if led as somebody in need of treatment, and conse.quently a strong
desire to change.

Also, she was not committed to violence

toward chifdren,either as an accepted way of doing
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things or as something she saw as a part of herself.

Her

discomfort with force was, paradoxically, a means of propelling her to search for ways to find a way of being
forceful, but without having to do what she so disliked in
herself, yelling and hitting.
The Therapist
Analysis of the sessions revealed, on the one hand,
that the therapy, and therefore the therapist, was quite
effective.

However, on the other hand analysis also re-

vealed a striking feature of her style which should not go
unremarked, her tendency to give lectures.

In general,

lecturing is not considered good practice in therapy.

Ac-

cording to Kadushin, (1983) the more competent interviewer
"conducts the interview so that the ratio of talk time
clearly favors the interviewee," (p. 398), and the opposite is true of the less competent interviewer.

Schul-

man (1984) refers to lecturing as a response to the social
worker's own defensiveness.

However,

neither author was

describing a form of therapy where the therapist also
teaches a specific technique for handling problems.

An

examination of sample excerpts of sessions in rational
emotive Therapy, and in behavior therapy (Corsini, 1973),
approaches having affinities with the one employed here,
show in both fairly lengthy passages of speech on the part
of the therapist, although perhaps not to the extent that
it occurs in these sessions.
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Leaving aside the degree of skill possessed by the
therapist, and the

of the sessions show that, at

times, she was quite skillful, her

to lecture

requires some· explanation.
There are several possible..explanations, or perhaps
several aspects of one explanation for
approach.
having

feature of her

One possible part of an explanation is that
for twelve years, giving lectures was some-

she was normally inclined to do.
a

However, there is

of explanation directed to the specific

therapy s"ituatio.n.

The
therapy
was
liinited to s.ix
.
..
.

.sions, and there was a

-

technique to teach.

Hav·ing· to pac* everything... i:nto those· ·six sessions, she ·was
unable wait for Wendy to c'ome to her own understanding
. felt that she had· to give it to her. ··Also, in the first
four sessions, Wendy appeared to be unresponsive to the
technique, the subject of the majority of
lectures.

therapist's

Finally, it must be kept in mind that the

therapist was practicing a form of therapy which was new
to her, and whose logic often tends to run opposite to
that in approaches which social workers generally learn.
The lectures may therefore be a response to the therapist's sense of urgency about teaching the technique and
to wendy's nonresponsiveness to i.t.

This may be so even

though the therapist may not have been consciously aware
of the degree to which Wendy was not responding to her
teaching.
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The sessions, and especially the. early ones, tend to
have a disjointed quality as they frequently shifted from
a focus on the technique, which often involved some amount
of lecturing by the therapist, to a discussion of the
events in Wendy's life, which generally did not.

This

disjointed quality might be explained by the fact that the
therapist was in a position of having to respond to two
imperatives, to be attentive to Wendy's emotional process
and also to teach the technique.

The. therapist may well

have allowed Wendy to change the subject away from the
technique as frequently as she did, because she had a
conviction that despite the stated purpose of the therapy,
the discussion of other concerns was equally as important
as the technique.
Also, some of the disjointed quality in the sessions.may have come from differing assumptions as to the
nature of the therapy held by Wendy and the therapist.
Wendy often treated sessions like conventional therapy,
and interestingly, although she denies previous therapy
experience (see Chapter IV), she seemed to know very well
how to act, at least in conventional therapy.

She talked

about the things which troubled her; she stayed on the
topic of her own life; and, at least in the later sessions
she was reasonably introspective.

She did not, however,

respond at least at first to the therapist's expositions
of the technique, something which may not be an expected
part of therapy.
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Self';"'Presentat ion as the Motor of this Therapy
The contributions of both participants contain large
numbers of

as material for a great

variety of potential topics.

Some of these topics, and

many of these propositions do not recur from session to
session, but many do.
conversations.

This, no doubt, happens in all

We jointly decide to talk about some of

the things which are brought up, but not others.

In

therapeutic conversation, where the purpose of the conversation is to br ing about change, and the only medium for
creating this change is conversation, the question of how
certain things which are mentioned become topics, and .how
the propositional content within these topics is shaped
and reshaped by the conversation is key to understanding
how the medium of talk in therapy brings about change.
One clue to this process is offered by the principle
of immanent reference.

By the principle of immanent ref-

erence, it is part of the nature of conversation that the
participants are engaged in a process of defining themselves, to themselves and to each other, in the context of
the conversation.

In the kind of focused encounter con-

tinuing over several meetings, which therapy is, the process of self-definition continues as long as the participants. continue to meet.

Therefore, any unsatisfactory

presentation, which would contribute to an unsatisfactory
self-definition, can be reworked until it a satisfactory
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resolution is achieved, and later meetings will very
likely show the attempts to repair damage done in an
earlier one.
In this therapy, from the first session on, there
are instances of Wendy being obliged, by the particular
nature of the therapy interaction and by the focused
nature of this type of therapy, to present herself in ways
with which she is highly uncomfortable.

She begin almost

immediately, following the therapist's lead, to rework
these undesirable self-presentations, as in the final part
of segment A in the first session.

She attempted to

remedy her appearance of helplessness in the story she
told, by describing her potential forcefulness in the way
she would handle Nicholas if a similar incident should
occur in the future.

self-presentations continue to

be reworked right through the postest session.
Wendy felt herself to be placed in a bad light by
any admission of yelling, and even more so hitting.

This

is evidenced by her extreme hesitancy to acknowledge and
discuss the issue in any terms other than as something in
the past.

However, by the last few sessions, Wendy felt

reasonably confident that the issue of hitting was actually in the past, and she then could discuss it in terms of
her new self-definition, as someone who used to yell at
and hit her child but now has gotten help--and so no
longer does.
The therapist, engaged in her own effort of self-
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'definition

one who is able to help and who knows what

is right, contributed in several ways to Wendy's struggle
to define herself in a positive way.

One of the ways she

demonstrated her own helpfulness was by helping Wendy
rework her self-presentation.

Her passing over Wendy's

hintings about anger, yelling, and hitting is one example, but she also actively worked to help Wendy see herself as forceful with

and as 'a

mother.

In doing this, she guided the discussion, defined its
terms, encouraged or discouraged certain ideas and formulations, and suggested formulations of her own.

Ber final

formulation, for example, which occurs in the post test
session, that Wendy now sees herself as an adult, and
therefore n'o longer needs to please her mother as a child
would, constitutes the summation of Wendy's new self-definition.
Discourse Analysis
and the Social Work Interview
Elements of the

Methodology

A general statement of the role of the methodology
in this study would run something like, "the

you

look, the more you see, and the more you look, the more
you see," and whatever value the separate elements of the
met·hodology may possess, as analytical devices, they are
principally a

of looking.
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The major components of the microanalytic approach
used here:

the paralinguistic cues, the expansions, and

the interaction statements, each ask different questions
whose answers lie in the data, the written text, and
supplementing that, the actual recording of the session.
For each utterance, the paralinguistic cues ask the
question, what was actually said; what words were used,
and how were they used?

In looking over the mass of

conversational data contained in a transcript, or even in
a very small portion of one, it is easy to form a general,
and at least partly mistaken, impression of what the
speaker said, therefore missing some important aspect of
the significance of the utterance.

The necessity of

having to identify the paralinguistic cues forces close
attention to the actual record of the interaction.

How-

ever, there are two difficulties that arise in the actual
work of listing the paralinguistic cues.

The first lies

in the fact that it may be reasonably easy to recognize a
feature of what was said, but difficult to describe it.
The second difficulty is that there are generally so many
features to a particular utterance, that it is not necessarily obvious which of them are the significant ones.
For example, a long string including

pauses, stutters and

false starts can be described in a number of ways, and in
a sense, which features to point to, and what to call
them, self-correction, self-interruption, hesitation,
false starts, or all of the above, becomes a matter of
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judgement.

Often the answer lies in an examination of the

context, in an attempt to create an expansion, and in the
mutual correction of the paralinguistic cues by the ex pans1on, and the expansion by the paralinguistic cues.

As an

clue to meaning, the paralinguistic cues depend very much
on context since the same paralinguistic features may have
different meanings in different situations.
The expansions are an investigation of context, and
ask the question, what is the speaker really saying, a
matter which can generally not be determined without reference to what has already been said by both speakers, and
, in some cases, as I discussed in my initial exposition
of the methodology (see Chapter III), by what is to come,
as well.

As with the paralinguistic cues, the expansions

force a close look at' the text, but while the former
requires scrutiny of the particular piece of text to be
explicated, the latter requires that, but a look at surrounding text as well. Interestingly, while certain aspects of the paralinguistic element, particularly much of
the stuttering and self-correction, defies expansion, they
ca-n often be represented interactionally.The interaction statements ask the most difficult
question:

what is the speaker doing with this utterance?

Answering it requires reexamining the paralinguistic cues,
trying to place them in context, and then asking: what is
she commenting on; and why is she saying this now?

Then,

since there is often more than one level of speech act
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carried by a single utterance, it is necessary to ask
whether there is anything else going on, enough times to
be reasonably certain of understanding all possible significances of what the speaker said.
In doing the interactional statements, I found that I
had to struggle to find an interactional language in which
to express what I had observed.

Having chosen not to use

Bales's (1950 cited in Labov and Fanshel, 1977) categories, it was necessary to express a distinction between
surface and underlying speech acts and
levels of speech acts.

between several

The answers came--and they did not

come easily--from the effort of juxtaposing the utterance
against its context, as well as looking minutely at what
was said.
The descriptive analysis. asks all the questions
asked by the microanalysis, but not systematically.
Rather, given what has already been shown by analysis
already done, certain questions appear to be relevant, and
asking them may yield unexpected rewards in understanding
the dialogue.

Sometimes it was possible to describe a

piece of dialogue before doing a microanalysis, but sometimes after the description was done, it had to be corrected because the microanalysis contradicted it.

Often

the process of doing the description, or doing one of the
elements of the microanalysis, revealed some heretofore
unnoticed feature of the text, and the premise with which
I had started the analysis had to be revised, sometimes
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What is str ik ing in the process is how easily one
can miss features of the dialogue which later come to
assume a major significance.

The successive ,steps in the

process: listening to the tape,; reading a transcript;
attempting to describe portions of the dialogue and features of the interaction observed in the transcript; systematically analyzing small portions of the ·texts; then
relating the sma·ll portions which' have been analyzed to
each other--since working minutely on a small piece of
discourse, often a ·few words, "it's easy to lose sight of
.

. . . .

'the whole--and then in some cases dOing it all ove'r again,
are all different types of exercises, and the results are
likewise

Doing all of this in

however, is often a matter of successively correcting
earlier impressions, until the final und'erstanding

bears

very little resemblance to the first judgement about the
significance of what is on the tape.

Actually, it is an

open question whether there can be a final understanding,
since nearly every

look yields new insights, and it is

possible io find some unexpectedly significant feature in
a portion of dialogue which has' been carefully gone over
many t-imes.
Discourse Analysis and the Interv1ew
Although the process of looking can often be frustrating in its uncertainties, the statements nthe closer'
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you look, the more you see,n and nthe more you look, the
more you see,n means both that there is a lot to see, and
that in the final

with enough looking, one can

see a lot.
What I have been able to show is a highly complex
process in which change comes through an

in

which each party pays attention to what the other is
saying but only partially and selectively.

At times, the

participants respond to each other in ways which address
their own concerns, but not what the othey party has said.
Yet, in these instances, as Garfinkel (1967) has demonstrated, the hearer often construes what was said to make
sense as a response to what he or she has said, and then
respond accordingly.

In this therapy, there were in-

stances when both Wendy and the therapist did this, and
while the therapist, as a trained listener, was more aware
of what Wendy was saying than vice versa, 'in the flow of
conversation even she missed significant things.

Never-

theless, in spite of the areas where they missed each
other they were able to work together successfully.
Selectively attentive to what the therapist has
said, Wendy was, however, able to take what she could use
of what the therapist gave her, and left the rest. She did
not take it all at once, but in small pieces as she was
ready for it.
As Mahrer (1985) has described, this therapy contained a number of moments of movement, but to understand
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and identify the particular moments it was necessary to
follow the process and examine both what led up to these
moments and what followed.
Wendy was able to take ideas the therapist gave her,
and they became very

to.het, but these ideas

were those
which fit in .with ones· she
"
"

,

.'

.

.

For example, the reason she latched on so strongly to the
therapist's urg.ing her to stick up for Nicholas, was that
she

felt·guilt.y fQr not "doing so.

Likewise, Wendy

learned the part of the technique which most fit with her
thinking at the-start ·of the· therapy, stopping when she
:

.

feels provoked· and tak ing . thin-gs· ·more calmly, ideas she:
expressed in· the first session, but which the therapist's
presentation of the technique was able to give her a means
more· consis.tently.
. to .do
.
.'

' .

In the f·irst
.

'

in a

segment I did not analyze, Wendy had said that she was not
good at .coming up with solutions, and that part of the
technique,· in a formal sense, did not become a part of her
repertoire, although .in· the end she cam·e up with a solution which was based on her own ways of handling things,
reasoning with Nicholas and getting him to cooperate with
her.
To place

of discourse analysis·for studying

. thes·ocial work interview into a context, it is useful to
contrast it with the process recording, the tool probably
frequently used in studying the
view.

work inter-

Process recording is primarily a practice rather
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than a research tool, although it has been used in some
research (see Hollis, 1968 and 1981).

As a practice tool,

however, the process recording is indispensable, and, even
though tape recording has been widely available for at
least a generation, it has not been dispensed with. It
forces an act of memory which compels the producer-usually a student--in reconstructing the process to think
critically about it.

However, while it gives a repr-

esentation of the process, it is a condensed version in
which the actual language and the actual texture of the
interview,

is largely left out.

With a process record-

ing, it is possible to follow a process, but only up to a
c.ertain point.

Much of the subtileties of the process are

lost.
The value of discourse analysis in a study such as
this is in bringing out dimensions of the dialogue which
are both hidden and lost in the complexity.

While, look-

ing at an interaction at various levels of depth, it is
possible to gain different impressions of what happened in
a particular session, or in an entire therapy.

Only a

suffiCiently detailed examination, however, can reveal how
the therapy interaction actually worked: what were the
actual themes which carried through the interaction, what
were the points of change, what happened in them, and why
were those points the ones at which change occurred.
While there are many ways of determining whether a therapy
was successful, or an interview went well, it is only by
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looking at what transpired in sufficient d:etai1 that .it is
possible to know how tne the outcome was achieved.
Suggestions for Social Work Education
This study suggests a number of directions for the
teaching of social w6rk.intervewing •. The study· of
peutic conversation, which is rarely taught in sufficient
depth to reveal the complexity of the processes at work,
is a rich source for insights into those processes, a
student to the . kihds
of themes
means of sensitizing the
. .
.
.which may be hidde·n beneath the .conv·ersationa1 surface,
.. and a means of revealing reasonS

effective inter-

viewing ·is· effective •. ·Whiie occasionally students have
the opportunity to work with

or yideo-tape and

. examine their work that way, the process of transcribing
and analysis· adds an extra dimension which makes it possible to recognize features which cannot be
any other way.
Although it may not be pos.sible for students to
examine their own work in the same degree of depth as in
this study, nevertheless a more systematic. examination
than is generally employed in soc"ia·lwork education would
be a·powerful learning tool.

Where it ·is possible for

students to tape-record· their own·
and analysis of such

tjle· tr::anscribing
possibly using a modi-

fied version of the ana1yti"ca1 framework employed here,
should reveal features of the individual IS interviewing
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style which could be recognized no other way.

Likewise,

the analysis by students of the work of experienced practitioners, done either individually or in small groups
would also be a way of learning about the interactional
processes at work in the interview as well as about effective interviewing techniques.
Clearly the labor intensive nature of such an undertaking necessarily limits the frequency with which this
exercize could be

Yet for students to attempt this

at some point in their career would be a valuable learning
experience.
Even using process recordings, an instructor familiar with the types of processes revealed in Labov and
Fanshel's (1977) work or here would be able help students
examine thier
done.

in a greater depth than is usually

There are several possible strategies for the use

of this material.

One could either look at the overall

progression of interview or at a selected portion, or at
several larger segments looking for shifts in content,
statements of new understandings by the client, or indications of how well the student is following the process.
The development of analytical frameworks which could
be used by students for examining transcript material in
sufficient depth, but without requiring long periods of
intensive labor both to master the analytical procedure
and to produce usable results, is a necessary step in
applying the insights gained in this research to the
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teaching

work.
Suggestions for Further Studies

Discourse analysis is a research approach highly
suited for the minute examination of conversational processes, such as those at work in the social work interview.The broad variety of types of interview situations
encountered in social work, along with the difficulty which
arises in

what has transpired in an

interview, especially when things have gone wrong, invites
the kind of study possible through

use of discourse

analysis.
revealed a good deal of dissonance in the
therapeutic conversation.

That is, participants often did

not succeed in understanding or addressing what the other
was saying, although, as I mentioned above, the other
person acted as though they did.

This study suggest that

this might be a relatively common phenomenon.

It would be

useful to know more about this in the social work interview.

How common an occurrence is it and how much and

what kind of dissonance will make it impossible for the
relationship to proceed?
When I first contemplated doing this study, I envisioned

choosing a therapy to study which in some way

presented problems.

My intention was to -follow an ethno-

methodological strategy (Garfinkel, 1967) and to study a
situation in which wide cultural differences were present,
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and therefore the potential for misunderstanding would
illuminate both how those misunderstandings present themselves, and also therefore what has to happen in order for
participants to understand each other.

I chose instead a

therapy in which I anticipated that misunderstandings
arising from differences in culture would be minimal.

The

reason for this was that I was not certain I could accurately identify misunderstandings and ascribe them,
with any degree of confidence to differences in culture.
While, the issue of being able to attribute misunderstandings identified in the study of an interview to differences in cultural background is still an open question.
This study shows that it is possible to identify misunderstanding and miscommunications in a therapy session, and
to say a good deal about them as well.
Failures in the delivery of social work services due
to clients dropping away, very likely due to failures of
the social worker and the client to find a means of working successfully together in a field where communication
is central to the work, are a reasonably
occurrence. The study of

situations would be of

benefit to the field in illuminating some of the ways in'
which miscommunication occurs.
Studies of this nature might involve first looking
at some of the problematic situations which are frequent
in social work.

Among these situations are work with man-

dated clients, with persons who are foreign born, and with
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children. In fact, though, as this study shows, the potential for miscommunication exists even in successful social
work relationships.

studies of this nature have the po-

tential to illuminate the ways in which people work successfully together as well as how they do not.

Although

t'he pr-inciples of the social work interview are well
established (see Kadushin, 1983, for example)' studies
which show how they work, would also enable the profession
to more successfully promote the skills which make them
work.
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APPENDIX A
TRANSCRIPTION CONVENTIONS

The conventions I am using are modified and simplified
from those used by Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson (1974).
Without trying to be exhaustive, I have tried to indicate a
number of types of paralinguistic features which I felt were
significant in this interaction.
It is important to state that this is not a foolproof
or unambiguous procedure, and on different listenings to a
portion of tape, certain words can appear to be either more
or less run together, more or less stressed, or spoken more
or less softly.

Often it is difficult to establish a thresh-

hold where a certain feature can be considered significant
and should be indicated.

Nevertheless, with enough listen-

ings, it was usually possible to specify, with a reasonable
degree of certainty, significant features of the way words or
phrases were spoken.
Pronunciation:
There are several ways I have attempted to approximate how
words were pronounced on the tapes.
Spelling. To indicate coloquial pronuncation, I have
made use of such frequently employed spellings as
ndonno,n haveta, nwanna,n etc. I have also omitted letters when the sounds were not pronounced. For example,
the final ngns of words ending in ning,n such as,
8 go in' , 0
etc.,
Contractions such as °wouldn't,"
ncouldn 't, n etc. became ° wouldn', n "couldn' ," etc.
In some cases, as with contractions of "and n such as
nnd," nan,n artd "n,nwhich occur frequently, I have omitted the final or initial apostrophe. Generaly, however,
I have used it.
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Emphasis. I have tried to indicate' two kinds of
emphasis which speakers used. Words which are' 'stressed
are. shown by underlining. Elongated sylables are indicated in two .ays. The first. is by.pl·acing one or more
colons after the elongated vowel,
example "hu:sband,"
or "0: ::h." When a word ended with an elongated vowel,
for clarity's sake, I generally avoided using a colonj
and simply doubled the final vowel •. I did not use this
latter method if doubling the vowel would change the
pronunciation, as with
"0."
I did use a
colon. Where consonants were drawn out I indicated this
by doubling the letter, for" example, . nnno," or "thiss.n I
have also done this with the initial "y" in yes, which
occurs as nyyes¥n or sometimes, "yyess. n
yolume:
.The rare instances of higher than usual volume, I have
indicated using upper case, as "NOW TELL ME Wendy." More
frequently utterances are made at a low volume. I have
indicated ,this by placing the words spoken at a low
volu·me in par.entheses preceded -by this' sign 0, for example, nO(be.cause I
to be like that with him) .n ..
Pauses:

..
used three symbo.ls to iild·i"cate pauses of varying
. duration.;'. 1\; ·comma. -indicates a
of . less than a
second, as
.ulUQAl kin.ds of things •••• n Two
dots indicate a pause of between one and two and a half
seconds, for example"· "y'know ••"ft'd be better if y'go
tithe
For pauses longei than two and a half
seconds I have used four dots with a parenthesis showing
length of the pause in
example "0(1 donno)
.. (4.5) .. 1 didn't get so, angry." In
cases, I have
indicated pauses longer than two and a half seconds, but
without showing the duration. There I simply used four
dots. Usually I did this when
length of the pause
was not a·n issue in the analysis.

. '1

Oyerlappilig:
I have indicated utterances which overlap with two
slashes, 1/. These indicate where the overlapped ut'terance begins. For example:
Th.: gou1re stopping now before you're//acting
CIt.: (yyes),
Miscellaneou§ symbols:
. Words in parentheses' mean that 'I could not be certain, after a number of hearingsi.that they were correct,
for example 0 (whereas 1,- (I wQuldn') •• I wouldn ' get
that upset an I wouldn't hurt). I have
included what the word 'sounded like, even though it .
didn't make sense, for example, "he wen in a tantrum like
a (rage.it)."
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I have used an empty parenthesis to indicate places
where no hearing was achieved, for example, CIt.: o(you
could (
).
Double parentheses are used to indicate certain paralinguistic features, for example, «slight laugh», or,
sounds which were not part of the conversation such as,
«sound of paper rattling».
I have used a dash to indicate that that something
was broken off, either a word, "beca-;" a thought, "I
find I don't- •• like before I'd get very uPJUtt.;" or a
sound, "so igonna. I have also used dashes to
indicate stuttering repititions of words or sounds, "I
stopped an 1-, 1- I gave myself, a little time.". A dash
followed by a comma indicates that there was a very short
pause after the sound, "because 1-, I used to be like
that."
I have elipses in the normal sense that something was
omitted. I have usually employed them to indicate that,
for purposes of analysis, I have created a break in an
utterance which was spoken without interruption.
Punctuation:
To avoid forcing speech into the conventions designed for
written discourse, and thereby misrepresenting it, I have
avoided using standard punctuation. For example, it is
often impossible in spoken dialogue to tell where a
sentence ends, or how to punctuate an utterance which
does not seem to break up easily into sentences and
clauses. For the same reason, I have avoided the use of
question marks except where a a question ended with
distinct questioning intonation.
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APPENDIX B

LIST OF PROPOSITIONAL STATEMENTS
Pretest
Propositions advanced by Wendy
General prQPositions:
{Act}
{Difficult-N}
{Distinction}
{Extreme}
{N-Extreme}
{W-Forced}
{Goodmo-W}
{Know} .

"

.:

{-Listen-N}
{Scold}
{Task}
{Tr-N}

Wendy does something about wrong behavior in
.her child.
Nicholas is an unusually difficult child.
Wendy makes a distinction between normal
scolding to correct a child and more severe
measures.
Threats against a child are an extreme measure.
Nicholas requires extreme measures to control
him..
.
Wendy is forced to scold and threaten, things
wh.ich she does not like and would not normally do.
.
Wendy ia a good mother.
Wendy is· a mother who knows what proper
behavior for a parent is, who recognizes
wrong behavior in her child and knows what
she has to do about it.
Nicholas doesn't listen.
When Nicholas does something wrong, Wendy has
to scold him or threaten him.
Wendy is a mother with an unusually difficult
task.
Nicholas is constantly getting into trouble.
: Propositions Advanced by
or Referring to· Bole of Therapist

General propositions:
{Control-W}
{Lead-th}
{Define-th}

Wendy is able to control Nicholas.
The therapist is the leader in the session.
the therapist defines situations.

Local prQPositions:
{I} Wendy succeeded in controlling the situation.
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Session One
Propositions advanced by Wendy
General-propositions:
{-Anger-W}

Wendy lives in an environment where there.is
very little anger.
{Helpless-W} When Nicholas becomes sufficiently upset,
wendy is helpless to control him.
{Interpret-W} Wendy is competent to interpret
Nicholas's actions to others.
{Less-W}
Wendy is less able to control Nicholas than
other people are.
{Obey-N}
Nicholas should obey Wendy.
{-Reas-N}
Nicholas is not reasonable.
{Reas-W}
Wendy is reasonable.
{Rowdy}
Wendy tends to become rowdy or angry.
{Scene}
When Nicholas doesn't get what he wants, he
mak es a scene.
{Stand-off}
When Nicholas is really upset, Wendy cannot
do anything with him.
{Third person} When Nicholas is sufficiently upset, only a
third person, not Wendy can control him.
{Try-W}
Wendy tries to do the right thing with
Nicholas.
{Understand} Wendy Understands Nicholas.
{Victim-WI .
Wendy is a victim of Nicholas.
Local propositions:
{2}

{3}

{4}
{5}
{6}

Wendy did the reasonable thing in the way she spoke
to Nicholas.
.Nicholas was so upset that Wendy was helpless to
control him.
Nicholas was so upset that it required a third
. person to control him.
Wendy did not become rowdy or angry.
The reason Wendy did not become rowdy or angry was
that she was tired.
Propositions advanced-by
or referring to the role of the Therapist

General propositions:
{Forceful-W}
{Teach-th}

Wendy is able·to act forcefully with
Nicholas.
The therapist teaches ways to handle
troublesome life situations.
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Session Two
Propositions Adyanced by Wendy
General propositions
{-Bad boy-N}
{Bargain}

Nicholas is not a bad boy.
If Nicholas would listen to Wendy, she wouldn't
. have to yell at him and even hit him'.
{Blameless-W} Wendy can't be blamed for Nicholas's behavior.
{Good W/Bad E} Wendy is good and Elizabeth is bad.
{Try-W}
Wendy tries to do the right thing with
. Nicholas.

Local propositions:
{6}
{7}

Wendy acted in solidarity with Nicholas.
Wendy did the right thing.
Propositions Advanced by
or Referring to rOle of Therapist

General propositions
{Connection}
{Define-th}
{Even up-W}
{Live with-N}
{Neg self-N}
{Priority}
{Stick up-w}
{Upset}

There is a connection between the way people
treat Nicholas and the way he behaves.
The
the reality
which Wendy describes.
Wendy has the responsibility to bolster
Nicholas's self esteem.
Nicholas has a lot to live with.
Nicholas is getting a negative self image.
It ·is more important for Wendy to defend
Nicholas than to avoid an argument with
her sister.:
Wendy should stick up for Nicholas when an
adult treats him unfairly.
Upset is an expectable condition of Wendy's
life.
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Prpositions from Session Three
Propositions Advanced by Wendy
General propositions
{Bad infl·uence}

What Wendy is doing, or not doing as a
parent is changing Nicholas for the
worse.
{Branded-N}
The reason that Nicholas is seen as bad is
that certain people have branded him as
bad.
{Careful}
In order to be a good mothe r, Wendy has to be
careful not to be too hard on Nicholas
{Control-WI
Wendy can control her tendency to become
overly angry.
{Doubts}
Wendy has doubts about her performance as a
mother.
{Feel bad-wI
When someone yells at Nicholas in Wendy's
{More}
Nicholas needs more from Wendy beause his
father is absent.
{Not enough}
Wendy is not performing enough as a
mother.
{Feel bad-WI
Wendy feels bad when someone yells at
Nicholas in her presence.
{Guilty-W}
Wendy feels guilty when she yells at
Nicholas.
{Like Mo/Fa like son}
Like mother/father like son.
{LoCUS-N}
The problem lies with Nicholas, and not
with Wendy.
Nicholas's needs come first.
{prioritY}l
{Sensitive-X}
X is sensitive.
Nicholas is sensitive.
{Sensitive-N}
Wendy's husband is sensitive.
{Sensitive-HI
{Sensitive-WI
Wendy is sensitive; and
{Task}
Wendy has an unusually difficult task as a
mother.
{Tough ex-N}
Nicholas tries to show a tough exterior.
{Void}
Nicholas's father's absence creates a void in
his life.
{Worse} .
Wendy should not restrict Nicholas or be too
hard on him, since it would make it worse
for him.
{Understand W-W} Wendy understands her own behavior.
{Yell more-WI
When Wendy feels bad because someone has yelled
at Nicholas, she takes it out on him and
yells at him more than she normally would.
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Propositions advanced by
or Referring to role of therapist
General Propositions:
mo-W}
{Meaning}
{Strong-W}

Wendy is a good mother.
The real cause of our getting upset is the
meaning of a situation for us, not the
situation, itself.
Wendy is a strong woman.

I
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Propositions from Session 4
Propositions Advanced by Wendy
General propositions:
{-Helpless}
{-Real prob-N}
{-Protect}
{Sympathy}

Wendy wants to show that she is not helpless
to protect her children.
Nicholas is not a real problem.
Wendy feels hurt because she is not protecting Nichlas enough.
Wendy felt bad because Nicholas was being
treated unfairly.

Local propositions:
{9}

-

flO}
{II}

Nicholas was treated unfairly.
Jason exaggerated the seriousness of what Nicholas did.
Nicholas was treated unfairly when the center didn't
respond when he was hurt by another boy.
Propositions Advanced by
or Referring to role of Therapist

General Propositions:
{Int-Th}
{Proxy}

The therapist interprets the emotions of
others.
Wendy feels she is being treated unfairly
through Nicholas.
Propositions from Session 5
Propositions Advanced by wendy

General Propositions:
{Good client-WI Wendy performed well as a client.
By waiting rather than yelling, Wendy is
{Fairer}l
being fairer to Nicholas.
By being fairer to Nicholas, Wendy is also
{Fairer}2
being fairer to herself.
{InSight}
The client should gain insight into his or
her own emotions.
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{Upset}

When she yells at Nicholas, Wendy feels
upset.

Local Propositions:
{12}
{l3}
{l4}
{IS}

Things didn't go too badly in the past week.
Wendy took Nicholas's actions a little more lightly.
Wendy changed the way she responded to Nicholas.
Wendy waited before yelling at Nicholas or asking him again
to do something.
Propo·s it ioDs advanced

by

or Referring to Bole of Therapist
General Propositions:
{Seriously}

The therapist takes Wendy's feelings
. seriously
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Propositions from Session Six
Propositions Advanced by Wendy
General Propositions:
{Age}

{positives-W}

A parent should take a child's age int
account.
Wendy has changed the way she treats
Nicholas.
Wendy can't completely control Nicholas.
Wendy wants Nicholas and herself to work
together.
Wendy doesn't want to hit Nicholas.
Wendy can influence what happens between
herself and Nicholas.
.
Wendy looks for positive things in Nicholas.

{Talk}

It is better to talk to a child than to hit.

{Changed-W}
{-Control}
{Co-op}
{-Hit-W}
{Influence}

Local Propositions:
{17}
{IB}

In the past week, Wendy sees improvement in
Nicholas •.
Nicholas seems like a happier child now.
Propositions Adyanced hY
or referring to Role of Therapist

General Propositions:
{Connection}l
{Scientist}

There is a connection between how Nicholas
feels emotionally and how he acts.
Wendy should be a scientist of her own and
Nicholas's behavior.

Local Propositions:
{19}

Wendy was more tuned in to Nicholas.
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Propositions

Posttest Session

. Proposition.s Advanced by Wendy
General PropositionS:
{Acti.ve}
'Nicholas is a very active child.
{Bad mo-M/Good mo-M}
Wendy is a better mother than her own mother.
{Cl)ange}- . '
Wendy_:has changed the wa·y she. thinks about.
Nicholas and acts toward
•
. {Enlight-W}
Wendy is an enlightened parent.
{-Enlight-M}
Wendy's mother is not an enlightened parent.
Wendy is not helpless to cont rol Nicholas.·
{-Helpless}l
Wendy'nolonger 'hits Nicholas for the things
{No hit-Wl
she used to hit him for.
of others.
Wendy perceives
{Percep-W}
{-Tolerate";'M}
Wendy's
can't tolerate the things
·he is bored.
Wendy under.stands
s needs •.
Local Propositions:
{20}

{21}
{22}
{23}

Wendy waited before responding to Nicholas's
misbehavior.
Ni9hofas got bored bei.ng indoors all-day.
Wendy's·mother was exaggerating, in' her complaints
about Nicholas.
Wendy's mother wanted her to yell at Nicholas, or to
hit him.
Propositions Advanced by
or Referring to role of Therapist

. General PrOpositions:
{Control}l' Wendy is able'to control her tendency to yell at
Nicholas
to hit him.
Wendy now sees
{Grown-up-w}
as 'a g·rown-up whereas
'she ohce did not •.
Wendy is a mother 'and a competent of her own
.{Head-W}
.
. -household.
others want· Wendy to yell at Nicholas or to
fo hit}
hit' him.
Wendy wants to' please· other.s.
{Please O-W}
Wendy has reassumed her role as mother.
{Reassume-W}
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APPENDIX C
TRANSCRIPTS OF THE SEGMENTS

DESCRI·PTION OF THE TECHNIQUE: SESSION I

Th.: ... the theory is
«clears throat» a
problem •• ohwait, let's even start further, a
situation t·akes place .. anythi.ng, .. anything at
all .. some situations make us feel happy, realxed, calm, exited urn o(lots of nice things)
other situations ma.ke us feel .. angry, upset,
worried, •• o.k. -h and ••
get a signal
•• I think we always know when we "re happy
CIt.: o(yeah)
Th.: Weee usually know when we're upset .. although
not always, sometimes we can fool ourselves °h
but each of us has a signal .. that we get .. that
we're upset •• o.k ••• an wMn, we ll.e. upset thaqt
builds up a tension in us
CIt.: yeah
Th.: an that tension has t'go someplace •• o.k. justjust that's the way it is it just •• has t'go
someplace •• so y'have •• .t.lt.Q •• paths it can take ••
get rid of it immediately.. by acting out .. sometimes y'see people (
) kid upsets them boom
kid upsets them .. yell· o.k. bang o.n the table ..
what they're doing is getting rid of the tension that's comming •• from the upset •• the emotion o.k. ·h .Ql: .. you can stop an think .. you
act out you can sslip a little something in
before your action takes place and that is your
thinkng .. you can literally stop-.. just stop the
clock •• and think •• and what we're saying is ••li.
you do that •• whenever you feel upset·•• stop
yourself just like the policeman with the white
glove n •• the red sign •• stop •• n think •• ·h an you
say t'yourself first of all •• I'm having a problem- this is a problem •• well for example with
the um •• with the bath Nicholas doesn't wnat
t'take his bath Oh there's even one ·with a
better one the one where he didn' wanna cross
the street
CIt.: yeah
• • •

Th.: I wanna solve the problem .. because it's in the
problem that I have that's making me upset
.•• o.k. ·h an then •• the next step is after
you've stopped an said to y'self this is a
problem •• I wanna solve it •• I don't wanna just
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act out on the
impulse
CIt.: o(no)
Th.: o.k.? ·h
y'say t 'y'self •• a' right w- w- what
is _tJte problem here 0 (what kind of a- problem -is
this) •• what would y'saY •• l!hAt. wass- what was it
about that situation that was upsetting you
CIt.: •••• just the fact that um •• he didn' try_ to -understand that- I- I a had no money.-.I could
understand '-fm wanting t'go in •• an maybe even
touch it •• y'know! /b.ec- he ••. I
mmhm
mmhm
• • •

Th.: it sounds like the category of problem would be
he's being unfair to me- this is unfair
CIt.:
Th.: So ••because the idea is it really isn't so much
what happens that makes us angry
CIt.: no
Th.:_it's- it's what •• it's what er mne. of it •• it'salways something more to it there's
sOll1eth;l,ng
it; ·it isn't just a.l- a
rowdy littl"e -bo:y.. uh .. who just refuses t 'come
across the street/lsounds as what you
. no _
saying is what 'was upsetting me -is .
he doesn't give me a break
. that •• he·
..
.not realy fair time he doe'sn't
understand
CIt.: he doesn't .,tu yeah
Th.: he doesn't .t.u o. k. clf·.: yeah
• • •

Th.: ••• an:d the· next thing this technique says
t'you is that •• what y'need t'do then is what we
call .brai:nstoz:m •• an that is come up with a:ll
kinds of posSible solutions· tithe problem even
if they sound kooky •• n'matter what •• let your
creatiyemind just flow •• I mean sometimes
people will say oh lid like t'take 'im an ltY.t
in the wastepaper basket//crazy y'know hYt
Clot
« laug-hs) )
Th.: let th' mind go and just think of a:ll the
possible things th't you could do about that
kind of situation where a: s'even year old
chld .. is not .. seeing your ·side of things a: :nd
as a resul·t .. you are ge.tting so upHt. .. with him
that you"re doin.g more yelling and perhaps more
hitting t-han you really 'wisht 'd'o
CIt.: 0 (right}··
__ .
• • •

Th.: •·•• so· that we'll have t'think an maybe between
the two of us •• we can make up
of possible
solutions •• think about them •• decide what IS good
about .them •• what's bad about them y'know jist
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CIt.:
Th.:

CIt.:
Th.:
CIt.:
Th.:

like what they do at peace conferences ..y'know
//they generate lots of
o (yeah)
ideas •• sometimes they're really way out and
then people begin t'makle th'columns •• what's
good about that what's bad about that and will
it work .. that's the technigue .. that you wanna
get •• into your mind
yeah
o.k.?.uum •• then •• when •• one sounds like it
might work .. th' next step is t'try it .. j'st try
it y'have nothing t'loose
o(hmmm)
an then •• we'll see if it works •• everybody's
happy •• an if it doesn' work •• we'll have to
brainstorm again •• choose another solution
•• o.k.?
• • •
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TEXT OF INITIAL SEGMENT OF PRETEST SESSION

001

005

010

015

020

025

030

Th.: ••• actual experiences with your children
•• and we'd like to ask two things, was tbere
a lim§. in the past week when you and your
children· or your child just didn't get along, and was tbere a time during the last
week when you AJJl get along •• o.k ••• an'
a little bit abolJt each one ••To begin witb
was there a time •• last week when you and
your child did not get along
Clt.: yess
Th. : and I guess we'd talking about Nicholas
CIt.: yes
Th.: o. k., so it was Nicbolas, can y' tell me
briefly what happened.
Clt.: oh, it's not just, like one instance
it's like
Th.: ubuh
.•• I would say daily
Th.: o.k.
Clt.: a little part of, each day, where, I'd have
to •• scold him or- or, even go so far as
to, threaten him
Th. : mmhm
Clt. : y'know
Th.: o.k., what typical kind of things would he
be doing
Clt.: •• (3) •• well t' begin with, frinstance tbis
morning
Th.: 0 (mmhm)
CIt.: he didn't want t' go to the- •• to tbis- tbe,

. caWp

Th.: •• (mmhm)
Clt.: he wanted t' stay borne an .. there-there's
nothing really for him to do
so' I tried t'
explain t' him I said Nicbolas y'know
035 Th.: 0 (mmhm) .
,
CIt.: it'd be better if y' go t' the amR you'd have
SWimming 'nd everything
(mmhm)
Th. :
Clt. : nd •• be's-, be wen in a tantrum like a (rage it)
040 Th. : o (mmhm)
g'know
Tb.:
(yeah)
Clt.: •• be wanted t'stay home I wanna stay bome I
don' wanna go
045 Th.: 0 (mmhm) •• but you did-, youu, controlled the
sit-, y- be went
Clt.: yes beca- I started t'get dressed 'nd I said
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well I'm- I'm- I'm gettin dressed tb'baby's
gettin dressed an if you wanna stay here
050 Tb.: •• mmhm
Clt.z y'know you're gonna stay by yourself 1mt. we're
going
Th.: o.k. that's what y'did about it
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TEXT,OF SESSION 1
SEGMENT A

subsegment a
a.Ol Th.: ••• two of the questions- three of the questions that 'we asked at the beginning •• u:h an
the purpose for, that is •• just t'keep track
on how things are going with you an the
.05
kids •• (2) •• so that when we look at •• overall.,.when ,we're finished •• we c'n get a sense
of how things
••••
Subsegment b

b.Ol

.05 CIt.:
Th.:
CIt.:
Th.:
.10

CIt.:

Th.:
.15 CIt.: '
Th.':
CIt.:
Th.:
.20 CIt.:
Th.:
Th.:
CIt.:
Th.:
.2'5 CIt.:
Th.:
CIt. :
.30 Th.:
CIt.:

.35

Th.:
CIt.:
Th.:
CIt.:

u:m •• the first question is was there a' time
during the, last week when you'n your children
of the children .. justdidn'
get along
•• (2.S) •• 0(yes)
o.k. an now which child w'as that
(that's Nicholas)
Nicholas o.k.- an- Nicholas' is how, He's
seven, yeah o.k. «breath» could y'tell me
briefly what ,happened
•• (3) •• as a matter' of fact ••
main thing- the one that really SQt. to me
wasit happened
uhuh
u:h we went- I went shopping to get lim a
hoop
uhuh
or a stroller •• and um
o (umhm)
he wanted something a//- a video game
uhuh
mmhm
,fil:s' he wanted t'look then we looked •• y'know
mmhm'
we stopped an we looked
mmhm
an then he wanted t'go inside because he
thought i- it-.. it might be a little
money an I could
it

mhm

sn

an I told 'im- I said I couldn't b'
cause I
have any more money
mmhm
a:nd u:m •• (3) •• he started y'know- 'he started crying
mmhm o:.k.
a:nd ,u:m •• (2.S) •• I tried t'talk t'him like
•• I was a-•• at the corner ready t 'cross the
street
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.40

Th.:
CIt.:
Th.:

.45 CIt.:

Th.:
CIt.:
.50

Th.
Th.
CIt.
Th.
.55 CIt.
Th.
CIt.
Th. :

.60 CIt.:

Th. :
CIt.:

mmhm
and 1- y'know I said Nicholas I'm gonna go
across the street now an you have t'come
wit me
mmhm
_
and u:m •• he started yelling" an 'e got- 'e
toll me t' shut up a: n (h) y' (h) know
mmhm
he- he got ve: ry- •• (1.5) •• very upset t'the
point where he ssll-•• he got a little •• mad
at me in that way
mmhm
mmhm
he •• tol' me t'shut up an
mmhm
he didn' wanna •• cross an
mmhm
y'couldn' do anything wit lim
..finally this lady came along an
mmhm
she coaxed lim into •• y'know
o.k.
goin' wit me

Subsegment c
c.Ol Th.: so how unreasonable •• would you say th't
Nicholas's behavior had been •• not at all,
somewhat or very little •• pretty unreasonable •• or very unreasonable
.05 CIt.: •• (2t •• um •• (1.5) •• uh- pretty unreasonable
Th. : o.k. «breath» an how angry •• or upset •• did
that behavior make you
CIt. : •• (4) •• 1 wasn't- I w- I would say somewhat
mad
Subsegment d
.01 Th.: o.k. an what did
do
CIt. : •• (2) •• first I tried talking- I- it got to
the point where ITh. : mmhm
.05 CIt.: I got a little •• I would- I could say •• disgusted where I- I just
Th .• : mmhm
CIt. : I jus' stood there with him- like I tried
Th. : mmhm
.10 CIt. : t'talk t'him it didn't Ilwork
Th. : yeah
CIt. : an I jus' didn' know what else t'do
Th. : o(o.k.)
CIt. : I didn' wanna hit 'im •• llor yell at lim
.15 Th. : mmhm
Th. : o.k.
CIt. : so I jussTh. : •• (2) • ·yeah
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I jus' stood there hoping y'know
hoping for what
waiting for- for something t'(h)ha(h)ppen
o.k ••• o.k.
CIt. : a change or something «almost sobbing»
Th. : 1-ss-jus'- •• I guess •• that c'n happen •• 1
.25
jus' stood there waiting
CIt. I did- «sobbing»
Th. for something t'happen •• an along came •• llthia
.
CIt. the laTh • lady
• 30 CIt. yeah
Th. yeah o.k ••• so a lady came along •• (2) •• an
coaxed 'im •• (2) •• coaxed him across the street
CIt. : yeah
CIt. :
Th. : (o.k.)
.35 CIt.: •• (2) •• 0(this was the day before not
yesterday)
o.k.
but it was within the las' week=
Th. :
o(yes)
CIt.:
.20

CIt. :
Th.:
CIt.:
Th. :

SubSegment e
e.OI Th.: Alrighty «clears throat» looking back at
it now •• could you have avoided that
CIt.: •• (3) •• 1- I don' think so
Th.: mmhm
.05 CIt.: o(in w-) that thee u:m- well I could've wen'
in the store which I didn' QQQ
Th.: mmhm
CIt.: an I did' go in b'cause i- ••
would •• prob'ly
o(prob'ly, s-) start a scene inside the store
.10
wanting me t' buy it an I didn'- •• l wanted to
avoid that inside the store
Th.: so that wouldn't have avoided it going into
the store
CIt.: nno,110 (I don't think it would've)
.15 Th.: o(o.k.)
Th.:c'nyou think of anything
as youlook
back- uh-s-very often it's easier the next
day t' think O£- gee I could've done this •• 1
could've done that
.20 CIt.: •• (3.5) •• 0(no)
Th.: no o.k.- •• yeah o.k ••• a:nd the reason ·you
think it could've couldn've been avoidedwhy do you think it- there's no way that it
it
been avoided
.25 CIt.: b'cause he- he- •• he has 'is •• mi:nd set that
he wanted it
Th.: o.k.
CIt.: an 1- I wasn' able to get I knew I couldn'
0(0£ afforded it)
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.30

f.Ol

.05

.10

.15

.20
g.Ol

Th.: o.k ••• he has his mjng set on it •• o.k.
(baby begins to vocalize here. therapist responds with a barely audible sigh.)
f

Th. : •• (2) •• once you were in the situation what
did you
about the way y'handled it
CIt. : •• (3) •• the only thing 1- I could say 'at
I •• not even liked •• was that •• I •• (3.s) •• I
didn'
•• rowdy or angry •• I- •• I guess I was
tired an I didn' •• wanna get into it •• y'know
with the yelling or anything
Th. : o.k ••• y'didn't
him
CIt. : no/II
Th. : o.k ••• what did you not like about the
way y'handled it
CIt. : •• (s) •• That I couldn't- •• I couldn' get bim
t' come across the street with me 1- I had
to •• «almost sobbing» look for somebody
else to //try t'do it
Th. : °Co.k.)
Th. : •• C2.s) •• that I couldn' get him to cross with
•• I ha:d •• to wait •• till •• «responding to
baby» oh what a beautiful sound •• till someone
§lIse could so it .. o.k ....
9

CIt. :
Th. :
.05 CIt. :

.10

.15

.20

Th. :
CIt. :
Th. :
CIt. :
Th. :
CIt. :
Th. :
CIt. :
Th. :

CIt. :
Th. :
CIt. :
Th. :
.25 CIt. :

••.if. you were in that situation or
something similar to it •• how would y'handle
it next time
.4.s) •• firs' 1- I'd- •• I would •• try t'talk t'hi:m
reason with him
mmhm
o (y'know) •• about •• the street- the dangers of
the street an that he has t'cross with me
it's°Cyeah)
it's- it's QRmpulsory that he has t'come with
me
o.k.
and u:m •• if •• that didn' work 1- I would
prob'ly i- s- y'know hit 'im •• to,//or- or
pull him
mmhm
across the street or
mmhm
something like that
and then •• hit •• him •• or pull him across
the street
a- what I mean- I would hold 'is hand (
)
•• cross//the
I wouldn' draCh)g him//'knW- o.k.- oh o.k ••• or •• uh take him
yea:h
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.30

Th.:
CIt.:
Th.:
CIt.:
Th.:

.35

.40

CIt.:
Th.:
Clt.:
Th.:
CIt.:
Th.:

across the//street
o(that's (
)
by my hand •• o.k.
it might be- it might be a little forceable
bec- it probably will be by force y'know but I
would haye to
yeah but what you're saying this time you
were too tired •• t'do that
yeah •• I was like- a- I juss-•• was like out of
it·like •• I
•• o:.k:.
cause I- I tried t'explain that I- I didn'
wanna go in b'cause I know he'd want me t 'get
it o·(an I)0 (o.·k.) so you're saying that you were too
tired t'be forceable
the·re •• that's ptob'ly what it was
o.k ••• o.k •••• [end of segment A]
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SESSION 2: JULY 27, 1983
Final Segment
Subsegment a.
a.Ol Th.: yeah, I'm just looking at our time an I see
that it- it's just about over
CIt.: yeah
Th.: I guess, what, we still have- as we'll we
.05
still have many sec- a few more sessions t'
go t' get this technique down an I don' wanna
it, b'cause I'd like you t'grab each
part of it, an really learn it .. an maybe this
what y'c'n just think about is this
.10
step, that signal, o.k., an practice, ...
Subsegment b.
b.Ol

.05 CIt.:
Th.:

.10

CIt.:
Th.:

.15 CIt.:
Th.:
CIt.:
Th.:

••• an it sounds as though
there's enough, YRset in your life going on
th't you'll prob'ly have plenty of practice
b'tween now n next week
(
)
allright, let's not, pretend, maybe it'll
be
maybe it'll be over, I donno, maybe
you'll have a good week
I hope I will
y'mAX, y'msx, uh or better than others, but
in any case, when y'get upset like that, c'n
you
saying t'y'rself- what would
what would be your way of, putting it,
I don't wanna, make up words- for y'
•• prob'ly say, I have a prob?lem
c'n you sslike you said (
)
yeah (
)

Subsegment c.
Sub-subsegment 1.
c.Ol Clt.: yeah, a- mean, a- well, well it's with the
incident in my mother's house yesterday th'
way she, s- back t' him n everything
Th.: mmhm
.05 CIt.:, like, I got the impression she was, looking
she was saying- looking f'me to, answer her
back b'cause, if- if A had spoken to her
little girl like that she would've, stopped
me somehow
.10 Th.: what would she have said
CIt.: she would get- oh she- don't talk to my
like that she's just a, child why
are y'talking t'her like that, n that's th'
way I
y'know he was just a
nd
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Sub-subsegment 2 •
• 15
I wonder
Nicholas was thinking, when all
this wen'on
.'
he felt.Ptetty bad but, it's hard t'figure out
what was going on in 'is. mind
after, .
IlIhe .left I said t 'him, I said Nicholas .. didn't
.20 .
y'kno'w, I felt bad f'hert'talk t'you like
that ·didn't that; mak.e·.y'feel bad er, didn't
that-, I saId it was more like she was
insulting you, y'know "didn' it- didn' it
'. y' know, didn' y'feel·· insulted somehow" .
• 25 T.h.: ·y"know .. what I would've·.§ilig if I were
Nicholas, I'm sure 'e didn' say it because
he's little but maxbe
one- some way, why
",·idn't
say something to her Mommy
Sub-subsegment 3.
CIt.: •.• 1 kruHf that, it prob'ly-, if I had said
.30
s.omething-, b'cause 1- I think she was
for me' t'say something//t 'start an
. argument
. 'i'h.·:.. yeah"'
.
Cl t • :. b ' cause
.35 Th.: yeah
.
·Clt.;//it happened
'.
does it have
an argument though t'say
something
.Clt.,/: well with hu- she
it th' wrong
• 40
· waYi· it's like ••
Sub-subsegment 4.
Th.: maybe y'need t'ballance that out.against
· Nicholas's need t'hear his mother, d'fend
him •• sometimes th'price y'pay fir something
is worth i t . . '
Sub-subsegment 5.
.45

• •• it· sound.s time what y'saying is
my sister is a real trouble maker, nd that
re.gardless, she's. always having. fights
with people, it's one argument after
another, ••• ·
.

Sub-subsegmeht 6 . .
. ' '.
.
• •• then.on the other hand y's'aying I have a
· young'boy, who's beg-inn ing' t 'get 'a D.§.9.a t'i ve
.• 50
image of himself •.• h's· father's' been in .iail
cit.: yes.'
.
.' .
. .
.
Th.: he has a lot,
with
there, people
are blaming him for thingS
he's responding
by being
n
.negative image
.55.·
negative
negative self-image, and .
if s6mebody speaks unfairly t'
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.60 CIt.:

CIt. :
Th. :

.65

CIt. :
Th. :

him, I'm wondering if it's, important t', even
up- even up his, ssense of himself, not- not
t'cover up what he's doing that's//wrong
no
no
but say, yes you shouldn't have spoken to Aunt
urn,
Elizabeth
Elizabeth like that, but a- but no you're not
a bad boy

Sub-subsegment 7.
CIt.: •• 1-, I did s- I did say that to 'im but not at
that point, when I got home
Th.: yeah
.70 CIt.: cause I was s-, 1- then I looked at it, I said
it's-//so
y'know
Th.: (
)
Th.: yeah
CIt.: 's got this negative attitude//about you
.75 Th.: yeah
Th.:" yeah
CIt.: I said to him, I said Nicholas
Th.: y'know it's like another (makes click type
sound)
subsegment d.
d.Ol CIt.: yeah, I said-, I said, Nicholas you're not a,
bad
said, your biggest problem right now
is that, you jus', don wanna listen, y'know
950.
when I talk t'you like, I try t' talk t'you,
.05
it's like you, there's a barrier there somehow,
I can't reach you, an if you WQuld, y'-, y'know
w'wouldn' have all "these problems/II wouldn'
Th.: yeah
CIt.: have t' yell at you or even bit y' sometimes or
.10 Th.: yeah, so it's almost like y'r saying t'him,
you- you turn around an be a good boy now an
everyrthing will be fine an, I think that's a
little
960.
CIt. : •• yes in a way, but at that point I
.15
y'know •• like 1-, I guess I
Th. : I'mean//d'you think just going by th' .
CIt. : (I thought that)
Th. : technique d'you think that will work with
965 •
Nicholas, jus' saying t'him ••
• 20 CIt. : no,
Th. : I don't think so either
CIt. : no
Subsegment e.
e.Ol Th.: I think maybe what we
t'do is, from now
on,
time you're
acknowledge it to
y'rself, say t'y'rself it means I have a
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·05

.10

.15

.20

.25

.30

.35

problem, defi.n.e. what kind o,f 'a problem it il,
it's a problem of my, being 'treated unbi.x,lY
my child being un- being treated unfairly fir
example, the resaurant situation, and then,
beginning t'click away with what c'n I
about that p'ticular pr- an' don't go inta
other parts of it, .tlu with what you have
d'fined it, ,if you have defined it, if you
have d'fined as a problem of being Ynfair
t'Nicholas,
deal withthat .. only deal
with that, 'n
if I'm sitting at
,a
peopl:e my chile:, ,i.s there a'n',
he's being treated unfairly, that's- I said
that's what's bugging me about th' situation,
nothing else, that's th' main thing that's
bugging me, although there's lots of other
things involved
'
CIt.: y'think I should speak up?
Th. : well, y'know, 1- I think you should consider
as a possible solution, I'm not saying
blurt out with it if y'not prepared t'do it an
do it correctly an
,
'
"
CIt. : mmhm
Th. : but I think
what y' need t'do is,
,con$ider-,
what' we said
',th'braipsto'rmlng, cons'ider all th'things an
make
chart, what's ,possi- what'would
that get me that's
weigh it off against
th'negative; fir example, 'if y'gj"g speak up
t'her at th' table, it might be
that
it led to an a ..gument, but it liso might be
that 'Nicholas sees his mother go to
bat for him, he sees
very
dramatically, not jus' say but
on- on it,
I am a good boy, I am
it, I'm worth,
sticking up for, y'know if i-

Subsegment'f.
f.Ol CIt.: maybe it's my fault, b'cause it's' like he's-,
he's seeing it that-, I'm agreeing with these
people, that he's no gg,rul
.05 Th.: he has t'draw some conclusion; he's very
little .. he has t'draw- he's an intelligent
child" he has t'walk away from that having
made some conclusion, about w,ho he is .... now I
don't know"an I w- I d,on'tI wouldn i
, .10
wann'a speculate; but//i- but if
going by
CIt. : ( )
th'technique if what you're saying D, what I'm
feeliilg 'is that it's un.fU,x, that you're feeling
be feeIng it
.15 CIt.: yeah
,
Th. : so there's y'first clue, it's a case of
unfAiLness, therefore th'solution hs§ t'have
,

... ,
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something
with correcting the unfairness,
let me RYt that into mx boeeer my
.20
comeuter an'
what
2YtL
does
deal with th'guestion 2f unfairness t2
one's
not saying y'have
it, y'not
used t', arguing with y' sister an getting
into it, you're a guiet kind of person, but
.25
maybe we c'n practice if you're in th'room,
maybe we c'n gQ through these solutions
together, where it's
t'do it, eractice,
o.k., maybe f'next week
Cit.: o.k •
• 30 Th.: hYh,
Cit.: (laugh)
Th.: I think that's worth, yeah
Clt.: yeah
[Tape turned off at this point]
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SESSION 3: AUGUST 3, 1983
Segment B
B.Ol

.05

••• o.k. urn •• so
we'll begin with the questions that we
begin with •• o (oh forty one) •• a:nd that is •• wwas there a time dur ing the la,st week when you
and Nicholas just did not get along
,
CIt. : •• o(yes)
Th. :
o.k. and that w- was with Nicholas huh
CIt. :
Th. : (Nicholas is seven) ••can you tell me briefly
what happened ••
CIt. : •• it's more or less the same y'know •• it's
like (
)
Th. : o (mmhm)
CIt. : nd um •• like I started back- I
Th. : went back to work and that was like a strai:n
on me somehow
,
Th. : mmhm
CIt. : and 'urn 1-•• 11ke- if you tell him onc'e to do
something or ask him to dol/something
'
Th. : mmhm
Th. : mmhm
,
CIt. : it's not enough even sometimes three times
is not enough ••
Th. : mmhm mmhm
CIt. : I have to go after him o:r threaten him
Th. : yeah o.k.
CIt. : a:n that's been going on, every day
Th. : o.k. can you think of o:ne p'ticular day ov one
specific instance when that happened
CIt. : o(oh) •• almost every instance in everything
(
) I mostly do or tell him
Th. : o (yeah)
CIt. : it's- •• it's
Th. : o.k.
CIt. : like a
Th. : o (so y'say) •• constantly•• have to •• tell him,
over nd over
CIt. : yyeah
Th. : to do something •••• o.k. and you can't
think of anything a' maybe you'll think of it
•• later something to do a thing that happened
this mornng or yesterday or last night or
CIt. : well this morning when I took him to the umto the camp here he was flipping over theth '- the bar- there was a bar there
Th. : uhuh
CIt. : outside in the yard
Th. : yeah
CIt. : an he wasn't supposed to be doing that
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.50

Th.: uhuh
CIt.: because they said •• this lady told me that they
would- the counselor would send him home if he
didn' stop
Th.: mmhm
.55 CIt.: so- so um I told •• y'know I told him- I had
told him that- Nicholas you'll be sent home if
you don't stop but he kept it up an 'e kept
it up
Th.: o(o.k.)
CIt.: and the counselor came by an she said uh- she
.60
told him to stop- s'said we'll be going
inside soon he says o:h not inside I don'
wanna go inside
Th.: o (mmhm)
CIt.: an she said t'him oh don't start today
.65
Nicholas it's too ea r ly so I got the
impression that he's been
Th.: o.k.
CIt.: he's been- uh they're probably still having a
hard time with him
• 70Th.: 0 • k ••• u : h « b a b y beg ins to v 0 cal i z e her e»
he:llo honey hello you're wide awake now right
that's a good little boy yeah you're wonderful
so this morning what you're saying was a
typical, example of what's been going/Ion
.75 CIt.: o(yeah)
Th.: that he kept flipping
and oyer this
bar •• a:nd in defiance of the counselor who
toI"d him to stop and you told him to stop
CIt.: yeah he doesn't
why he has t's- when he's
.80
doing something why he has t' stop doing it
Th.: well we don't know if he doesn't see why all
we really know is that he doesn't stop well
really don't
CIt.: he tells me to
.85 Th.: oh o.k.
CIt.: he tells me I don't see why I have to stop
doing that
Th.: oh that's what he says
CIt.: yeah he'll say that to
.90 Th.: o.k. allrighty u:m •• so he·ll •• is that typical
of what he'll say
CIt.: yes
Th.: when he says
CIt.: yeah
.95 Th.: he'll say
CIt.: why do I have to, sstop or why do I have to
do that why can't I •• //do this
Th.: o.k. o(o.k.) so typically he'll ask why do I
have to do that o.k. ..how unreasonable would
.100
you say that Nicholas was being
CIt.: •••• I·d say somewhat it's like now I- I- I'm
gettip' like •• not used to it because I- I
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• 125

• 130

.135

.1-40

.145

.150

.155

don't like it, y'know- I don't like the
changes
Th.: mmhm
C1t.: but um I'm not takin' it so •• like um •• as bad
as I used to
Th.: o(o.k.)
C1t.: like thinking, oh, it's a big problem I know
it's a prob1em//but 1- but I'm not um
Th.: mmhm
.
CIt.: •• o(u:m can't think of the word)
Th.: •• that it's not a catastrophy OUt sounds
liJce you.' re saying) ..
CIt.: Il2. 1- no I wouldn't say it is
Th.: so you's- say it's somewhat
C1t.: yes·
Th.: th't'.e. was, being somewhat unreasonable
unlike, sometime ago 'you would really feel ••
that he was being extremely unreasonable
C1t.: yea;h
Th.: o.k. that's interesting we could explore why.why you feel differently about that •• ·h hQ,lt
angry
mAd·dia Nicholas's behavior make you
.
. when he was 0 (doing t h a t ) ·
C1t.: jist somewhat mad
Th.: somewhat mad o.k. and what
you do
CIt.: •••• I •••• 1ike, in. the past, I find 1- I'd,. keep
up I
it until he do what I tell. him to
Th·.: o.k •
C1t.: now I, more or less, let it go
Th.: o.k.
.
CIt.: •• mm, I think it's because I've been so tired
why I think ITh.:o.k ••• 1ast- a couple of· weeks ago you said
that y' getting um- trying t'get him to cross
the street ••that you//ha:d t' kind of- •• given
CIt.: o(ye:ah)
Th.: up and then somebody c- you were waiting for
someone else to come along, this morning is
that kind of what happened that you kind of
waited until the
came along maybe
they would take care of it .
«baby begins to vocalize here»
C1t.: well I didn't think of it then
Th.: oh o.k.
C1t.: i- it wasn't in my mind
Th.: yeah
C1t.: because uh-.·. rea11y- he wasn' really doin'
anything that was, so bad it's just that,
maybe they didn't want him to get hurt while
he's there
. .
Th.: o (uJil)
CIt.: but be was just- y'know f1ipp//ing
Th.: would he have gotten hurt
C1t.: he- he prob'ly, could've just-:- 1- I think
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maybe fell and lulmg an a: rm or something but
not i- not hurt hurt where he would haveprobably have to go to a hospital I don't think
so cause it wasn't maybe about thi:ss//from the
ground
Th. : (yeah)
Th. : o (yeah) so I wonder why they don't want
him to
CIt .': and he said to me but mommy, I come here to
glay why can't I Q2//thiss
Th. : (yeah)
CIt. : but 1- I said well, b'cause they'll sent y'home
nd they don't want y't'do it they'll send
g'home if//y'don't stop, but he didn't see
Th. : (yeah)
CIt. : anything wrong in doin' it/Iso he continued
Th. : o(yes)
Th. : o(yeah) but it sounds like from what y'
answered him that y'- that y'still didn't
tell'im what was, wrong with it it sounds
like all you said to him was,
don't want
y't'do it, that's th'reason I'm asking you
t'- or telling you to stop
CIt. : yeah more or less because, when he started
like I was watching lim he was doin'//pretty
Th. : o(yeah)
good
Th. : (yeah)
CIt. : y'know he likes t' do that, it's very
Th. : 'specially for aI/boy yeah
CIt. : yes •• and •• I wouldn't have stopped 'im if I
didn't see like i- if there was- it I 'ik say
a danger I probably would've said, before
Th. : o(o.k.)
CIt. : but when the lady said they'll still sthe'll send him home
Th. : yeah
CIt. : y'know I tol'im t'stop
Th. : I see o.k. Ji.Q y'used t' pursue it but this
ti:me, youu- all you did was what?.you said
you used to pursue it
CIt. : now 1- 1- I still- I tell lim
.
Th. : o(yeah)
CIt. : •• and I, kind of ease off
Th. : o(o.k.)
CIt. : t'see if, y'know
Th.: yeah
CIt.: he would stop or- or
Th.: 0 (yeah)
CIt.: or ••
Th.: but he didn'tstop
CIt.: not in this casel/he didn't
Th. : 0 (yeah)
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Segment H
CIt.: •· ••• 0 (1- 1- it's just that I feel •• I- it always
hapens t·me •• even at home .. even somethingthing
he did yesterday an' I might've thought that I
yelled at him too hard, an' I w's too hal rd on
him
Th.: o (mmhm)
CIt.: or I didn' try to understand
Th.: o(mmhm)
,
CIt.: •• anything •• about it •• an •• 1 get like a
guilty•• complex ·cause I feel •• I wasn't .fs.li:
enough •• or •• 1·m not
Th.: mmhm
CIt.: bein' a good enough mQther or ••
Th.: o(o.k.)
CIt.: not understandable enough
Th.: so maybe one thing that happens .. with you ,is
that ••
are a good mother ,I mean that coOmes
across'very clearly nobody- nobody would ever,
ever question that •• b·t maybe what's getting
in the way of y' comming .. t·good solutions and
sticking with them, so they work •• is that in
betwee:n •• you have this doubt
CIt.: •• 1 do sol/somehOW
Th.: am I dong enough
I do •• plus •• another
that I •• think too
like •• 1 even toll my mother like 1,- I don'
wanna be too hard on h'im
Th.:, 0 Cmmhm)
CIt.: because like his father's not around/Ian
Th.: 0 Cmmhm)
CIt.: that's a big .. a- void
his life ..
an I don' wanna
make it .... any llorse f'r him .. but .. by
restricting lim too much or-.. or urn being too
hard on him somehow
Th.: o.k • .D.Ql'l with- w.ith this th.is morning·s ••••
C(baby vocalizing here» lemme ask y. this what
did' n.o.t. like about the ,way y. handled it this
morning
CIt.: that I jusst got up an- an left
Th.: °Co.k.)
,
CIt.: withQut tryin' t· •• let 'im see reason an mee
feeling a little better about it
Th.: o.k. without u:m •• reasoning
CIt.: makin 'im understand that
'
Th.': °Co.k.) does that usually work, sitting there
nd reasoning with him and making °Chim
understand)
CIt.: well I tried it a .. few times, an .. 1 get the
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impression that he's- he he doesn' wanna er see
sason y'know he whats it his way
(yeah) .. then I wonder why you would feel bad
Th. :
that y' hadn't done it if y' saying that it
doesn't work
Clt.: beca-.. I always- I always feel that, it's
just something I cannot figure it that maybe
not doing •• ss- iss- •• iss a way that I'm
not •• u:m •• handling things or ••••
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Th.: y'know 'cause I'm wondering in terms of- of

the technique what we say•• here·s a
situationo o.k. we describe this morning's
situation •• yoll got your anger signal •• you
pointed out to me on the- on the (
) chart
how you began to ri:se •• a:nd •• what we're
. saying. is that emotion means there's a problem
«baby vocalizing here» •• and t.hat Signal
says to you stop •• either you can
out
immediately, or you can stop, hold it •• take
tilile ••delay, buy some time ••an· y'can start
. t ··think .... 'member saying the first thing
y' need to do in order for that thinking to
lf2Xk. for you is t'define the problem .. t·say
t·yourself .. what is it about what he's doing
that's
.. now last week you defined
tile
•• sitting .with. the restaurant an'
your sister •• what
you about Nicholas·s.
behavior· was the fact that his behavior caused
his sist- your sister too ..,Qbutise him ..
unfairly.. too um humiliate him anperhaps
humiliate you also 'cause you were there while
it was happening
)
CIt.·: o(ye:ah (
Th.: an •• it sounds to m- an that brought feelings
in l!.W.l u:h y'said y'got angry with y'r sister
today you •• did a little more on that •• an· you
sa.id w· .happen- what was happening- what was
going .QJ.D. with me is •• I became angry with
mysister because she was doing that in front
of JD§. an- I'm the mother an it's unfair t·.bim.
an-•• nd it really isn't always him an her
child's an angel and mine's a devil an all
that negative lableing is not doing him any
CIt.:

800d
(ye:ah)

Th. : so what we'resaying about that situation is

if that was what's defining the problem was
than-.. then really an y'said it y'self really
.40
maybe y' should've dealt with y'sister •• instead
of taking it out on Nicholas «baby vocalizing
here» •• o.k. u:m an we talked last week about
different things you might do the possibility
of talking with y'sister an 1- I don' know
.45 .
whether you were clear about whether that
would or that wouldn't work .. u:h- if you
recall all of that •• an you had a •• sense that
it •• doesn't do much good
.
o(no
I
don't
think
it
(
)
CIt. :
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«baby vocalIzing here»
Th.: geah
CIt. :
(yeah)
Th.: o.k. U,ight well let's •• think about today's
situation but gon' through those .DB steps
now •• y' had that situation •• it caused you
t'become increa:singly .. upse.t. t'ngry .. o.k. the
signal comes out I'm angry •• stop n think o.k •
.... what is this a problem of can y' do that
now even if you weren' able t' do it this
morning can you think back on that situation
say to y'rself •• what is it •• about what
Nicholas •• is doing here.that is causing n ..
t'get upset •• what'r a:ll the feelings that
that's bringing out in me «baby vocalizing
here»
CIt.: o(o.k •••• I don't think so much is that's what
he was doing it wasn't what he was doing
that •• (
) angry it's the fact that) it's
such a problem far him to ••.li§.ten tame y'know
t'doo a simple thing as a'right •• (h)he wanna
play can understan' that •• but •• y'r not allowed
t' do it, you have t'stop •• o(y'know) and even a
simple situation like that is hard for him
to •• «baby vocalizing here» •• to listen
•• it sounds as though what you're saying
is ..••• I don't have control over my child
CIt.: ye:s 1- 1-, I get that feeling sometimes
Th.: and the:n from what you describe .in those two
situations with your sister an with the
this morning an the woman crossing
the street three weeks ago, that what happens
is when
don't have control over your child
somebody else has t' step in, or
step in
rightly or wro:ngly
CIt.: o (yeah)
Th.: and th't then on top of you're feeling a lack
of con.t.xQl over Nicholas, you're also getting
another feeling about other people moving in
•• «baby vocalizing here» •• any feelings about
that
.
CIt.: •• °(1- yeah I do)
Th.: how d'y'feel about that th'fact that you're
standing there- I mean these things are
not happening when you're around the corner
CIt.: «Baby vocalizing here» I feel- I feel hurt
that, I'm not perfQxming, enough as a mother
•• «baby» •• but, at the same time I •• 't's like
•••• 1 can't think of, um, «baby vocalizing
here» another, t'solve that
Th.: o.k. well we'll- we'll
t'that step y'see
what I'm saying it's- there's a- there's a
proceedure and you're trying A2 hard t' get
t'that answer •• maybe y'need t'slow down a
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little bit an just take this a li.ttle bi:te
at a- time .... an t' stay for a while with
defining what that p-roblem is an -so far what
you've said is when Nichol_as ups- beh- upacts up lfke out an doesn' listen to me •• I
get a feeling
I've lost control over my
.110
child -that caus_esother people to internu
t'take over for me in fact even some times I
·Want other people .. I wilit fir them t'come
along an
somethirig •• that makes me feel
even lesss .. in control •• th't others have
.115,··
'. t.'take . Qve.r· y'said. y'r.·sister made y'-feel
AnQry .when she did it peca-use sometimes when
take over they're unfaix t'him
CIt.: o(yeah)"
Th.:
when they take over they make me.
'.120
feel like less of a mother ••
CIt.: o(o.k.)
.
Th.: I'm- I'm ·humiliated I'm dOwngraded I'm made,
t'feel, less than what 1-, than what I 'know I
am •• a:nd ··th't what y'r sa:ying- so may:·be· what
.125
you'r;.e
is, it isn't ·so much the .
.' situation, it isn't· so much his· twirling·:
around •• that's getting me All .that upset
that when 'e does these things I'm- l'm_
somewhere dow'li here on the upset, b'cause I
.130
doo understa:nd-n 1-, y'now I kind of know
anQ I sympathize with'im in some ways, bit
th't when it conllnues •• an 'e'-still doesn't
listen t'me' i
I' get more tipset, b'cause
what's happening n2K is, no:w I'm starting
·.135
t'feel out of control •• so it's not just
what 'e's Q.2ing th't it's da:ngerous 'r
whatever, but it's that h1a not·listening
time is makng me feel out of control. up goes
the
on
a that-if somebody
.140
else jump.s . ..1n:, a'n takes over my mothering
·role with ·h"im- my parenting role,
I'm
beginning t'm6ve up even more upset because
it's touching another nerve, in me
CIt.: (
.)
.145 Th.: so D2ll we're moving away from .liJJmolas's
being' th'problem, what Ie's doing •• an we're
into a
of th'problem a:s
•• I "m- " -I'm be ing hu rt ••122nthing-.
is
happening to me, I'm out of contro:l, I look
.·150
- bad t'others •• I'm no-t-, I'in not able
••
th'w,a'y I know I £AJl..
.
y'know I'm wondering if y'look at
in that llU instead of looking at it as
be: ing, wast'erous' or thi:s
.155 CIt.: (yes)
'Th •..: o.r whateverr or, fe.eling.J;uu;l because 'is
father awayy or,. y'don't look at that way
.105
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CIt.:
Th.:

now I wonder if y'could look at it, from the
standpoint of what, his behavior isa- is
bringing up in
•• c·n y·.think about that
f'r a while
•••• o(you- you- you said it exactly)
•• whg don't you say it •• why don't you say it
•••• (I can't seem t'say it somehow) •••• but
it's .Inside I c·- th'feeling and everything I
wanna say is there •• but I get it out
«baby has been vocalizing steadily through
the preceeding»
why on' we take care of him first and we'll
«baby coughs» o.k. b'cause he- he's an
insistant is he coughing b'cause of that
d'y'think Wendy
o(a no)
o.k. (
) lost of goo: di: es •• uk oh looka
that SMI:LE O:H myGOODness THANKYUH MOMMY
«laughs) )
yea:h •• yeah ••JiQ why we were s- what- what I'm
trying t'get across an I think you've grasped
the idea
yeah
is that it's n2t just what a child is doing
or what someone else is doing to us not in
itself •• that is causing us t'really get
•• cause y'said ·. .even as y'watched these
things doesn't get you.a:ll that •• but that
o(no)
someting else becomes the problem an' what
happens is .. it·s the mea:n ing of that
·situation fir you •• 's'ot th'situation itself
but that situation see:ms to mea:n ..
Wendy doesn't know how to handle it •• Wendy
has lost control of her own seven year old
son .. Wendy needs other people t'move in t'control her child •••• that·s humiliating •• that
hurts •••• an
•• when y'.k.n.Q!l •• that you
are a good mother when that's very clear •• I
c'n see if that's th'way Wendy- if that's
th'way you're interpreting what Nicholass,
is bringing t'you by his behavior, I c'n
understand- I c'n understand why
might
be a lot of tension between you nd him••
because, your mother role obviously means a
great deal t 'you ••••
it's very clear •• I mean y' •• just th'way
y'interact with- with u:m th'li- with IIMi
Michael
Michael o.k. j'- it's so clear he's so
happy .. he's so happy y'know an babiu don't
fake it •• you look at how a mother- you look at
how she's interacting with him it's very clear
•• you care a grea:t deal about your kids ••
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y'know •• if you were th'kind'v 1D2ther th'tthat didn't bother you that·other people
were a- saying hey y'know (
) with
y·kid •• I would be much more concerned •• I
would say doesn' it bother this mother th't
people think she's out of con.t..x2l•• it
bother you •• b·t that's step number imA ••.
·that·s really step number one •••• because••
once we c'n define it as tha:t •• th·focus
really becomes
.Nicholas really •• an it
really becomes now ont' youu .. an that- maybe
that should· come as good news because •• you
really •• we really have more control over our
selyes than we have over other people .... so
mube if we c'n l.Q..Qk. at th'problem in thi:s
with this illlinition of-•• it·s a problem of
myy fee:),.ing inadequate-.. it·s a problem of
nlYY feeling out of control •• it·s a pro:blem
of myy feeling th't people don't know what
a g·ood
I am •••• t.h·t mube we c'n give
Nicihtilas a little break .. ..
CIt.: •••• het·
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Th.: .... y·know even as- even as I'm say; ing these

CIt. :
Th. :

CIt. :

Th. :

CIt. :

Th. :

CIt. :

Th. :

CIt. :
Th. :

CIt. :

things Ic'n- it's obviously hard for
you t 'hear them .... I hope you don·'t think
th't I'm saying. thery're true because don't
at Ali I don't feel that way at all ••••
sometimes it's th'more sensitive parents
th't get into a lo:t of trouble •• b'cause
they really want everyone
what- what
a good mother they
how much
with now is incredible, you're
(on your own), an how §§nsitive you still
c'n be, I mean y'know
face it y'didn't
really get a •• great deal •• y'r going through
a very very rough rough time .... an y'r trying
t' be super mother, throughout the whole
thing •••• an maybe you are feeling a little
d'fensive y'said y'self Nicholas ·is feeling
d'fensive
0(1 think so sometimes) «cries»
If he iss aren't you also
•• 1 do •••• like 1 •• 1 think I try t' f'get
about •• my feelings
o (mmhm)
so that I could, everything out •• into,
Nicholass or to help him
o (yeah)
or to, um •••• make him the way he should be
or I want 'im to be
and he will be, and he will be •• but maybe
were barking up the wrong tree
(probably)
maybe if y'focus more on y'.&itlf
(rnm)

Th. : •• on what you need an what you're feeling ••

CIt. :

Th. :

CIt. :

Th. :

CIt.:
Th. :

Nicholas, will sense that •• as young children
·do •• will sense that mom's in charge •• I'm
safe •• she knows what shes's doing
«sniffs» I've always •• I thought of it too
what did y'think of Wendy w- wha'd'y'think
that •• it's- it'ss soemthing I'm doing, or
something I'm not doing
•• yes
•• that's all maybe chang in , him
•• well whenever we live closely with anybody
.whatever they do •• has an effect on us •• (7) ••
but it sounds time as though you're taking
that as a big big guilt trip I'm diong
something
terrible that this boy is acting
like this
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) y'know th'way
Clt. : •• (5) •• (close to it (
•• now t.hat he's •• moreorless branded as being
•• (3) •• 0 (oh urn) •• so J2Ag
Th. : mmhm
: that, I don'think •• n"anyone even, ever
see •• any of th'good that he does y'know it's
always- they always, jist see whatever bad
thing he do ••/ / «begins to cry» an they never
)
Th. : (
Clt. : see anything good that he does
.
Th. : but you do
.
CIt. : o (yeah)
Th. : o (o.k. )so then what you're saying is that
it's not a lost cause •• (3) ••
Clt. : o (no.)
years old an t.here are
Th. : oChers only
lots of good things that he does •• yeh) so
you've been doing y'r jQb ..pretty
Clt. : •• yeah
Th. : does it upset you •• too much •• t'think about it
in· this way Wendy is that, too upsetting t 'you
CIt. : o(no)
Th. : t'look at it- can y'look at it that way
CIt. : °CI want to)
Th. : 'cause y'ou're th'
•• you are a strong
woman.I know that you are going through a
10t .. Qut obviously you'·re a we:ll
t'gether
hyman being that's clear an it's 9lear that you
a good mother because an 'n- infant as
young as-•• as Michael •• he comes in look ing
like he does •• you kno:w •• //that there's a
CIt.: °he's a good baby)
Th. : well he's a good baby responding.to a good
mother is what it really is that's what really
is, so you don't have t'advertise t'anybody,
how good a mother, you are
CIt. : 1- I really don't
to •• it's
Th. : yeah
Clt. : •••• 1 think I just
my kids t 'be
•• not model kidsd I don't think I could live
with .lD2del kids
Th. : xeah whatever they are
(jist), a yeah
Th. : yeah I never met one
Clt. : juss' um it started where, even before I saw
there was a change in Nicholas .. 'ike I knew
that 'e was a little hard headed •• but it s-,
it started whe:re i was gettin' these
complaints, from everybody, an that's what,
started •• settin these •• y'know •• I think that's
what, sstarted th- th•• like it
started at schoo:l an camp
Th. : o(o.k.)
Clt. : my sister an my brother
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Th.: o(o.k.) d'fined as what started what problem
Wendy •• let's give it a na,me an let's put it
in a boxx
CIt.: •• where,they think he was um •• gettin outa
hand he wasn' •• 1 istenin ••
I like they- they tried t'put it in words,
that I wouldn' be upJill about •• but •••• like I
could tell somehow that •• o (oh I can hardly
explain/lit)
Th.: I think you're doing fine
CIt.: •••• that •• just for my sake •• maybe they were
being uh kind
Th.: for your sake why, why would they, be doing it
for your sake
CIt.: maybe because they didn't want um •• they didn't
wanna get me angry or ygset •• well not
but •••• o(I uh)
Th.: .d'y'think they were protecting you
CIt.: no, I don't think so I didn't get that feeling
Th.: o(o.k.)
.
CIt.: 0 (um .. not t 'be kind m'aybe) .. maybe t' be kind
inna Rb2ny way not th'tru:e
Th.: o(what d'y'mean//Wendy)
CIt.: way· not that they really, came t' me, o(t'-)
t'tell me that weI Nicholas is doing this, an
its a probl,em th't well you know, in that
they wanted t '.h.e.ll2 me, but, just t' complain
on him n t'let me feel that he's a bad- I
have a bad kid out there
Th.: I have a bad kid therefore
CIt.: •• a- uh take care of lim
Th.: what does that m'//o.k.
CIt.: getting
Th.: •• what about that is upsetting •• remember what
we're gonna do not is ss- situation teacher
an people coming t'tell you about Nicholas's
behaxior you're feeling something o(about
that) you're feeling
o:r whatever it is
you're feeling .... y'say t'yourself I'm upset,
..iJi it. about .. this situation that is
causing//me
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SESSION 4: AUGUST 10, 1983
Segment H
Sub segment a
a.Ol

"

.05

720. ,

725.

730.

.10 CIt.:
Th.:
CIt. :
Th. :
.15

very easy fir me t'say, t'stop
an ,think, now I need t'help you with well,
waddaya mean I ,havt'stop an think, how, well
what'r th'steps, o.k., an that's a fair
question, th'steps are this, first thing you
haveta do is ,to define'the problem, because
there are lots' of problems c'n you think of all
th'different kinds of problems somebody c'd
have'
•• 0 (I, couldn't)
o(o.k.)
,
0(1 have a few of my own) «laughs»
YOU'VE BAD, more than your share, o.k., you
could have a problem of •• being burt, being
embarrased, 'being angry, being frightened •• um
being jealous ••uh m what else •••• well, maybe
that's enough, a l that's'enough«laughs»
t'rouble fir one day o.k.; •••

subsegment b
b.Ol

••• but that's an
example, those are examples of th'kinds of
problems y'e'd have, what you need t'do is
735.
t'look at that situ'ation. nd say t'y'rself,
.05
what is it, about this situation, that is'
upsetting me •• an what·you said, that when Jason
had t'speak t'you about' y'r Child's behavior,
what is was w's that it hurt you
740.
CIt.: o(yes)
.10
Th.: feeling you were having was, of being hYxt ••
now if y'think about that fir a little while
you'll get it even clearer, you'll get it even
down'to a finer pont, c'n you think about,
745.
where you were then, Wendy, what that feeling
.15
was that you were having n, put y'mind t'work
. now an- an use language, t 'say.. to
what
that feeling was about

Subsegment c
c.Ol
CIt.: •• o(o.k., I felt-) •••• I felt t'myself, o.k., I
750.
know he's hard headed •• but um •• f'r such a
nml!ll thing, fir th'way he put it .. it wasn'
somehow
fair, 0(1- 1- I thought)
o
'
.05
Th.: (o.k.)
CIt.: because
didn' e- tell me that it was
755.
th'string, even though he had th'string there I
saw lim wit
Th.: mmhm, mmhm
.10
CIt.: he-, he didn'- he t'- he said like, if I could
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760.
.15

talk t' Nicholag about-.. from puttin' his hands,
on other kids, (y- y'know an 1- I thought
well, is Nicholas goin' around beatin' up
other kids, an I 'know Nicholas is not a

Th.: (yeah)
Clt. : o(he's, y'know), he'll get,angry but he's not,
one ready o(to •• like, fistfight that's what it
is he's notl
.20 Th. : •• o(o.k.)
Clt. : and when he said like puttin' his hands on other
770.
kids, 1-, I thought, y'know •• I thought Nicholas
w's y'know w's having a- like a fistfight,
every dayllwith other kids, an y'know he w's
.25 Th. : mmhm
Clt. :
other kids
775.
Th. : (mmhm)
765.

Subsegment d'
d.Ol Clt.: and-, and something came t'me then I remember,
when Nicholas had just started, in th'program,
then it was th'afterschool
Th.: o (mmhm)
780 •• 05
Clt.:, um, o(they had a little boy in there that was
in his group that) .. then he w's a problem to
them
Th.: .mmhm
CIt.: and, they were going down th'stairs and •• 1
785 •• 10
guess Nicholas went down th'stairs to the class
Th.: mmhm
CIt.: an he bumped into himl Ian he turned around an
Th.: o.k.
CIt.: he punched 'im in th'nose an he w's bleeding an
790 •• 15
everythng
Th.: th' 1- th'kid punched Nicholas
Clt.: yeah
Th.: o.k.
CIt.: and .. like I d1dn'- I didn' really get, 'so firey
795 •• 20
angry likelly'know I said ah you shouldn've
Th.: mlnhm
CIt.: done that y'knq-w, he didn' hurt you why did you
Bunch him, y'know
Th.: (mmhm)
800 •• 25 CIt.: and, like 1- th'counselor, she didn' like
y'know" she didn' make a big deal of it then,
she didn', l'ike say to 'im (o.k. I'll speak to
'is mother about it that sort've thing, y'know)
Subsegment e
e.Ol Th.: so Wendy what y'r saying is, what is upsetting
805.
me about, this situation, an several others
like it is that A am being treated unfairly,
through my son, remember we're not gonna focus
on-, on Nicholas now, what y'r saying is he's
.05
being treated unfairly (cause y'r-) but what-
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810.

815.

.10

CIt.
Th.
CIt •
• 15 Th.
820.
Th.
CIt.
Th.
CIt.
.20 Th.
825.
CIt.

830.

835.

840.

845.

850.

855.

.25

Th. :
CIt. :
" Th.:

.30

.35

CIt. :
Th. :
.40

.45

.50

CIt. :
Th. :
CIt.:
Th. :
CIt. :
Th. :
CIt .:
Th.:
CIt. :
Th.:

860.

.55 CIt. :

but what- y'r feeling is, see we 0- we feel,
when it has something to do with U even though
we're very close to our own child naturally,
but you're not- you're saying more than
Nicholas is being treated unfairly, you're
saying
being treated unfairly tQQ
o(no 1- I don't think I thought of it that ( »
oh
I thought off/him,
o.k.
yeah
I thought of Nicholas being
o(o.k.)
being treated//unfairly
o(o.k.), an how did that make you feel
It mad"e me feel-. I felt
f'r him, I felt
f'r him
.
(o.k.) «baby vocalizing here»
an 1- I felt, hurt,
in thilt,.. I·m
not protectin' 'im enough anl'm not um-•• by
BpeSk ing up f' r him
.
"
•••• (o.k.)," these ar.e 2.l.Q .tlulmu f'you Wendy,
y've said these things before, these
things"
th't
when these incidents occur, two ftwo feelings seem t'come, one is one where you
feel, that y'r child is being treated unfairly,
th'second is that somehow you feel as though,
you're not able to- you havn' been- done- doing
y'r job o(you havn' been protecting him" enough
I remember tbe incident with y'r sister in
th'restaurant)
o (mmyeah)
w- how )!-,. how would YOll
d '.firul that
feeling .. I'm not able to protect my child
therefore I fee:l
• .... at th'moment, it's like a-, like a helpless
feeling like
o(o.k.)
like 1-, I'm-, like I'm boping or wishing that
somebody/twas there to say- like stand up
yeah
"
or say, y'know well don't treat'er so unfairly
o(o.k.)
.
bit then .. later on .. like when I'm home fir
instance
o (mmhm)
like I start t'think about it, because it's on
my mind
o (mmhm)
I. think ..y·knC?w .... I sshoulda said something I
should've, um, I shoulda spoke, I shoulda said
more t' my-, then, just willing y agreed t'them
th't allright, he's a problem, (I haveta go
home an solve it,) like I shouldda said well
o.k. he's my child, 1 .kn2l! him I know his

8

.60
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865.

870.

875.

880.

885.

890.

895·.

.65

Th.:

.70

.75

C1t. :
Th.:
C1t.:

.80

.85

Th. :
C1t. :
Th. :
C1t. :
Th.:

.90 C1t.:
Th. :
C1t. :
Th. :

problem but he's not a-, all as bad as you
think he la, an maybe you are misjudging 'im
or, ma-, y'know making th'situation a little
more th'n it J.a
it seem as though what you're saying Wendy is,
that when I'm confr.onted, with th'situation, I
am already, too ups- th'fee1ing I'm getting,
that's upsetting me, is a feeling of
he1p1essness .. and that while I have that
feeling of helplessness I'm not able t'§AY, or
t '42, what an hour later in my
comes
into my mind, as what I should've said, what I
should've done
o (yeah)
that makes sense t'me later
yeah, because, that's when I, after I got home
an 1-, I decided I wan'ed to speak to Jason
again about it to clear th'situation or, to
make him understand that Nicholas isn' as-, as•• as maybe bad or-, or out of hand, or out of
control as
might-, under the impression
yeah
that he is
an also I think what you- what occurs to you
then is you want to
the image of
gourse1f as being helpless
(it cou1d//be)
th't you wanna come back an say hu, Wendy is not
helpless, she c'n protect her children
yeah but I don't think that is as much as it is
too (mmhm)
to clear Nicholas, o(y'know to-)//to make him
o.k.

Subsegment f
f.01 Th.: ••l!U, which is- is an apl!XQPriate, role for a
900.
parent t'make sure th'facts are straight, th't
people, aren't treating th'chi1d unfair- I'm
not saying th't they are b'cause I don't,
.05
y'know we're not there all th'time//enough t 'get
th'facts
905.
: 1- I don' even wanna say that they are b'causeTh. : yeah
C1t. : he-, or else he would be commin home every day
.10
sayin I don' wanna go back, I don' think he is
//rea11y bein' unf- treated unfairly
910
Th. : o.k.
Th. : o.k.
C1t. : it's just that, one situation I think it wasn'.15
•• somehow or maybe it wasn't handled right
o.k.
Th. :
915
C1t.: I thought
Th. : yeah, th'reason I wrote this down here Wendy
'cause I really didn' wanna f'get it because it
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.20
920
.25
925.
.30
930.
.35
935.

9'40.

.40

CIt.:
Th.:
CIt. :
Th. :

.45. CIt.:
Th.:

Segment 9
g.Ol
945.

950.

955.

.05
CIt. :
Th. :
.10

.• 15

960 •• 20

965 •• 25

CIt. :
Th. :

seems as though, that's something that's
happening a lAt with you, that fir a
of
situations, different kinds of situations,
that involve Nicholas ••even though they're
different situations, very often you're getting
pr,etty much that salme feelling .. I'm
he's being treated unfairly, he's being
negatively labled,
I'm stuck, I'm tongue
tied, I'm nAt. able t'say n
need
t'say, hold it folks, y'know or whatever I
wanna do about it t'make sure th't that
do:wnhill 8li:de, is Stopped fir. him, because I
think we've both agreed, that th't's an
important thing t'do, before it 9Ata t'be a
an before he begins, to- to respond
to that, an t'say o.k.? y'call me bad I'll be
bad, a'mean he'S only questioning now
•• yeah
he's only questioning the other day he said
that to you that
aI/question that's, if he
yeah'
hid made up 'is
he wouldn't have
uh
yes
·so it's- there's time, there's time, uh it's
hopeless ..
...J;utt an that's why 1- I'd 1 ike you
t'really .. trY t 'think, in terms of this
technique b'cause I think it c'n be very
helpfull in many ways you're already beginning
to use it
o(yes, I think I am)
y'r not using it on th'spot, so what y'need
t'do is improve y'time, «slight laugh» y'know
like Athletes do, they get t'learn' t'do the,
athletic, feat whatever it is, bit then they
have to i- improve their time, they have to get
better at it quicker at it o.k. n- n-, RY.t. even
if you-, as when you came' up with that i'dea
of-, uh lemme discuss it more with Jason an
explore it more n
th'facts n whatever,
still have a chance t'get ·back t'get back
t 'Jason about, a '.mean it isn't all l2A.t. ••••
Nicholas is not·
th'program
o(no).
.
an he's not terribly D§.gatively labled an he's
not, disenchanted with th'program,
still
wants t 'come back .. so you still have time, um,
but I guess maybe what we need t'striYe for, is
that, when th'situation occurs when you're in
th'situation, an th'signal is already comming
t'you, that
through this kind of
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970 •• 30

practice, you will be, you will be able, to
respond, at th'moment, with what you're able
t'do an hour later at home, y'know just,
improve//y'r timing-, o.t.
CIt.: o(yeah that-)
CIt.: o(yea1'l)

...

\
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SESSION 51 AUGUST 17, 1983
Segment B
Sub segment a
Th.1 yeah,: o.k. great, um, ·oh before we begin this
.
..allright supposing we .do this, let's- let's
a.Ol
.040
do th'review
uhwhere we talk about,
th •time- any. time durlng th'last week when you, .
and, th'children or
of the them, just
. ..05·
didn' get·
.
CIt .. I •• well, this past week wasn', too· bad
.045·
Th.1 yeah
CIt. I I guess b'cause we saw 'is father an then spoke
an he felt better
IDIIihm
.10.
CIt.: and, that he- and I s- he wasn' listening an, I
had t'keep· repeati·ng myself with' im an
.050
everything·
Th. : nonbm ..
.• 15 CIt.: they has a little tAll
Th. : Jnm (baby vocalizing·· here) )
subsegment b .
b.Ol Clt.:··he·s- it.'s- it'.s· not that 1- he- c- he- 1- he,
..
he't- he still tried to y'know get away with
. things .
Th.:
..
.
. .
• 0·5
. ··Cit.: but somehow I didnn·...; •• I took it a little li.060
more lightly
Th.: that sounds now you're answering the- this
question, an that is, was there a ·time, when
you an your child, got along unusually well ••
• 10
. and what eacb might've contributed t'that
.065
situation
CIt.: •••• well •••• we. had our differences 1 ike every
t- every dayday
.
Th.1 yeah
.15
CIt.! we had our little arguments our little- where
. 0 7 0 I · d have to, yell at him or-; or
The.: yeah
Clt.! r'peat myself
Th.! yeah
.20 . CIt.! still··it- it didn't
.didn't get, out of
.• 075
hand·
Th.: you didn't, get that upset, thinking of our
scale.rtow·
...
Clt.: ·I-.yeah-·. I didn'- I· tried t', be a little
.25
calmer somehow
.080
mmhm
CIt.: •• or I'd, wait, I'd tend to wait like if 1- I
told lim to do something an 'e·didn·t do it·
.right away I' d be- .
• 30
O(mmhm)·
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.085

.090

.095

• 100

• 105

.110

.35

• 40

.45

• 50

• 55

Clt.1 IDd jump at him, I'd- I'd-, I'd wait before- ••
before I'd, yell at him, or- or ask 'im to do
it again
Th.1 I see, o.k., llU don't we take
of those
situations, an describe how- how you went
throug·h that process, cause I think that will
be helpful Wendy in terms of how you're ulsing
th'technique, c'n y'think of .QU instance where
there was a- well maybe that answers this
.
question, was there a time during th'past week
when things could've gone badly, but something
you did, held it off
CIt. yeahTh. magbe that's, where that fits
CIt • •• (well 1- I was-, I wasn' so)
Th. mmhm
CIt. •..• 1 didn' get ·so, angry, //1, guess)
Th. mmhm
CIt • o(y'could use th'word)
Th. mmhm
Th • lUIl •• I think y'said something', I've stQeped
waited, I waitedCIt. •• yeah.
o.k.
yeah
yeah,
o.k ••• 1 waited, c'n
Th.
CIt • I waited t'see if um •• t'see how, y'know if he
would gg it or he w-, he-, he wouldn' do it
Th. : o.k.
CIt. : before I,

c
Th. : o.k., is that unusual f'you Wendy, t'- t'stop
like that an to wait
CIt. : yeah usually before I'd like um//as I w's
.115
Th. : mmhm
• OS CIt. : saying Nicholas um, Q2 y'homework .. an I'd wan'
lim to- t', start doing 'is home'work right away
an if he didn't//if he'd, I'd- I'd s- y'know I'd
Th. : o (mmhm)
.120
CIt. I get angry at him as-, start yelling at him
.10 Th. : (mmhm)
.
now
CIt.: y'know I, told you that-, s'do
Th. :
.
CIt.: (but now . I'm •• I'm not-, I guess, b'cause, my
husband spoke time to an,//I felt a little
.125
.15 Th.: mmhm
CIt. : calmer so I'm a little more relaxed)
Th. : o.k., so, y're thinking that- .. maybe things
went a little better with ·you b'tween you an
Nicholas, because .. i-you're stopping now before
.130
.20
CIt. : (yyes)
CIt.: o (yeah)
Th. : a:n y'relating that, to maybe be: ing-, because
y'had this talk with y'husband this week? o(an
.135
.25
that w's helpfull or?)
CIt.: no I f-, I- •• O(not- not a- not that)
c.01
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Th.: Ilmmhm
CIt.: I felt .. I felt a little, more relaxed, seein'
.140
him an we spoke
.30 Th.: oh kay,
CIt. : b't-,
Th. : o.k.
CIt. : I wouldn't say 't th't w's •• I think it's
.145
because I stopped an 1-, 1- I gave myself, a
.35
little .t.J.mit
Th. : oh k.
CIt. : to relax in between, before, jjumping at him
again or, y'know-" .
Subsegment d
d.Ol Th.: it sounds like what y'r doing. Wendy really is
that-, these same situations are happening
Nicho.las hasn't changed you havn't changed life
·hasn',t «slight laugh» changed a great deal,
.05
.th'same· kind of situations are comming up,
.155
,.y,'still An getting upset lfhe's not, doing
what ·'he· should do right away, an you are,
tuning into th'signal, but what's different is
.
that .whereas before you a'cted out immediately,
.• 10
. ,th'.t
just.
• • llan giving
.;'160
. CIt •. : :Q (Yea·h)
.." .
Th.:
y'r:'taking time
CIt.: ( y e a h ) .
.
.
Th.: it's, an d'y'fi:nd th't when y'do that, what
d'y'find, leinme ask, you that, w- what's .
• 15
th'result of that when y'take y'r time- give
y'rself some time
.
CIt.: •••• 1 find I don't- •• like before I'd get very
upHt" an it would get wo:rSe somehow like
• 20 Th. : o (mmhm) .
CIt·. : I'd get ne:rvous
.170
.
Th.: o (mmhm)
CIt.:
it's ·like •• I wouldn'
say relaxed but
Th. :
(mmhm)
.
'
.25 CIt.: I feel um .... I don' feel so-, 0 (I can't explain
.175
it- I can' .explain it) .... like I f- I f- I feel
I'm being' a little m- fairer with him
Th.: 0(1 see)
,
CIt.: and with uself too because I usual1y- 0 (y'know
.30
just get upset n nervous an, I feel-,) feel
• 180
with myself afterwards .
Th.·: o.it., y'r ,giving y'r.se1f· a break too it sounds
like'
........
.
.Clt. : yes, now i- I don't·- 1"; •• 1 fe.el I'm bein' a
.35·
little fairer with him, and "I'm not, upsetting
.185
myself unnecessarily like. I used to
Subsegment e
e.OlTh.: what do you attribute that to Wendy, o(why do you
think you've started to do that)
CIt.: o(well, since I've been, talking to you I have
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.05
Th.a
.10

.15

.20

.25

CIt. :
Th.a
CIt. :
Th.!
CIt.!
Th.!
CIt.!

.30

Th.:
9

been thinking y'know, like •• it's not all as bad
as-, as I used t'look at it •• if I jus' y'know,
really look at tb'situation a little-, a
little, more, calmly)
o(o.k.), so it sounds like what you're sayying
is that ..on that scale, y'visualize that scale,
something happens, y'get upset, tb'mercury goes
up to a certain point .. if y'don't stop, an
b'gin t'think about it tb'mercury will continue
t'rise an y'could blow y'r stack, an act out an
do something you'll regret an feel terrible
about later an be unfair an all those negative
things, but that if you c'n just stop y'rself
as tb'mercury starts t'rise, th't somehow
something else seems t'take over in tb'mi:nd
o(it does)
it's interesting, an it sounds as tbough, if
y'stop y'self at th'- at a low enough point on
th'mercury//goodthings seem t'fill y'brain
o(you could (
)
good solutions
yeah
whereas if that mercury gets up too high, very
poor solutions, come in
it's like you're- y'r out of control an youcan't think
yeah

g.Ol CIt. : o(because 1-, I used to be like that with him)
Th. : like- like what Wendy you mean
CIt. : like you know get very angry with him I'dI'd, yell at him or I'd-, or I'd hit. lim
.05 Th.! yeahCIt.! an I used
bad an it never
t'work
Th.: yeah, so it didn' work f'hJ..m an it w's making
you feel terrible so you were into were into a
s-, cycle
.225
CIt.: (yes)
.10 Th. : yeah, o.k., so igonna put down there that
um .. um .... that I've b'Sl!n .. t 'stop ..
.. when
Nicholas upsets me .... stopping .. u:h •• seems .t.2
e .. um, what would you say· Wendy, how
.230
would you finish that sentence, stopping seems
.15
me
CIt. : •••• (get more control over th'situation)
Th. : o(o.k.)
CIt. : o (whereas 1- (I wouldn ') •••• 1 wouldn' get that
.235
upset an I wouldn't, hYLt)
.20
Th. : o(o.k.)
CIt.: o(Nicholas more, than I want to)
Th. : o(o.k., o.k., so what y'saying y'staying
in th'contro:l zone than by just turning off the
.240
engine really)
.25 CIt.! o (yeah)
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°Cs'stop turn off the engine//this car is going in
°Cyeah)
the wrong it's not th'way I want it to'go,
stop), I donno where I wanna go, all I know is I
wanna keep going in that direction
o (yes)
o (stop)
o (yes)
o (o.k., o.k- I won't get more angry •• at Nicholas,
than I want to •••• o.k. an perhaps hurt him •• is
that llll him or hurt him I don It remember what
'\'ou said now)
o(hurt lim or hit lim)
o(o.k., hurt-)
o(sometimes I'd hit lim and, other times I'd hurt
'is teelings)
geah i- i- that in any case yeah
(yeah)

:,,",',
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SESSION 5: AUGUST 17, 1983
Segment F

.565

.570

.575

.580

.585

.590

.595

.600

.605

.610

CIt.: •• well one thina happened, y'know when we were
yg, there um,
(I don't think th'kids-, kids
from one family are allowed to play with, kids
from another family)
Th.: they're not?
CIt.: o(no because, s- I think it's one a their
rules)
Th.: o(uhuh)
CIt.: so one a th'kids- some other kid had some cars
there/Ian um, he wan'ed t'go over an
with
Th.: o(mmhm)
CIt.: them
Th.: o (mmhm)
CIt.: o(and •••• he asked- he said daddy can I go over an
play with it an Daddy said that, I think so
,- y'know an I said, I don't think it's a good
idea Bill, the officer is just gonna come over
an tell us-,) cause I've seen it happenl/with
Th.: o(oh o.k.)
CIt.: other kids there •• so, then he stopped y'know he
said um-, he wouldn' go, so, Daddy s'd what
happened 0 (y'don' wanna go he says no b 'cause
Mommy says not t·go) •••• y·know
Th.: mmhm
Clt.: an he looked at me, he w's-, like he w's- he
wls kind of, I wouldn l say shocked but he wls
kinda surprised
Th.: Nicholas was
CIt.: no my hu:sband wasTh.: th't he hid said it
CIt.: yeah, because usually in th'
is was always
y'know, Baddy s-, Daddy says this is o.k. an
ylknow •• (i- 1-)
Th.: w- did y'say anything, did
anything
on that
CIt.: um n- I told 'im that I don't think he should go over there
Th.: yeah b't when Bill said-.. gave us 'is reason,
n2 because Mommy said no
CIt.: yeah he s'dTh.: y'said Bill was surprised
Clt.: yes he said- he said «laughs»t'me, wadda y'do
y'beat 'im «laughs», t'listen t'You
Th.: yeah
CIt.: I s'd JlIl2 but, y'know 1-.. 1 said I'm th 'father
ilD. mother now an I hAD
draw th'line with
him I have t'make him listen t'me or else, hI- y'know I'd be JlQ.where I'll be •• I would never
be able t', cope
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.()15

.620

• 625

.630

.635

.640

.645

.650

.655

.660

.665 .

Th. : it sounds, so different now what y'saying Wendy
fr'm a few weeks ago when y'were so
uPJIG•• several times, .tEl th't I c'n remember
distinctly, about, feeling as though y'had no
power at allover Nicholas an waiting f'someone.
else t'come along t'do th'job for you, an
what y'r saying is .. I accept th'responsibility,
there ia no one else at th'moment,
th'
parent, I have ·t'do it, there's two different
Wendy or two diffferent sides of Wendy th't
I'm.
CIt. : I guess I· always did but
.
Th. : o (mmhm)
CIt. : in th'past it's like it was-..o(I thought it
was like a belpless situation somehow like I
needed-, I needed •• 'is- 'is father //that's)
Th. : o (yeah)
CIt.: o (y'know)
Th. : o (yeah)
CIt. : because really my mother-, my mother doesn't do
t·oo well with 'im
tries with him.
. ,
Th.: o (mmhm)
CIt.: she, y'know.she gives him whatever she c- she
mostly gives him//tTh. :
CIt. : y'know instead of//tryin'a
Th.: mmhm
Th. : mmhm
CIt. : I'd say, discipline lim, she'd like RU lim
t'be good
which
is D2t discipline
Th. :
no
CIt. :
Th. : no
CIt. : and •• y'know w- there w's really no one else I
could, turn to, so I. thought of 1- 1-, 0(1
usually-, most of th'time think of my husband)
o(mm)
Th. :
CIt. : o(y'know I'm- y'know I'm helpless •• I'm in
th'situation by myself what am I gonna do)
Th.: which w's true
CIt. : o(mm)
true, y'Aid, just get
••
Th. : which really
with a
an a young
•• but, ngx
y'r sounding a little
it sounds like
you're saying JUn!, I've accepted that, that's
th'wOY it ..iJl, and I c 'n !tQ it
.
CIt.: •• yes because' I 'm •• I 'm trying somehow to, be a
little mo:re-na little less angry, with everywith every situation
.
Th. : everythAng, not just Nicholas
CIt. : right, (with everything •• and takin' it a little
•• calmer-) a little more calmer o(y'know (
)
•• before like I used t'get so angry I'd- I
wouldn't be able to think)
Th. : o (mmhm)
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CIt. 1 and now like ..all that anger 0 (that I used
t'have before I don't have that much any more,
.670
I still do get upset)
.
Th.1 o(yeah )
CIt.: but DQt-, not-, 0(1 don't think-, I wouldn't say
I-, even half as much as I used tOnand) .. I
could think more, o(think sometimes I doni think
.675
I come up with solutions but at least I couldI could stop myself from) •• gettin ' that, angry
The therapist's next speech begins segment G. It is
included here because it answers Wendy's last statement.

.680

.690

.695

Th.: that's a very good point Wendy an it's
something well worth remembering because, it's
true that sometimes you Ire n2t gonna come up
with solutions •• sometimes y'don't have th'power
..but if you
at le:ast at
you point out, at least you cln keep yourself
from getting mOIre angry •• an at least ylc'n keep
y'rself down in th'- in th'problem solving
so that if there i§ a solution t'that
problem, ylgot a good chance of finding it,
with a little work, that's
t'this whole
technigue, that however you do it, whatever you
manage tlsay· t'yourself, th't helps you, when
you get this signal, 11m upset about that
situation, 11m angry 11m upset Ilm- something IS
bugging me, th't you c'n just first of all say
•• 1 don It know what t'do about it b It I know
th'first thing I'm gonna do, an that is, number
one 11m going to
CIt.: yes
Th.: stop •••
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SESSION 6: AUGUST 24, 1983
Segment D
Subsegment a •
a·.Ol Th.: ... o.k., now th'wayy, typical- ri::- th'way 'we
usually
ills to- unless there's something
else th't you wanna-, to begin with especially
CIt. : •• (12) •• well •• a- I wanna say'what I c- .what I
.05
could see
Th. : o (mmhm)
CIt. : an improvement in Nicholas, he's still,//hard
headed
Th. : hard headed .
.10·Clt.: g'know I still have t' tell lim things// once
Th. : (mmhm)
CIt. : or· twice but
Th. : o (mmhm)
CIt.: like .. that state that 1-, that he was gettin
. • 15
inta, that 1- I ssaw in
.
Th. : mmhm .
CIt.: a month ago.
Th. : ·0 (mmhm)
CIt. : •• he- it's- it's- it's not- I could seee if
.20
he's being more confident somehow
Th. : o (mmhm)
CIt.: •• (4) •• 0 (1- I donno, if I'll be able t 'explain
this right
Th. : o (mmhm)
.25 CIt.: but, he's more like a:- •• a more happy child to
me I c- I could say.. I guess because I'm not
hitting lim as much as I used to
Th. : o (mmhm)
CIt. : o(and 1- I try t'talk t'him even though sometimes
.30
I think he .. is not listinin' but maybe he is I
donno)
Th. : o (yeah)
CIt. : o(but)Th. : I guess we never do know, for A,Qsolute certain
.35
but •• it's//worth a try
.
CIt. : yeah
Clt. : yeah I sometimes I do get the impression that
g'know he don' care what 1-, what I say
Th. : (mmhm)
.40 CIt. : but .. (3) .. 1 think sometimes he do understand
what 11m saying but he just doesn'- .. so o.k.
alright then y'know tell it time I do
understand Mommy .
Th.: o (mmhm.)
.45 Clt.: .. but he's a lot more .. (4.5) .. he's more happy
somehow
Th. : that's interesting
Clt. : //yeah
Th. : yeah ...
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Subseament b.
b.Ol Th. I ".how d- d'y- how d'y'seee it Wendy what's the
evidence for that
CIt.: .. (4) •• well .. I think mai:nly-.. well beforeit's- I didn' have much time for him too, and ..
• OS
he likes to talk a lot sometimes y'know
Th.: 0 (0: :h)
CIt.: and then he- I guess he think maybe, I don'
wanna hear what 'e has t'say, y'know I a I'm
busy All th'time I'm//Always doing something
.10 Th.1 yeah
"
CIt.:" ..and sometimes I tell lim I s-, y'know Nicholas
could you-, could you tell me later, let me just
finish this now y'know an he- he prob'ly think
I don' wanna
what 'e has t'say
.15 Th.: o(o.k.)
"
CIt.: but now, like, even sometimes, I don' hear what
he's sayin', I tell lim go'head Nicholas I'm
listenl:ng, y'know an I'll, be do- an sometim.es
I don' hear th'fu:ll story
.20 Th. : yeah
CIt. I y'know but I just wan'im t'know that, y'know •• I
have- I'm I'm Li:sstening
Th.1 there's time for you Nicholas
CIt. : yyess
.25 Th. : yeah, you're important, you're way up in the
list you're at least as important as th'dishes
CIt. : «laughs»right I've changed that, y'know
whereas before/II used t'say later Nicholas,
y'know
.30 Th.: yeah
CIt.: now-//now 1- y'know I let'im go ahead •• I let
Th.: yeah
CIt.: lim ta:lk, •••
Subsegment c.
c.Ol CIt.:
• •• and •• (2.s) •• we made a deal//y'know
Th.: o (mmhm)
CIt.: 1- I tell 'im- I sid y'know- I explained to him
Th.: o(mmhm)
.05
CIt.: y'know that I was seeing this lady because
Th.: o (mmhm)
CIt.: y'know d',
I was having with lim an
other people were, complaining too much about//
him
Th.: 0 (mmhm)
.10
CIt.: so, I said-, I told 'im- I said Nicholas, I
never wanted t'hit you, an I still don' wanna
hit you •• but, you have to- you have t'help me,
/ /y'know
Th.: 0 (mmhm)
.15
CIt.: .. What y'have to .. m.l.Jlt. me half way, y'know, so
we're gonna make a deal I told//him, I said if
Th.: 0 (mmhm)
CIt.: you-, if you do what I tell you y'know an don'
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let m·ee •• have t 'yellatyou
Th.: o.(mmhm)
CIt.: or r'peat myself too often .. the:n, everything
will be fine y'know .. an I won't have to hit you
no more n have t 'yell at you, so he just said
.25
o.k., a little •• but, he's just a kid 'e can't
compeltely, hold out on his deal I know that I
realize, that but he's been tryin', I could- I
could tell, I could see
Th.: o(yeah)
.30 CIt.: especially this past week

.20

Subsegment d.
d.Ol·
Th.: yeah, can we tAl.k about then, b'cause it
sounds like y'have something positiye ..t'report
uh 'about th'last
•• between you an Nicholas,
what you're' saying is •• well this question was
.05
there a time during the last week when you and
Nicholas, got along unusually well .. ah so it
sounds like what. you're saying is iiit's
different, there's, something different
Baby ?: «expelling breath» ,
Th.: I think it's ti_e to"a-«laughs» to get more
.10
food for this «laughs» young man «breath»,
CIt.:
, Th.:
Clt.:
.15 Th.·:
CIt.:
Th.
Th.
.20 CIt.
Th.
CIt.
Th.
CIt.
.25
Th .• :
CIt.:
.30

Th. :
CIt. :
Th. :
CIt. :

.35

Th.:
CIt.:
• 40

//0: rh

«laughs» (could use' up) another bottle
'o::h ye:ah,. oh, he's just growin'
o(I gotta'get'im more a th'wate'r, y'know)
•• (4) •• 0(yeah)
0(well) •• (3) •• I wouldn' say we like, had 2n§.
8xceptional day were//everybody was
(uhuh)
mmhm
it- it wans' like that, we had/lour little
o (mmhm)
differences each day
mmhm
but, its that-•• I didn' I fount myself this pas'
week where •• somehow a- things like went a
little easier for me
0 (mmhm)
even though I vas very ti:red, an I still
t'do my same//shareyeah you've been working
share of everything
yeah
but, o(I think somehow before, when I used t'do
so much yelling- ix- I Wps- be exhau:sted like
from it, I'd be so), moreorless like •• b$l lIB,
y'know

(like, now 1- 1- I don't have t'do that much
any more with him •• and)
.
Th.: (I wonder what, how that all?)-, what you're
saying is that y'gjg have- last week, it did go
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.45

CIt.:
Th.:
CIt.:
Th.:

Subsegment e.
e.OI
.05

.10

.15

.20

.25

.30

.35

.40

.45

nicely between th'two of you, except when y'had
ups nd downs
ye:ah
but
it was.a pretty good week
yeah
.f.Q.X you •••

••• d'you- and-, so what y're saying is
that your contribution t'that nice-, general an
nice state- state of affairs is tha:t, you're
saying, I didn't yell •• so much
CIt.: o(no)
Th.: so that was your contribution, that's why things
went e- better between th'two of you •• o(yeah)
CIt.: I didn' look at it like that b'cause//I didn'
yell
Th.: oh, well
yeah
CIt. 1 •• 1 guess because .. I was looking in it- aliton his side that, y'know
Th.: oh.k.
CIt.: •• he//um I gu- he=
Th.: yeah
CIt.: w- I guess he was try:ing to- to be- be- t'be
ni:ce, t'me •• as he puts it/Ie
)
Th.: ye:ah
CIt.: ..and .. I find myself- 1- 1-, I wouldn'have e-,
I wouldn' have to, go on in my way t'.. I donno
it was-, was an exceptional week though, it was
li:ke
. Th.: .yyea:h, are y'saying .. that last week what
did- your contribution t'making things
ni:ce •• wa:s that you looked at things from
Nicholas's?- •• o- or you were observant about
ho:w- what he was doing ur, how he was try:ing
or y'noticed him more
CIt.: yyes I think that's it, I was- a- I guess I
put-•• unconscioualy I didn'//tell myself I'm
Th.: yeah
CIt.: gonna do it
Th.: yeah
CIt. 1 it j- I guess it just happened, that u:m .. I pI paid more attention to lim somehow
Th.: yeah •• it sounds like that paid off
CIt.: •• it, did, it- that s- it- that's itthat's exactly what/II can't really •• (3.5) •• like
Th.: yeah
CIt.: say exactly what happened what I 41Q. or what he
Aid b'cause it wasn' anything that I really did
.. or that he did, y'kno:w
Th.: yeah
.
CIt.: it's just that- I guess we both tried somehowwell what you're saying is that preyiouss
t'this you've been so busy, tha:t other things
were higher on the liR.. a:nd that mayybe .. what
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Nicholas was percei:ying was that he was not
that import'nt t'you •• nd so, some of his.50 CIt.: could've been
Th.·: upa.&t.ness
A1D.ger D, feeling r'jected n
ignored, was getting played out in other places
CIt.: (
)
..
.
Th.: and that now
even though you
.55
didn't
do it, somehow you're,
in more t 'him .
..
o(yyes)
.
Th.: noticing, wbat Ie's doing, how hels feeling,
.. what's .cU,.fferent, uh an that
that's,
.60·
making it nicer b 'twee·n
two· of you
CIt.: o(yyeah)
.
Th.: could be •• o(yeah)
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POSTTEST SESSION: September 13, 1983
Initial Segment
Subsegment a
a.Ol Th.: allrighty let's, jump in •• uh the first part
begins with what we always talk about n that
is', the actual experiences, with- with the
children •• was there a time during the last week
.05
when you and the children or anyone of them
just didn't get along
CIt.: •• yeah we had umTh. : o(o.k. an who was that)
CIt.: o (Nicho,las)
.10 Th. : o(o.k. c'n y'tell me now what happened)
CIt.: o (well •• (3) •• well it w- it, we have our little
differences
Th. : mmI/hm
CIt.: x'know at home
(mmhm)
.15 Th. :
CIt.: but it didn't really get out of hand where I
had to
im or anything
Th. : o (mmhm)
CIt.: •• but um •• my mother was, watching him •• o(was it
.20
the week before, last week)
Th.: o (mmhm)
CIt.: last Tuesday it was
Th. : o (mmhm)
CIt.: and um •• uh when I got home she was very up.§Jlt.
.25
/ /y'know
Th.: o (mmhm)
CIt.: but she di- she didn't' say anything to me I
she was up//set
Th. : mmbm
.30 CIt.: .. and um ..she said Nicholas said' something all
s'said oh Nicholas don't start because you got
on my nerves all day
Th. : o (umhm)
CIt.: so I-.'.y'know I ask her-, y'know
.35 Th. : o (mmhm)
CIt. : if he was a problem
Th. : o(mm)
CIt. : •• so she said no he wasn't a problem that he
doesn't listen nd y'know he talks back t 'her nd
.40
he's disrespectful t 'her he's- calls her
8stupid nd
(mmhm)
Th. :
CIt.: y'know ..ug .aM thought, that he was-..because
I- I- I got there, while he was, acting YR again
.45 Th.: o (mmhm)
CIt.: while he was, showing off more because-, because
I was there
Th.: o (ahha)
CIt.: y'know, an it w- it just- it sorta- I wouldn't
.50
say got outa hand but um
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.55

.60

.65

.70

.75

.80

.85

.90

• 95

.100

Th.: 0 Cmmhm)
CIt.: then 1- I found out th't ••all this time that
she was watching Nicholas he was-, y'know//she
Th.: °Co.k.) . . . .
. . '
CIt.: gave me the impression that he was being ggg4
Th.: •• oCo.k.)
,
CIt.: •• but she, told me he was, .very,
K'know, out of hand
Th.:
Cmmhm)
CIt.: ••and um •• I asked- y'know when I got home I,
asked Nicholas about it •• he thought I was gonna
h1t lim he didn't wanna tell me what he- y'know
what n·what,hA did
Th.: mmhm
CIt.: I told 'im- I
I just want the truth
Nicholas I'm not gonna hit you
Th·.: um" mmhm
CIt.: aust j:.ell me the truth
Th.: (mmhm)
CIt.: but from what he .t..oJ.l.' me, i- hesaid well •• he
would stand in front of the t.v. while she was
wa'tcning :it
Th.: °Cmmnm):
CI t .: she tol' im t' s it down it meand he would stand
up
"
, Th.: '0 Cmmhinl
CIt.: and um •• he would mimic her
Th.:
CIt.: y'know •• and if th'phone rings he would run
for
he- grab th'phone an he wouldn'
g1.ve- ,give it t 'her
Th. :
Co.k. )
things like that nd
CIt. : •• and
Th. : .. it's interesting, he was very specific he
remembered eve.rything he did
CIt.: yes becaus. 1- I told 'im-I said
Th.: yeah
CIt.: try t'remember because I wanna know exactly
Th.: yeah
CIt.: what y'did
Th.: yeah uhuh.
,
CIt.:· y'know so I could
with it· b'cause 1- I
said ·I'm·.D.2t. gonna i l l you, 1- I don't wanna
hit you ,.
Th.: o.k.
.
CIt.: I just wan' us, t'be honest with each other
Th.: o.k., °Co·.k.)
CIt.: ••but. tha.t . was mainly,· th- the only thing that
was
was- •• big issue
Th. : mmhm
CIt. : since last time
Th.: o.k.

Subsegment b
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b.Ol CIt.: is thatTh.: how unreasonable would you think that Nicholas
w- had been ••not at all somewhat or very
little, pretty unreasonable or very unreasonable
Clt.: I would say a little unreasonable
.05 Th.: mmhm •• o.k., somewhat, a little, o.k., and how
angry or mA.d. did his a- unreasonable behavior
make you
CIt.: well it didn't make me-, it- I didn't get mad
because •• of the fact that
.10 Th.: mmhm
CIt.: •• he was indoors all day my mother wasn' able
to take him out
Th.: AhY seee, o.k.
CIt.: and •• he- he's.15 Th.: o(o.k.)
CIt.: he's very active so 1- he- he got bored and I
think those little things-•• oh my mother can'
tolerate too much of,
little things//bTh.: o.k •
• 20 CIt.: •• (2.5) •• 1 just- a- y'know I try to- him that's
th' reason why she was so upset because
Th.: mmhm
CIt.: y'know
Th.: •• o.k •
• 25 CIt.: his- plus I think he-, an the talking- I toldy'know-, he said he didn't curse at her he juss'
said dumb
Th.: I see
CIt.: ••o(something happened an' he said she was
.30
stupid an' I said well that was wrong) y'know
y', neyerTh.: •• mmhm
,
CIt.: o(an he promised me he wouldn' say it again an
•• 1 believed him •• y'know that he wouldn't)
Subsegment c
c.OI Th.: •• if you look back at
situation now Wendy,
that you could've- that l!2Y. could'v
avoided it in any way .. that's his behaving
like that ••d'y'think there's anything that you
could've done •• o(to avoid that)
.05
CIt.: •• °(1 don't think so)
Th. : o(o.k.)
CIt.: maybe if I was there 1-, o(but I wasn' there
so-)
.10 Th. : o (y'had t 'go t ',K.2U)
CIt. : o (yeah)
Th.: o(a'mean that's, not a, pleasure it's
something y'need t'do
CIt. : o (yeah)
Subsegment d
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Th.: o.k. ..um once you were J.n th'situation what
dJJl you like about the way you handled it
i •• (2.5) •• that I didn't get angry at him right
out.
.05 Th.: mmhm •• (2.5) •• 0(0.k.)
CIt.: 1- my mother- I could tell she didn' li:ke
th'fact that•• I didn', yell at him right there
on the spot when she
me, or hi- or- or
give 'im a spanking ••a- somehow I got the
.10
impression she was expecting me t'do that
. .
Th.: o (mmhm)
CIt.: but ·1-, I said o(o.k. we're go home now ail
w-), I gonna ta- I'm gonna
Th.: •• yeah
.15 CIt.:
we're gonna talk about this Nicholas
(an)
Th.: yeah
CIt.: y'know
is that what y' used t'do about it wendyllis
.20 CIt.: o (usually)
Th.: that what you would-, so you've really-, you've
gotten ahold of this
CIt. : yeah •• b'cause
.. Th.: mmhm
.25 CIt.: I, um, thinking DQK-, now that I realize
that •• maybe •.• I used t'do that spanking or·.
xelling more to even please those people .
Th. : (0: : h)
CIt.: then.30 Th.: ••G. you were behaving in a sense more like
mother's daughterthan your son's mother
CIt.: ht •• right I think so)
Th.: •• (that happens •• yeah) •• but you a.re- you are a·
mother that's your first
.35 CIt.: o(yeah)
Th.: thing now it seems like you've, taken
back •• charge of that
CIt.: o(yes II(
)
Th.: y'know waiting
CIt.: 0(1 feel- I feel good about it)
Th.: o (yes, I think y'do very well and y'wil! do
well),

d.Ol

;

.-

..

Subsegment e
e.Ol Th.:

••• what did y'D..Qt. like 0 (about the way
y'handled it..anything)
CIt.: no 1- I
Th.: o.k ••• (2.5) •• if the umJl thing happened again
.05
Wendy or something similar to it how would you
handle it
CIt.: •• 0(1 think I would), handle it the same way

Subsegment f
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f.01
.05

.10

.15

.20

.25

.30

.35
.40

.45

.50

Th.1 0 (mmhm •• o.k.) •• (3.5) •• now •• how about •• dur ing
the last week or so was there a time when y'got
along unuaua11y well .. 0 (with, the kids)
C1t.1 •• (5.5) •• (yyess)
Th. : o(yeah o.k.)
C1t.1 i- it- it- •• y'know it's not like it- for brief
little moments though
Th.1 yeah
C1t.1 y' know, 1ike..because I was .IlSl busy doing
everything that I had like •• a little time
t'sit down and we have fyn together, but it
was, while I was doin something or wa:1king
home or something
Th.1 o.k. ..is that something unusual from what
th'typica1, pattern had been
C1t.: yes because usually I'd say later n' no,
Nicholas
Th. : oh kay
C1t.: no I'm so ti red we talk about it later and we
never- I would never gat to it
Th.: o.k. so what you're saying is I took a few
minutes •• whi1e •• I was busy •• to playa little ••
with Nicholas •• (2.5) •• and that before you
would
do that you would a1ways- I'm too
busy I'm, too busy
C1t.: yeah//aTh. : sounds like you're finding 'those few minutes
now
C1t.: yeah. I used t'put lim off 1ike//later Nicholas
Th.: yeah
andTh.: yeah
C1t.: ••but now .. 1ike he's still expecting me- like
if he starts t'tel1 me he'd 1ike-, what
like me t'do would be like stop n y'know, heh- probably think I'm not listenin' or
Th.: mmhm
C1t.: I don't wanna hear •• an he said •• he'd start over
again I said Nicholas I heard you just continue
talking I just have to do this//but I'm
Th.: o.k.
CIt.: 1istenin' to you/Ie
)
Th.: that seems like it's important to him to know
you're s-, you're aware of him
CIt.: yes
Th.1 that he's around
C1t.: o(yeah)
Th.: and that little bit works? with him
Clt.1 yeah he seemed to a- have accepted it b'cause
like he- he- would start repeating himself and
'he'd say
Th.: mmhm
CIt.: see Mommy you're not listening, and I said yeah
Nicholas I'm listenin' I heard what y'said and

1//(

)
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Th.1 o.k.
Clt.1 I'd say betcha I could tell you what
you said y'know
.60 "Th.1 yeah
CIt. I yeah
Th.1 so he's testing, sounds like he's uh not so
sure, nd he wants to be sure that aCIt. I
he's "
.65 Th.1
(yeah)
CIt. I
Th.1
glad it's working
Clt.1 •• "(it is)

"

"

Subsegment g
g.Ol Th.1 how 'bout "Nicholas, was there something hee,
did that made things kind of nJ&it o(b'tween
th'two o"f you •• (3) ••anything special that he
said nd- or he did) .. or didn't .dQ
.05 CIt. I •• (5) •• 0 (little things he •• I think •• I wouldn't
say anything big) that I could l!emember
//specifically. "
Th.: mmhm
Th.1 mmhm
.10 CIt. : but it's overall
Th.1 o.k.
"
CIt. I gattern i"s- is-,"it's more, pleasant somehow
Th.": (o.k. )
CIt. I •• (3) ••he still has 'is moments where, y'know
.15
•• 1 would ••at- at the point befol re
o
"
"
Th.1 (mmhm)
would,
probably
just, yell at him
I
was
I
CIt. I
o
(mmhm)
"
Th.:
CIt. I y'know, but now 1- I tend to overlook those
things o(somehow •• b'cause)
.20
o
Th.1 (yeah)
Clt.1 I realize he is a child •• o(y'//know)
Th. : o(yeah), //so y've changed th'way y'look at
CIt.: I' o(think).25 Th.: him somewhat
CIt. : yeah I think before I was •• puttin lim in a h- ••
"I would say higher-, in a more grown-up
bracket
Th.: o (ohkay)
.30 CIt.: where I was expecting too much of him
Th. : o (o.k. o.ic., I think that that's important for"
us o.k. so what you're saying is I s-y'see
Nicholas more as a ghildnow
•• (3.5) •• yeah) well I guess, part of what
that is also related tithe fact that y'seem
.35
t'see t'self more as a grown-up
(2.5) •• yo"u were saying "that
y'thought maybe th'reason that you acted
out against NicholaS sometimes was more
t 'please
other people which is
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.40

Clt.1
Th.1
.45

Clt.1
Clt. :
Th.1
Clt.1
.50 Th.1
Clt. :
Th.:

.55 Clt.1

Th.:
Clt. :
Th. :

.60

something a child does only a child wants
t'please grown-ups
•• yeah
so maybe just th'fact of looking at y'self as a
grown-up•• automatically makess-, makes it very
he's a child
(th't he's)
(yeah I never thought of it that way)
x'know everything fits in
(yeah)
nothing, is isolated, everything always has a- a
mmsequence
I never- I would never would have looked at it
//that way
yeah
that way
yeah,
( (laughs»
well I think you started to look at a
lotta things in a different way Wendy nd it,
seems t'be helpful for you .. t'look at o(some
t·hings) ..
now we'll run through this here ...
[tape continues}

J

